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Chapter 1

Objectives and Outline

Stockholm, Washington, Montmal, Base4 Rio de Janeiro, Kyoto.

What do these cities have in common? First of all, they are all large cities across the
world, close to water (river, lake or ocean), with more than 170,000 inhabitants (actually
Rio is the largest of them with more than 10 million inhabitants). All cities have an
international airport and a urban rail system  (such as metro or tram).   In all cities one
can study at a university and one can go to an art museum or enjoy a classical music
concert. Even more striking, in all cities there has been an ATPl Tennis event and the
rock-band AC/DC has performed a live show.

But secondly and more appropriate for this thesis, in all of these cities a multilateral
environmental agreement (MEA) has been signed on international environmental prob-
lems (IEPs)2. The participants in these agreements are all independent countries. What
do they then have in common? They share their concern over the environment - nationally
and internationally.

Despite existing treaties and despite the general concern over the environment, it has
proved to be difficult to initiate and agree on international environmental policy. Two
important reasons for the difliculties in international environmental policy making are
(see, among others, Hunter et al. (2001) and Morand-Francis (1998)): 1) the absence
of an international institution that can enforce environmental policy; and 2) the lack of
internationally binding environmental principles.

1 ATP stands for Association of Tennis Profesionals.
2Stockholm, 1972: Declamtion of the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment; Wash-

ington, 1973: Convention on International Thule in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flom
(CITES); Montreal, 1987: Montreal Pmtocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer; Basel, 1989:
Baset Convention on the  Control of Yhinsboundary Movements of Hazardous  Waste and their Disposal;
Rio de Janeiro, 1992: Rio Dectamtion on Environment and Development; Kyoto, 1998: The Kyoto
Protocol on Climate Change.
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International institutions
No global international institution exists that can enforce environmental policy. The

United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), created in 1972, is considered to be
the primary environmental agency. Its mission is (cited from United Nations (1979))

to facilitate international coopemtion in the environmental jield; to keep the
world environmental situation under review so that probtenz of international
signijicance mceive appropriate considemtion by governments; and to pmmote
the acquisition, assessment and exchange of environmental knowledge.

The UNEP, however, has no power to enforce international environmental policy. In ad-
dition to UNEP, governments created the UN Commission on Sustainable Development

(CSD) in 1992 to coordinate and integrate environmental and economic issues within the
United Nations. Unfortunately, also the CSD's role is limited to providing a political
forum for discussion, without any operational mandate or authority The result is that
international environmental policy is still spread across a collection of treaties, each ad-
dressing a global environmental issue. The governance of the treaties is spread across

many different international institutions, with diffuse, weak and sometimes conflicting
authorities'3. Some have argued (Runge (2001), among others) that a new Global Envi-
ronment Organization (GEO) should be established to tackle this distribution. The main
reasons for a new GEO are:

•  the inappropriateness of the existing institutions as a center for transnational envi-
ronmental expertise and activity;

• the increasing and widespread number of environmental issues, which cannot be

adequately managed through existing agencies or uncoordinated MEAs; and

• the necessity of separate institutional authority for environmental problems, less

subjective to interests and influence of specific countries.

The main tasks of such a new GEO would be:

• to coordinate environmental efforts and MEAs by providing a transparent source of

information on global environmental issues;

3Such as the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), the Commission on Sustainable De-

velopment (CSD), the Organization of the United Nations for Food and Agriculture (FAO), the Global
Environment Facility (GEF), the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade/ World 'Ikade Organiza-
tion  (GATT/WTO), the International Maritime Organization  (IMO), the International Atomic Energy

Agency  (IAEA), the World Conservation Union  (IUCN), the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) and the World Health Organization (WHO).
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• to specify a dispute settlement process, in which non-governmental and governmen-
tal organizations and other interested parties could
participate;

•  to support developing countries in the formulation of trade, development and envi-
ronmental initiatives; and

•  to establish environmental policies, instead of using trade policies, for example, to
protect the environment.

Environmental principles
The last task for a new GEO directly relates to the second difficulty in environmental

policy making: there exist no internationally binding environmental principles that guide
policy making with regard to international environmental protection. Reasons for setting
such binding environmental principles are (from Hunter et al. (2001)):

•  to achieve a more balanced integration of environmental protection and other eco-
nomic goa]s like trade;

• to make environmental policy more effective;

• to establish minimum environmental standards; the Polluter Pays Principle, for
example, ensures that polluters are held responsible for environmental damage they
cause; and

•  to provide a substantive basis for coordinating the activities in environmental policy
between the many existing international institutions, especially between a new GEO
and international institutions concerned with other issues, such as the GATT/WTO
and the World Health Organization (WHO).

Although there are important difficulties in international policy making on environmen-
tal issues, already more than 400 multilateral agreements exist4. However, the difficulties
concerning the absence of an international institution and the lack of internationally bind-
ing environmental principles are still reflected in the existing agreements. Enforcement of
environmental policy is rarely agreed upon; and even if it would be included in a treaty
or protocol, the rules and principles needed to enforce the agreement are not binding, but
on a voluntary basis.

4An extensive overview is given in ENTRI (2003).
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Issue linkage
The existing literature has proposed issue linkage as a tool to overcome the obstacles

to solve IEPs. Issue linkage uses the fact that countries aze mostly involved in several

issues of negotiation simultaneously, which creates possibilities for countries to exchange
concessions or to threaten non cooperating countries. For instance, in a two-country case,
a country that suffers from transboundary pollution may be an important trade partner of
the polluting country. The suffering country can link trade to the pollution problem in two

ways:  1) it can offer trade concessions to the polluting country in exchange for cooperation
on the pollution problem; and 2) it can threaten to impose trade restrictions on the
polluting country, if the polluting country refuses to cooperate on the pollution problem.
Linking an IEP to another problem (or in fact to several other problems) and negotiating
on the problems together, may yield a solution to several problems simultaneously, whereas

the problems separately could not be solved.

An example is the linkage by Germany, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands and
Sweden (the so-called group of four) between the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) and
the enlargement  of the European Union  (EU). The group  of four  made the enlargement  of

the EU dependent upon the reform of the CAP, thereby establishing the linkage between

two independent issues (see further details in chapter  3).
Recent examples of issue linkage that emphasize interdependency between countries

include the linkage between the War on Terror and free trade agreements between the
United States and arabic countries, such as Jordan, Morocco and Egypt (see Business

Today Egypt (2002) and White House Office of the Press Secretary (2002)); the linkage

between improvement in China's record in human rights and the United States' extension
of China's status of "most favored nation" (see Lacy and Niou (2000)); and the Russian
indefinite postponement of its ratification of the United States-Russian Strategic Offensive

Reductions Tteaty on the reduction of nuclear arms, in response to the United States'
final ultimatum to Iraq.

Due to increased interdependency among countries, the possibilities of applying issue

linkage have increased. This is the case, for instance, in the European Union and for the
Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation.

This thesis uses game theory to formalize issue linkage. Game theory deals with the
strategic interaction and interdependencies between decision makers. These decision ma-
kers have to make choices. The complete set of strategies determine the outcome.  The
decision makers have some knowledge on the available strategies of the others and of each
decision makers' preferences on the outcomes.

Traditional game theoretic analysis is restricted to one issue. The strategies determine
the outcome in one issue only. However, from the above, it is clear that in practice more

issues play a role in negotiations between decision makers. This requires an expansion
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of the traditional model, within the game theoretic setting.  In this expansion 1 follow
the usual division of traditional game theory into cooperative game theory and non-
cooperative game theory.

Coopemtive game theory
In cooperative game theory it is assumed that players can make binding agreements,

thereby forming coalitions. These coalitions, their stability, and the total net benefits
coalitions can achieve for themselves, is the focus of cooperative game theory.

A cooperative game describes the possible sets of actions that each coalition can take.
An outcome of a cooperative game is a specification of the coalition that is formed and
the joint action it takes.

Non-coopemtive game theory
Non-cooperative game theory is concerned with the individual player, who maximizes

a net benefit function. This net benefit function depends on the net benefit maximiz-
ing behavior of the other players. Non-cooperative game theory focuses on the analysis
of different strategies available to the players, always taking into account the strategic
(re)action of the other players.

In this thesis I analyze issue linkage in both a cooperative setting (in chapter 5) and a
non-cooperative setting (in chapter 6).

The following section formulates the objectives of this thesis.  I conclude this chapter with
an outline of the thesis.

1.1 Objectives
Achieving cooperation on IEPs is still a major problem, both in practice and in theory.
Issue linkage is an interesting approach to stimulate cooperation. Issue linkage requires
situations of mutual interdependency with respect to several different issues.  Such situ-
ations occur frequently in systems like the EU, which unites a plurality of independent
countries in numerous areas, such as legislation, trade and the environment.

In the existing economic literature on IEPs, game theoretic models have been used
extensively because they can address both mutual interdependencies and the institutional
setting. From this literature, the work done in Folmer et al. (1993) and in Cesar and de
Zeeuw (1996) forms the basis on which the research for this thesis builds.

Folmer et al. (1993) introduce the concept of interconnection, modelling issue linkage
in a non-cooperative game-theoretic setting. Specifically, they formalize the concept of
interconnection for two cases:  1) the case where each constituting isolated game is a static
game in strategic form, resulting in a so-called direct-sum game; and 2) the case where
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each constituting isolated game is a repeated game, resulting in a so-called tensor game.
The Nash equilibrium was used to compare results for interconnected games with results of
their constituting isolated games. Their main results are:  1) for each Nash equilibrium of
the direct sum game there exist corresponding Nash equilibria of the constituting isolated

games and vice versa; and 2) the set of Nash equilibria of the tensor game is larger than
and completely contains the set of Nash equilibria of the constituting isolated games.
The last result has led to the theme 'interconnection may sustain more cooperation' for
tensor games. Several issues remained open for further research. This thesis addresses

some of these issues, such as interconnection of cooperative games; investigation of an

applicable solution concept for the newly formulated interconnected game; and addition

of refinements  (such as power asymmetry between countries).
Cesar and de Zeeuw (1996) also model issue linkage in a non-cooperative setting.

Specifically, issue linkage between two bi-matrix games was considered for two types of

offsetting asymmetric games: asymmetric prisoners' dilemma games and suasion games.
The full cooperative outcome was used as the solution concept. Their main result is:

linkage of two mirror image asymmetric games makes it possible to sustain the full co-

operative outcome as a subgame perfect renegotiation-proof equilibrium. However, it was
stressed that the assumption that the two issues are exact mirror images is quite strong.
A topic for further research would therefore be to delineate more precisely, in the space of

bi-matrix games, which games can be linked in order to make the full cooperative outcome

sustainable. This will be addressed in this thesis.

Summarizing the above, the objective of this thesis is to answer the following question:

How can international environmental problems be solved with use of issue linkage, and is
this  applicable  in  the European Union f

To provide an answer to this question and in light of my personal preference to conduct

theoretical analysis, I formulated three main objectives for this thesis:

•  Development of the theory of intemonnection in a cooperative game theoretical set-
ting. This comprises the definition of interconnection of M issues for N players,

the formulation of a solution concept for the interconnected cooperative game, as

well as the comparison between the outcome of the interconnected game and the
outcomes of the constituting isolated games.

• Expansion of the theory of intemonnection in a non-cooperative setting. This coIn-

prises the analysis of the parameters of M imperfectly reversed strategic games with

N players, such that the full cooperative outcome of the resulting interconnected
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game  is a Pareto improvement  of the strictly dominant Nash equilibrium5.

• Examination of the applicability of issue linkage in the conte:Et of environmentat
problems within the EU. The focus lies on transboundary pollution problems, as
well as on other problems that require common decision making within the EU.

1.2 Outline

In light of the previously stated objectives, this thesis is organized into seven chapters.
Chapters 2 and 3 provide the context for the application of issue linkage. Chapter 4
reviews the literature on issue linkage and places the thesis in a broader context. It is
mainly intended to assess the theoretical base of issue linkage, on which the theory in
this thesis builds. In chapters 5 and 6 I provide the theoretical part on issue linkage.
Chapter 7 summarizes the previous chapters and concludes this thesis.

Chapter 2 provides insight into the nature of IEPs, especially into the complexity of
solving IEPs. In particular, the line of argument is given for using issue linkage as a
tool to solve IEPs. The chapter addresses the main characteristic of IEPs. Thereafter
three approaches to solve IEPs are presented, from which the full cooperative approach
is selected and further analyzed. Instruments to overcome some obstacles to the full
cooperative approach are subsequently discussed, from which issue linkage is selected as
the fundamental theme of this thesis. The chapter continues with a detailed discussion on
issue linkage. Finally, some existing multilateral environmental agreements are described.

A synopsis of environmental policy in the EU and background information for apply-
ing issue linkage to environmental policy in the EU are presented in chapter 3. The first
part of the chapter is a description of the institutions of the EU and a precise explana-
tion of the decision-making procedure, as these affect environmental policy making.  The
second part of the chapter goes into EU environmental policy.  The main principles of EU
environmental policy are elucidated, as well as the Fifth and Sixth Environmental Action
Programme.

Chapter 4 reviews the mathematical economic literature on issue linkage of two (or
more) independent or separable issues, complemented with the main results from this
literature. Different ways to define linkage are described and three classes of methodologies
to model linkage are then discussed. The review continues with experimental results and
results from simulations from the economic literature on issue linkage. Finally, arguments
from the literature against issue linkage are presented and evaluated.

'Cesar and de Zeeuw (1996) refer to perfect reversibility as exact mirror image. I use the term perfect
reversibility (and imperfect reversibility as opposed to perfect reversibility).
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Chapter 5 analyzes the concept of interconnection in a cooperative game theoretical

setting. The separate issues are modelled as games in (adjusted) characteristic function

form, assuming transferable payoffs. Refinements of power asymmetry between countries
and asymmetry between issues are included in the theory. Linking is achieved by sum-
ming the adjusted characteristic functions of the separate games. This results in a new

game in characteristic function form, the so-called interconnected game (in characteristic
function form).  The core is used as the solution concept of the interconnected game.  It is

formally shown that issue linkage can indeed achieve cooperation between players, where
it otherwise would not occur.

Chapter 6 extends the analysis of issue linkage in a non-cooperative setting with two
innovative elements. The first innovative element of chapter  6  is that issue linkage  is
defined for N countries linking M issues, instead of most models of two countries linking
two issues, as in Cesar and de Zeeuw (1996). The second innovative element of chapter 6 is
that issue linkage under impelfect reversibility is analyzed. Conditions for the parameters
of the separate games are derived, such that there is a full cooperative strategy profile of
the interconnected game that is a Pareto improvement of all dominant Nash equilibria.  It
will be shown that there exist ranges of parameters of the games, such that interconnection
between an initial game and games with parameters from within the predetermined ranges

of parameters, results in an interconnected game with a full cooperative strategy profile
that is a strict Pareto improvement of all dominant Nash equilibria.

Finally, chapter 7 provides a summary and conclusions of the thesis.  I summarize the
results from chapters 2 to 6. These results are then related to the applicability of issue

linkage, in general, and in the context of environmental policy in the EU, in particular.



Chapter 2

International Environmental
Problems and Multilateral
Environmental Agreements

Within the larger context of solving international environmental problems (IEPs) using
issue linkage, this chapter explores IEPs.  What line of argumentation call be used to
justify issue linkage as a tool to solve IEPs? Sections 2.1 and 2.2 review the characte-
ristics of IEPs, the properties of a multilateral environmental agreement (MEA), and the
existing principles for MEAs. Section 2.3 first discusses three different approaches for
solving IEPs: the market approach, the non-cooperative approach and a cooperative ap-
proach. Section 2.3 then explains the reasons why countries are involved in MEAs. These
reasons lead to a discussion on the (full) cooperative approach, including its obstacles
and instruments to overcome the obstacles. Section 2.4 then focusses on issue linkage
as an instrument to overcome the obstacles to the full cooperative approach. Reasons,
drawbacks and the applicability of issue linkage are discussed. Finally, section 2.5 uses
the examples of some existing MEAs, including the MEAs associated with the cities that
started chapter 1 to illustrate the issues that were discussed in sections 2.1 to 2.4. Some
'smaller' MEAs are also described - smaller in the sense that the agreements concern only
some countries. Finally, a European Union agreement is included, relating to the title of
this thesis.

2.1 Characteristics of International Environmental

Problems

As  explained in chapter  1,  IEPs are environmental problems  that  have an international
dimension, in the sense that their impacts extend even beyond the country in which the
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externality is generated. A country can be a polluting country, suffer from pollution, or,
more commonly, be both polluting and suffering. This aspect of IEPs is discussed below.

IEPs occur in situations where there are no property rights and no institutions with
the authority to initiate and enforce environmental policy internationally The latter
aspect, the lack of institutions, will be explained below in further detail.

Sources and victims
For analytical purposes, a distinction is made between countries that pollute and

countries that suffer from pollution. These countries are referred to, respectively, as
source and victim countries. Two kinds of relations between source and victim countries
are distinguished, expressed in two cases of IEPs: 1) the unidirectional IEP; and 2) the
reciprocal IEP. With regard to reciprocal IEPs, a further distinction is made between
regional reciprocal IEPs and global reciprocal IEPs.

In a unidirectional IEP, a country involved in the problem is either a source country or
a victim country, but not both. An example is the pollution of a border-crossing river by
a single upstream country, suffered only by a single downstream country. Unidirectional
IEPs can be divided on the source side into one source and many sources; the victim side
includes one victim and many victims.  The most general (but in practice almost non-

existent) form of a unidirectional IEP is the many sources/many victims case. Generally,
a source country has no interest in a policy measure for reducing pollution, whereas the
measure is in the full interest of the victim country.

In a reciprocal IEP, a country is both the source and victim of an externality. The
externality affects either a group of countries in a specific region (regional reciprocal

IEP),   or  most  or all countries  of the earth (global reciprocal  IEP). A classic example

of a regional reciprocal IEP is the problem of acid rain in Europe (See, for example
Mailer (1989), EMEP (2003) and EEA (2002)). Throughout Europe, the wind direction
is generally westerly or southwesterly Consequently, much of the pollution emitted in
the United Kingdom travels across the North Sea and is deposited in Scandinavia. While
the United Kingdom emits much more pollution than it receives through acid deposition,
Norway and Sweden both receive more than 90% of their sulphur pollution from other
countries (primarily the United Kingdom, Germany and Poland) and from international

shipping. It must be noted that, from 1980 until 1999, the United Kingdom significantly
reduced its emissionsl.

Examples of global reciprocal IEPs include the threat of extinction of rare species,

global warming and the pollution of international seas.

1 Some remarkable figures are (from EMEP (2003)): 76% reduction of sulphur emissions, 38% reduction
of nitrogen oxides emissions, 26% reduction of non-methane volatile organic compounds emissions, 38%
reduction of carbon monoxide emissions and 32% reduction of methane emissions.
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Related to the distinction between source and victim countries are the characteristics of
the pollutant itself. A pollutant can be uniformly mixing or non-uniformly mixing (see

Tietenberg (1985)).
Some pollutants contribute to the accumulation of pollution, independent of where

they are generated. An example can be found in the global warming problem, where each
unit of C02 contributes to the greenhouse gases in the same way, regardless of where it is
produced.  It is clear that in the case of these uniformly mixing pollutants, the distinction
between source and victim country is irrelevant.

In the case of non-uniformly mixing pollutants, the place of origin determines the
accumulation of the pollutant. An example can be found in the acid rain problem, where
the winds over Europe disperse the sulphur emissions of different countries into different
directions, thereby spreading the acid substances over Europe differently. In this case,
the source/victim country distinction is relevant.

Absence of an international institution
Absence of an international institution with the authority to initiate and enforce en-

vironmental policy internationally is typical for an IEP, and distinguishes it from do-
mestic environmental problems (see Folmer and de Zeeuw (2002) and Folmer and van
Mouche (2000/2001)). Any environmental policy proposed on an international level must
be initiated, adopted, implemented and enforced by the participating countries volunta-
rily. Sovereign countries cannot intervene in each other's policies. For instance, a country
downstream of an international river wants the upstream country to reduce its pollution
of the river, but cannot enforce the necessary measures, since they have to be taken by
the upstream country. An even more extreme example can be found in international ge-
ographical space - such as international seas and space - where no authority exists at all
with controlling jurisdiction. This absence of an international institution is revealed both
by non-participating behavior and by non-compliance behavior, as described below.

First, countries can refuse to participate in the development of a common policy, either
because they disagree with the goal of the agreement, or because they want to free-ride
(enjoying the benefits of an agreement without bearing any of the costs from measures
that  have  to be taken, according  to the agreement).

Second, participating countries can fail to comply with an agreement by deciding not
to implement the policy, or by pulling out completely from the agreement. An example of
failing to comply with (part of) an agreement is the European Union adding reservations

upon approval of an international environmental agreement (IEA). In 1985, the EU signed
the Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer.  In 1989, when it approved

the Convention, it added a reservation to the Convention, stating the following (from
United Nations Treaty Collection  (2003)):
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On  behalf of the European  Community,  it is hereby dectand that  the said  Com-
munity can accept arbitration as a means of dispute settlement within the tenns

of the Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer. It cannot
accept submission of any dispute to the International Court of Justice.

A reservation was also added upon approval of the Helsinki Convention on the Trans-

boundary Effects of Industrial Accidents in 1998 (UNECE (2003)). The reservation con-
cerned higher threshold quantities for bromine, methanol and oxygen, and for substances

considered toxic and very toxic to aquatic organisms.

Another example is the failure of compliance with the 1987 Montreal Protocol, which
banned trade in a number of ozone-depleting chemicals, including CFCs. Despite the ban
on trade, customs officers throughout the world regularly intercept deliveries of chloroflu-

orocarbons (CFCs).

2.2      Properties of a Multilateral Environmental Agree-
ment

Assuming that the countries are acting rationally, the foregoing implies that all MEA has
to be signed voluntarily, must be agreed upon by consensus and must be self-enfoming

(see also Finus (2002)). Although these three aspects of an MEA are interdependent,
they are discussed separately below, for sake of clarity.

Voluntarism
Countries will only sign an agreement voluntarily if they find an agreement beneficial

(in the sense that the benefits from the agreement exceed the costs of pollution reduc-

tion).     Voluntarism  is also referred  to as individual rationality. Generally, although   an
international environmental agreement raises global welfare, individual countries may be
worse off. For instance, in the case of non-uniformly mixing pollutants, if a country emits

relatively many pollutants but suffers relatively little from the effects, the costs of abate-

ment may exceed the benefits. In Maler  (1989), for example,  it was argued  that  (with

respect to the problem of acid rain in Europe) the costs of reducing emissions exceeded

the benefits from the reduction for the United Kingdom.

Consensus
An MEA must also be reached by consensus; that is, by the countries together. Con-

sensus has been referred to in Barrett (1998) as collective rationality: an agreement is not
vulnerable to renegotiation and there is no alternative agreement that all countries prefer.
Of course, consensus can be reached only if the countries participate voluntarily. Consen-

sus may lead to a weaker agreement or even to no agreement at all. Initially, countries
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can relatively easily agree on declarations of intentions. But agreeing on protocols with
explicit emission reductions is far more difficult. The difficulties in reaching consensus
are evident, for example, from the time elapsed from recognition of the environmental
problem until the signature of an agreement.  The time that elapses from recognition to
treaty ratification and enforcement, through negotiations on the design of the treaty and
agreement on protocols with explicit measures, may take a period of more that 40 years.
For example, the need for environmental protection of the Antarctic area was recognized
in 1961. The signature of the Protocol to the Antarctic Treaty on Environmental Pro-
tection took place in 1991 - more than 30 years later. The Protocol has not even been
ratified yet, more than ten years later.

Self-enforcement
Even when countries agree on an MEA by consensus, the agreement must be setf-

enforcing. That is, the agreement must be designed in such a way that countries vol-
untarily sign the agreement and carry out its terms without interference of an outside
Part;y2.

Self-enforcing agreements have been described in Barrett (1994) and Barrett (1998).
Barrett develops a theory of international cooperation, assuming individual and collective
rationality, thereby modelling a 'credible' strategy for deterring free-riding and enforcing
compliance. He does this by analyzing an infinitely repeated linear prisoners' dilemma
game, with symmetric countries. Linearity implies that the payoffs to the countries are
linear functions of the total number of countries that cooperate. Specifically:  if z (z  N,
N 2 2) is the number of countries that cooperate (with N the total number of countries),
then the payoff to each country from cooperation equals 71-c(z) = -c + dz, and the
payoff from defection equals 7rD(z) - bz, where b, c, and d are parameters3, such that the
prisoners' dilemma game satisfies three features: 1) defection is a dominant strategy in the
one-shot  game4;  2) each country's payoff is increasing  with the number of other countries
that cooperates, irrespective of whether or not the country itself cooperates5; and 3) the
aggregate payoff is strictly increasing with the number of countries that cooperates6.  The
main conclusions that Barrett draws on self-enforcement are as follows:

1. The number of countries that can sustain full cooperation by means of a self-
enforcing agreement   must be lower or equal   to   9 . For example,   if  b   =   d   =   3

and c = 4, then the full cooperative outcome can be sustained by at most two
2Indeed, there exists no international institution that has the power to initiate and enforce an agree-

ment.

3Where b, c, d>0 and assuming that d k b.
4 This implies bz > -c+d(z+1), O S Z S N-1. Furthermore, upon setting z=O,i t holds that c>d.
5This implies d, b > 0.
6This implies -c + 2dz > b(2z - N).
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countries.  And if b=d=1 and c= 149, then the full cooperative outcome can be

sustained by at most 150 countries.

2. Global cooperation under self-enforcement call be sustained only when the gains
from cooperation are small: there is an inverse relationship between the maximum
number of countries that can sustain full cooperation and the aggregate gains to
cooperation. The aggregate gains equal N· (1Tc(N) - 71'D(0))  =N· (-c + dN).  The

aggregate gains to cooperation are thus decreasing in c and increasing in d. But the
inequality N 5 42 implies that the maximal number of countries N that can sustain
cooperation is increasing in c and decreasing in d. Thus international cooperation
between all countries can be sustained only when the gains to cooperation are small.

This last result is exemplified by the Montreal Protocol. The United States Environmental
Protection Agency calculated the differences in costs and benefits between the case of the
United States carrying out the terms of the Montreal Protocol unilaterally and the case
of the United States acceding the treaty (see EPA (1987)). Under unilateral action,
the United States would bear the costs of $21 billion and would receive a benefit of
$1.373 billion. Under the treaty, the United States would bear the same costs of $21
billion and would receive a higher benefit of $3.575 billion. The difference between non-
participation (and taking the actions unilaterally) and participation are relatively small.
With the strong belief that costs and benefits estimates for the other countries would give
relatively comparable results, the small number of signatories to the Montreal Protocol is
not surprising, since the gains from cooperation are small.

Ftorn the above it is clear that voluntarism, consensus and self-enforcement generally
weaken the commitments embodied in an agreement. An agreement frequently reflects
the lowest common denominator between the countries. This lowest common denominator
is negatively influenced by countries that have little interest in reaching an agreement.

Environmental principles
To complete the discussion above regarding the properties of MEAs, it is important

to refer to some principles that serve as a basis for some existing MEAs . They are very

general, however, and do not state specific measures or standards. The principles have
been adopted from either the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development or from
the International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN) Draft
Covenant on Environment and Development (see Hunter et  al. (2001), ENTRI  (2003)  and

IUCN (2003)):

• Principle of Common Concern: the global environment is a common concern of

humanity (IUCN Covenant, Principle 13);
7 See also section  2.5.
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• Duty Not to Cause Envimnmental Harm: states have the responsibility to ensure
that activities within their jurisdiction or control do not cause damage to the envi-
ronment of other states or of areas beyond the limits of national jurisdiction (Rio
Declaration, Principle  2);

•  Principle of Integmtion: in order to achieve sustainable development, environmental
protection shall constitute an integral part of the development process and cannot
be considered in isolation from it (Rio Declaration, Principle 4);

•  Principle of Global Partnership: states shall cooperate in a spirit of global partner-
ship to conserve, protect and restore the health and integrity of the earth's ecosystem
(Rio Declaration, Principle 7);

• Principle of Common but Diferentiated Responsibilities:  in view of the different
contributions to global environmental degradation, states have common but diffe-
rentiated responsibilities (Rio Declaration, Principle 7);

•  Principle of Public Participation: environmental issues are best handled with the
participation of all concerned citizens, at the relevant level (Rio Declaration, Prin-
ciple  10);

•  Precautionary Principle: where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage,
lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing cost-
effective measures to prevent environmental degradation (Rio Declaration, Principle
15);

• Pottuter Pays Principle: national authorities should promote the internalization
of environmental costs and the use of economic instruments, taking into account
the approach that the polluter should, in principle, bear the cost of pollution (Rio
Declaration, Principle  16);  and

•  Principle of Peacefilt Resolution of Disputes: states shall resolve all their environ-
mental disputes peacefully and by appropriate means in accordance with the Charter
of the United Nations (Rio Declaration, Principle 26).
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2.3 Approaches, Obstacles and Instruments for
Solving IEPs

2.3.1 Market, Non-Cooperative and Cooperative Approach
There are in general three approaches to solve IEPs: the market approach, the non-

cooperative approach and the cooperative approach. In general, each country's welfare

equals its benefits minus its damages from pollution. Benefits depend on production and
consumption (and therefore on emissions associated  with them). Emissions contribute  to
a country's benefits (through production),  but  also  to the damages (through the environ-

ment).  In the case of an international environmental problem, a country suffers not only
from its own emissions, but also from foreign emissions.

The section below discusses the market approach, the non-cooperative approach and
a cooperative approach (see also Folmer and de Zeeuw (2000) and Folmer and van
Mouche (2000/2001)).

The market approach
Under the market approach, countries maximize their own benefits, ignoring environ-

mental damages. Hence, there are no limitations on emissions. It is obvious that this

approach is rarely seen in countries that care for the environment.

The non-cooperative approach
Under the non-cooperative approach, countries maximize their own welfare, including

damages, but take only their own damages into account and ignore the effects of their
emissions on other countries. Furthermore, damage caused by other countries' emissions

are taken as given. This results in the optimal non-cooperative level of emissions for

each country, such that marginal costs equal marginal damage in the home country. The
most commonly used non-cooperative equilibrium is the Nash equilibrium8. In the Nash

equilibrium, each country takes the others' choices as given and chooses his own strategy;
equilibrium is where all these choices are mutually consistent. The Nash equilibrium is
often referred to as a threat-point: if cooperation is not possible, the Nash equilibrium
will  result9.

8 Other non-cooperative equilibria  are the subgame-perfect equilibrium  and the expectations equilib-
rium. See Osborne and Rubinstein (1994) for a comprehensive overview on non-cooperative game theory.

'In general, any disagreement point is a threat-point, but a threat-point has to be a credible point in
the sense that countries will indeed fall back to this point. This is the case for the Nash equilibrium.  See
also section 2.2 on self-enforcement.
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The cooperative approach
In the cooperative approach, countries maximize welfare while taking all effects of their

emissions into account, including the effects on other countries. An agreement is reached
after negotiations between the countries on several possible outcomes.  It is natural to
assume that an outcome is selected that is Pareto-efficient. An outcome is Pareto-eflicient
if there is no other outcome that is better for one country and is at least as good for
all other countries. The justification for choosing a Pareto-efficient outcome is that an
inefEcient outcome leaves room for renegotiation that makes all countries at least better off
and one (or rnore) country strictly better off. There are several Pareto-efficient outcomes
possible, one of which is the full cooperative outcome.  In the full cooperative outcome,
the sum of the individual countries' benefits is maximized, assuming transferable benefits
in some way.

The above is illustrated by the following simple example with two countries that each
have two policy options. Note that this example does not present any general results. It
is merely meant to illustrate the concepts of Pareto efficiency, Nash equilibrium and the
full cooperative outcome.

Suppose two countries A and B have two policy options: to cooperate (denoted by C)
or  not to cooperate (denoted  by D). Cooperation is associated with reduction  of  a  unit
pollution and non-cooperation with no reduction. Cooperation involves costs of 2 for
country A and 4 for country B. The benefits of cooperation are enjoyed by both countries,
regardless of which country cooperates. The benefits equal 5 for country A and 3 for
country B. If both countries cooperate, each country enjoys double benefits and suffers
the costs only once. Non-cooperation by both countries leads to neither benefits nor costs,
so that the net benefits are 0 for each country.  The net benefits of the two countries in
the four possible outcomes, resulting from the combinations of policy options, are given
in a so-called bi-matrix stage game representation:

Country B

Policy C Policy D
Country A Policy C (8,2) (3,3)

Policy D (5,-1) (0,0)

For example, if country A opts for cooperation (C) and country B opts for non-cooperation
(D), then country A enjoys the benefits from cooperation (5), but also suffers the costs

(2), resulting in net benefits of 3. Country B enjoys the benefits from cooperation by
country A, without suffering any costs, resulting in net benefits of 3.  The full cooperative
outcome of this game is the outcome in which both countries cooperate (outcome (C, C)),
since this implies total welfare of 10. This outcome is Pareto-efficient, since there is no
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other outcome, where all countries are at least as well-off as in outcome (C, C), and one
country is strictly better-off.

However,   the Nash equilibrium   of  this  game is outcome   (C, D), where country   A
cooperates and country B does not cooperate. The rationale behind this outcome is that,
whatever action country B chooses, it is always best for country A to opt for policy C,
since this leaves country A with higher net benefits (if B chooses policy C, then 8 is larger
than 5, and if B chooses policy D, then 3 is larger than 0). The same reasoning holds for

country B with policy D, resulting in outcome (C, D). This outcome is Pareto-eflicient.

So, even if the countries can agree on reaching the full cooperative outcome, country B
has an incentive to deter from the agreement by changing to policy D. These aspects will
be further dealt with in section 2.3.3.

The cooperative approach, and in particular the full cooperative outcome, has received

most attention in the literature on IEPs. It is also the approach I focus on in this thesis.
The arguments for using the cooperative approach arise from the reasons countries have
to be involved in MEAs, which are the focus of the next section.

2.3.2   Reasons to Cooperate

Why do countries want to be involved in MEAs? Besides the common concern on

global environment, there are other important reasons for countries to cooperate on IEPs
(sources: Folmer and van Mouche (2000/2001) and ENTRI (2003)):

Effectiveness
An MEA is usually superior in terms of effectiveness if those countries that contribute

most to the problem agree on measures to solve the problem. Furthermore, by sharing

their experience and exchanging information on environmental policies, countries can

improve the individual and combined effectiveness of their policies and measures, thereby
raising global welfare.

An example of increasing effectiveness is the involvement of developing countries.

Developing countries are large contributors to IEPs, for example to the global warming
problem. They are expected to produce more C02 than the developed countries before
2010.  It is therefore essential to involve developing countries in MEAs. In order to
encourage cooperation among developing countries, an MEA may provide incentives in
the form of financial aid and transfer of environmentally sound technologies.

Cost-efficiency
Due to the fact that abatement costs vary among the countries, the highest efficiency

is reached when abatement takes place, where the unit costs of abatement are lowest. For

instance, if prevention of pollution of an international river in the upstream country is
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cheaper than cleaning the river in the downstream country, one should opt for the former
option. For this purpose, countries may include mechanisms in an MEA to transfer or
acquire pollution reduction units from other countries or from projects in other countries.
Examples are the mechanisms of emission trading, joint implementation and the clean

development mechanism (see the Kyoto Protocol in section 2.5.1).

2.3.3   The Full Cooperative Approach

In spite of the attractiveness of the full cooperative outcome, it has proved difficult in
practice to achieve a Pareto-efficient outcome (and particularly, the full cooperative out-
come).

A situation in which a Pareto-efficient outcome is dimcult to achieve, is when the pre-
ferences on environmental quality of the countries involved in an MEA differ widely.  This
is especially true for industrialized and developing countries. In industrialized countries,
demands on environmental quality are generally incorporated in all kinds of policies.  In
addition, awareness has grown that international cooperation is needed for solving IEPs.
In developing countries, environmental policy is restricted, first of all because priority lies
in policy on the provision of basic necessities and on stimulation of economic development.
Secondly, developing countries feel that it is mainly in the interest of the industrialized
countries to reach an agreement, since they are the main users of common resources and
have generated the most pollution.

Two main obstacles to adopt the full cooperative outcome appear to be asymmetric
gains from agreement and free-riding behavior.

First, although the full cooperative outcome maximizes total welfare, it does not imply
that all countries experience a net welfare gain compared to the non-cooperative outcome.
Some  countries may indeed incur  a net welfare loss. This results in different levels  of
willingness towards solving environmental problems. An example is the unidirectional
pollution of a river. An upstream country has no direct benefits from cooperating on
solving river pollution. It would therefore be difficult to convince the upstream country
to join an international agreement that advocates a reduction of pollution.

The second obstacle to adopt the full cooperative outcome is that even if all countries
incur a net welfare gain, a country has an incentive to free-ride. A country call choose
to stay out of an agreement completely, or take on less abatement effort, thereby incur-
ring fewer costs, but still benefit from the abatement efforts of other countries.  This is
especially the case in global environmental problems, where each country has a small con-
tribution in pollution reduction. Another form of free-riding behavior is when a country
signs an agreement, but does not comply with it.
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2.3.4  Instruments to Overcome Obstacles

To overcome the obstacles to adoption of the full cooperative outcome, three instruments
can be considered: side-payments, retaliation and issue linkage.

Side-payments
Side-payments have been proposed (by among others, Maler (1989)) as a way to over-

come the first obstacle to the full cooperative approach: net welfare loss to some countries.

Side-payments are money transfers made by the countries that gain from full cooperation
to those countries that have no direct net welfare gain from cooperation. Since total
net benefits are maximized in the full cooperative outcome, the countries that gain from

cooperation have 'enough' to cover the losses. This way, net losses can be compensated,
inducing the losers to cooperate. For example, in the bi-matrix game of section 2.3.1, if
country A transfers an amount to country B in the full cooperative outcome of at least 2

and at most 4, then both countries are better-off than in the Nash equilibrium.

Side-payments could also be used as an instrument to overcome the second obstacle
to the full cooperative approach: free-riding behavior. The general idea is that the more
countries join a coalition, the more the coalition gains (see among others Barrett (1994)).
Thus, countries inside the coalition may offer side-payments to countries outside the
coalition to bribe them to join the coalition. Side payments may take the form of financial
transfers or of technology transfers.

Side-payments are illustrated by the Montreal Protocol (see UNEP (2003)). Article
10 of the Protocol provides a financial mechanism

for  the purposes  of providing jinanciat  and  technical  cooperation,   including  the
tmnsfer of technologies, to developing parties to enable their compliance with

the controt measures of the Protocol. The mechanism, contributions to which
shall be additional to other jinancial  transfers to developing parties shall meet
alt agr'eed incmmental costs of such parties in onier to enable their compliance

with the control measums of the Protocol.

The mechanism includes a Multilateral Fund, financed by the developed countries in the
Protocol. The Multilateral Fund is intended to: 1) identify the needs for cooperation of the
developing countries; 2) facilitate technical cooperation to meet these needs; 3) distribute
information and relevant materials for the developing countries; and 4) facilitate and
monitor other multilateral, regional and bilateral cooperation available to Parties that
are available to developing countries.

Under the Montreal Protocol, the developed countries must also transfer the best

available, environmentally safe substitutes and related technologies to the developed coun-
tries.
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There are, however, many disadvantages to using side-payments. First, there is the pos-
sibility that the net losers may even want to gain from cooperation. The net losers may
demand not only that their net loss be compensated, but even that they acquire net be-
nefits after the allocation of the total net benefits among the participating countries.  This
incurs a new allocation problem of the total net benefits in itself, raising new questions:
how much should the losers gain, after reallocation of total net benefits? And how much
should each winning country contribute to the side-payments?

Second, anticipation of side-payments may induce countries to act strategically. Prior
to the agreement, the net losers may lower their environmental abatement even below the
non-cooperative level, thereby extracting larger side-payments. The net winners on the
other side have an incentive to lower their net gains, thereby inducing lower side-payments.
The risk of strategic behavior is particularly relevant for IEPs.  In IEPs the countries have
imperfect information on the other countries' preferences for environmental quality and
abatement costs (Folmer et al. (1993)).

Side-payments may also lead to strategic behavior in the case of bribing. If countries
know they will be bribed, they have an incentive to stay out of an initial coalition, in
order to obtain side-payments upon joining later (Hoel and Schneider (1997)).

Third, countries that offer side-payments may incur a loss of reputation and may
weaken their negotiation positions (Mbler (1990)). Compensating countries may be cha-
racterized as 'weak negotiators'.  This will undermine their position - not only during
future negotiations on the same problem, but also during negotiations on other issues.

Finally, side-payments are an application of the "victim pays" principle. This principle
has been banned for the most part by international guidelines on international environ-
mental agreements, as in the case of the European Union.

Side-payments are indeed rarely seen in practice, although secret side-payments may
occur. Countries that have an incentive to defect are mostly driven to cooperate for
reasons of expected punishments or in exchange for cooperation by other countries on
other issues. These instruments are discussed below.

Retaliation
Another instrument to induce adoption of the full cooperative outcome is retaliation.

Retaliation reflects the idea that each country's interest is that the agreement does not
break down prematurely, since this would imply a net welfare loss relative to continued
cooperation. This net welfare loss forms an instrument to prevent defection: as soon as
a country defects from an agreement, the other countries retaliate by changing to the
non-cooperative outcome, thereby imposing a net welfare loss on the defecting country.

Two problems arise with this kind of retaliation on environmental issues. First, retaliation
and its enforcement must be included in an MEA and imposed by an international court.
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However, most MEAs either have no provisions for sanctions, or have hardly used them
in the past. In fact, the Montreal Protocol and the CITES-agreement contain sanctions,
particularly trade sanctions. In international trade agreements, sanctioning is more com-

monly included. For example, the World itade Organization (WTO) explicitly allows for
a  WTO  member  to  take a safeguard action (i.e., restrict imports  of a product tempora-

rily) to protect a specific domestic industry from an increase in imports of any product
which is causing, or which is threatening to cause, serious injury to the industry (from

WTO (1994)).
For the most part, MEAs have a provision only for establishing an arbitration com-

mittee. This provision, however, contains no threat of punishment and has a voluntary
character; binding judgements can be made only if the parties to a dispute agree upon
thern. Furthermore, an international court (such as the International Court of Justice)
has no enforcement power in environmental issues. The Court can deal with the dispute
only if the accused party agrees to open a trial. An exception is the EU, where the Court
of Justice does have the power of enforcement and can impose sanctions.

Second, the retaliation of the defecting country may involve a punishment to the
punishing countries themselves. Countries may therefore be hesitant to adopt this kind
of retaliation. To overcome this problem, it was suggested (in van Damme (1989)) that
the punishing countries announce they will return to cooperation after the punishment, if
the defecting country returns to cooperation immediately.  This kind of retaliation is more

credible, since the punishing countries have a chance to even the score, before returning
to cooperation. Furthermore, it is shown that cooperation is sustained, since defection is
not at all profitable.

There also exist additional punishments, resulting from the fact that countries are usually
related in several areas, such as international trade. Punishments for deviation from
an environmental agreement can take the form of trade restrictions or, more diffusely,

reluctance to engage in new relations with the deviant. These kind of punishments are
referred to in the literature as issue linkagelo.

Issue linkage
Issue linkage is a third and last instrument to induce cooperation.  This idea was

introduced in the literature by Fisher (1964) to stimulate coordination between players.

Fisher formulated linking as

the elpansion of the physical size of an issue, by either de»ing the sttbject
more broadly or by bringing in difer·ent subjects, which aTe mlated only because
the parties ate the same.

10 The notion 'interconnection' is also used as a synonym for issue linkage. I use 'interconnection' or

'interconnected game' in the context of modelling issue linkage.
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In the current literature, issue linkage refers to negotiations on several issues simultane-

ously.

Issue linkage, being the main topic of this thesis is discussed in more detail in section 2.4.

2.4 Issue Linkage
As proposed in section 2.3.4, issue linkage may induce the acceptance of the full coope-
rative outcome in international environmental agreements. This section deals with issue

linkage in greater detail, since it is the fundamental idea and research area for this thesis.
This section begins with explaining two reasons for using issue linkage. Some drawbacks
to issue linkage are discussed in section 2.4.2. Finally, section 2.4.3 defends issue linkage
as an appropriate instrument.

2.4.1   Reasons for Issue Linkage
Issue linkage is based upon the idea that countries are interdependent and are usually
involved in negotiations on several issues simultaneously As mentioned above, issue

linkage was already introduced in 1964 and has since been extended in several directions.
Issue linkage has been proposed either as a way to exchange concessions or as a way to
threaten non-cooperative countries.

Exchange of concessions
Issue linkage has been introduced as a way to exchange concessions (Tollison and

Willett (1979), Raiffa (1982), McGinnis (1986) and Folmer et al. (1993)). One dispute
can be used to neutralize another, and concessions in the different issues can be exchanged.
The different countries can thus use their strength in one area of negotiation to compensate
for their relative weakness in another area. This is especially relevant when negotiations
on one issue cannot be finalized. The exchange of concessions also avoids mutual side-
payments on both issues. Raiffa (1982)) even suggested that parties can add issues to the
negotiations that do not really interest them, in the hope that other parties feel strongly
enough about these issues to be willing to make concessions.

An example of exchange of concessions is the Columbia River 'rreaty (1961) between
the United States and Canada that funded Canadian dams with United States money.
The purpose of the'Iteaty was to coordinate flood control and electrical energy production
in the Columbia River Basin in the United States and in Canada for a 60-year period.
Under the Treaty, Canada agreed to build three storage dams. In return for the storage
of 15.5 million acre-feet of water, Canada was entitled to one half of the additional power
generated at the American power plants downstream. Although no insight has been given
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in the actual negotiations, Krutilla (1967) argued that the reason why the United States
agreed to this costly treaty was that Canada made concessions to the United States

involving North American defense.

Possibility to threaten
Another reason for linking is the possibility of threatening a non-cooperative country,

both during and after the negotiations.  Lack of cooperation during the decision-making
process by one country can be discouraged by a threat by other countries of not reaching
agreement in another area of negotiation that is of great interest to the non-cooperative
country Thus, issue linkage provides an extra means to discourage free-riding. This is
illustrated by the discussions on enlargement of the EU and the reform of the Common

Agricultural Policy (CAP) of the EU. Germany, Britain, the Netherlands and Sweden,
the net contributors to the EU budget on agriculture, link these two issues by stating
that enlargement can take place only after the reform of the CAR Specifically, the net
contributors are reluctant to extend direct payments, as they are part of the current CAP,
to new member states. The net receivers do not wish to reform the CAP until 2006.

Defection from an agreement after the negotiations can be discouraged by a threat of
defection in another area. Trade restrictions are often used to enhance cooperation in,
for example, environmental issues. An example is the 1971 Pelly Amendment to the 1954
Fishermen's Protective Act. The Pelly Amendment permits trade restrictions, such as
a prohibition of fishery product imports, on nations defecting from international wildlife
agreements (see Charnovitz (1994)).

2.4.2   Drawbacks to Issue Linkage
Some drawbacks to issue linkage are that issue linkage can reduce possibilities for agree-

ment, and that issue linkage is only applicable if interests are in some way reversed. These

aspects are discussed in more detail below.

Reduction of possible agreements
When more issues are involved in the negotiations, combinations of decisions become

possible. But it may also reduce the possibilities for an agreement. It was argued in
Sebenius (1983), for instance, that if an issue with no possible solution is added to another
issue for negotiations, then the requirement to solve them simultaneously may prove

impossible. Sebenius illustrates this with the problems in the Middle-East: requiring that
the problem about the status of Jerusalem be resolved at the first stage of the Middle-East
peace process might overburden other issues that could be solvedll.

11Indeed, 30 years later we see that some problems in the Middle-East could be resolved, but the status
of Jerusalem is almost not discussed.
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Reversed interests required
For the full cooperative outcome of the linked issues to be the best possible outcome,

the interests of the countries involved must, in some way, be reversed. For instance,  if two
countries link two issues, it must hold that for one issue one country (A) benefits from
cooperation while the other country (B) loses, while for the other issue country B benefits
and country A loses from cooperation.

In the existing literature no quantifcation of'reversedness' has been given. It has mainly
been shown that the fu]1 cooperative outcome in all issues does not incur a net welfare
loss for any country when the interests in the diHerent issues are perfectly reversed (see,
for example, Cesar and de Zeeuw (1996)). However, in chapter 6 I show that it is in fact
possible to have imperfectly reversed interests, such that the full cooperative outcome of
the linked issues is the best possible outcome. Moreover, I give a quantification of the
imperfectness in the case that M issues are linked by N countries.

2.4.3    Applicability of Issue Linkage
Issue linkage is worth analyzing, despite its drawbacks. This appears from the increased
interdependency among countries and the common application by policy makers.

Increased interdependency
Increasing interdependencies among countries raise the possibilities of linking an IEP

to another international issue - for instance a trade issue, a military issue, a political issue
or a cultural issue.

For example, the member states of the EU have become more interdependent since
the Single European Market came into effect in 1993. The absence of trade barriers
for the countries of the EU and the introduction of the Euro have also increased the
interdependency among the countries of the EU.

Another example is the growing interdependency among countries in the Asia-Pacific
region (see APEC (2001)). In response to this growing interdependency, the Asia-Pacific
Economic Cooperation (APEC) was established in 1989, with a current total of 21 mem-
bers12. The objective of APEC is

to advance Asia-Pacijic economic dynamism and sense of community.

In 1993, APEC embraced the vision of a community of Asia-Pacific economies,

12The members of APEC are: Australia, Brunei Darussalam, Canada, Chile, People's Republic of
China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, Republic of Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Papua New
Guinea, Peru, Republic of the Philippines, Russia: Singapore, Chinese Taipei, Thailand, the US and
Vietnam.
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based on the spirit of openness and partnership; which would make coopemtive

efforts to address the chaltenges of change; prumote the free  exchange of goods,

services and investment; and work towards broadly-based economic growth,
higher living and educational standards and sustainable growth thal respects
the natumt environment.

In subsequent annual meetings, APEC further refined this vision and launched mecha-

nisms to translate it into action. In 1995, the APEC adopted the Osaka Action Agenda,
which firmly established the three pillars of APEC activities: trade and investment libe-

ralization; business facilitation; and economic and technical cooperation.

Common application by policy makers
Issue linkage is commonly applied by policy makers, for instance in 'package deals', in

which exchanges of concessions are used to conclude deals.

An example is the package deal agreed upon at the COP-7 meeting to the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCC) in Marrakesh, Morocco,

in 2001 (see IISD (2001)). The meeting sought to finalize agreement on outstanding
issues that would ensure sufficient ratifications for entry into force of the Kyoto Protocol.
Ministers and senior officials proposed a package deal that was accepted by most regional

groups, including the G-77/China and the EU. However, the Umbrella Group (a loose

alliance including Canada, Australia, Japan, the Russian Federation, and New Zealand)

did not join the consensus, with five areas of dispute remaining.  In the knowledge that
their participation wu essential for entry into force of the Protocol, the countries of the
Umbrella Group used this leverage, both collectively and individually, to drive down the

"price"  of ratification.  The last two days of the COP-7 meeting were spent negotiating,
behind closed doors (!), seeking to find a compromise solution. In order to finalize the

deal, the EU and the G-77/China were compelled to concede to many of the demands of

key Umbrella Group countries. Most notably, the Russian Federation, Japan and Canada

secured favorable deals as a precondition for their ratification of the Kyoto Protocol.

2.5 Existing Multilateral Environmental Agreements
Although it has proved to be difficult to reach agreement on IEPs, many MEAs do exist.

To illustrate the different aspects of IEPs and the difficulties accompanying the  solution
process, this section describes some existing MEAs below. The description of the MEAs

are independent. The reader may select any of the MEAs without fear of losing the
thread.

Section 2.5.1 describes global MEAs. Section 2.5.2 describes an MEA on a smaller
geographical scale and an MEA concerned with common resources. Finally, section 2.5.3
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elucidates an agreement at the level of the European Union.

The awareness of solving environmental problems on an international level started in  1948,
with the founding of the International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural
Resources (IUCN)13. Both governmental and non-governmental organizations, over 980
members, spread across 140 countries, had a united mission:

To injivence, encoumge and assist societies throughout the world to conserve
the integrity and diversity of nature and to ensure that any we of natumt
resources is equitable and ecologically sustainable.

2.5.1  Global MEAs
A selection from the many global MEAs that have been agreed upon since 1940, is given
below14 These MEAs share the fact that they are all signed by a large number of countries.

Stockholm
In 1972, the Stockholm Conference on the Human Environment was held. Not only

were the representatives   of 114 governments present   ate the conference,   but   also   non-
governmental organizations held parallel conferences. The Stockholm Conference resulted
in a Declaration on the Human Environment, an Action Plan for the Human Environment,
and a Resolution on Institutional and Financial Arrangements. Furthermore, it resulted
in the creation of the UN Environment Programme (UNEP). Article 21 of the Stockholm
Declaration on Environment states that

states  have the responsibility  to  ensure that activities within  their jurisdiction
or control do not cause damage to the environment of other states.

This has become a rule of international law and was reiterated in the Rio Declaration on
Environment and Development.

Washington
In 1973, the Convention on International Tkade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna

and Flora (CITES) was held in Washington D.C. The Convention concluded a period of 8
years, in which the IUCN worked on several projects to reach an international agreement.
The Convention has thus far been ratified by almost 140 countries. Every two to three
years the implementation of the Convention is reviewed and the list of protected species

is revised. Two instruments available to the Convention to protect endangered species

130riginally it was named the International Union for the Protection of Nature.  It was renamed in
1956.

11Sources: Morrisette (1989), Morand-Francis (1989), ENTRI (2003) and IUCN (2003)
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are:  banning the trade of wild species or products derived from them; and regulation by
means of a system of import and export controls. The application of the convention is
done both by the CITES Secretariat and TRAFFIC15.

Montreal
In 1987, the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer was

adopted. The Protocol concluded a period of ten years, in which the protection of the
ozone layer stood central. Between 1977 and 1985, the awareness of ozone depletion
grew as an international issue. At UNEP's 1977 meeting, a World Plan of Action for
the Ozone Layer was adopted. It aimed mainly at coordinating international research
on the ozone layer. It also established a Coordinating Committee on the Ozone Layer,
which assesses research results and data and makes recommendations for implementing
the World Plan of Action. In addition, UNEP organized a conference in Vienna in 1985
which resulted in the Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer, initially
adopted by 43 countries. It was an 'umbrella treaty', to be supplemented by more specific
protocols and subtreaties. It took another two years, however, to reach an agreement in
the form of the Montreal Protocol. Three factors finally led to international consensus

on the need for measures controlling global production and use of CFCs and halons16:

1) the international scientific understanding of the ozone layer and its connection with
global warming; 2) increasing public concern over the risks of ozone depletion; and 3) the
availability of substitutes.

The Montreal Protocol outlines specific measures and timetables for reducing produc-
tion and consumption of CFCs and halons. It was initially signed by 24 countries, but
has now already been signed by more than 150 countries. The Protocol has already been
revised four times17, due to the rapid deterioration of the ozone layer, especially over the
Antarctic and some parts of the Northern Hemisphere.

Article 8 of the Montreal Protocol provides for a non-compliance procedure to be

adopted:

The Parties, at their jirst meeting, shall consider and appTDue procedures and
institutional mechanisms for determining non-comptiance with the provisions

of this Pmtocol and for tmatment of Parties found to be in non-compliance.

In accordance with article 8, this procedure was adopted in 1998, 11 years after the
adoption of the Montreal Protocol.  The main elements of the non-compliance procedure
are (partly cited from UNEP (2003)):

15TRAFFIC is the wildlife trade monitoring programme created jointly by World Wildlife Fund for
Nature (WWF) and IUCN.

16CFCs and halons contribute highly to ozone depletion, global warming and the hole in the ozone

layer over Antarctica.
17London, 1990; Copenhagen, 1992; Vienna, 1995; Montreal, 1997.
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1.  If one or more Parties have reservations regarding another Party's implementation
of its obligations under the Protocol, those concerns may be addressed in writing to
the Secretariat.

2. The Secretariat shall transmit the submission to the Implementation Committee
(see below), which shall consider the matter as soon as practicable.

3. An Implementation Committee is established. Its function is to identify the facts
and possible causes relating to individual cases of non-compliance referred to the
Committee and to make appropriate recommendations to the Meeting of the Parties.

Although the establishment of such a non-compliance procedure was new in MEAs, the
Implementation Committee has no legal authority to take action against non-complying
countries.

As a result of the Montreal Protocol and its amendments, industrialized countries
banned the production and use of halons in 1994, and that of CFCs, carbon tetrachloride
and trichloroethane in 1996. Consumption of CFCs in the industrialized countries fell
from 1 million tons in 1987 to 13,000 tons in 1996. For developing countries, the deadline
for banning halons, CFCs, and carbon tetrachloride is 2010. A Multilateral Fund for
Implementation of the Montreal Protocol was established in 1991 to help developing
countries achieve this goal.

Basel
In 1989 the Basel Convention on the Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes

and their Disposal was signed. It concluded the initiative of UNEP in 1981 to identify
areas for increased cooperation on guidelines for the transport, treatment and eliInina-
tion of hazardous wastes.  This was a response to the transportation of approximately
40 million tons of hazardous wastes across national borders. A large proportion of these
wastes was sent to other countries where the disposal of waste is less costly.  This was
due to inferior technology and infrastructure to ensure an environmentally sound disposal
of these wastes.  In 1987 UNEP initiated international negotiations over the formulated
guidelines, which finally resulted in the Basel Convention. Originally signed by 53 coun-
tries and the EU, the Convention has now been ratified by more than 150 countries. The
Convention prohibits exports of hazardous wastes to any country that is not a signatory
to the Convention or that has not consented by written agreement to the importation of
the wastes. Countries are also obliged to cooperate with each other in order to improve
and achieve environmentally sound management of wastes.

Rio de Janeiro
In 1992 the Rio Earth Summit was held.  More than 100 heads of state signed the

Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCC) and the Convention on Biological
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Diversity, endorsed the Rio Declaration and the Forest Principles and adopted Agenda
2118. The Commission on Sustainable Development was also created to monitor and
report on implementation of these agreements.  The Rio Declaration has now already been
signed and ratified by 166 countries. In the Rio Declaration climate change is recognized
as a common concern of humankind. It forms the framework for future negotiations on
international environmental issuesig. Since UNFCC came into force in 1994, parties have
met annually in the Conference of the Parties (COP) to monitor its implementation and
to assess progress in dealing with climate change.

Agenda 21 reflects a global consensus and political commitment on development and
cooperation on environmental issues. The Agenda deals with existing environmental
problems, but stresses the need to prepare for the challenges of the next century.  It
aims at achieving sustainable development in the 21st century.

Kyoto
Finally, the Kyoto Protocol to the UNFCC was adopted in 1997 (for more details see

UNFCC (2003) and Justus and Fletcher (2002)). As of 17 September 2002, 84 parties
have signed and 94 parties have ratified or acceded to the Kyoto Protocol. The road to
Kyoto was initiated in 1992, when 154 countries signed the UNFCC that expressed the
voluntary, non-binding aim

to  reduce atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases  with  the goal  of pre-

venting dangerow  anthropogenic  interference  with  Earth's  climate  system.

Negotiations on the Kyoto Protocol took place at the COP-1 and COP-2 meetings, and
resulted in its adoption at the COP-3 meeting in 1997 in Kyoto. But it took until the
COP-6 "bis" meeting in July 2001 and the COP-7 meeting in November 2001 to complete
negotiations on issues left unresolved in Kyoto.

The Kyoto agreement sets, for the first time, legally binding limits on the greenhouse
gases that cause global warming20. Under the protocol, specific emission reduction re-

quirements were set for 38 industrialized countries - for example: 8 percent below 1990
emissions levels for the EU, 7 percent for the United States and 6 percent for Japan,

during the 'commitment period' 2008-2012.
The Kyoto Protocol provides a number of mechanisms, including international emis-

sions trading (IET), joint implementation (JI) and clean development rnechanism (CDM),

18Details of the Framework Convention on Climate Change and the Convention on Biological Diversity
are not mentioned here, but can be found in UNFCC (2003) and CBD (2003) respectively.

19Some principles of the Rio Declaration were mentioned at the beginning of this chapter and are not

repeated here.

2oThe six main greenhouse gases are Carbon Dioxide (C02), Methane (CH4), Nitrous Oxide (320),
Hydrofluorocarbons  (HFCs),  Perfluorocarbons  (PFCs) and Sulfur Hexafluoride  (SF6)
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to assist parties to meet their commitments. The mechanisms allow countries to seek the
cheapest emissions reduction, as in a free market. Under IET, countries can purchase
emissions permits from countries that have more permits than they need. Under JI and
CDM, countries can meet their emission reduction targets by project-based emission re-
ductions in other countries, where costs of abatement are lower. Under JI, this is restricted
to developed countries, whereas under CDM the projects must take place in developing
countries. In the latter, the developing countries benefit from CDM by receiving new
environmental technology, thereby increasing economic growth.  IET, JI and CDM are
allowed under the provision that a country does not entirely fulfill its responsibility by
these mechanisms. They must be supplemental to domestic actions.

The Kyoto Protocol also includes provisions intended to promote compliance. These
include requirements for measurement of greenhouse gases and reporting and review of im-
plementation. Furthermore, a non-compliant country caIi be punished by the prohibition
of IET, JI and CDM.

Some issues remained unresolved under the Kyoto Protocol, but were finally tackled
during the COP-6 "bis" and the COP-7 meeting:

1. Operational rules for IET, JI and CDM.

2. Accounting procedures for IET, JI and CDM.

3. A compliance regime that outlines consequences for non-compliance with the Pro-
tocol.

4.  The target date of September 2002, for bringing the Protocol into force.

There still remain some unresolved issues: First, developing countries have not committed
themselves to the Kyoto Protocol. Second, the United States did not participate during
the COP-6 "bis" and COP-7 meetings, but acted as observers, thereby reducing the
success of the two meetings. Furthermore, the United States is delaying the possibility
for ratification of the Kyoto Protocol indefinitely, by demanding that the developing
countries make commitments to participate, before ratifying the Protocol. The Protocol
will only enter into force when it is ratified by at least 55 countries, accounting for at least
55% of total carbon dioxide emissions in  1990. In order to meet this provision, ratification
by the United States is essential.

2.5.2  MEAs on a Smaller Scale and on Common Resources
The number of participating countries mentioned above demonstrates the global impor-
tance of MEAs.  On the other hand, and on a much smaller geographical scale, there
are other MEAs that deserve attention as well. These include agreements on regional air
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pollution (exemplified by the Convention on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution),
agreements on the pollution of rivers that cross borders (exemplified by the Convention
on the Protection   of the Rhine), and agreements   on  the  use of common resources   and
protection of the environment (exemplified by the Protocol to the Antarctic 'Iteaty on
Environmental Protection).

The Convention on Long-Range T'ransboundary Air Pollution
In 1979, 34 countries, mainly European countries, met in Geneva and agreed on the

Convention on Long-Range Ttansboundary Air Pollution (LRTAP) (see Wilkinson and

Coffey (1995) and UNECE (2003), full text: see ENTRI (2003)). Since it came into force

in 1983, the Convention has been extended by eight protocols in 1984, 1985, 1988, 1991,
1994, 1998 (2) and 1999. The Convention has now been ratified by 48 countries. Its main
principles are

to protect man and his envimnment against air pollution and to limit and,  as

far as possible, gradually reduce and prevent air pollution including tong-mnge
tmnsboundary air poltution;

and

to develop Without undue delay policies and strategies which shall serve as a
means of combating the discharpe of air pollutants, by means of exchanges of
information, consultation, resealch and monitoring.

Its main provisions are:

•   to initiate and cooperate in the conduct of research into and/or development of tech-
nologies for reducing emissions and of instrumentation for monitoring and measuring
emission rates;

• to exchange information on data on emissions, on changes in policies that cause

significant changes in transboundary air pollution and on technologies to reduce air

pollution;

• to implement the existing Cooperotive Programme for the Monitoring and Evatua-
Son  of the  Long-Range  Thrnsmission  of Air Pollutants  in Eumpe  (EMEP)21;  and

•  to constitute the Executive Body of the Convention. The Executive Body reviews
the implementation and further develops the Convention, in particular with regard
to data collection and scientific cooperation.

21 EMEP was initiated  in 1977 under the UNECE to provide science-based and policy-driven instru-
ments for international cooperation in atmospheric monitoring and modelling, emission inventories and
projections and integrated assessment to help solve transboundary air pollution problems.
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The Convention was the first internationally legally binding instrument to deal with prob-
lems of air pollution on a broad regional basis.  It laid down general principles of inter-
national cooperation for air pollution abatement. Furthermore, the Convention set up an
institutional framework associating research and policy.  Of four protocols, as extended
to the Convention, reports on the status of implementation have been assembled by the
Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Europe.  The main conclusions are

(from UNECE (2003)):

•  All 21 parties to the 1985 Helsinki Pmtocot on the Reduction of Sulphur Emissions
or their Thinsboundary .Fluzes by at least 30 percent met the required reductions
in 1993. Many parties signilicantly exceeded the reductions required, with Austria
and Sweden reducing emissions by more than 80 percent.

•  17 of the 26 parties of the 1988 Sojia Protocol concerning the Control of Emissions
of Nitrogen  Oxides or their Dansboundary lilitIes have met the requirement in each
of the years 1994-1996 to not exceed total annual emissions of nitrogen oxides of the
level of 1987.

•  By 1996, 7 of the 18 parties to the 1991 Geneva Protocol concerning the Control of

Emissions of Volatile Otganic Compounds or their Fansboundarv Fluxes already
achieved the 1999 target levels of emission levels of Volatile Organic Compounds,
with Bulgaria and Germany significantly exceeding the reductions, with emissions
reductions of 52 percent and 41 percent, respectively. In four countries emissions
rose. In Norway, national emissions rose by more than 50 percent; in their 1:ro-
pospheric Ozone Management Area emissions rose by 30 percent.

• By 1996, 15 of the 21 parties to the 1994 Osto Protocol on Fltrther Reduction of
Sulphur Emissions already attained the required emission reductions.

In 1997, the Executive Body of the LRTAP established the Implementation Committee,

for the review of compliance by the parties with their obtigations under the
protocots to the Convention; as welt as underfuture protocols.

The Implementation Committee reviews compliance by the parties, checks the quality of
data, reported by a party and reports on compliance to the Executive Body of the LRTAR
The Executive Body may then determine measures to bring about full compliance with
the protocol in question, including measures to assist a party's compliance.  Any such
decision must be taken by consensus.
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The Convention on the Protection of the Rhine
In 1998, Germany, France, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Switzerland and the Euro

pean Union agreed on the Convention on the Protection of the Rhine (for the full text of
the Convention, see Convention on the Protection of the Rhine (1998)). The Convention
reinforced the cooperation on the Rhine river, starting in 1963, with intermediate results

in 1976, 1987 and 199122.  The main goals of the convention are:

• sustainable development of the Rhine ecosystem, in particular by

- maintaining and improving Rhine water quality by avoiding, reducing or eli-
minating as far as possible pollution due to hazardous substances and nutrients;

- protecting the population of organisms and the species diversity by reducing
the contamination of organisms with hazardous substances;

- ensuring an ecologically sound and rational management of water resources.

•  ensuring the use of Rhine water for drinking water purposes.

The main principles used by the convention are the principle of prevention and precaution,
the 'polluter pays' principle and the principle of fighting environmental deteriorations at
the source. The contracting parties are obliged to take the necessary measures to ensure
that discharges of wastewater and hazardous substances are subject to fixed emission li-

mits. Compliance with the regulations is regularly examined and regulations are adapted
as needed. The International Commission on the Protection of the Rhine is charged with
preparing and evaluating international monitoring programs and analyses of the Rhine

ecosystem. Disputes between contracting parties should be settled through negotiation
or arbitration.  If this is not possible, the dispute may ultimately be settled by the Inter-
national Court of Justice.

Protocol to the Antarctic Tbeaty on Environmental Protection
Escalating human activity that may be environmentally harmful to the Antarctic

region has made it necessary to control and regulate these activities, both in Antarctica
itself and in the surrounding oceans.

This was first expressed in the Antarctic'Ibeaty, which came into force in 1961 and was
ratified by 12 countries23. The treaty was followed by several conventions - in 1964, 1972,

221963: AgTeement  concerning  the International Commission for the Protection  of the Rhine against

Pollution; 1976:  Convention on the Protection of the R/line against  emical Pollution; 1987 Rhine
Action Progmmme; 1991: Additional Protocol on the Convention on the Plotection of the Rhine against
Pollution by Chlorides; 1991: Convention on the International Commission for the Protection of the
Rhine against Pollution.

23These 12 countries are: Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Chile, France, Japan, New Zealand, Norway,
South Africa, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom and the United States.
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1980 and 198824. In 1991, the Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic
Tteaty was adopted by 34 countries. The objective of the Protocol was formulated as
follows (see ENTRI (2003)):

The parties commit themselves to the comprehensive protection of the Antarc-
tic environment and dependent and associated ecosystems and hereby designate
Antarctica as a naturnt reserve, devoted to peace and science.

The main provisions of the Protocol are: the prohibition of mineral resource enterprises
(except for scientific research) in the Antarctic area and cooperation in the planning and
conduct of activities in the Antarctic 'Ikeaty area (including environmental impact assess-
ment, monitoring and annual reporting with respect to these activities). Furthermore, the
Protocol has a schedule on arbitration in a dispute, requesting the parties to resolve any
dispute by negotiation, inquiry, mediation, conciliation, arbitration, judicial settlement or
other peaceful means. If the parties cannot agree, the dispute may ultimately be settled
by the Arbitral Ttibunal, located in the Hague. The Arbitral 'Itibunal may prescribe any
provisional measure to prevent serious harm to the Antarctic area. Finally, the Proto-
col includes annexes on environmental evaluation, conservation of fauna and flora, waste
disposal and waste management and prevention of marine pollution.

The Protocol is not yet in force.

2.5.3   An MEA in the European Union
In addition to growing awareness on IEPs on a global level, awareness has also grown in
'already cooperating' regions, such as the EU. Unlike other international organizations,
the EU is a legislative body (see, for further details, chapter 3). Its directives, regulations
and decisions are binding on the member states and can be enforced by the EU's Court
of Justice.  With the signature of the Single European Act (SEA) in 1987, environmental
policy was added to the official policies of the EU. Articles 13Or and 130s of the amended
'Ileaty form the basis of the EU's environmental policy over the past 20 years. There are
now more than 300 directives, regulations and decisions in force, covering water, air and
noise pollution; waste management; harmful substances; radioactivity; the protection of
wildlife and the countryside; global issues; and environmental assessment and access to
information. To illustrate, EU's environmental policy setting up a Community framework
for cooperation in the field of accidental or deliberate marine pollution, Decision No
2850/2000/EC, is discussed below.

241964: Agreed Measums for the Conservation Of Antarctic Fauna  and  Flora;   1972:    Convention  for
the  Conservation of Antarctic Seats; 1980 Conuention on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living
Resources; 1988: Convention on the Regulation of Antarctic Mineral Resource Activities.
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Decision No. 2850/2000/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council.
On 20 December 2000, the European Parliament and the Council adopted Decision

No. 2850/2000/EC, setting up a framework for cooperation in the field of accidental or
deliberate marine pollution. The framework for cooperation was established for the period
1 January 2000 to 31 December 2006, with the intention (partly cited from Decision No

2850/2000/EC (2000))

• to support and supplement member states' efforts at national, regional and local
levels for the protection of the marine environment, coastlines and human health
against the risks of accidental or deliberate pollution at sea;

• to improve the capabilities for response of the member states in case of incidents
involving spills or imminent threats of spills of oil or other harmful substances at
sea and also to contribute to the prevention of the risks;

• to strengthen the conditions for and fucilitate efficient mutual assistance and co-

operation between member states in the field of marine pollution; and

•  to promote cooperation between member states in order to provide for compensation
for damage in accordance with the polluter-pays principle.

A Community Information System was established for the purpose of exchanging data on
accidental or deliberate marine pollution. According to the framework for cooperation,
each member state is obliged to provide relevant information on 1) national structures  and
links between national authorities in the field of accidental or deliberate marine pollution,
including focal points to be addressed in questions of emergency response; 2) existing
teams and equipment for emergency response and clean-up; and 3) conditions for offering

assistance.
The framework for cooperation will be evaluated at mid-term and before its end by

the European Commission.  For the implementation of the framework for cooperation, a
budget of EUR 7 million has been set.

2.5.4 Summary
Although there are serious difficulties in reaching agreement on IEPs, more than 400
MEAs exist. These MEAs differ in many aspects - the number of countries involved,
the issues concerned, aspects of enforcement and effectiveness. Especially the aspects of

free-riding and enforcement need to be addressed in future MEAs.
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2.6     Conclusions

This chapter has argued that the absence of an international institution with the authority
to initiate and to enforce environmental policy internationally is the main characteristic
of an international environmental problem and distinguishes it from a domestic environ-
mental problem. This implies that a multilateral environmental agreement has to be
signed voluntarily, must be agreed upon by consensus and must be self-enforcing. Three
approaches to solving international environmental problems were reviewed: the market
approach, the non-cooperative approach and the cooperative approach. It was argued
that, for reasons of effectiveness and cost efEciency, the cooperative approach, and in
particular the full cooperative approach, is the most desirable approach. However, it has
proved to be difficult in practice to achieve the full cooperative outcome because it may
lead to a welfare loss for some countries and to free-riding. Three instruments to overcome
these obstacles to the full cooperative outcome were discussed: side-payments, retaliation
and issue linkage.

Issue linkage, chosen as the instrument for further investigation, may serve as a way to
exchange concessions, but may also provide a way to threaten non-cooperative countries.
Despite the drawbacks of reduction of possible agreements and the requirement of, in some
way, reversed interests, issue linkage is worth analyzing. This appears from the increased

interdependency between countries, which increases the possibilities of issue linkage, and
from the common application by policy makers.

Despite the difficulties of reaching agreement on international environmental prob-
lems, more than 400 multilateral environmental agreements exist.  Some of these were
discussed. It became apparent that the existing multilateral agreements still wrestle with
the problems of free-riding and enforcement, further clarifying the need for instruments
to overcome these pitfalls.



Chapter 3

A Synopsis of Environmental Policy
in the European Union

Since 1951, when the foundation stone of the EU was laid down, the interdependency
between its member states has increased significantly (see Folmer and Howe (1991)). This
is mainly due to three factors:  1) the greater number of member states; 2) the increased
number of issues addressed by the EU; and 3) the establishment of the Single European
Market.

First, the number of member states of the EU has increased from the initial six to the
present 15. In 1951 Belgium, Germany, France, Italy, Luxembourg and the Netherlands
joined together in what would later become the EU: Three enlargement waves  in  1973,
1981 and 1986 expanded the EU to 12 countries (including Denmark, Ireland, the United
Kingdom, Greece, Spain and Portugal). In 1995, another three countries joined the EU
(Austria, Finland and Sweden) completing it to 15 members. Since 1998, the EU has
received applications for accession to the EU from 13 countries. In 1998, negotiations
started on the criteria for membership of the EU with Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Esto-
nia, Hungary, Poland and Slovenia. In 2000, negotiations started with Romania, Slovakia,
Latvia, Lithuania, Bulgaria and Malta (see EU (2003)). The negotiations are still ongoing;
a decision has been taken in December 2002, with the result of ten countries becoming
members in the beginning of 20042. Romania and Bulgaria have set the date of accession
at 2007. Turkey is still in the pre-accession stage, preparing itself for membership of the
European Union.

1 In this thesis I use the terms EU and EC as equivalents. In reality the EU is made up of three
parts: the EC, the Common Foreign and Security Policy (CSFP) and the cooperation in justice and
home affairs. As the relevance to the environment of the last two parts is marginal, they are omitted in
the discussion. For a precise explanation on the EU, see Borchardt (2000).

2 These are Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Poland, Slovenia, Slovakia, Latvia, Lithua-
nia, and Malta.
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The second factor increasing member state interdependency is the increasing number
of issues addressed  by  the   EU.   When  the six initial countries joined together   in   1951,
they  formed the European  Coal and Steel Community (ECSC), addressing issues  such  as

the establishment of a common market for coal and steel and the growth of employment.

In 1958, the European Economic Community and the European Atomic Energy Commu-

nity (Euratom) were created. The focus of issues was extended to promoting economic

and social progress by common action with a view to eliminate the barriers dividing Eu-
rope (see 'Ikeaty of Rome (1958)), raising of living standards and quality of life, and to
establishing and supporting nuclear industries (see Euratom (1958)). The 1992 Tteaty
on European Union added the priority of establishing an economic and monetary union
to the European agenda, and issues such as sustainable development, employment and
social protection, equality between men and women and protection and improvement of
environmental quality (see Tteaty of Maastricht (1992)). Nowadays, there are at least

30 major areas of activities, each covering multiple issues, varying from agriculture to
transport and from culture to research and technology.

The third factor increasing member interdependency was the establishment of the

Single European Market (SEM) in 1993. The SEM provides for a common market with
free movement of goods, persons, services and capital. The establishment of the SEM

requires common policy making on issues relating to the free market, thereby increasing

interdependency between the countries of the EU.

In this setting of growing interdependency, the possibilities for application of issue linkage
are ubiquitous. One example of issue linkage goes back to the Uruguay Round trade

negotiations, which lasted from 1986 until 1994 (from Davis (2001)). Fbom the beginning,
the EU resisted the prospect of an ambitious agenda within the Uruguay Round for reform

of the CAR In 1991, the GATT Director-general Dunkel seized the initiative by specifically
linking the three areas of internal support, border protection and export competition
during the agricultural negotiations. Furthermore, Dunkel issued the "Draft Final Act
Embodying the Results of the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Ttade Negotiations" (also
known as the :'Dunkel Draft"; see GATT (1991)). The Dunkel Draft integrated all old
GATT obligations and new ones from the Uruguay Round, linking all areas of negotiation
into one single agreement. Nations had to accept the Dunkel Draft or have no trade
agreement at all. Under the pressure of France, the EU voted on the Dunkel Draft exclu-

ding the agricultural component. Rather than reopen agricultural negotiations, the EU
negotiators traded off concessions in other areas for minor adjustments of the agricultural
agreement (see Davis (2001)). Although the agricultural agreement reformed the CAP,
despite EU's initial resistance, Europe had too much to gain from the Uruguay Round

agreement as a whole to risk its rejection.
Another example of issue linkage that appeared in the media recently is the linkage by
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Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden and the United Kingdom (the group of four) between
the reform of the CAP and the expansion of the EU (see Lobjakas (2002)). The group of
four argued that before any adaptations could be made to the CAP due to the enlargement
of the EU, the CAP itself should be reformed. This reform was, however, not put on the
agenda. The group of four then linked the CAP reform to the expansion of the EU by
stating that agreement among the present 15 member states of the EU on CAP reform
is essential before there can be any agreement on agricultural issues with the candidate
countries, and thereby before any agreement on expansion of the EU. The Dutch even
threatened to veto the decision on the expansion of the EU, if no prior decisions on the
CAP would be taken. During the Brussels meeting of the European Council in October
24-25,2002, agreement on the CAP was reached, just in time for the Copenhagen meeting
of the European Council in December 12-13, 2002 (in which negotiations on accession with
the membership applying countries were concluded).

However, upon attempting to find examples of issue linkage in policy making with refe-
rence to the EU or in general, it became clear that cases of explicit issue linkage are not
usually made available to the public. Reasons for this lack of availability include:

•  The exchange of concessions inherently implies the relative valuation of the different
issues. Countries hesitate to reveal this information, as this may cause polarization
within the populations of the participating countries. Also, publicized valuation of
issues may raise or weaken expectations from countries outside the EU for future
negotiations.

• Concessions can be perceived both as a weak result and as a weakness of the ne-
gotiating country. Therefor, countries are not keen on showing their willingness to
compromise, since it may make them appear to be weak negotiators.

In issue linkage, different actors take decisions on several issues simultaneously.  It is
therefore necessary to identify these three notions within the reality of the EU.

The actors and the decisions are addressed in the first part of this chapter (section 3.1),
which covers institutions and decision making in the EU.

The issues are addressed in the second part of this chapter (sections 3.2 to 3.8),
where the focus is on environmental policy, as issue linkage is applicable to environmental
policy. In section 3.2, environmental policy of the EU in general is described; section 3.3
discusses the history of environmental policy in the EU; sections 3.4 to 3.7 on the Fifth
Environmental Action Programme, describe its contents, progress, revision and global
assessment; and section 3.8 describes the Sixth Environmental Action Programme.

Section 3.9 concludes this chapter, providing the mapping between the three concepts
of issue linkage and the concepts introduced in sections 3.1 to 3.8.
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3.1  Institutions and Decisions
At the heart of the EU is the Maastricht Treaty, later amended and renumbered by the

'IYeaty of Amsterdam on the establishment of the EU (see Treaty of Maastricht (1992)
and Treaty of Amsterdam (1997)).  The main tasks of the EU are to promote throughout
the  Community (from Article  2  of the Treaty of Amsterdam):

a harmonious, balanced and sustainable development of economic activities; a
high level of employment and of social protection; equality between men and

women; sustainable and non-injlationary growth,· a high degree of competitive-

ness and convewence of economic perfonnance;  a high level of pmtection and
improvement of the quality of the environment; the mising of the standard
of living and quality of life; and economic and social cohesion and solidarity

among member states.

For this purpose, the Union was to establish a common market and an economic and

monetary union and implement common policies and activities in (among other) the
context of agriculture and fisheries, transport, environment, research and development,
development cooperation and energy, civil protection and tourism (see Article 3 of the
'Iteaty of Amsterdam).

The four basic freedoms of the EU, laid down in the Tteaty, are:

•  free movement of goods,

•  free movement of persons,

• freedom to provide services, and

• free movement of capital and payments.

The tasks of the EU were to be carried out by the European Council and the five main
institutions of the EU: the European Parliament, the Council of the EU, the European
Commission, the European Court of Justice  and the Court of Auditors3. These institu-
tions, as well as the decision-making process and the different kinds of decisions that can

be taken, are described in this section.  I restrict myself here to the institutions that play a
role in environmental policy.   It is not a complete description of the institutions of the EU.
I have omitted details of the composition, the frequency with which the institutions meet,
rules for replacement and the term of office. For a complete overview of the institutional

structure of the EU (see EU (2003)).

3Note the difference between 'the European Council' and 'the Council of the EU'. These two different
Councils are described below.
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3.1.1 Institutions

In terms of decision making, the Council of the EU is the most powerful. Before making
important decisions, however, the Council of the EU has to consult the European Par-
liament, which, in turn, can stimulate the European Commission and the Council of the
EU to take actions (from Braden et al. (1996), Bueno de Mesquita and Stokman (1994),
Kapteyn and Verloren van Themaat (1987) and Borchardt (2000)).

The European Council is comprised of the heads of State or Government of the
member states. Its function is to establish policy guidelines for European integration
within the EU. It does so by taking basic policy decisions and issuing instructions
and guidelines to the Council of the EU (see below), with respect to, for instance,
the economic and monetary union, the European Monetary System and applications
for accession to the EU.

The European Parliament has a decision-making, an advisory as well as a supervi-
sory function, but has no binding power.
The role of the Parliament in the decision-making process is based upon two legisla-
tive procedures: the cooperation procedure and the co-decision procedured. Accor-
ding to these two procedures, Parliament can put forward amendments to Commu-
nity legislation, get amendments accepted by the Council of the EU (within certain
limits), and act as a co-legislator with the Council of the EU. Parliament also plays
a major role in the budgetary procedure of the EU through the obligation that the
EU budget must be adopted by the Parliament and its implementation monitored
by Parliament.
The Parliament's advisory functions are provided with the power to bring cases be-
fore the Court of Justice, in order to stimulate the Commission and the Council of
the EU to take action in certain fields.
Parliament has supervisory powers only over the Commission. Mainly, the Commis-
sion must answer parliamentary questions, defend its proposals before Parliament
and present it with an annual report on the activities of the Communities for de-
bate. Furthermore, Parliament may set up special committees of inquiry to look
specifically at alleged cases of infringement of Union law or maladministration.  In
the ultimate case, Parliament has the power to dismiss the European Commission
as a whole.

4The cooperation procedure was introduced by the Single European Act in 1987, Article 252 EC (see
SEA (1987)). The co-decision procedure was introduced by the Treaty on European Union in 1993,
Article 251 EC (see Treaty of Maastricht (1993)).
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The Council of the EU6, also referred to as the Council of Ministers, is the principal

legislative institution. Depending on the subject under discussion, the Council of
the EU is made up of different representatives of the governments of the member

states. The members must be empowered to act with binding effect on their go-
vernments and are therefore usually ministers. The Council takes action on the
basis of proposals from the European Commission. The Council is empowered to

take decisions that are legally binding for the member states. Furthermore, the
Council is also responsible for ensuring coordination of the economic policies of the
member states and for concluding agreements between the Community and non-
member countries or international organizations. When important decisions are to

be taken, the Council has to consult the European Parliament.

The European Commission develops initiatives to attain the objectives of the Euro-
pean Union.  It is the only institution of the EU that can ordain decisions. Apart
from initiating the process, the European Commission is also responsible for the
member states' application and implementation of Community legislation.

The Court of Justice involves both legal advice and adjudication. Legal advice is

provided in the form of binding opinions on agreements which the EU wishes to
conclude with non-member countries or international organizations. Its role as ad-
judicator is much more important, however. Depending on the matter at hand, it
may act as one of six different kinds of courts6. Disputes settled by the Court of
Justice are binding for the member states. Since the European Court of Justice is
the highest and at the same time the sole judicial authority in matters of EU law,
decisions by the Court of Justice are final; no appeal is possible.

The Court of Auditors monitors the correct implementation of the EU budget.  It
also examines whether all revenue has been received and all expenditure incurred in
a lawful and regular manner. It has no jurisdiction to enforce its control measures.

In case of irregularities, the Court of Auditors reports these immediately to the
responsible EU bodies, so that they take the appropriate action.

In addition there are many committees and Directorate-Generals that assist these insti-
tutions. With respect to environmental decision making, the following committees and
Directorate-Generals need mentioning:

The Environment Directorate-General (DG) is one of the 36 specialized services

that are part of and assist the European Commission. It carries out the tasks of

5Not to be confused with the European Council.
6Specifically, the Court of Justice can act as a constitutional court, as an administrative court, as a

labour court, as a fiscal court, as a criminal court and as a civil court.
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the European Commission with respect to environmental policy.

The Permanent Representatives Committee (Coreper) prepares the work for the
Council of the EU's meetings and performs the tasks assigned to it by the Council
of the EU. It has no power of decision. This committee consists of representatives
of the member states.

The Economic and Social Committee (ESC) has an advisory function to the Coun-
cil of the EU and the European Commission. It represents various economic and
social groups (for instance, employers and employees, farmers, businessmen, crafts-

men) in the EU. It has no power of decision.

The Committee of Regions (COR) consists of representatives of regional and 10-
cal authorities in the member states. The Council of the EU and the European
Commission have an obligation to consult the COR on issues concerning education,
culture, public health, trans-European networks, transport, telecommunications and

energy infrastructure, economic and social cohesion, employment policy, and social

legislation.

3.1.2 Decision Making in the EU
This section describes the main decision procedure in the EU, the co-decision procedure

(see TIteaty of Amsterdam (1997), Article 251 and Borchardt (2000)), and the decision

making within the European Parliament, the Council of the EU and within the European
Commission.

The co-decision procedure has become by far the most important element in the le-
gislative process. With respect to the environment, it is used in connection with the
pursuit of the environmental protection objectives referred to in Article 174 of the Treaty
of Amsterdam and with the pursuit of the implementation of environmental protection
programmes (Article 175(3) of the 'Iteaty of Amsterdam).

In addition to the co-decision procedure, there are three other decision procedures:  the
consultation procedure, the cooperation procedure and the approval procedure. These are

not described here, but can be found in Borchardt (2000). It must be noted, however,
that for provisions in the environmental field relating to fiscal matters, town and country
planning, land use or water management, as well as measures affecting a member state's
choice between different energy sources and the general structure of its energy supply, the
consultation procedure is used.

The co-decision procedure
The co-decision procedure, introduced in the Maastricht Tteaty, was further deve-

loped in the Treaty of Amsterdam to create equality between the Council of the EU and
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Parliament. The co-decision procedure denies the Council of the EU the right to adopt
its common position if efforts to reach agreement with Parliament fail. This increases

the incentive to reach a comprises, as the entire legislative process must otherwise be
abandoned.

In general, the co-decision procedure provides for two successive readings, by Parlia-
ment and the Council, of a Commission proposal and for the convocation of a "conciliation

committee",  if the two co-legislators cannot agree. The conciliation committee is convo-

cated in order to reach an agreement, which is subsequently submitted to Parliament and
to the Council for a third reading, with a view to its final adoption. Below is a detailed

description of the seven stages of the co-decision procedure. Figure 3.1 gives a graphi-
cal representation of the co-decision procedure. Section 3.8.4 illustrates the co-decision

procedure by outlining the decision-making process on the Sixth Environmental Action
Programme.

In stage 1, the formulation stage, the European Commission, in the form of the relevant

department of the Commission, prepares a proposal (known as the 'right of initia-
tive'). The draft of the proposal, setting out the content and form of the measure
to the last detail, goes before the Commission as a whole, where a simple majority
suffice to adopt it as a final 'Commission proposal'. The European Commission
sends the final proposal to the Council of the EU, Parliament and any committees
to be consulted.

In stage 2, the consultation stage, Parliament takes itS jirst mading and may propose

amendments to the Commission proposal. The Economic and Social Committee and
the Committee of the Regions also have an opportunity to set out their positions.
Parliament sends its opinion to the Council of the EU.

In the third stage, the Council of the EU takes its ,/irst reading and consequently has
two possibilities:

• It approves the Commission proposal, including possible amendments, irres-

pective of the Commission's opinion. The proposal is adopted.

• Alternatively: the Council of the EU adopts a common position on the Com-
mission's proposal by qualified majority. The Council of the EU bases its po-
sition on the opinions of Parliament and the consulted committees and upon
its own deliberations. Consequently, the Council of the EU sends its common

position to Parliament and the European Commission. The latter delivers its
opinion on the common position of the Council of the EU to Parliament.
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In stage 4, Parliament has its second reading. Parliament has three months in which to
do one of three things:

•  It rejects the common position outright (for which an absolute majority of the
members  of the Parliament is required). The legislative process  ends.     The

proposal is not adopted.

• It accepts the common position or gives no response at all. The proposal is

adopted.

• Finally: it makes amendments to the common position of the Council of the
EU. Parliament sends the amended text to the European Commission.

In the fifth stage, the European Commission delivers its opinion on the amendments

by Parliament to the Council of the EU, which then has its second reading. There
are two possibilities: the Commission adopts all the amendments or rejects (some

of) the amendments.

•  If the Commission adopts att the amendments by Parliament, then the Council of
the EU has two options:

- It adopts the proposal with amendments by majority voting. The pmposat

(with amendments) is adopted.

- It rejects the proposal. The procedure continues with stage 6.

• If the Commission rejects (some of) the amendments, then the Council of the EU
again has two options:

- It overrules the rejection by unanimous adoption of the proposal and Parlia-
ment's amendments. The proposat (with amendments) is adopted.

- If there is no unanimity within the Council of the EU, then the procedure

continues with stage 6.

In stage  6, the President of the Council of the EU, acting in consultation with the Pre-
sident of the Parliament, must, within six weeks, convene a Conciliation Committee.
The Conciliation Committee must consist of 30 representatives, 15 each from the
Council of the EU and from Parliament. The Conciliation Committee considers the
Council of the EU's common position in light of Parliament's proposed amendments.
The aim is to achieve a workable comprises in the form of a joint draft of the
proposal. The European Commission, at this stage, takes the initiative with a view

to reconciling the positions of Parliament and the Council of the EU. There are two

possible outcomes:
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• If the Conciliation Committee fails to achieve a comprises, the proposal is

rejected.

• Alternatively, the joint draft of the proposal is sent to Parliament and the
Council of the EU.

In the seventh stage, Parliament and the Council of the EU have their third reading.
There are two possibilities:

• Irrespective of the Commission's position, Parliament and the Council of the
EU, by absolute and qualified majority voting respectively, both adopt the
joint draft within six weeks. The (joint droft of the) proposal is adopted.

• Alternatively: either of the two institutions fails to approve the joint draft
within six weeks. The (joint draft of the) proposal is not adopted.

Decision-making in the European Parliament
In the European Parliament, decisions are usually taken by an absolute majority of

the votes cast. However, with its increase of importance in the decision-making process

within the EU, a whole range of decisions may be adopted only if supported by an absolute

majority of all members of Parliament. Within Parliament, each member state is allocated
a given number of seats, thereby determining the influence each member state has.

Decision-making in the Council of the EU
The Council's decision-making procedure is made up of three stages, as follows.

In the first stage, the meetings of the Council are prepared by the Coreper. First,
the Coreper tries to reach agreement. For this purpose, the Coreper can rely on
the assistance of permanent sector-specific working groups within the Council.  The

Coreper must then ensure that the issues to be discussed and decided upon at Coun-
cil meetings have been worked out in advance and have been properly communicated
to the Council members. The preparatory work of the Coreper ends when agree-

ment has been reached or when issues remain undecided and need to be discussed
further in the meeting of the Council.

In the second stage, the Council members meet and debate on the issues prepared by
the Coreper.  At this stage, the meetings of the Council of the EU have the character
of negotiations. Negotiations take place on issues with outstanding differences of

opinion within the Coreper, as well as, at the specific request of a Council member,
on issues that have already been agreed upon by the Coreper. The Council repre-
sentatives defend the interests of their countries, balancing them with the overall
interests of the Community.
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The third stage comprises the actual voting. In general, voting takes place according
to qualified majority voting, whereby votes are weighted, so that the size of the
member state is represented in the number of votes it has. Majority voting makes

it possible to outvote large member states that would otherwise withstand political
pressure. However, a safety-net was introduced for the benefit of the large member
states: if 23 to 25 votes or 2 member states vote against a decision, the decision
is reconsidered. In addition, the member states are granted a veto-right in case a
member state considers that its vital national interests are at stake. The right to
veto is laid down in the Luxembourg Compromise of 1966. However, within the
text of the Compromise there is no definition or guideline regarding the aspect of
vital national aspects. The right to veto is therefore surrounded by controversy. In
the case of decisions to be taken in especially sensitive political areas, unanimity is

required.

Decision-making in the European Commission
The European Commission takes decisions by simple majority voting of the 20 mem-

bers. The large member states each have two representatives, whereas the smaller member

states have only one.

3.1.3   Types of Decisions

In the EU, a range of tools exists that allow the EU institutions to impact on the national

legal systems. These tools are laid down in Article 249 of the Tteaty of Amsterdam. Below

is a description of the various types of tools available (see 'Iteaty of Amsterdam (1997),
Article 249 and Borchardt (2000)). The various tools differ with respect to their impact
on national law, nature, jurisdiction, motivation, publication and enforcement.

Alongside the legal acts provided for in the 'It,eaties, there are other forms of action
available.  The most important of these are resolutions, declarations and action pro-
grammes. A description of these concludes this section.

Regulation
The purpose of a regulation is the unification of the law among the member states.

Two features that are very unusual in international law distinguish a regulation: 1) its
Community character; and 2) its direct applicability.

The Community character of a regulation implies that it lays down the same law
throughout all member states of the EU and that it applies in full. Together with a specific

description of how results are to be achieved, a regulation is uniformly and simultaneously
enforced in all member states.
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The direct applicability of a regulation means that it is immediately legitimate in each
member state and that it replaces the relevant national rules. The member states and
their governing institutions and courts are bound directly by a regulation and have to
comply with it in the same way as with national law.

Directive
The purpose of a directive is the harmonization of the law among the member states.

A directive is binding for the member states only with regard to the objectives to be
attained. The member states have the authority to choose the form and the methods to
implement the directive. A directive takes the form of either an order or a prohibition.

Decision
The purpose of a decision is to order that a measure be taken by an individual or a

member state. Its basic characteristics can be summed up as follows:

•  It is distinguished from a regulation by being of individual application: the persons
to whom it is addressed must be named in it and are the only ones bound by it.

• It is distinguished from a directive in that it is binding in its entirety, not only to
the objectives to be attained.

• It is directly applicable to those to whom it is addressed.

Recommendation and opinion
A recommendation and an opinion are non-binding measures available to the Commu-

nity institutions to express their views to member states. They place no legal obligation
on the addressees.

A recommendation urges the addressees to adopt a particular form of behavior. For
example, in cases where the adoption or amendment of a legal or administrative provision
in a member state causes a distortion of competition within the Community, the Com-
mission may issue a recommendation to the state involved, concerning measures to avoid
this distortion (see 'Iteaty of Amsterdam (1997), Article 97.1).

An opinion is used where the Community institutions are called upon to state a view
on a current situation or particular event in the Community or the member states. In some
cases, they prepare the way for subsequent, legally binding acts, or are a prerequisite for
the institution of proceedings before the Court of Justice (see Treaty of Amsterdam (1997),
Articles 226 and 227).

Resolution
A resolution may be adopted by the European Council, the Council of the EU and the

European Parliament. A resolution sets out jointly held views and intentions regarding
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the overall process of integration and specific tasks within and outside the Community.

The primary significance of a resolution is that it helps to give a political direction to the
future work of the Council of the EU. A resolution manifests a commonly held political

will, therefore making it easier to achieve consensus in the Council of the EU. Furthermore,
it guarantees a minimum degree of correlation between decision makers in the EU and
the member states.

Declaration
There are two different kinds of declarations:  1) a declaration that is concerned with

the further development of the Community; and 2) a declaration in the context of the
Council of the EU's decision-making process.

A declaration that is concerned with the further development of the Community is
more or less equivalent to a resolution. A declaration of this kind is mainly used to reach

a wide audience or a specific group. Examples of this kind of declarations include the
Declaration on the EU (Laeken Declaration (2001)), the Declaration on Democracy (1978)
and the Convention for Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (1950).

A declaration of the second kind sets out the views of all or individual members of the
Council of the EU with respect to the interpretation of the Council of the EU's decisions.

These "interpretive" declarations are commonly issued and are an essential means of

finding compromises.

Action programme
An action programme is drawn up either by the Council of the EU or by the Commis-

sion, on their own initiative. An action programme may be provided for in a treaty, causing
the action programme to be legally binding. An example is the EU action programme

Socrates, which aims at promoting language learning within the EU (see Socrates (2000)).
If an action programme is provided for in another way, it is regarded as a general guideline

with no legally binding effect.

3.2    Principles of Environmental Policy
I now turn to the basic principles underlying EU environmental policy. In general, EU
environmental policy is based on the following main principles7.

The Subsidiarity Principle, which states that policy measures should be taken at

EU level only if there is a clear advantage over member states level. Generally
speaking, this principle implies that internal problems of the member states (such

7The text is based on Articles 5, 6 and 174 of The Deaty of Amsterdam (1997)) and on the Environ-
mental Action Programmes of the EU (see also sections 3.4 and 3.8).
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as land use) are at the discretion of the member states - except when Union interests

are involved, as in the case of European patrimony.  In the case of transboundary
spillover, a member state's authority should be restricted. However, EU involvement
should be called for only if it is not possible or inefficient to correct the environmental

problem   at a lower level   (e.g.     a  bi- or multilateral level).     In  the  case of ambient

quality standards, the basic criterion is whether or not national regulation results
in trade barriers.  If this is the case, national authority is restricted, which usually
calls for EU involvement.  This also applies to situations where the health of EU
citizens is at stake. For further details see Folmer and Howe (1991).

The Prevention Principle, which aims at avoiding irreversible damage to the envi-
ronmental patrimony of the EU.

The Precautionary Principle, which inlplies that governments are not to refrain
from taking action against possible damages, even if the causal link between human
behavior and those damages is not absolutely clear.

The Principle of Rectification. This principle is about the need to deal with pollution
at its source and to prevent its spreading. Where the pollution cannot be stopped,
it should be at least contained at the lowest possible level.

The Polluter Pays Principle (PPP), which implies that the costs for pollution of the
environment should be paid by those that cause it, thus ensuring the internalization
of damage costs (see Zylicz (2000)).

The Principle of Economic Efficiency and Cost-effectiveness. This principle
underlies the philosophy that EU policy aims to design a cost-effective response to
environmental protection, which can also be perceived as being equitable at both
the individual and the member state level.

The Equity Principle, which states that each person in the world has the same right
to use an equal amount of the world's global resources.

The Principle of Integration, which demands that environmental protection require-
ments are integrated into the definition and implementation of EU policies and
activities, in particular with a view to promoting sustainable development.

3.3   A History of Environmental Policy
Environmental policy at the level of the European Union is a relatively new phenomenon.
The 1957 Treaty of Rome makes no mention of environmental protection.  It was not
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before 1972 at the Paris Summit meeting that the European Council declared that the
EU should establish an environmental PolicyB. This Paris Declaration resulted in the
adoption of the First Environmental Action Programme (EAP), which covered the 1973-

1976 period. This Programme, together with the five Programmes that were to follow,
form the basis for EU environmental policyg

The First EAP presented a set of ad hoc policy measures based on general principles,
aiming to identify the environmental problems in the EU (see 1st EAP (1973)). Certain
questions, such as at what level decisions on environmental policy should be taken, were
not answered. The Programme, therefore, had a mixed character: actions were to be
partly taken at the Union level and partly at the member states level. The Programme,

however, was not binding for the member states.
Also the Second EAP, which covered the 1977-1981 period, retained this mixed status

(see 2nd EAP (1977)). This Programme proposed that action be taken in four major
fields:

1.  reduction of pollution and nuisance,

2. rational management of land and natural resources;

3.  protection and improvement of the environment; and

4.  action at international level.

Some policies were established by the environmental directives that were adopted during
the 1970s (for instance, on the quality of bathing water (see Directive 76/160/EEC (1977))
and on the quality required of shellfish waters (see Directive 79/923/EEC (1979)).

In general, the ambitious intentions of the First and Second EAPs led to only very
modest concrete steps. Member states were hesitant to transfer environmental authority
to the EU, and unanimous decision making enabled them to implement their hesitations.

The early 1980s brought a change in EU environmental policy by the adoption of the
Third EAP, which covered the 1982-1986 period (see 3rd EAP (1983)). The change was
caused by, among other things, the growing number and impact of environmental prob-
lems. The Third EAP emphasized two strategic elements: 1) prevention of pollution and

8At this point it is important to distinguish between environmental policy at European Union level
and at member state level. The latter should meet the conditions specified by the former. Within the
conditions of EU environmental policy, there is scope for national discretion, which may lead to substantial
differences among the member states. It should be observed that the national policy should be at least
as strict as the EU policy and should not create trade barriers (see section 3.4). Environmental policy at
the level of the member states is not discussed in this chapter.

9 First EAP· 1973-1976; Second EAP: 1977-1981; Thini EAP: 1982-1986; Fourth EAP: 1987-1992;

Fifth EAP: 1993-2000; Sixth EAP: 2001-2010.
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2) integration of environmental aspects into other fields of EU policy. Also addressed were
the use and introduction of economic instruments (in particular, taxes) for the implemen-
tation of the Polluter Pays Principle. During the early 198Os, a gradual broadening of
areas for the application of policy instruments took place.

The 1987 Single European Act (SEA) included a separate section on the environment
(see SEA (1983), Articles 13Or-t), which explicitly ordered the Union to take action in
order to (Article 13Or(1))

preserve, protect and improve the quality of the envimnment, as far as these

objectives could be best attained at the Community level.

The SEA also introduced the new idea that (Article 13Or(2))

environmental pmtection requirements shall be a component of the Commu-
nity's  other policies.

The member states were, however, authorized to maintain or introduce stricter measures
than those adopted by the EU, as long as these measures did not imply trade barriers.
Prevention and the PPP were also included in the new articles. Unanimous decision ma-
king was retained with respect to environmental problems, and environmental protection
was made a component of the EU's other policiesio.

The Fourth EAP, which covered the 1987-1992 period, was completely based on the
SEA (see 4th EAP (1987)).  The main message was that the formulation of strict envi-
ronmental standards was no longer voluntary, but essential. It was stressed that envi-
ronmental protection could lead to higher economic growth and creation of employment.
The environmental standards should be integrated in economic, industrial, agricultural
and social policy.

The 1993 Maastricht Tteaty on European Union stressed further the importance of
the environmentil- Article 2 states that

the   Community  shall  have  as  its  task  I...1 to promote throughollt  the   Com-
munity  I...1   a  high  level of protection  and  improvement  of the  quality  of the

environment  I...1.

Furthermore

• The Precautionary Principle (see section 3.2) was written into the article on the
environment.

ioThis was laid down in Article 100a of the SEA.
11 Articles  13Or,  s and  t  are now Articles  174.  175  and 176 respectively,  as a result  of the amendment

and renumbering by the 1997 Treaty of Amsterdam.
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• Article 13Or of the SEA was reworded, and the environment was upgraded to a
policy area in its own right.

• Decision making under Article 13Or-t was also changed to qualified majority voting,
except in some areas (such as fiscal policy)12. This made decision making easier.

The Fifth EAP, which covered the 1993-2000 period, titled Towards Sustainability, focused

on reducing pollution levels, implementing legislation that would benefit EU citizens, and
integrating the environmental dimension into all areas of Commission policies (see 5th

EAP (1993) and Environment DG Information Brochure (2002)). The Fifth EAP is
extensively discussed in sections 3.4 to 3.7.

The Sixth EAP, which covers the 2001-2010 period, titled Environment 2010:  Our Ib-

ture,  Our Choice (see Gth EAP (2001) and Environment DG Information Brochure (2002)),
goes further than previous programmes, adopting a more strategic approach. It calls for
the active involvement and accountability of all sections of society in the search for inno-

vative, workable and sustainable solutions to the environmental problems we face. It is
the topic of section 3.8.

3.4 The Fifth Environmental Action

Programme

Until 1992, environmental protection in the EU was mainly based on a 'top-down' strat-

egy, involving legislative measures. The Fifth Environmental Action Programme covers

the period from 1993 to 2000 and was presented under the title Towards Stistainability

(see 5th EAP (1993)). The Fifth EAP presented a 'bottom-up' strategy, requiring par-
ticipation of all economic sectors and social partners. It was created in light of the Single

European Act and the 'Ireaty of Maastricht, which explicitly provide for the development
and implementation of a Community policy on the environment and for the objective of

promoting sustainable growth while respecting the environment.
As a result of a combination of factors, policy was to be more far-reaching than it had

been until 1992. These factors include the following:

1. the environment in the EU had deteriorated slowly but steadily, despite measures

taken in the past two decades;

2. the approach and measures until then were not designed for the expected increase

of international competition and the increased utilization of natural resources and

the environment; and

12Decisions such as the (02 tax are still taken unanimously.
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3. the global concern about a possible crisis in connection with climate change, de-
forestation and energy use, the seriousness and persistence of the problems of the
developing countries and the rapid political and economic changes in Middle and
Eastern Europe put a heavier responsibility on the EU in the international context;

Some practical demands that had to be satisfied in order to achieve sustainable growth
were the following:

•  the stream of raw materials had to be organized in such a way that optimal re-use

and recycling were facilitated or promoted;

•  the production and use of energy had to be rationalized;

•  patterns of consumption and behavior in the community had to change.

Objective
The objective of the Fifth EAP was to transform patterns of economic growth in the

EU in such a way as to promote sustainable development. The Programme continued
to tackle environmental problems, but also aimed to establish new relations between the
actors in the environmental sector.

Principles
The Fifth EAP is based on the following main principles:

• integrating the environmental dimension in all major policy areas;

• sharing responsibility between various actors (e.g. governments, industry and the
public) in order to restructure their behavior and to achieve commitment to agreed-
upon measures;

•  preventing the depletion of natural resources and damage to the environment, rather
than waiting for the problems to occur;

• changing current tendencies and habits that are damaging to the environment, so as
to create optimal conditions for socioeconomic welfare and growth for the present
as well as for future generations; and

•  broadening the range of instruments of environmental policy.

For each of these main principles, targets were set for the long run, which indicated the
direction or the incentive that should be given to achieve sustainable growth. Specific
targets for the year 2000 were also given, and a representative choice of actions was made
to achieve these targets.
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Priority areas

During the Programme, priority was to be given to the following fields of action:

• sustainable management of the natural resources soil, water, nature and coastal

regions;

• integrated combat of pollution and the prevention of waste;

•  restriction of the use of non-sustainable energy;

•  improvement of mobility management by means of a more efficient and environmen-
tally friendly spatial planning, including the transport system; and

•  improvement of public health and security.

Target groups
Five target groups were selected to which special attention had to be paid, namely

industry, energy, transport, agriculture and tourism. The distinction between the five

target groups made the definition of policy objectives and the selection of policy instru-
ments more effective and efficient. Furthermore, these target groups had a large effect
on the environment as a whole. Setting objectives for these specific target groups would
therefore lead to the greatest results for the environment.

Instruments
In order to break the current trends and habits and to involve all sectors of society in

a full sharing of responsibility, the Fifth EAP proposed the following instruments:

Legislative instruments: designed to protect public health and the environment, es-
pecially in high-risk situations, to fulfil international obligations in a broader sense

and, when necessary, to provide regulation to retain the integrity of the internal
market.

Market-based instruments: designed to increase responsible use of natural resources

by producers as well as by consumers and to reduce pollution and waste production
by internalizing the environmental costs in prices.  In this respect, reform of the tax

system ("greening of taxes") is considered  as a major objective.

Horizontal, supporting instruments: including better basic information and better
statistical data, scientific research and technological development, improved sectorial
and spatial planning, information for and education of the public/consumers and
professionals.
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Financial support: the objective of financial support is to aim at a high level of
protection of the environment, keeping the spatial differences of the EU in mind,
and to integrate environmental policy into the formulation and implementation of
EU policy in other areas.

The Subsidiarity Principle played an important role in ensuring the realization of the
objectives and targets via appropriate national, regional and local efforts and initiatives.
Shared responsibility,  as put forward in the Fifth EAP, in light of the Subsidiarity Princi-
ple, concerned the combination of different instruments and different participants at the
correct level.

The effectiveness of the strategies in the near future would depend on the quality of
the measures taken and on the way in which compliance was supervised. This required
a better preparation of the measures, a more effective coordination with and integration
into other policy areas, a more systematic follow-up, a stricter check and a supervision
of compliance. For these reasons, the Fifth EAP required the Commission to form the
following ad hoc discussion groups:

•   A general forum for advice, which consists of representatives of business, consumers,
trade unions, non-governmental organizations and local and regional public bodies.

• A network, consisting of representatives of the national institutions and services
of the Commission that are entitled to carry out the measures. The network will
mainly be active in exchanging information and experience and in developing com-
mon approaches in practice.

•  A committee of supervision of environmental policy, which consists of representatives
of the Commission and the member states at the level of the director-general.  Its
task is to create understanding and to initiate an exchange of ideas on environmental
policy and environmental measures.

The Fifth EAP was effective until the year 2000, but was revised at the end of 1995, based
on the progress made by the Programme. Discussions on the progress and the revision of
the Programme are given in Sections 3.5 and 3.6, respectively. The global assessment of
the Fifth EAP in section 3.7 concludes the discussion of the Fifth EAR

3.5    Progress of the 5th EAP
In the Fifth EAP, an extensive evaluation was planned at the end of 1995. This section
discusses the report that resulted from this evaluation (see Progress Report on Implemen-
tation of the Fifth Environmental Action Programme (1995)). The report describes the
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impacts of the Fifth EAP on the environment and the progress made with respect to sus-
tainable development in light of the events and trends that occurred after the acceptance
of the Fifth EAR

Among the most important of these are the outcome of the 1992 Rio Earth Summit
of the UN Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) and Agenda 21; the

enlargement of the Union in 1995 by three countries, Austria, Finland and Sweden; and
the completion of the internal market.

Some general conclusions are given below. Specific information on the progress in the
different target groups is given in section 3.5.2.

3.5.1 General conclusions

The basic strategy of the Fifth EAP was to achieve full integration of environmental and
other relevant policies. This required active participation of all the main actors in society.
The range of instruments for control and behavioral change were to be broadened and

deepened - in particular, increasing the use of market-based instruments.
The Progress Report concludes that the political will to achieve full integration of

environmental and other relevant policies is lacking. Equally lacking are a pragmatic,
operational set of tools and the appropriate institutional arrangements at all levels of

government to nurture the process of integration and to ensure its success.

Furthermore, a greater sense of shared responsibility is required. Information should

be shared, and the transparency and participation of institutions and companies should
be increased.

The Progress Report stated that the most important task was to find the means to
exert the pressures that would result in real progress and to develop a sense of urgency
to move forward. This would only come about when sustainable development was seen as
the only model of economic development for the future and was fully accepted by every
citizen.

In more detail, the Progress Report observed the following:

• Progress has been made with respect to the integration of environmental aspects
into the different target groups, but to different degrees. Most progress was made

in industry, and least in agriculture and in tourism.  In the area of transportation,
environmental concern is growing.  In the energy sector there is a lack of incentive

to accomplish more sustainable development.

• With respect to the specific fields of action, policy is on track in some areas.  Ex-

amples are a reduction of materials that deplete the ozone layer, a reduction of
emissions of heavy metals and sulphur dioxide, improvement of water quality, and a
reduction of industrial risks and waste. However, more attention should be paid to
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issues such as climate change and air quality. In particular, C02 emissions should
be reduced.

•  Broadening the range of instruments has turned out to be more difficult than fore-
seen.  There has been little progress in the development of market-based instruments
at the EU level. It has become obvious that operational instruments and the right
institutional measures at all levels of policy making are needed in order to proceed
with sustainable development and to guarantee its success.

• Some progress has been made in the integration of environmental aspects and sus-
tainable development into EU policy in general. Concern about sustainable deve-
lopment has also become more important in research and technological development.
More effort is needed, however, to create and strengthen ties between environmental
policy and research policy.

• A stronger awareness of shared responsibility involving all sectors in society is
needed. This requires the availability and exchange of information in order to
stimulate institutions and business to achieve better results. Some progress has
been achieved in making shared action the result of shared responsibility (for in-
stance, in Sweden by the establishment of a Local Agenda 21 Programme, focusing
on sustainable development strategies  at the local level).

• Discussion groups play a positive role in the realization of the goals of the Fifth
EAP and in the acceptance of the results by the member states' populations.

• To achieve actual results and to raise the awareness that more action is needed,
sustainable development should be seen and accepted as the only way to achieve
economic development in the future.

3.5.2  Progress per Target Group
This section discusses the progress in each target group.

Industry
The analysis of the realization of the Fifth EAP and the observed trends in the Union

show that considerable progress has been made in this sector in many respects. At the
level of the EU, great progress has been made in the area of new legislation and the
introduction of market-based instruments, such as environmental hallmarks. Considerable
progress has also been made at the level of the member states.  More and more member
states are including the interface between the environment and industry in their policy.
The approach and the measures proposed in the Fifth EAP offer the right incentives, but
should still be accentuated in the future.
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Energy
The interface between energy and environmental policy has been successful in some

areas. For instance, households have become more aware of the need to reduce energy

consumption, and policy makers have become aware of the need to involve other target
groups than governmental institutions in the educational process.

Changes are called for in the areas of policy instruments and implementation and
enforcement of policy. Economic and fiscal instruments are to be used in all member

states rather than in only a few. Moreover, legislative and voluntary measures should be
carried out faster at both EU level and member states level. In particular, the integration
of environmental aspects into energy policy could be facilitated by policy measures at the
EU level.

Transport
Member states have made some progress with respect to the integration of environ-

mental aspects into development plans for the transport system and spatial planning.

Progress can be observed in the following measures taken: financial support for environ-

mentally friendly options, such as infrastructure for public transportation, reduction of
traflic in city areas and in some countries the introduction of less polluting fuels. There
is little promotion, however, of sustainable transport systems such as biking.

Economic instruments have been sparsely used. Taxes and levies are usually imposed
for other than environmental reasons and a framework to integrate environmental aspects
into the fee system is lacking.

Agriculture
There is a growing awareness of the necessity to bring agricultural and environmental

policies more in line with each other. However, most measures of the CAP include a
few environmental aspects. Although some new and environmental instruments of the
CAP take account of the environment, it is too early to measure the effects. Research

on economic and environmental effects should be undertaken in order to improve the
efficiency of policy measures.

To take better account of environmental aspects in agriculture, consensus should exist
on environmental criteria, and specific agricultural practice should be defined. This re-

quires cooperation of governmental institutions for agricultural and environmental policy,
at both EU and member states level.

Tourism
There are signs that some progress has been made in the integration of environmental

issues into tourism. Because most member states have only recently introduced the inte-

grated approach with a large range of instruments, and because very little information on
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the environmental impact of tourism is available, it is not clear whether the targets with
regard to tourism have been achieved.

3.6 Revision of the 5th EAP

This section discusses the Revision of the Fifth EAP that was submitted by the European
Commission as a result of the progress report discussed in section 3.513. The Revision has
the form of an action programme and tries to make realization of the Fifth EAP easier

(see Review of the Fifth Environmental Action Programme (1998)).

There are five key priorities in which the Union has to increase its effort to achieve a
more efficient realization of the Programme (all articles refer to the Review of the Fifth
Environmental Action Programme (1998)):

Integration of environmental policy into other policy areas:  In this respect, the
EU should concentrate on the target groups for which Union initiatives are most
efiicient: agriculture, transportation, energy, industry and tourism (Article 2).

Instruments: The range of instruments, especially market-based instruments, other
horizontal instruments and the use of financial support should be broadened.  With
respect to market-based instruments, special attention should be paid to environ-
mental taxes, the application of environmental liability, voluntary agreements and
tax reforms. With respect to horizontal instruments, the development of reporting
on environmental effects of plans and programmes and the integration of environ-
mental aspects into the formulation of standards for industry should be stimulated.
Moreover, priority will be given to better financial support by the Union. This,
in particular, should be aimed at the introduction of new technologies in agricul-
ture and chemical and pharmaceutical sectors, and at achieving the environmental
standards (Article  3).

Legislation: Efficiency in Union legislation should be achieved by improving and sim-
plifying the legislative framework of the Union. This boils down to improving the
consistency of legislation, enhancing the role of reporting and improving cooperation
between institutions that are responsible for the application and observance of legis-
lation. It should be checked whether the public could be better involved and whether
sanctions for non-compliance could be included  in new legislation (Article  4).

Awareness raising: The EU should increase its efforts to increase the awareness of
EU citizens regarding sustainable development issues. Emphasis should be put on
communication, information, education and training (Article 5)

13 It must be noted that not all elements are included in the discussion here.
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International cooperation:  The role of the EU at an international level in the area of
environment and sustainable development should be strengthened. The EU should
take the lead, particularly with regard to international obligations it has entered
under conventions and protocols (Article 6).

In addition to these areas, five problem areas have been identified, to which special at-
tention must be paid:

Improvement of the foundations of Union environmental policy: environmental

policy should be based on reliable and comparable data, statistics and indicators,
on thorough scientific information and on cost/benefit evaluations of measures.  Co-
operation with the appropriate EU institutions and the relevant international insti-
tutions must be ensured. The European Environment Agency plays a key role in
monitoring and reporting on the state of the environment (Article 7).

Sustainable production and consumption patterns: Instruments and measures

should be developed to stimulate innovation in production, to increase environmen-

tal awareness, and to change habits of industry and consumers (Article 8).

Shared responsibility and partnership: A better framework for discussions should

be created, and a representative group of the parties involved should be included in
carrying out the policy (Article 9).

Promotion of local and regional activities: Activities at the local and regional levels

will be further encouraged. Particular attention will be given to spatial planning,
urban and rural development, sustainable transport, protection of coastal areas,

islands, cultural heritage and areas of environmental conservation (Article 10).

Environmental themes: The Union will further develop its policies in relation to en-
vironmental issues. Particular attention will need to be given to climate change and
depletion of the ozone layer, air quality, water and waste management, noise nui-

sance, protection of nature and biodiversity, and management of risks and accidents

(specifically chemicals) (Article 11).

3.7 Global Assessment of the 5th EAP

In 1999, the Fifth EAP came to an end. After a progress evaluation in 1995, and a revision
of the Programme in 1998, the Commission presented an overall review of the results of
the Programme in 1999 (see The Global Assessment (1999)). The Global Assessment

was intended to provide a platform for debating and preparing a strategy for improving
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Europe's environment during the next decade.  As such, it should form the basis for
preparations of a new environmental action programme (see section 3.8). In composing
the Global Assessment, the Commission consulted key stakeholders and key policy areas
on European level: stakeholders' responses to a questionnaire in late 1998, and the results
of the substantial discussion at a two-day conference in early February 1999 were taken
into account.

The Global Assessment of the Fifth EAP confirms that the EU has made progress in
the following areas:

• Taking the leadership in the quest for common international action (for instance,
on reducing emissions of greenhouse gases, on combating ozone depletion and on
protecting the planet's biodiversity).

• Putting in place new and improved instruments to protect the environment (for e»
ample, the introduction of a tax differential between leaded and non-leaded petrol).

•  Ensuring the safety and quality of life of European citizens (for example, completion
of the 'Seveso II Directive', requiring industrial operators to show that they have
taken full precautions against major accidents (see Seveso II Directive (1996))).

• Raising awareness of the need for stakeholders, citizens and decision makers to
integrate environmental objectives into other policies.

Practical progress towards sustainability has clearly been limited, however, and the Fifth
EAP has not achieved its objectives. The global assessment shows that the Fifth EAP
falls short in the following areas:

•  Recognition of commitment from the member states and stakeholders. For example,
instruments have been provided to set incentives for commitment to the environ-
ment, such as eco-labelling, but full use of these instruments is lacking.

• The implementation of EU environmental law in the member states:  in 1998, the
European Commission registered some 600 suspected breaches of EU environmental
law, based on complaints from the public, parliamentary questions and petitions
and from cases detected by the European Commission itself.

•   The new range of instruments in many sectors  ( for example, the adoption of EU-wide
measures, such as a C02 tax or an energy products tax) has been disappointing.

•  The state of the environment overall; pressures on the environment are predicted to
grow even further in some areas (for example, it is estimated that CO2 emissions
need to fall by at least 35 percent by 2010 if long-term temperature increases are to
be  limited  to 1.5° Celsius  by  2100).
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• Patterns of production and consumption. For example, due to consumption pat-
terns, the problem of waste is growing faster than the implementation of measures

to control and prevent it.

3.8 The Sixth Environmental Action

Programme

In September 2002, the European Commission adopted the Sixth EAR The Programme
sets out the major priorities and objectives for environmental policy over the next 5 to 10

years.  It also details the measures to be taken. The following is a short overview of the
priority areas and the policy approaches detailed in the Sixth EAP. More information, as
well as the full text of the Sixth EAP, can be found in 6th EAP (2002), Booklet on the
Sixth EAP (2001) and Summary of the Sixth EAP (2001).

3.8.1 Four Priority Areas

The Sixth EAP pays special attention to four priority areas: tackling climate change,
nature and biodiversity, environment and health, and sustainable use of natural resources

and management of waste:

Tackling climate change
Objective: to stabilize the atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases at a level

that  wilt not  cause  unnatumt  variations  of the earth's climate.
The scientific consensus is that human activity is causing the increases in concentra-

tions of greenhouse gases. These, in turn, cause climate change.  The key priority of
the Sixth EAP will be the ratification and implementation of the Kyoto Protocol to cut
greenhouse gas emissions by 8 percent over 1990 levels by 2008-12.  In the longer term,
global emissions need to be reduced even further - by approximately 20 percent to 40
percent on 1990 levels by 2020. The long-term goal is a 70 percent reduction in emissions,
set by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (see IPCC (1995)). To achieve

this, the Sixth EAP will:

• obtain international agreement on the Kyoto Protocol and put it into practice;

• set objectives for cutting greenhouse gas emissions in the main economic sectors;

• establish a scheme for 'trading' greenhouse gas emissions permits within the Euro
pean Union by 2005;

• support renewable energy sources, such as wind and solar power; and
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•  help member states to prepare for the consequences of climate change.

Nature and biodiversity
Objective: to protect and restore the functioning of natural systems and halt the loss

of biodiversity in the European Union and globally.  To protect soils against erosion and
pollution.

Healthy and balanced ecosystems are essential to supporting life and the functioning
of society. Pressures from pollution, unsustainable use of the land and seas, and risks
to biodiversity need to be redressed. Full implementation of environmental legislation is
the key to reducing the pollution threat. The Sixth EAP requires the EU to take the
following action:

•  to protect our most valuable habitats through full implementation of the Commu-
nity's Natura 2000 programme;

• to put in place action plans to protect biodiversity;

• to develop a strategy to protect the marine environment;

• to extend national and regional programmes to further promote sustainable forest

management;

• to introduce measures to protect and restore landscapes;

• to develop a strategy for soil protection; and

• to coordinate member states' efforts in handling accidents and natural disasters.

Environment and health
Objective:  to achieve a quality of the environment where the levels of man-made con-

taminants, including difemnt types of radiation, do not give rise to signijicant impacts
on or risks to human health.

There is increasing realization, and evidence, that human health is affected by envi-
ronmental problems related to air and water pollution, dangerous chemicals and noise.
Precaution and prevention of risk, and taking account of particularly vulnerable groups
are central to new policy. The Sixth EAP will:

•  mandate more research to improve the understanding of the link between environ-
mental pollution and human health;

•  look into health standards to account for the most vulnerable groups of society, such
as children and the elderly;
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•  reduce the risks from the use of pesticides;

• develop a new strategy for air pollution; and

• reform the system for controlling the risk from chemicals.

Sustainable use of natural resources and management of waste
Objective:  to ensure that the consumption of renewable and non-renewable resources

does not exceed the ca,·rying capacity of the environment.  To achieve a de-coupling of
Tesmm wefum economic growth through signijicantly improved Tesource eBiciency,  de-
materialization of the economy, and waste prevention.

The planet's resources, especially renewable resources like soil, water, air and timber,
are under severe pressure from human society A strategy is needed to ensure a more
sustainable use of resources. Furthermore, waste volumes are predicted to continue rising,
unless action is taken. This implies the following actions:

• to identify hazardous substances and make producers responsible for collecting,
treating and recycling their waste products;

• to encourage consumers to select products and services that create less waste;

• to develop and promote an EU-wide strategy on waste recycling, with targets and

monitoring to compare progress by member states;

• to promote markets for recycled materials;

•  to develop specific actions, under an Integrated Product Policy approach, to promote
the greening of products and processes.

Within these four priority areas, the EU aims particularly at tackling seven key environ-
mental issues:

1. Soil protection;

2.  Protection and conservation of the marine environment;

3.  Sustainable use of pesticides;

4. Air pollution;

5. Urban environment;

6.  Sustainable use and management of resources; and

7. Waste recycling.
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3.8.2   Approaches to policy making
To achieve improvements in these four priority areas, the Sixth EAP sets out five ap-
proaches to policy making:

Implementation of existing environmental legislation: national governments are
obliged to put European environmental laws into effect. Monitoring and the regular
compilation of a scoreboard of the application of European law may speed up the
process of its implementation. Furthermore, a 'name, shame and fame' exercise will
publicize the success and failure of different national governments. If member states
fail to comply European law, the Commission will take the matter to the European
Court of Justice.

Integration of environmental concerns into other policies: environmental ob-
jectives should be taken into account early on in the development process for all
policies. Progress should be measured through indicators and targets. The way in-
formation is collected should be reviewed. The state of the European environment
should be reported more comprehensively.

Working with the market: sustainable production and consumption patterns can be
achieved through business and consumer interests. Companies need environmen-
tal performance rewards as well as the threat of penalties in order to boost their
performance. In addition, businesses need to be encouraged to assess their environ-
mental performance and they need help to understand EU rules. Consumers need
useful information to allow them to choose environmentally benevolent products,
thus driving the market. Public subsidies should promote environmentally friendly
practices. Taxes and other incentives should be investigated to boost the purchase
of greener products.

Individual citizens: people want more of a say in how decisions are made which affect
the environment. As consumers, they can help persuade firms to be environmentally
friendly and develop innovative green pro- ducts and services. This requires access to
reliable information, environmental education and greater environmental awareness.

Land use planning and management decisions: the way land is used has a massive
and lasting impact  on the environment. Urban and coastal areas are especially
vulnerable. Local authorities need European support with their land-use planning.
Knowledge on sustainable urban planning should be shared.
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3.8.3 The European Union in the wider world

The Sixth EAP will be implemented by all member states of the EU. Since the EU is

expected to expand by as many as 12 countries by 2007, subsequent measures will need
to be taken by the candidate countries14. On joining the EU, the candidate countries
are expected to accept the environmental acquis (i.e. the detailed laws and rules on the

environment, adopted on the basis of the EU's founding treaties).  The main tasks for
the candidate countries are the transposition of the environmental acquis into national
law and the implementation of the acquis. These tasks feature the transposition and

implementation of

• EU legislation (including access to information and environmental impact assess-

ment);

• measures relating to international conventions to which the EU is party;

• reduction of global and transboundary pollution;

• nature protection legislation; and

• measures ensuring the functioning of the internal market (e.g. product standards).

A strong and well-equipped administration is required for the application and enforcement
of the environmental acquis. Moreover, environmental protection requirements should be
integrated into other policy areas, in order to contribute to sustainable development.

However, the candidate countries have all applied for transitional arrangements for the
adoption, implementation and enforcement of the environmental acquis. Requests for
transitional arrangements have been accompanied by detailed implementation plans, en-
suring that compliance with the acquis will be reached over time. These plans also entail
intermediate targets, which will be legally binding.

The EU and the candidate countries have held negotiations on the transitional plans
since December 1999. Until now, the negotiations have lead to schedules for transposition
and implementation of the environmental acquis for Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Estonia,
Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovenia and Slovakia. Negotiations are ongoing with
Bulgaria, Malta and Romania.

An example of such a transitional arrangement is the one agreed upon for Slovenia,
comprising the following transitional arrangements:

•  10 years, until 2015, to comply with the Urban Waste Water Directive (see Directive

91/271/EEC (1991));
14The candidate countries are Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Poland, Slovenia, Ro-

mania, Slovakia, Latvia, Lithuania, Bulgaria and Malta.
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• 5 years, until 2007, to comply with the Packaging and Packaging Waste Directive
(see Directive 94/62/EC (1994)); and

• 4 years, until 2011, for compliance with the Integrated Pollution Prevention and
Control Directive (instead of 2007 for member states; see Directive 96/91/EC (1996)).

Globally, the EU will push for stronger international action for the environment to ensure
implementation of international conventions on the environment (specifically on climate
change, biodiversity, chemicals and desertification).

3.8.4    Progress of the decision-making process on the 6th EAP
According to the co-decision procedure, the following steps have been taken to get final
approval of the Commission proposal:

• January 2001: Commission proposal on the Sixth EAP;

• May 2001: Economic and Social Committee opinion;

• May 2001: Parliament opinion (first reading);

• June 2001: Council agreement on a common position;

•  June 2001: Committee of the Regions opinion;

• September 2001: Council common position;

• January 2002: Parliament amendments (second reading);

• February 2002: Amended Commission proposal;

•  March 2002: Conciliation Committee joint text;

• May 2002: joint text approved by Parliament;

• June 2002: joint text approved by Council; and

•  September 2002: adoption of the Sixth EAR
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3.9 Conclusions
The final conclusion  of this chapter  is  that,  due to growing interdependency between  EU

members, the possibilities for the application of issue linkage have increased significantly.

However, despite this increase, issue linkage is rarely observed by the public. Issue linkage
happens implicitly, behind closed doors.

Growing interdependency
The growing interdependency between the EU members is due mainly to three factors:

1.  The number of member states has increased:  the EU consists of 15 member states

at present, with another 12 countries aiming at membership by 2007.

2.  The number of issues addressed by the EU has increased: it started with two major
issues (coal and steel); nowadays there are at least 30 major areas of activities, each
covering various issues.

3. The establishment of the Single European Market, which provides for a common
market with free movement of goods, persons, services and capital.

Issue linkage in decision making
This growing interdependency increases the possibilities of applying issue linkage in

the EU. This becomes manifest in the different decision-making processes of the EU, as
well as in the EU's environmental policy.

Issue linkage in the co-decision procedum
In the co-decision procedure, there are possibilities of applying issue linkage in each of

the seven stages of the procedure. In general, the co-decision procedure provides for two
successive readings, by Parliament and the Council, of a Commission proposal. Further-
more,  if the Parliament and the Council cannot agree, the co-decision procedure provides

for the convocation of a conciliation committee.  In this committee, representatives of the
two co-legislators negotiate on a workable compromise in the form of a joint draft of the
proposal. The joint draft is subsequently submitted to the Parliament and the Council
for a third reading, with a view to its final adoption.

Issue linkage is clearly an easily applicable tool for reaching agreement and achieving
compromises during the readings, the negotiations on amendments, the votes and the

negotiations in the conciliation committee.

Issue linkage in the Council of the EU
In the decision-making procedure within the Council the Coreper negotiates on a

preliminary agreement for the Council. The Coreper usually works on several iss ies
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simultaneously, thereby providing possibilities for issue linkage. During the meetings of
the Council of the EU, negotiations on outstanding issues continue. Several issues are
negotiated on simultaneously, offering another possibility for issue linkage. The fact that
the members to the Council are usually ministers, in combination with the preparatory
work of the Coreper, ensures that member states are well aware of each other's policy
preferences and the importance each country attaches to particular decisions.

Issue linkage is rarely observed
Despite the opportunities for applying issue linkage and in observance of the linkage

between the CAP reform and the enlargement of the EU, it is vital to realize that the
majority of actual cases of issue linkage never becomes known to the public, but happens
behind closed doors, rather implicitly than explicitly.  This can be explained by the
following considerations:

• Some issues may not be deemed negotiable at all.

• The exchange of concessions inherently implies the relative valuation of the dif-
ferent issues. When publicized, this valuation may cause polarization within the
population of the participating countries.

•  Concessions can be perceived both as a weak result and as a weakness of the nego-
tiating country.



Chapter 4

A Review of Issue Linkage

As argued in chapters 1 and 2, issue linkage is applied as a tool to settle a negotiation
process. This chapter reviews the literature on issue linkage for four purposes:

1. to consolidate the exposition in section 2.4.1 - where the reasons for linkage were
discussed - with examples from the existing literature;

2. to place the research done for this thesis into the context of the existing literature
on issue linkage;

3. to reduce the gap between the theory on issue linkage and the practice of issue

linkage; and

4.   to explore the arguments against issue linkage with the aim of finding an explanation
for the relative invisibility of issue linkage.

Since issue linkage entered the literature in 1964, this literature has expanded in several
directions. Therefore I will restrict this review in the following way, without neglecting
the purposes of this chapter:

I present a review of the mathematical economic literature on analytical modelling of issue

linkage of two (or more) independent or separable issues, complemented with the main
results  from this literaturel. The review continues with experimental  results  and  results

/Tom simulations from the economic literature on issue linkage. Finally, arguments from
the literature against issue linkage are presented and evaluated.

The above excludes three branches of literature on issue linkage:

iNote that the distinction between the economic literature and the mathematical literature on issue

linkage is often not very clear.
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• The literature by regime theorists and political scientists on issue linkage (as in
Davis (2001), Haas (1980), Keohane (1984), Keohane (1986) and Vikhlyaev (2001))2.

•  The economic literature of issue linkage of two (or more) dependent or inseparable

issues (as in Abrego et al. (1999), Barrett (1997), Conconi and Perroni (2002) and
Lim&0 (2002)).

• The literature in which issue linkage is mentioned as emerging from some other

problem, without actually being modelled (as in Martin (1992)).

For obvious reasons, this review does not claim to be complete.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 discusses the reasons for application of
issue linkage. Section 4.2 sets forth different methods to model linkage. The models and
their accompanying results are discussed. Section 4.3 presents results from the experimen-

tal literature on issue linkage. Section 4.4 deals with arguments against the application
of issue linkage. Conclusions follow in section 4.5.

4.1    Reasons for Linkage
As argued in chapters 1 and 2, issue linkage can be used as a tool to overcome the
obstacles to adopt the full cooperative outcome. These obstacles are asymmetric gains

from agreement and free-riding behavior (see section 2.4.1 for more details).
The first reason to apply issue linkage is to overcome asymmetric payoffs from an

MEA. This is the case when the countries have large differences in their preferences,

for example in MEAs between developed and developing countries, in agreements on
the unidirectional pollution of a river, or in agreements between countries that differ in
size. Linking independent asymmetric issues expands the set of strategies available to the

countries, thereby facilitating the exchange of concessions.

Second, issue linkage can be applied to overcome free-riding behavior. Each country
prefers to enjoy the benefits of an MEA without paying for it. Free-riding behavior

manifests itself in two ways: by staying out of an agreement and by non-compliance with
an existing agreement. Linking issues facilitates the possibility of threatening a free-
riding country with sanctions. The threat of trade restrictions may, for example, induce

a country to sign an agreement.
The table below summarizes the reviewed literature with respect to the reason(s) for

application of issue linkage.

2Neumayer (2001) discusses the relation between economic theory and regime theory on international
environmenal cooperation in general, and on issue linkage in particular.
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Thble 4.1 Reasons for issue linkage

to avoid to threaten to avoid
asynlmetric with free-riding

payoffs sanctions in general
Carraro and Siniscalco (1995)                                       x
Carraro and Marchiori (2001)                                       x
Cesar and de Zeeuw (1996)            x

Horstmann et al. (2001)                  x

Fisher (1964)                                              x

Folmer et al. (1993)                       x                x

Just and Netanyahu (2000)            x               x
Lacy and Niou (2000)                                    x
McGinnis (1986)                     x
Morgan (1990)                        X
Raiffa (1982)                          x
Sebenius (1983)                      x
Sebenius (1984)                      x
Spagnolo (2001)                                     x
Stein (1980)                                          x
Tollison and Willett (1979)            x

4.2  Methodologies and Results

Although several methods have been used to model linkage, in all methods some basic
conditions are formulated, which must be met by the actors and their preferences. Under
the assumption that the actors always have well defined preferences, I distinguish different
methodologies according to the way the preferences are represented.  This will be done as
follows:

1.  The preferences are represented by a graph.  This is done in Horstmann et al. (2001),
Morgan (1990), Raiffa (1982), Sebenius (1983), Sebenius (1984) and Tollison and

Willett (1979). An advantage of using graphs is that no quantitative valuations are
needed. Without much data it can be seen whether there is an area that represents
possible agreement. A disadvantage is that it is not clear how agreement might
actually be reached, as will be seen below.

2.  The preferences are mnked with an ordinal scale.  This is done in Lacy and Niou (2000)

and Stein (1980).
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3.  The preferences are exactly quantified by payofs. This is done in Carraro and Sinis-
calco (1995), Carraro and Marchiori (2001), Cesar (1994), Cesar and de Zeeuw (1996),
Folmer et al. (1993), Just and Netanyahu (2000), McGinnis (1986) and Spag-
nolo (2001). An advantage of using payoffs is that more specific results can be
reached. A disadvantage is that more information is needed than in the case of
using graphs.

The methods under 2 and 3 are subdivided into three main types of methodologies:

•  Linkage of two unilateral issues. This methodology represents the theory of Stein (1980).

•  Linkage by adding payoffs. This methodology comprises various approaches, coming
from McGinnis (1986), Bernheim and Whinston (1990), Cesar (1994), Cesar and de

Zeeuw (1996), Just and Netanyahu (2000), Raiffa (1982), Folmer et al. (1993) and
Spagnolo (2001).

• Linkage in a multi-stage game. This methodology distinguishes two approaches,

coming from Lacy and Niou (2000) and Carraro and Marchiori (2001).

This section is organized as follows. Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 present the models that use
graphs to represent linkage. In sections 4.2.3 to 4.2.9 I describe the mode]s that represent

preference rankings with an exact quantification and with an ordinal scale. Sections 4.2.1
to 4.2.9 are (almost all) divided into two parts: the first part presents the methodology
and the second part discusses the obtained results. The methods are described only in so
far as they provide new theory.

4.2.1 The Edgeworth Box
Methodology

This method, used in Tollison and Willett (1979) and Raiffa (1982) (and in a compara-

ble way in Morgan (1990)), considers concessions between two persons over two unrelated/
separable issues, depicted in an Edgeworth box (see figure 4.1). For convenience, the per-
sons are called persons A and B and the issues are called issues X and Y. The lower
left-hand corner represents the origin for person A and the upper right-hand corner repre-
sents the origin for person B. Person A's preferences (represented by indifference curves

IC:,i-A, B) are convex to the origin OA. Person B's preferences are convex to OB.
Moving in the northeast direction makes person A better off. Moving in the southwest
direction makes person B better off. Point c represents the starting point in issue X and
Y.
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Figure 4.1 Exchange between negotiators

Given the initial situation in starting point c, the two persons negotiate on the concessions

on the two issues they want to exchange3. Potential gains from bargaining are possible

in the lens-shaped area delineated by the indifference curves ICA and IC  of persons

A   and B, respectively, that intersect   at the starting point   c.     A move towards a point
where the indifference curves of the two persons are tangent, increases the gains of both
persons. Moreover, a move away from such a point decreases the gains of at least one

person. Therefore, the final agreement point will lie on the curve within the football-

shaped area that is constructed by connecting all points where the indifference curves of
the two persons are tangent, the so-called contract curve, from which no further gains

from bargaining can be achieved. It is depicted in the picture by the curve between points
d and e.

Results
Raiffa (1982) discusses actual bargaining processes for the above model. He analyzes

two dynamic processes, assuming the persons do not know each others indifference curves4:

1. One person (say person A) reveals a few points on his indifference curve ICA, near
the starting point c. Person B chooses one of these revealed points (say d) and
reveals on his turn a few points on his indifference curve IC  near point c'. Then

3 It is not specified whether the negotiations are static or dynamic, but this has no influence on the

methodology.
4Note the similarity of this model with the common interpretation of an Edgeworth box in an economy

of exchange.
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reveals on his turn a few points on his indifference curve IC% near point c'. Then
person A chooses one of these revealed points (say c") and reveals on his turn a few
points on his indifference curve ICf'near point c". This converges to a point on
the contract curve (see Raiffa  (1982))

2. Both persons submit a sealed offer, indicating what maximum concession they are
prepared to make on one issue (say issue X) in exchange for a fixed outcome 4 of
issue Y.  When the offers are compatible, a move is made to the average cx (implying
that the concessions are divided evenly over the two persons). Then both persons

submit a sealed offer, indicating what maximum concession they are prepared to
make on issue Y in exchange for the fixed outcome 4 of issue X. When the offers
are compatible, a move is made to the average 4. This procedure is repeated until
a point on the contract curve is reached.

A problem with these bargaining processes is that they are subject to strategic behavior.
A problem in the first process seems to be to reveal points on one's indifference curve.
Since both persons know the direction of increasing utility of the other person, the choice
of the other person will be clear beforehand.  Thus it is in one's interest not to reveal
points on the real indifference curve, but to exaggerate and reveal points on a higher
indifference curve.

Also the second process is subject to strategic behavior. In figure 4.1, if an outcome

4 is fixed for issue Y, it would be in person A's interest to submit an offer such that the
outcome in issue X remains on a higher indifference curve than outcome f, since then
the emerging average point 4 would be on a higher indifference curve of person A.  A
similar argument holds for person B: if an outcome 4 is fixed for issue Y, it would be
in person B's interest to submit an 01Ter such that the outcome in issue X remains on a
higher indifference curve than outcome g, since then the emerging average point cx would
be on a higher indifference curve of person B. The problem then arises how much to
strategically adapt the offers to remain compatible. Another disadvantage of this process

is that the concessions are divided evenly over the two persons. One might think of a way
to divide the concessions in a way that reflects the overall power of each person.

Morgan (1990) states that the probability of linkage success is affected by the relative

bargaining power of the negotiators. Morgan specifies the complex relation between the
success of issue linkage and the relative power of the negotiators as follows (cited from

Morgan (1990), page 326):

in Inegotiationsl between states of unequal power, linkage is mom likely to work
if the status quo on the issue to be linked favors the weaker party,  and the
relative saliences are such that the stronger party is more concerned with the

additional issue, while the initial issue is more salient for the weaker Iparty]
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Furthermore, Morgan concludes that (cited from Morgan (1990), page 329):

Linkage is more likely to succeed when the mtios of issue salience for the actors
are diverfent. This requirement can be even more stringent if the actors aTe

disparate in pOWer.

4.2.2   A two-dimensional coordinate system
Methodology

In the method used by Sebenius (1984) and Horstmann et al. (2001) a graph is used
in a different way. The graph now represents value evaluations on all possible outcomes
in each issue (for two actors and two issues). Again an area is found that represents a
zone of possible agreement.

In Sebenius (1984) this is done as follows (see figure 4.2).
FB

X

O                            5

Y

Figure 4.2 Value evaluations in the separate issues

Issues X and Y are continuous and can be settled at any point on the segment between

point 0 (no agreement) and point x for issue X and between point 0 (no agreement) and
point y for issue Y. The valuations of persons A and B on any outcome in any of the two
issues are displayed on the horizontal and vertical axes, respectively. The segments Ox and
Oy represent the value evaluations on possible outcomes on issues X and Y respectively.
Points in the northeastern quadrant therefore represent positive values for both persons,
implying that any agreement point should lie in this quadrant. When negotiating on the
issues separately, no agreement would be reached, since no points on the segments Oz
and Oy lie in the northeastern quadrant.

Linking the two issues is graphically represented by adding the segments as vectors,
as in figure 4.3. Points on the segment azb represent a zone of possible agreement.
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Figure 4.3 Value evaluations in the linked issues

Results
Sebenius states that linkage can yield gains to a party that unilaterally enforces linkage.

Linkage is then achieved by the threat of unilateral manipulation in a difTerent issue.

Linkage can also yield joint gains, by creating a zone of possible agreement. Sebenius

does not analyze the specific circumstances under which such gains result, as he does not

analyze the bargaining process.  Thus it is not clear which point on this segment represents

the final agreement. Furthermore, Sebenius assumes that the preferences of the persons

are common knowledge to all persons, which is generally not the case.

In Horstmann et al. (2001) a similar case is considered in which two agents divide two

available surpluses and assign utility to their received shares of the surpluses. Horstmann

provides the following general conditions under which neither of the two agents is worse

off by using the linked bargain:

• agents must have comparative interests in the different surpluses; and

• costs associated with the creation of the surpluses must be at least zero, and must
be smaller than the amount of the available surpluses.

4.2.3    Linkage of two unilateral issues

Methodology
This method distinguishes itself from all other methods, due to the fact that the issues

that are linked are such that one player determines the outcome in the first issue and
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another player determines the outcome  in the second issue. Moreover, the method  uses

preference rankings with an ordinal scale.

The  method was introduced in Stein  (1980), who describes a situation in which  two

players play two independent games. In each game only one player can choose between
two actions, resulting in two possible outcomes. The two issues are such that each player
acts in one game only For example, in game AS player A has a choice between actions
Al and A2, which completely determines the outcome of the game. Both players can rank
the two outcomes from 2 (best) to 1 (worst):

AS  :    A;    (  2,1  
A,    ( 1,2 )

Similarly, in game BS player B has a choice between actions Bl and 82, which com-
pletely determines the outcome of the game. Both players can rank the two outcomes

from 2 (best) to 1 (worst):

B1. 82

BS  :   1,2      21 )' 3

A * denotes a dominant strategy: player A prefers to play Al in game AS and player
B prefers Bl in game BS. These dominant strategies follow directly from the preference
rankings of the players in the separate games.

An example is the situation in the 1970s between the United States and Saudi Arabia.
Saudi Arabia wanted the United States to change its Middle-East policy, by imposing
an oil embargo. Saudi Arabia had the choice between selling oil and undertaking the
embargo, the United States had the choice between maintaining its Middle-East policy
and changing it.

When the two issues are negotiated simultaneously, the two outcomes in one issue are
combined with the two outcomes in the other issue, resulting in a 2 x 2 bi-matrix game
with four outcomes. Assuming each player can rank the outcomes of the bi-matrix game
unequivocally from 4 (best) to 1 (worst), the preference rankings can be represented by d

2 x 2 matrix, as done in matrix S:

Br     82

S   :     A;         2,4       4,3   
A2    ( 1,2      3,1 j

°The term unilateral is used in the sense that only one player decides on each issue.
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Combining the dominant strategies of both players results in the Nash equilibrium out-
come of AlBl, where A is left with his third-best choice and B with his first-best choice.

Stein explains how linking (in this example) may result in a different outcome as
follows: assuming the players communicate to each other their preferences and take se-
quential actions, player A can threaten to play A2 instead of Al, resulting in the outcome

A2Bl, leaving player  B  with his third-best choice. Player A promises  not  to  play  A2  if
player B changes his action. Player B can thus decide to play B , in order to avoid out-
come A2Bl, resulting in outcome Al,82, leaving him with his second-best choice. Player
A is then left with his first-best choice, instead of his third-best choice. By using a threat,
player A can induce player B to change his course, resulting in outcome Al,B  instead of

Al Bl,  which  is much better for player  A.
Stein assumes that the players take sequential actions and comm licate to each other

their preferences, in order to be able to use the appropriate strategy to achieve linkage.

The last assumption exerts great pressure on information requirements.

Results
Stein distinguishes three kinds of linkage with accompanying results: coerced linkage,

threat-induced linkage and mutual linkage.
In coerced linkage, an actor aggrieved with the equilibrium outcome (the aggrieved

actor) deviates from his dominant strategy, thereby forcing the other actor, who has a
contingent strategy, to change his behavior also.  This way, the aggrieved actor can achieve

an outcome that he prefers to the outcome that would emerge without a deviation from
his side. Coerced linkage is illustrated by an alliance relationship between a major power
and a weaker one.

In threat-induced linkage, only one actor actually deviates from his original strategy,
whereas the aggrieved actor only threatens to do so. The aggrieved actor threatens to
deviate from his dominant strategy and promises not to do so if the blackmailed actor
deviates from his dominant strategy. Both actors prefer there to be no need for the
aggrieved actor to carry out the threat. This can be achieved by the blackmailed actor
giving in to the threat. An example of threat-induced linkage (from Stein (1980)) was
the United States threat to withdraw its support to the British currency, in order to
get Britain to withdraw its forces from the Suez Canal in 1956 (see also further below).
Another example of threat-induced linkage is an Arab threat to embargo oil in order to
obtain a change in United States' Middle East policy. The oil producers have no desire

to carry out the threat and promise not to go through with it if the United States comply
and shift course. The United States are susceptible to the threat only if they prefer to
get oil by changing their policy than to stand firm and do without oil. Otherwise, the oil
producers face a dilemma for they will hurt themselves, as well as the United States, by

going through with the threat.
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In mutual linkage the actors are in the exact situation of the prisoners' dilemma, where
both actors have a dominant strategy, but both actors prefer an outcome other than the
equilibrium outcome. Therefore, the desire for linkage is mutual and either actor can
initiate this linkage. Linkage is achieved by the promise of both players to deviate from
their dominant strategy, resulting in an outcome that is preferred by both actors.

Summarizing, in threat-induced linkage only the threatened actor changes its policy,
whereas in coerced linkage and mutual linkage both actors shift away from their dominant
strategies. In coerced linkage this is achieved by the initiative of one actor, forcing the
other actor to do so also. In mutual linkage both actors must promise to deviate.

The three kinds of issue linkage are further discussed below.

Coerced linkage
In coerced linkage the aggrieved actor deviates from his dominant strategy, thereby

forcing the other actor to do the same in the other issue. Such situations arise under the
following criteria for the preference orderings of the two players (for a complete derivation
see Stein (1980)):

The preference orderings of the aggrieved actor A must satisfy the following three criteria:

1. A has a dominant strategy Al : Al,81 > A281 and A182 > A282,

2. A prefers B to do 82 : A182 > AlBl and A282 > A281,

3. A prefers outcome A282 to AiB, : A282 > Al·Bl·

The following six preference orderings satisfy criterion 1, where the notation  for  the  play-
ers' actions is omitted for sake of clarity:

(:11 411 j ( 411 31 1 (
2,.   4,. )
1,.  3,.  

( :1 1     1 1 )  (t.   :1 1,  C i l l     1 1 5
Of these six orderings, the following two also satisfy criterion 2:

( 311 411 ) (
2,.  4,. \
1,.  3,.   

Of these two orderings, only one satisfies all criteria of coerced linkage for player A,
denoted as matrix coA:

coA= 0,4,011,.  3,. j

The preference orderings of actor B must satisfy the following criterion:
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1.  B has no dominant strategy: he prefers Bl when A does Al, and he prefers 82 when

A does A2 : AlBl > A182 and A282 > A281•

The criterion of coerced linkage for actor B generates six preference orderings for actor
B, denoted as matrices .081 to c086:

oeBi    =    1   ., 4    ..1     , wB2 -  <  ·,      ·,1     , « 83=  <  .,2    .,1   
C .,2 .,3 C .,9 .,4 C .,3  .,4 j '

c084    -    <  ..      i    {  , -8, =  <  ., j    .,      .  -86 -  <  ., :    ., :  )  .
\ .  .1 3 \.,., \  .1     .,

Combining matrix wA with each of the matrices CeBl to c086 yields six situations of
coerced linkage.  The Nash equilibrium outcome is Al.Bl in all situations, which is third-
best for actor A. When A shifts from Al to A2, knowing the preferences of actor B, he
forces actor B to shift from Bl to B , in order to achieve outcome A2,82, which is better
for actor B than outcome A2,8 · By deviating from his dominant strategy, actor A can
yield his second-best outcome.

Generally, these situations are characterized by the relationship between a major power
and a weaker one. The weaker power has no dominant strategy, but its preferences are
contingent upon the action of the major power.

Threat-induced linkage
In threat-induced linkage, the aggrieved actor threatens to deviate from his dominant

strategy and promises not to do so if the other actor changes his action in the other issue.
Such situations arise under the following criteria for the preference orderings of the two
players (for a complete derivation, see Stein (1980)):

The preference orderings of the aggrieved actor A must satisfy the following two criteria:

1. A has a dominant strategy Al : AlBl > A281 and A182 > A282,

2. A prefers B to do 82 when he does Al : A182 > AIBl·

The  following six preference orderings satisfy criterion  1:

< 311 411) 01319 ( 1139

(;II t.) (611 t') Ci I t')
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Of these six orderings, the three matrices t,Al to tiA3 satisfy both criteria of threat-induced
linkage for player A:

"A'-  {  1 1   :1 1  ), '.A' -  (2v   4v  ), ..43 -  (  I I   :I I  )
The preference orderings of actor B must satisfy the following criteria:

1. B prefers A to do Al : AlBI > A281 and AIBG > A282,

2. B prefers outcome A182 to A281 : A182 > A281,

3. B either has a dominant strategy Bi : AlBl > A182 and /1281 > A282 07' B
has no dominant strategy, preferring Bl  when A  does Al,  and  B2  when A does
A2 : A,Bl > A182 and A282 > 44281,

The following six preference orderings satisfy criterion 1:

 .,3 .,4) (.,4 .,3  <.,2 .,4).,1   .,2 j   <  .,1 .,2 .,1 .,3

i „4 „3 j

0 11 ) (311:   .,2  .,1  
Of these six orderings, the following five also satisfy criterion 2:

1 .11  31  0  3 )  0  '4 i
1  .,3 J

9 „

03 .14 )< .,2 .,1 j ., 2

Of these five orderings, only matrices 2,81 and t,82 satisfy all criteria of threat-induced
linkage for player B:

C .1 " (  .2   .,1  j
Combining each of the matrices t,Al to IiA3 with the matrices t,Bl and t,82 yields six
situations of threat-induced linkage.  The Nash equilibrium outcome without linkage in all
situations is AlBl, which is second or third-best for actor A. Actor A then threatens to
do A2, and promises not to do so if actor B does B2·  If A goes through with his threat, he
will be worse off, but so will be actor B (outcome A281). The threat is made because B
prefers the linkage outcome (A182) to both outcomes threatened by A (A2Bi and A2.B ).
Thus, actor B is induced to change his action to B2· Threat-induced linkage differs
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from coerced linkage, because in threat-induced linkage only actor B actually changes his
action.

An example (see Stein (1980)) was the United States attempt to get Britain to with-
draw its forces from the Suez Canal in 1956. The United States wanted to continue their
support of the British currency, but at the same time did not agree with Britain's Middle
East policy. British preferences were contingent, however, upon continuation of American

support: Britain preferred to stay in the Suez Canal if the United States continued their
support of the British currency, but it preferred to withdraw from the Suez Canal in case
the United States withdrew their support of the British currency. The preferences over
the different situations are displayed in the following matrix:

Britain
Stay in Suez Canal Withdraw

(Cooperate) (Defect)

US Support currency (Cooperate)
 2,4                        4,3  j

Withdraw support (Defect) 1,1           3,2  

The equilibrium outcome, that of combined American support and no withdrawal from
the Suez Canal, left the British satisfied and the Americans aggrieved. But when the
United States threatened to withdraw its support of the British currency, the British
changed their Middle-East policy and withdrew. Thus, threat-induced linkage by the
United States resulted in their best outcome instead of their third-best outcome.

Another example is a kidnapper that prefers to keep his hostage alive, regardless of
whether his demands are met or not, but threatens to kill the hostage when his demands
are not met.

There is one other situation which characterizes the possibility for threat-induced

linkage. In this situation the aggrieved actor has no dominant strategy:

The preference orderings of the aggrieved actor A must satisfy the following two criteria:

1.   A has no dominant strategy: he prefers Al when B does Bl, and he prefers A2 when

B does 82 : AIBI > A281 and /1282 > A182,

2. A prefers B to do 82 : A182 > AlBl and A282 > A286

The following six preference orderings satisfy criterion  1:

  3, .   2, „      4, „   2, .      2, .   3,    
  1,.   4,.      1,.   3,        1,    4,.  
f 4..   1,. j    3,.   1,.      4,.   1,.  
(2,.  3,.  |    2,.  4,.  |   3,.  2,.  
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Of these six orderings, only matrix tiA  satisfies this second set of criteria of threat-induced
linkage for player A:

tiA#-     2'.  3'.  1
( 1,. 4,. j

The preference orderings of actor B must satisfy the following criteria:

1. B has a dominant strategy Bl : AlBl > Al,82 and A281 > A282,

2. B prefers A to do Al : AlBl > A2Bl and A182 > A282,

3. B prefers outcome Al·82 to A281 : A182 > A281·

The following six preference orderings satisfy criterion 1:

(   11:    11;  )       111:    11;  )    (  ..1;    .1  1., .,3

' 113  111; )  { 11   111; )  { III;  III;  

4

Of these six orderings, the following two also satisfy criterion 2:

<  .,4    .,2  )
,  .3    . ,1       (  1 1:    1 1 3 )

Of these two, only matrix t,83 satisfies this second set of criteria of threat-induced linkage
for player B:

83 =  I   .,4    .,3
2  .,1

Combining matrix MA4 with matrix t,83 into one matrix yields the following:

<2,4 3,3  
<1,2   4,1  )

The equilibrium outcome is AlBl and the linked equilibrium outcome is A182·

Mutual linkage
In mutual linkage, either actor can introduce linkage by promising to deviate from

his dominant strategy if the other actor also agrees to do so in the other issue.  Such
situations arise under the following criteria for the preference orderings of the two players

(for a complete derivation, see Stein (1980)):

The preference orderings of the aggrieved actor A must satisfy the following two criteria:
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1. A has a dominant strategy A2 : A281 > AlBl and A282 > A182,

2. A prefers B to do Bl : AlBI > A182 and A2B1 > A2B2,

3. A prefers outcome AiBi to A282 i AlBI > A282·

The following six preference orderings satisfy criterion 1:

611 211) 611 611) Ck' :TI)

{ 2 1 1   111 1 )  { 2 1 1   11 1    (4' .   2,. /

3,.   1,. )

Of these six orderings, the following two also satisfy criterion 2:

GINI  } 011 t)
Of these two orderings, only matrix mA satisfies all criteria of mutual linkage for player

A:

mA = < 3,.   1'.  
  4,.  2,.  |

The preference orderings of actor B must satisfy the following criteria:

1. B has a dominant strategy 132 : A182 > AlBI and A282 > A281,

2. B prefers A to do Al : Al,Bl > A281 and A182 > A282,

3. B prefers outcome AiBi to A282 : AiBi > A282·

The following six preference orderings satisfy criterion 1:

0 11: ) 0 11; ) (11  1 )

9    3  )    0    1 1:  )    1 3   1 1; )
Of these six orderings, the following two also satisfy criterion 2:

0 114 j (  11; )
Of these two, only matrix ™B satisfies all criteria of mutual linkage for player B:

mB -  <  ·,3   .,4 j
< .,1  .,2 j
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Combining matrix mA with matrix „IB into one matrix yields exactly the prisoners'
dilemma game:

<3,3 1,4  
(4,1 2,2 j

Obtaining the mutually desired outcome in the static case remains difficult. No player
has any assurance that the other will also cooperate if one does and both know that one
will be exploited if the other does not cooperate. In Folmer et al. (1993) this problem is
addressed in a dynamic context (see section 4.2.7).

4.2.4 Two Players Linking M Prisoners' Dilemma
Games in a Dynamic Setting

Methodology
McGinnis (1986) analyzes the situation of two players engaged in M prisoners' dilemma

games, each repeated indefinitely over time. The games are denoted as kX for k =
1, . . . ,M,  and the payoff received by player  i  in game  kX in period  t is denoted  by
kp; (kzt), where  kat  =  C kzj, kZ )  and  kx;  E  {C, D}. McGinnis defines the prisoners'
dilemma game by denoting the payoffs in game kX in period t as follows:

Cooperate (C) Defect (D)

Cooperate  (C)          kp: (C, C),  kP (C,
C) teptl(C, D), kpt(C, D)   

Defect (D) kp:(D, C), kpt(D, C)       kp:(D,D), kpt(D, D)  j '

where  k (D, C)  >  kpi(C, C)  >  kpi(D, D)  >  kpii(C, D)  and  kl)2(C, D)  >  kI)2(C, C)  >
kpt(D, D) >  *pl(D, C) for all k and all t.

McGinnis specifically analyzes the case in which the infinite repetition of each game
separately is not sufTicient to sustain cooperation. He assumes that the moves at time t
in each game depend only on the moves in both games at times t' < t. The payoff from
the infinite repetition of game kX is given by

kSi =  (6')t kP   k·Tt ,
t=0

where 6' is the discount parameter over time of player i, which is applied to all games.  The
importance each player attaches to the different games is reflected through the outcomes
kp;.  Player i's overall expected payoff from the infinitely repeated play of all M games is
found by adding the payoffs of the separate games. This is written as

M    M 00

·gi = E ks' =   E(b,)t kp:( k=t).
k=1 k=1 t=0
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As McGinnis is interested in strategies to achieve outcome (C, C), he includes a con-
ventional condition, precluding that players alternate between the best and worst payoff.
It is therefore assumed that the payoff generated by this alternation is less than the payoff
from cooperation. The condition is given by

kp;(D, C) + kp;(C, D) <2· 4(C, C)    Vi Vk Vt.

McGinnis then specifies linkage as "the players' conscious adoption of strategies ma-

king their behavior in one game conditional on the behavior of their opponent in other
games". By analyzing particular strategies, McGinnis discusses the types of cooperative
outcomes that may be achieved.

Results
In a 2 x 2 case McGinnis distinguishes two kinds of linkage with accompanying results:

quid-pro-quo linkage and comprehensive linkage. In quid-pro-quo linkage it is assumed

that the players' interests are complementary, in the sense that each player gains from
defecting in the game in which the other player cooperates.  The full cooperative outcomes
of these games are (C, D) in one game and (D, C) in the other game. In comprehensive

linkage it is assumed that the full cooperative outcome in both issues is achieved when
both players cooperate in all issues. Both kinds of issue linkage are discussed below.

Quid-pro-quo linkage
In quid-pro-quo linkage each player cooperates in some issues (while allowing the other

player to defect in those issues) in exchange for the other player's cooperation in the other
issues (in which the first player defects).  In this case each player concedes in the issues he

values less important in order to gain Inore in the issues he values more important. For
example, suppose games 1X and 2X are given as follows:

C D c d

c    (   1,2    -1,5  
.X:   j    (,11   -1, 4 )0,0 and         2X:   d     3,-1     0,0   yl

The Nash equilibria of games 1X and 2X are (D, D)  and (d, d), respectively.  The full
cooperative outcomes of games 1X and 2X are (D, C)  and  (c, d), respectively.  The full

cooperative outcome in the linked game is  (Dc, Cd):  in this outcome player A concedes in

issue 2X by playing c, in return for player B's concession to play C in issue 1X. Similarly,
player B concedes in issue 1X by playing C, in return for player A's concession to play c

in issue 2X. A quid-pro-quo strategy that enables the players to achieve this quid-pro-quo
outcome is given in table 4.2:
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Thble 4.2 Quid-pro-quo strategies to achieve quid-pro-quo linkage

First Move

Inove at time t

Strategy for player 1:  Dc      
Dc if player 2 did Cd at time t - 1,
Dd otherwise.

C Cd if player 1 did Dc at time t - 1,Strategy for player 2:   Cd      <
l Dd otherwise.

The strategy for player 1 is as follows: in the first move, player 1 plays Dc (that is, D in
game IX and c in game 2X). Player l's move at time t depends on the move of player 2
at time t - 1: if player 2 played Cd (that is C in game 1X and d in game 2X) according
to the full cooperative outcome, then player 1 continues to play Dc. However, if player
2 diverges from the full cooperative outcome at time t - 1, then player 1 punishes player
2 in both games by reverting to his Nash equilibrium strategy Dd. As soon as player 2
returns to the equilibrium outcome, then player 1 will also return to the full cooperative
outcome. The strategy for player  2 is similar to player l's strategy.

It must be noted that under the assumption that the full cooperative outcomes of
games 1X and 2X are (C, D) and (d, c), respectively, the players exchange concessions in
the opposite direction, resulting in outcome  (Cd, Dc): player A concedes in issue  1X  by
playing C, in return for player B's concession to play c in issue 2X, and player B concedes
in issue 2X by playing c, in return for player A's concession to play C in issue 1X. This
case is symmetrical  to the strategy in table  4.26.

Suppose player i receives the highest payoff in game,X and the lowest payoff in game

jX, (i, j = 1,2, i 0 j).  In the two infinitely repeated prisoners' dilemma games with
two-players, the use of the quid-pro-quo strategy by both players yields a cooperative
equilibrium if and only if the discount factors 61 and 62 satisfy

61 >      21)1(d, 4 -  21'1(c, 4        and    82,   14(D, D) -  11)2(D, 0-  1pl(D, C) - ipl(D,D) -     21,2(c, 4 -  21,2(d, 4
For player i, the numerator represents the loss player i experiences in game jX, and
the denominator signifies the gain player i receives in game ,X. In terms of the above
example 61  2     and  62     f.

Comprehensive linkage
In comprehensive linkage the full cooperative outcome in both issues is achieved when

both players cooperate. For example, suppose games 1X and 2X are given as follows:
6By simply exchanging the players, the quid-pro-quo strategy is obtained that results in outcome

(Cd, Dc).
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C D c    d

.X:   DC    (  :;     :1 :  )            and          'X:    c       6,6    1,9 j
d  <9,1 5,5 j

The Nash equilibria of games 1X and 2X are (D, D) and (d, d), respectively.  The full
cooperative outcomes of games 1X and 2X are (C, C)  and (c, c), respectively.  The full
cooperative outcome in the linked game is (Cc, Cc). A tit-for-tat strategy that enables

the players to achieve this comprehensive outcome is given in table 4.3:

Thble 4.3 Linked Tit-for-tat strategy to achieve comprehensive linkage

First Move

nnove at time t

Strategy for each
player:   Cc      <  Cc       if other player did

at time t-1
Dd otherwise.

The strategy for each player is as follows:  in the first move, a player plays Cc (that is, C in
game 1X and c in game 2X). His move at time t depends on the move of the other player
at time t - 1:  if the other player played Cc according to the full cooperative outcome, then
he continues to play Cc. However, if the other player diverges from the full cooperative

outcome  at  time  t- 1,  then he punishes the other player  in both games by reverting to  his
Nash equilibrium strategy Dd. As soon as the other player returns to the full cooperative
outcome, then he will also return to this equilibrium strategy.

It must be noted that in fact the linked tit-for-tat strategy from table 4.3 is no different
than the quid-pro-quo strategy in table 4.2, except for the fact that the full cooperative
outcome  in the linked tit-for-tat strategy is achieved  by  move  (Cc, Cc), whereas  the  full
cooperative outcome in the quid-pro-quo strategy is achieved by move (Cd, Dc).

In the above example, with the discount factor equal to 2/3 for both players, the tit-
for-tat strategy for both players in the two games separately yields the following expected

total payoff for each player (in the cooperative equilibrium):  E 06· (2/3)t =6 x 3- 18.
But when one player defects from the strategy by playing D (or d i n game  2X) from t=0
on (resulting in D (or in d i n game 2X) from t=l o n for the other player), the defector
has the expected payoff in game iX of 9+ E;-14·(2/3)1 =5+4·3=1 7 and in game
2X of 9+ 2 15· (2/3)t =4+5·3- 19.  Thus, the cooperative equilibrium, following
the tit-for-tat strategy, is only achieved in game iX, since defecting from that strategy
yields a higher outcome in game 2X.

The linked tit.-for-tat strategy yields the cooperative equilibrium outcome in both
games.  This can be seen as follows: the expected total payoff for each player (following
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the linked tit-for-tat strategy)  is:  2 x Ezo 6·(2/3)t  = 2·6·3 = 36.  When one player
follows the linked tit-for-tat strategy and the other player defects, the highest expected
payoff the defector can yield is by playing Dd from t=O o n (resulting in Dd from t=1
on for the other player). The defector then has the expected payoff of 9 + EC, 4 · (2/3)t +
9 + EZ15· (2/3)t - 36. There is thus no incentive for a player to defect from the linked
tit-for-tat strategy and the cooperative equilibrium in both games is achieved.

In the two-player two infinitely repeated prisoners' dilemma games, the use of the
linked tit-for-tat strategy by both players yields a cooperative equilibrium if and only if
the discount factors 61 and 62 satisfy7

61  >max f Pl((D,C), (d, c)) - pl((C, C), (c, c))    Pl((D,C), (d, c)) - Pl((C, C), (c, c)) 1
l pi((D, C),(d, c)) - pi((D, D),(d, d))' pi((C, C),(c, c)) - Pi((C, D),(c, d)) J '

and

62 > max f .132((C, D),(c, d)) - P2((C, C),(c, c))    P2((C, D),(c, d)) - P2((C, C),(c, c)) 1
l p2((C, D),(c, d)) - P,((D, D),(d, d))' P2((C, C), (c, c)) - 1'2((D, C),(d, c)) f '

where .P,( lz, 2Z) = P ( 1Zt, 2Zt) -  1Pj(ixt) + 2Pj(2xt),  i = 1,2; ize E {(D, D), (C, D),
(D, C),(C, C)}, 2$: 6 {(d, d),(c,d),(d, c),(c, c)}, Vt.

For player i, the numerator represents his total loss in all gaines and the two different
denominators signify his total gains in all games, in case of two different countermoves
by the other player. For cooperation to be rational, the linked tit-for-tat strategy must
exceed or be equal to both ratios.

McGinnis furthermore states that, in the case of two players, if M isolated games have a
tit-for-tat cooperative equilibrium, then the linked tit-for-tat strategy for all M infinitely
repeated prisoners' dilemma linked games also produces a cooperative equilibrium.  In
other words, one can link games with cooperative equilibria, without disturbing the basis
for that cooperation. This inference does not hold in the other direction.

Both the linked tit-for-tat strategy and the quid-pro-quo strategy can generate new co-
operative equilibria, even when no game individually allows for cooperation.  This is
supported by McGinnis with the following conclusions:

• If each of the games individually has a tit-for-tat equilibrium, then the linked tit-
for-tat strategy also produces a cooperative equilibriums.

• A tit-for-tat equilibrium in only one of the two separate games does not imply a
linked tit-for-tat equilibrium.

7In fact, McGinnis gives the inequalities for the discount factors 61 and 62 in case that two players
link M games. For further details, see McGinnis (1986).

8McGinnis shows that this is true even when multiple games are linked.
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• A linked tit-for-tat equilibrium does not imply that the separate games also have a

tit-for-tat equilibrium.

• Even if the two games individually have no tit-for-tat equilibrium, then the linked
tit-for-tat strategy may produce a cooperative equilibrium.

The model in Bernheim and Whinston (1990) is similar to the model presented in McGin-
nis (1986), except  for the fact that their model is restricted to two players engaged in two

games only, whereas the separate games are not restricted to be prisoners' dilemma games.
I choose not to discuss the model from Bernheim and Whinston (1990), as their results

are again similar to the results from McGinnis (1986).
Bernheim and Whinston conclude in general terms that (Bernheim and Whinston (1990),

page 22)

multimarket contact can have mal efects: in a wide ronge of circumstances it
relazes the incentive constraints that limit the e:Eleni of cottusion.

Furthermore, they support their theory by empirical evidence on multimarket firms.

4.2.5 Two Players Linking Two PD Games in a Dynamic Setting

Methodology
Cesar and de Zeeuw (1996) and Just and Netanyahu (2000) use the same dynamic

model as in McGinnis (1986), limited to the case of two issues (M = 2) for sake of clarity.
By focusing on two issues, a matrix can be used to represent payoffs, and the model can

also be represented in a graph in a comparable way as in Sebenius (1984). To demonstrate

the model, the following example is used (from Cesar and de Zeeuw (1996)):
Let the payoffs of games  iX   and  2X be given by the following matrices, where game

2X is assumed to be an exact mirror image of game  ix:

C      D                    c     d

c        -1,6       -3,5   
'X:        { :,-1       1,2 ) and      2X:

,
3 0,0 d 2,1 0,0   )

The possible actions of a player in the linked game L are found by combining his actions

of the separate games. The payoffs of the linked game are obtained by taking the so-called

tensor sum of matrices 1X and 2X'.  The payoffs of the linked game are as follows:

9For a complete explanation of tensor sums, see Cesar and de Zeeuw (1994) or Folmer and van

Mouche (1994).
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CC Cd Dc Dd

Cc      /   5,5           3,4           0,8         -2,7   

L   :Cd           8,0         6,-1         3,3           1,2
Dc 4,3 2,2 -1,6 -3,5

Dd    \ 7,-2 5,-3        2,1          0,0   /

For example, the payoffs in outcome (Cd, Cc) are found by adding the payoffs in outcome
(C, C) of game iX, and the payoffs in outcome (d, c) of game 2X for each player:  (6,-1)
+ (2,1) = (8,0).

The payoff spaces of games  iX and 2X are graphically presented in figures 4.4 and
4.5.

player 2

(1,2)

(0,0)
player 1

(6,-1)

(5,-3)

Figure 4.4 Payoff space of game  1G
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player 2

(-1,6)

(-3,5)

(2,1)

(0,0)
player 1

Figure 4.5 Payoff space of game  2G

Payoffs in the shaded area are payoffs that are individually rational with respect to the
minmax value. It can be seen that in both gaines the full cooperative outcome is not in
these areas.

Figure 4.6 presents the payoff space of the linked games.  It can be seen that in this
game the full cooperative outcome is in the shaded area.

pia>er 2

(0,8)

(-1,6)

(-3,5)
(5,5)

(8,0)
player 1

(0,0)

(6,-1)

(5,-3)

Figure 4.6 Payoff space of the linked game
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supported by the analysis in Cesar and de Zeeuw (1996) of particular strategies through
which the full cooperative outcome can be achieved.

Results
Cesar and de Zeeuw distinguish two kinds of linkage with accompanying results:  sua-

sion linkage and prisoners' dilemma linkage, both discussed below. One must bear in
mind that the authors assume that the two games are exact mirror images of each other.
In practice, this is of course seldom or never the case.

Suasion linkage
Suasion linkage is identical to quid-pro-quo linkage (see McGinnis (1986)), except for

the equilibrium strategy that is used to achieve the full cooperative outcome (see below).
In a suasion game, each player has to persuade the other to cooperate, while it is already
in his own interest to cooperate. By linking two suasion games, cooperation by one player
in one issue is exchanged for cooperation of the other player in the other issues, as in
quid-pro-quo linkage.  The Nash equilibria of the two suasion games are either (C, D) and
(d, c) or (D, C) and (c, d)10.  The full cooperative outcomes of the two suasion games are

(C, C) and (c, c).
A common equilibrium strategy for this game is the quid-pro-quo strategy, as in table

4.2. The quid-pro-quo strategy to achieve suasion linkage would then be for each player to
support the full cooperative outcome in the first and all consecutive moves ((Cc) for both
players), except when the other player deviates from (Cc); then, each player punishes the
other player with playing (Dd). However, Cesar and de Zeeuw raise the problem that the
punishments in the quid-pro-quo strategy may hurt the punisher as well. For example, in
game L, if player 2 deviates from the full cooperative outcome at time t - 1, he will do
so by playing Dc instead of Cc, as this is his Nash equilibrium action. According to the
quid-pro-quo strategy, player 1 then punishes player 2 at time t in both games by playing
Dd. However, it would be better for player 1, given the deviation of player 2, to punish
player 2 by playing Cd, as outcome (Cd, Dc) gives player 1 a higher payoff than outcome

(Dd, Dc).
Instead of using the quid-pro-quo strategy, Cesar and de Zeeuw reformulate the strate-

gies of the infinitely repeated linked game to strategies of an infinitely repeated standard
prisoners' dilemma game. A subgame perfect and renegotiation proof equilibrium strategy
for an infinitely repeated prisoners' dilemma game was proposed in van Damme (1989),
who analyzed an equilibrium consisting of two elements: states and strategies, further
explained below.

First, after each player has acted, the game moves to one of the following three states:
the  state c (labeled  as the "cooperate state"), state Pl (labeled  as the "punish player

mI assume the former.
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1 stat€' because he has defected), and state P2 (labeled as the 'punish player 2 state"
because he has defected)11.  The game starts in state c.

Second, each player has an equilibrium strategy that determines both the outcome of
the game and the state of the game in the consequent period.

The subgame perfect and renegotiation proof equilibrium strategy is given in table
4.4.

Thble 4.4 Equilibrium strategy for an infinitely repeated prisoners' dilemma
game (from van Damme (1989))

First Other

move moves

Strategy for player  1: C

<     in states

in  state  pl,
D      in state P2.

Strategy for player 2: C D            in  state pl,  C     in state c,
C  C      in state p2.

For   example,   if  the  game  is in state 1,2 (because player   2 has defected), then player   1

punishes player 2 by playing  D.
The state transitions are such that a player can show regret after he has defected,

eventually leading the game back to the cooperative equilibrium.  This is essential in
order to get renegotiation proofness. The state transitions are given in table 4.5.

Thble 4.5 State transitions (from van Damme (1989))

To:
state c state Pl state P2

state c     (C, C) and (D,D) (D,.) (., D)

From:   state Pl (C,.) (D,.)
state P2 (., C) (., D)

For example, the state transitions from state Pl are that if player 1 cooperates the state

moves  to  c,  and  that if player  1  defects the state remains Pl.

11 State  c  is also referred  to  as  the "no punishment state".
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Cesar and de Zeeuw argue that the equilibrium strategies for the standard prisoners'

dilemma game can be applied to the linked suasion game as follows. Without loss of
generality, suppose that  the Nash equilibrium of the linked game is  (Cd, Dc)  and the
full cooperative outcome  is   (Cc, Cc).    When a player deviates  from  the full cooperative
outcome (Cc, Cc),  it is optimal for the other player to defect in only one issue.   The
optimal reaction of the other player is then to defect on the other issue. The essential two
policy options of the linked suasion game are therefore Cc (full cooperation) and Cd (Nash
equilibrium) for player 1 and Cc (full cooperation) and Dc (Nash equilibrium) for player
2. The equilibrium strategy is obtained by transposing player l's essential strategies Cc
and  Cd  of the linked game  onto the strategies  C  and D, respectively, for player  1  in
tables 4.4 and 4.5. Similarly, player 2's essential strategies Cc and Dc of the linked game
are transposed onto the strategies C and D, respectively, for player 2 in tables 4.4 and
4.5. This results in the following subgame perfect and renegotiation proof equilibrium
strategies and state transitions from Cesar and de Zeeuw (1996), depicted in tables 4.6
and 4.7:

Thble 4.6 Equilibrium strategy for a linked suasion game

First Other
rnove moves

Ce in state c,

Strategy for
player 1.    Cc       <  Cc

in state pi,
Cd in state P2.

Cc     in state c,
Strategy for

player 2:   Cc      <

Dc in  state  pi,
CC in state P2.

Table 4.7 State transitions for a linked suasion game

To:

state c state pi state P2

state c      (Cc, Cc) and (Cd, Dc)     (Cd, .) (., Dc)
F'rom:    state pl (CC, .) (Cd,.)         -

state P2 (.,CC) -                   (., Dc)

In this strategy the punishment of each player, after the other has defected, is both credible
and optimal, as each player reverts to his Nash equilibrium for punishment. Furthermore,
this strategy reflects the objective of both players to achieve the full cooperative outcome.
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Cesar and de Zeeuw conclude that linkage of two mirror image asymmetric suasion

games makes it possible to sustain the full cooperative outcome as a subgame perfect

renegotiation proof equilibrium. Sustainability is supported by the equilibrium strategy
from table 4.6, in which the two players threaten to punish each other in one issue only,

complemented with the state transitions in table 4.7.

Prisoners' dilemma  tinkage
Prisoners' Dilemma (PD) linkage is identical to comprehensive linkage (see McGin-

nis (1986)), except for the equilibrium strategy that is used to achieve the full cooperative
outcome (see below).   In PD linkage, two asymmetric prisoners' dilemma games are linked.
For example, let the payoffs of games  iY  and 2Y be given by the following matrices,
where game 2Y is assumed to be an exact mirror image of game  lY:

C      D                     c      d

ir .  DC    {  1 -       -0 1,2 )          and        'r ::    { It:      Il;':' 1. 1

The payoffs of the linked game P are as follows:

CC Cd Dc Dd

Cc      /    3,3           1,4         -2,6       -4,7   

   :    Cd        6,-2       4,-1        1,1        -1,2   |
Dc           4,1           2,2         -1,4       -3,5    |
Dd    \ 7,-4 5,-3 2,-1 0,0 /

The Nash equilibrium of the linked game is (Dd, Dd) and the full-cooperative outcome is

(CC, Cc). A common equilibrium strategy  for  this  game  is the linked tit-for-tat strategy,

as in table 4.3. In order to prove that this linked tit-for-tat strategy is a subgame perfect

renegotiation proof equilibrium, Cesar and de Zeeuw deduce this strategy from the equi-
librium strategy proposed in van Damme (1989). They argue that the essential two policy
options of the linked PD game are Cc and Dd for each of the two players. TYansposing
the players' essential strategies Cc and Dd of the linked game onto the strategies C and
D, respectively for both players in tables 4.4 and 4.5, reveals the following strategies and

state transitions (depicted in tables 4.8 and 4.9; from Cesar and de Zeeuw (1996)). Note
that the strategy in table 4.8 is essentially no different than the linked tit-for-tat strategy

in table 4.3.

Table 4.8 Linked equilibrium strategy for a linked PD game
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First Other
move moves

iII state c,

Strategy for

player 1:    Cc          Cc

in state pi,
Dd in state P2.

CC in state c,

Strategy for
player  2:      Cc                Dd

in state pi,

Cc          in state P2.

Thble 4.9 State transitions for a linked PD game

To:
state c state Pl state P2

state c      (Cc, Cc) and (Dd, Dd) (Dd,.) (.,Dd)
From:   state pi (CC,.) (Dd,.)         -

state P2 (.,CC) -            (., Dd)

Cesar and de Zeeuw conclude that linkage of two mirror image asymmetric prisoners'
dilemma games makes it possible to sustain the full cooperative outcome as a subgame
perfect renegotiation proof equilibrium. Sustainability is supported by the equilibrium
strategy from table 4.8, in which the two players threaten to punish each other in both
issues, complemented with the state transitions in table 4.9.

Just and Netanyahu obtain similar results, formulated as follows (from Just and Ne-
tanyahu (2000), page 89),

in genemt, issue linkage can be advantageous when it ezpands the feasible
choice set for the parties, and when it makes new strotegies possible, that
aTe not permitted in the isolated games.

Furthermore, they conclude that linkage of two isolated PD games does not necessarily

strictly dominate the aggregated isolated games. Depending on circumstances, linking
may or may not expand the feasible set of subgame perfect Nash equilibria and may
expand it only in ways that do not affect the equilibrium outcome. Most striking, they
claim that  (Just and Netanyahu (2000), page 99)

linking is prefened only in situations when one party agrees to tose in one
agTcement for the benejit of being a bigger winner in another agreement.  Lin-
king is never preferred to isolated play when futt cooperation  ((CC, CC))  is
the preferred outcome under linking.
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4.2.6   N Players Linking M Issues in a Static Setting
Raiffa (1982) considers the more general case of N players and M issues, but in a static                 
context. He calculates for each actor a total valuation on a given combination of outcomes

and maximizes the weighted sum over all issues. As the issues are independent, Raiffa
then splits this weighted sum over all issues into M independent weighted sums. However,

linkage by Raiffa does not incorporate an adjustment or enlargement of the possible             
outcomes over all games. This is contrary to other methodologies that adjust both the

payoffs and the available strategies.                                                                                            '
Let  kz E [ka, kb], k=1,...,Mdenote the outcome of issue ki let  kV,( kz) beplayer

i's valuation on the outcome kx of issue k, and let  t,wi be the importance weight player
i assigns to issue k, such that Z i kw' -1 for i-1, . . . ,N. The higher ke, the more
important issue k i s t o player i. Player i's total valuation on outcome z- ( 1 4. . . , Mx)
is given by the weighted sum of its valuations of the outcomes in the separate issues:

M

1/i(z) = I kwi kv,( kz).
k=1

An optimal outcome 2= ( 12,..., Mx) maximizes

  A,v*(z), (4.1)

i=1

where kz E [ ka, kb], k - 1,...,M and X is player i's weight, representing his overall
power, such that El   Af = 112. Equation (4.1) can be written as

N M

  A'V'(z)    =    S x, E kil'  kvi(kz)
S=l :-1   k=l

M N

-     Z E Xi km' kv' (kz).
k=1 i=1

Since the issues are independent, f is optimal when kz maximizes

E Xi kwi kv'(k:E) (4.2)

i=1

for all k =1, . . . ,M separately. Interconnection lies in the fact that outcome kx maximizes
equation (4.2) instead of maximizing  Eli A' kvi C kz) .   The importance weight   kw'  that
player i assigned to issue k has been added to the maximization problem. Outcome S can

not be renegotiated, since it is optimal for all players, which makes this method static.
As Raiffa does not change the possible strategies in the different issues, he cannot

conclude whether or not issue linkage does induce more cooperation.  It is simply not
modelled.

12In case of equally powerful negotiators. A' = * for i=1, . . . ,N.
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4.2.7  N Players Linking M Issues in a Dynamic Setting
Methodology

Folmer et al. (1994) and Folmer and van Mouche (1994) also consider the case of
N players and M issues, but then in a dynamic setting. A tensor game is defined as
the repeated multiple-objective game with the M static games as constituting isolated
games.  Out of this tensor game the trade-off game is defined, where each player's weight
is included.

The games are denoted as  kr  - <kxl, ...,kXN; kfi, . . . , kfN > for k =1, . . . ,M,
where  kX, is the strategy space of player i i n game kI' and  kf' : kxi x · · ·x kXN  -+  R
is the payoff function of player i in game  kf.

When the M games are repeated, they a:re denoted as  < kr; T; 6 >, where  kI' is as
above. The number of repetitions is T and 6 is called the discount factor over time.
The tensor game ®P is defined as the repeated game of the multiple-objective game
< *xl,  -  , *XN; fl, I  - , fN >, where  *Xi = 1111 kX' and the vector payoff fi: *Xl x
· · ·x *XN  -+  RM is defined as

fiC *Xl, . . .   *ZN) :=      if'(  iX)    MfiCMX) )

where .z' C  *X' is the multi-strategy of player i and kx stands for the (row) vector
(kxi,...,kIN). The games <  ir; T; 6> , . . . , <  Mr; T; 6> are the constituting isolated
games of game ®I'. When T - 1, the tensor game ®P equals game *P, called the direct
sum game.

The strategy set of player i in ®P equals [.Xil, defined as the collection of sequences

of mappings Ei = (Et)09<T with E; : 115 lili .Xj  -0 .X'. A strategy for a player in
game ®I' thus consists of rules for each period t that determine what he will play in all
games simultaneously at period t as a function of all previous actions of all players in all
games.

The vector payoff [f'] of player i in game ®P is given by

T

[f ](E) = E 6ifi(A;(E),..., ANCE)),
t=0

where A;(E) denotes the outcome path for player i.
Given a tensor game ®P, the (a-) trade-off game (®I'). is defined.  Let ai: RM  -4  R

be player i's weight. Function ai reflects player i's preference over the M games. When
ai isa linear weight, there are unique real numbers   ai  (k =1, . . . ,M) such that

Al

a'  11/,.'-' My) =E ka' ky
k=1
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where y denotes a vector.  The (a-) trade-off tensor game (®I')Q is the repeated game
< (er)o; T; 6> .  When T- 1 it just equals the (a-) trade-off direct sum game (er),*.
The strategy space of player  i  in  game (®r)o equals   I.X.],   and the payoff function  of

player i is
T

Ift,](E) =E 6:fi,(A;(E),..., Af(E)),
t=0

where fl: (Al(E),..., ANCE)) = aifi(Aj(E),...,Ajv(E))

Results
Folmer et al. (1994) and Folmer and van Mouche (1994) provide a specific condition

for a Friedman-trigger multi-strategy to be a Nash equilibrium of a tensor game. However,
in representing their results, I restrict myself here to repeating their results in an informal
manner. Upon reading the informal results, the reader must bear in mind that these are

supported by theoretical analyses.

•   For each Nash equilibrium of the trade-off direct sum game there exist corresponding
Nash equilibria of the constituting isolated games and vice versa.

• There exist Nash equilibria of the trade-off tensor game that do not correspond to
Nash equilibria of the constituting isolated games.

•  The sum over the constituting isolated games of the cooperative payoff regions is a
subset of the cooperative payoff region of the trade-off tensor game 3. In particular,
strict inclusion is possible.

•  The maximum total Nash equilibrium payoff for the trade-off tensor game is at least

as large as the weighted sum over the constituting isolated games of maximum total
Nash equilibria payoffs. In particular, strict inclusion is possible.

4.2.8  A Multi-Stage Sanctioning Game

Methodology
Lacy and Niou (2000) link economic sanctions to an issue already under dispute. This

linkage is applicable in a situation where one player (coercer) wants another (target) to
comply with the coercer's demands on some issue. In order for the target to comply with
the coercer's demands, the coercer threatens with sanctions. This situation is modelled

in a multi-stage game as follows:

Stage 1: the coercer decides whether or not to threaten with economic sanctions.

13The Cooperative payoff region is the set of payoffs larger than or equal to the minimax payoff vector
that are in the convex hull of payoff vectors.
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Stage 2: the target decides whether or not to comply with the coercer's demands.

Stage 3: the coercer chooses whether or not to impose sanctions.

Stage 4: the target decides whether or not to capitulate to the coercer's demands.

This game has five possible outcomes:

Table 4.10 Outcomes of the multi-stage sanctioning game

Outcome Actions taken
01 (no threat) = status quo

02 (threat, compliance)

03
(threat, no compliance, sanctions, no capitulation)

04 (threat, no compliance, sanctions, capitulation)

05 (threat, no compliance, no sanctions)

Lacy and Niou continue with the specification of preference rankings over the five out-
comes, distinguishing two types of coercers and two types of targets: resolute versus
irresolute coercers and resilient versus compliant targets.

The similarity between a resolute and an irresolute coercer is that they both prefer the
status quo 01 to outcome 05,  due to the loss of reputation and credibility associated with
not effectuating the initial threat. Moreover, by their nature of being a coercer, they both
prefer the target to comply instead of not complying (implying 02 > 03,02 > 04 and
02  >  05). The difference between the two different types of coercers is that a resolute
coercer prefers to incur the cost of sanctions if the target does not comply with the
coercer's original demand (implying 03 > 05), whereas an irresolute coercer prefers not
to impose sanctions regardless of whether the target complies or not (implying 05 > 03).

The similarity between a resilient and a compliant target is that they both prefer
outcome 05 to the status quo 01, since outcome 05 may imply a reputation gain for
the target due to resisting the coercer's demands. Moreover, by their nature of being
a target, they both prefer no threat to a threat (implying 01 > 02, 01 > 03 and
01 > 04). The difference between the two different types of targets is that a resilient
target prefers to suffer sanctions without complying with or capitulating to the coercer's
demand (implying  03  >  02  > 04), whereas a compliant target would rather concede
than suffer from sanctions (implying 02 > 04 > 03).

Summarizing the above, the preference rankings of the different types of coercers and
targets are as follows:
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• Resolute coercer: 02 > 04 > 03 > 01 > 05.

• Irresolute coercer: 02 > 04 > 01 > 05 > 03.

• Resilient target: 05 > 01 > 03 > 02 > 04.

• Compliant target: 05 > 01 > 02 > 04 > 03.

In order to see how each outcome is valued by the different actors, the preference rankings
are combined in table 4.11, where 5 represents the highest ranking and 1 represents the
lowest ranking:

Table 4.11 Preference rankings

Outcome Coercer: Coercer: Thrget: -Ihrget:
Resolute Irresolute Resilient Compliant

01       2        3        4        4

02      5       5       2        3
03                3                  1                  3                   1
04       4        4        1        2

05       1        2        5        5

Results
In discussing the results of Lacy and Niou (2000), I restrict myself to representing the

outcomes of tables 4.10 and 4.11 in terms of characteristics of the coercer and the target:
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Outcome 1: Coercer does not threaten.

• Coercer:

- he is irresolute,
- the cost associated with not effectuating his initial threat if the target ignores

that threat is high, and

- the value of the target complying is not much greater than the value of main-
taining the status quo.

• Target: no conditions.

Outcome 2. Coe,rer thmiztens, taiyet complies.

• Coercer:

- he believes the target is likely to be compliant,
-  the cost of sanctions is high,

- the cost associated with not effectuating his initial threat if the target ignores

that threat is low, and
-  the value of the target complying is much greater than the value of maintaining

the status quo.

• Target:

- he is compliant, and
- the cost of compliance is low.

In this outcome sanctions are never imposed, only threatened.

Outcome 3: Coe ter threatens, target does not comply, coeTCBT imposes sanctions, target
does not capitulate.

• Coercer is resolute.

• Target is resilient.

Outcome 4: Coercer thmatens, talpet does not comply, coercer imposes sanctions, ta,yet
capitulates.

• Coercer: no conditions.
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• Target is resilient or target is compliant with the following conditions:

- he believes the coercer is irresolute,

- the value of not complying without being sanctioned is high, or

- the difference in value between complying after being threatened and capitu-

lating after being sanctioned is small.

Outcome 5. Coercer thmatens, ta,get does not comply, coercer does not impose sanctions.

• Coercer:

- he is irresolute,

- he believes the target is likely to be compliant,

- the cost associated with not effectuating his initial threat if the target ignores

that threat is low, and

-  the value of the target complying is much greater than the value of maintaining

the status quo.

• Target is resilient.

From the above, Lacy and Niou draw the following main conclusions:

• The threat stage is critical for understanding sanctions. When sanctions are suc-

cessful, their success will often come at the threat stage: it is the threat, not the
imposition of sanctions, that changes a target state's behavior.

• When sanctions are actually imposed, they often wiH not succeed.

4.2.9  Linking a Club Good to a Public Good in a Multi-Stage
Game

Methodology
Carraro and Marchiori (2001) address the following question: do players have an

incentive to link negotiations on two different issues, instead of negotiating on the two
issues separately? The authors consider the specific case in which a (quasi) club good is
linked to a public good14: In a (quasi) club good, the gains from an agreement accrue

(almost) only to signatories. An example is an agreement on trade or on technological

1.'As opposed to, for example, linkage of two club goods or linkage of two public goods.
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cooperation. In a public good, the gains from an agreement accrue to all players. An
example is an environmental agreement.

In case issue linkage is not adopted, there are two agreements: an agreement on the
club good and an agreement on the public good.  In case of linkage of the two issues, one
joint agreement emerges.

Issue linkage is modelled in a three-stage game:

Stage 1: the linkage game: n players decide whether to link two issues or to negotiate
on the two issues separately;

Stage 2: the coalition game: the players decide simultaneously and non-cooperatively
whether or not to sign one of the available treaties (under linkage: one treaty on
both issues, under no linkage one or two separate treaties); and

Stage 3: the policy game: the players which signed an agreement play as a single player
and divide the resulting payoffs.

The payoffs in the linked game are assumed to equal the sum of the payoffs of the two
individual agreements, both for cooperators and for free-riders. The authors argue that
without linkage there are four types of players and with linkage there are two types of
players.

• Without linkage, a player either cooperates on both issues, cooperates on the public
good and free-rides on the club good, free-rides on the public good and cooperates
on the club good, or free-rides on both issues.

• With linkage, a player is either a signatory to the agreement or a free-rider.

In order to find an answer to the research question of their paper, Carraro and Marchiori
use the Nash equilibrium as the equilibrium concept of the game: a coalition is an equi-
librium coalition if there is no incentive to free-ride and there is no incentive to broaden
the coalition. Moreover, the choice made in the first stage of the game is considered under
two voting rules.  One is unanimity, because the choice of issue linkage should be taken
with the consensus of all players involved. A second voting rule is majority voting, used
to investigate how a less restrictive voting rule influences the chances of adopting issue

linkage.

The authors denote the (quasi) club good by 't', the public good by 'a' and the linked
agreement by 'u'. In addition, they use the following notation:
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c;: equilibrium number of signatories to the 't'-agreement,

ci: equilibrium number of signatories to the 'a'-agreement,
cj: equilibrium number of signatories to the 'u'-agreement,

f without linkage:  x =t,
pt (ci).payoff to signatories  of the 't'-agreement  <

lwith linkage: I = U,

f without linkage:  x -t,q,(c:):payoff to free-riders on the 't'-agreement <
lwith linkage: I =U,

f without linkage:   x -t,p.(ci)payoff to signatories of the 'a'-agreement <
lwith linkage: S = U,

f without  linkage:   x =t,
q (c;)payoff to free-riders on the 'a'-agreement <

  with linkage: I = U,

For different cases the authors compare equilibrium coalitions under linkage with equilib-
rium coalitions without linkage.

Results
Carraro and Marchiori derive necessary and sufficient conditions for issue linkage to be

the players' equilibrium choice. The most fundamental result, from which further results

are derived, is that linkage of a (quasi) club good with a public good is the players'
equilibrium choice under unanimity voting if 5

(necessary condition) po(cj) > qa(ci) : the increased gain which a cooperator on the
'a'-agreement achieves when he expands an initial coalition by joining in is larger
than a free-rider's relative gain in case he does not join the initial coalition in the
'a'-agreement; and

(sufficient condition) p.(cj) - qa(c&) > q:(ci) _ pt(<): the increased gain which a
cooperator on the 'a'-agreement achieves from expanding the initial coalition from

c. to < minus a free-rider's relative gain without expansion of the initial coalition
in the 'a'-agreement is larger than the loss that a free-rider suffers because of the
smaller ,spillover  from the smaller cooperation  on the 't'-agreement under linkage

minus the excess benefit of cooperation on the 't'-agreement (when the coalition for
the club good under linkage is smaller than without linkage).

15 Under the assumptions 1) that cooperative payoffs increase monotonically with the coalition size and

2) that free-riders on the linked agreement are better-ofr than cooperators (p. (cj) < q.(<)).
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The authors summarize their analysis with two important remarks on the relative changes
of coalition sizes and on the relative changes of the players' payoffs:

1.  The larger < - ci and the smaller c; - <, the larger the likelihood that issue linkage
will be adopted. This is explained by the argument that the larger the increase of
Signatories to the public good agreement due to linkage, the larger the incentive to
join such an increased coalition; and by the argument that the smaller the reduction
of signatories to the club good agreement due to linkage, the smaller the incentive
not to join such an increased coalition. Therefore, the larger < -c j and the smaller
4 - <, the larger the likelihood that a player will join a coalition in the linked
agreement.

2.   The larger pa(cj) -pa(c.), the larger the likelihood that issue linkage will be adopted:
under linkage, the size of the coalition on the public good agreement will increase.
As the payoffs to players in the coalition in the public good agreement increase with
the size of the coalition, the difference between the payoffs to players in the coalition
with and without linkage forms the incentive for issue linkage. Similarly, the smaller

*(ci) - *(<), the larger the likelihood that issue linkage will be adopted: under
linkage, the size of the coalition on the club good decreases.  As the payoffs to free-
riders on the club good agreement decrease with the size of the coalition, linkage
is more likely to be adopted if the loss from a reduced coalition on the club good
agreement is smaller.

4.3   Results from Simulation and Experiments
This section provides some results from the literature on simulations of and experiments
on issue linkage, in order to reduce the gap between the theory on and the practice of
issue linkage. For this purpose I searched for literature covering experimental analyses
and simulations, applying two criteria for the selection of suitable literature:

1.  The way issue linkage is modelled must be made explicit.  If the underlying model
is unclear it becomes impossible to interpret the results as such, or to relate the
results to the existing theoretical literature on issue linkage.

2. The literature should contribute towards answering the question does issue linkage
induce  coopemtion f

Upon inspection of the obtained literature and after application of the imposed criteria, I
chose Botteon and Carraro (1998) and Kroll et al. (1998) as suitable for exposition16. The

16For example, Buchner et al. (2002) was not chosen, as it does not explicitely define the model on
which the results are based.
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results of the experiments and the simulations are presented as follows: First I explain
the main features and most important assumptions of the analytical model, including the

way issue linkage is modelled. Second, I describe the consecutive steps that were taken

by the authors to achieve their results from the analytical model. Third, I present the
main results, in light of the overall question under criterion 2.

4.3.1  Linkage of RLD and Environmental Cooperation:   A
Simulation

The analytical model
Botteon and Carraro (1998) link an environmental issue (C02 emissions) to a par-

tially excludable  club  good  (RkD). The authors distinguish between five asymmetric
world regions, which are assumed to be formed by groups of countries whose interests are
homogeneous and can therefore be aggregated17. A standard model as in Barrett (1994)
is considered for the formulation of the environmental game. Through linkage, regions
that belong to an environmental coalition can induce other regions to cooperate, by the

provision of an extra incentive through RkD cooperation.  In this case benefits from R&D

cooperation can be obtained only through cooperation on the environmental issue. The

payoff under linkage for each of the five regions is set equal to the sum of the payoff resul-

ting from negotiations on emissions only and the payoff resulting from R,&D cooperation.

The consecutive steps
The following steps are taken by the authors:

• The environmental and R,&D payoff functions of the five regions are calibrated,
using statistical information;

• For all possible coalitions among the five regions, the authors compute the payoffs,
the  incentives to free-ride  (i.e.    to  exit a coalition),  and the incentives to broaden
a stable coalition.  This is done for the environmental issue using a model as in
Barrett (1994), distinguishing between two different burden-sharing rules: the Nash
bargaining burden-sharing rule and the Shapley value burden-sharing rule.

• The amount of R&D in each region is chosen to be a share of their respective
gross domestic product (GDP). In addition, different degrees of R&D spillovers are                '
considered.

17The five regions are 1) Japan; 2) the United States and Canada; 3) the European Union, 4) Eastern

Europe and Russia, and 5) India and China.
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• Stable coalitions are singled out, given the payoffs of each region and of all possible
coalitions of regions. Stability is implied when there is neither an incentive to exit,
nor an incentive to enter the coalition.

• The effect of issue linkage between C02 emissions and R&D is analyzed.  In par-
ticular, the stable coalitions of two situations are compared:  1) the situation of
negotiations among the five groups of countries on environmental cooperation only;
and 2) the situation of negotiations on both environmental and R,&D cooperation.

Results from simulation
Botteon and Carraro come to the following results:

• In the case of unlinked negotiations, the only stable coalitions that are formed in
the environmental issue under both burden-sharing rules, consist of three regions.

•  In the case of linked negotiations, the size of the stable coalitions that are formed is
increased by at least a fourth region. This result was previously anticipated, because
through linkage, the stability features of the R&D agreement (as it is a club good)
are extended to the joint agreement.

•  When the degree of excludability of benefits from R&D cooperation increases, the
size of the stable coalition tends to be larger. The reason is that the gain from
free-riding on the environment is offset by the loss of being excluded from the gains
yielded by R&D cooperation.

• Under linkage, the optimal coalition is smaller  than the stable coalitioni8.    The  au-
thors explain this result as follows:  In the environmental game, the benefits increase
with the number of countries in the coalition. Hence, the grand coalition is optimal.
In the R.&D game this is not the case. The benefits of a country in an R&D coali-
tion consist of two elements: 1) benefits from a more efficient technology; and 2)
benefits from the competitive advantage over those countries outside the coalition.
This second element is lost in the grand coalition. Hence, there is an incentive to
exclude some countries from the coalition, implying that the grand coalition is not
optimal.  When the countries link the two issues, this incentive to exclude some
countries from the optimal linked coalition is stronger than the expected benefits
from a larger linked coalition. An assessment of the relative weight of the benefits
provided by the two separate agreements is necessary to understand each country's
incentive to join a coalition.

18The optimal coalition for a region is defined as the coalition which maximizes its payoff.  It is generally
different from the stable coalition.
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• Regions may disagree on the coalition that they find optimal, in which case no

equilibrium may exist.

Does issue linkage induce environmental cooperation? The authors conclude that the
results provide only partial approval:

It is true that the stable coalition is usually larger when the countries nego-
tiate on two linked issues. I...] Holoever, even if the usual profitabihty and

stability pmble,ns can be solved, the conjlict between optimatity and stability
of coatitions remains.  In case of issue linkage between RID and environmen-
tal cooperation, the optimal (equilibrium) coalition is smaller than the stable
coalition.

4.3.2 Institutional Design: an Experiment
The analytical model

Kroll et al. (1998) investigate the effect of institutional design on issue linkage.  In
particular, two countries link two issues under two elements of institutional designig

The two issues are an environmental game and a trade game (example comes from

Folmer et al. (1993)).  In the environmental game, the two countries had to choose between

low (LP) or high (HP) pollution emissions; in the trade game the countries each had to
choose between low (LI) or high (HI) import restrictions. The issues are represented by

two games in normal form:

'Ihble 4.12 The environmental game

LP2 H P2

LPi        50,60       30,100    HPi 60,10 40,40* j

Table 4.13 The trade game

LI  HI

LIl  < 60,50 10,60  

HI1        100,30        40,40*  y|

19Note that not all results from Kroll et al. (1998) are represented here.
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The outcome with the * is the strictly dominant Nash equilibrium of the game, and the
outcome with the - is the Pareto efficient outcome (where the sum of the payoffs of the
two players is maximal).

One aspect of institutional design is whether the linkage between two games is made

implicitly or explicitly. In other words, does the linkage take place in a parallel institution
(PI) or in a joint institution (JI)?

In a parallel institution, the two countries link the actions and joint payoffs implicitly.
Both countries need to calculate the implicit joint payoff structures while they play, before
they can coordinate the actions in the two games. Moreover, each country must believe
that the other will also make the necessary calculations.

In a joint institution, the two games are explicitly linked and the payoffs are calculated
before any action is taken. The authors make the explicit link by combining the actions
of the separate games and adding the corresponding payoffs, resulting in the so-called
direct-sum game (see Folmer et al. (1993)):

Thb le 4.14 Payoffs in the Joint Institution

LILP2 LIHP2 HILP2 HIHP2

LILpl i 110,110 90,150 60,120 40,160  

LIHPl      

120,60 100,90 70,70 50,100

HILPl 150,90 130,130 90,100 70,140

HIHPl 160,40 140,70 100,50 80,80* j

The second aspect of institutional design is whether or not there is pre-play communication
(so-called 'cheap talk'). Cheap talk is costless and non-binding communication that can
convey information and can help coordinate the actions of the players. Cheap talk in a
parallel institution (PI-CT) is compared with cheap talk in a joint institution (JI-CT).

The consecutive steps
The following steps are taken by the authors:

•  they select four treatments to compare the parallel and the joint institution with and
without cheap talk (PI, JI, PI-CT and JI-CT). Each treatment is run in a computer
lab with fourteen players who have no knowledge on the other treatments (in total
therefore 56 players). In order to simulate infinite play, the procedure to end play
in any treatment was chosen randomly (see Kroll et al. (1998) for more details):
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1. In treatment PI, fourteen persons played the two 2 x 2 tables represented in

tables 4.12 and 4.13 as dyads. The treatment has 29 periods. In each period,

one subject of the dyad chose a row in both tables and the other subject chose

columns.

2. In treatment JI, fourteen persons played the 4 x 4 table represented in table
4.14. The treatment has 20 periods. In each period, the persons chose a row in
table 4.14. The actions of the fourteen persons were then randomly combined

into dyads, and the corresponding outcomes were determined. For example, if
two  persons were combined  that both played LIHPl,  then the dyad resulted  in

outcome (LIHPl, HILP2) (As row LIHPl corresponds with column HILP2).
3. Treatment PI-CT is identical to treatment PI with the addition of cheap talk.

The treatment has 31 periods. Each period of the PI-CT treatment has two

stages: in stage 1, the cheap-talk stage, each subject announces to the other
what he intends to play; in stage 2, the binding stage, he makes a binding row
or column choice in both tables 4.12 and 4.13.

4. Tteatment JI-CT is identical to treatment JI with the addition of cheap talk.
The treatment has 26 periods. Each period has two stages, a cheap-talk stage

and a binding stage, as in the PI-CT treatment.

•  The frequencies of outcomes and of actions in the four treatments are observed.

•  The expected frequencies of the observed outcome / action in a specific treatment
are calculated. These equal the relative frequency of the observed outcome / action,
multiplied by the number of total observations in the specific treatment (see below).

•  The results of the treatments PI and JI are compared.

•  The results of the treatments PI-CT and JI-CT are compared.

•  The results of the PI and PI-CT are compared, as well as the results of the JI and
JI-CT.

Results
Parallel versus joint institutions

In case of no cheap talk, the authors observed the following frequencies of outcomes

in treatments PI and JI:
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Thble 4.15 Outcome frequencies without cheap talk

PI JI Total
Pareto outcome: (HILPl, LIHP2)                 47                80             127

(75.2) (51.8)

Nash equilibrium: (HIHPl, HIHP2)        37            21          58
(34.3) (75.2)

Others20 119      39     158

(93.5) (64.5)
Total 203 140 343

The number without parentheses represents the observed frequency of the outcome. The
number in parentheses represents the expected frequency For example: the expected
frequency of the Pareto outcome in the parallel institution equals 203 x Mi  -  75.2, and the
expected frequency of the Pareto outcome in the joint institution equals 140 x    - 51.8.

The  authors  make the following observations21:

•   The subjects in the joint institution were signijicantly more likely to play the Pareto-
efiicient outcome than subjects in the parallel institution:  the 80 observations of the
Pa.reto eRicient outcome in the joint institution were significantly higher than the
51.8 expected observations; in contrast, the 47 observations of the Pareto efiicient
outcome in the parallel institution were significantly lower than the 75.2 expected
observations.

•  The subjects in the joint institution were significantly more likely to play the Pareto
action than subjects in the parallel institution: the 190 observations of the Pareto
action in the joint institution were significantly higher than the 150.2 expected
observations; in contrast, the 178 observations of the Pareto action in the parallel
institution were significantly lower than the 217.8 expected observations.

The authors suggest that a plausible explanation for these conclusions is that subjects
had a harder time identifying the Pareto-efficient outcome in the parallel institution than
in the joint institution. Another explanation might be that the subjects were not sure
that the other subject in the dyad had identified the optimal agreement.

Does cheap  talk  help f
In case of cheap talk, the authors observed the following frequencies that a given

outcome was played in the binding stage in treatments PI-CT and JI-CT:

20These are all outcomes from table 4.15, except the Pareto outcome and the Nash equilibrium.
21 Also based on an analysis of the significance of the results (see Kroll et al.  (1998)).
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Thble 4.16 Binding outcome frequencies with cheap talk

PI-CT JI-CT Total

Pareto outcome: (HILPl,LIH N 37 67     104

(56.6) (47.4)
Nash equilibrium: (HIHPl,HIHP  63 53     116

(63.1) (52.9)

Others 117      62     179

(97.4) (81.7)

Total 217 182 399

The authors observe that the JI-CT treatment is significantly more efficient than the
PI-CT.

In addition to the comparisons between the PI and the JI treatments, as well as between
the PI-CT and the JI-CT treatments, the authors also compared the results between

the PI and PI-CT binding stage treatments, as well as between the JI and the JI-CT
binding stage treatments, obtainable from tables 4.15 and 4.1622. The authors observe
the following:

• There is no significant difference in the distribution of play between the PI and
the PI-CT treatment, when focussing specifically on the frequency of the Pareto-
eflicient outcome and the 'other' outcomes (PI: Pareto =47, other = 119, total =

203; PI-CT: Pareto = 37, other = 117, total = 217).

• The tendency for the Nash equilibrium outcome is significantly larger in the PI-CT
treatment than in the PI treatment (PI: Nash = 37, total = 203; PI-CT: Nash =
63, total = 217).

• There is a significant difference in the distribution of play between the JI and the
JI-CT treatment: in the JI treatment there is a significantly larger tendency for
the Pareto efficient outcome than in the JI-CT treatment (JI: Pareto = 80, total
= 140; JI-CT: Pareto = 67, total = 182). This difference between the JI and the
JI-CT treatment is mainly observed in periods 1 to 10 (JI (periods 1-10): Pareto

= 33, total = 70; JI-CT (periods 1-10): Pareto = 32, total = 112) and dissipates

towards the end of the experiments (JI (periods 11-20): Pareto = 47, total = 70;
JI-CT (periods 11-20): Pareto = 35, total = 70).

22Note that the expected frequencies become different when combining columns from two tables into
one table. I do not represent all tables here, only the significant frequencies.
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From the observations in the four treatments, two main conclusions were reached by the
authors:

1. Efficient outcomes are far more common in the joint institution than in the parallel

institution, both with and without cheap talk. This suggests that explicit links
between independent games may enhance efEciency

2. Cheap talk does not increase efficiency. Furthermore, there is little correlation be-
tween what subjects said they would do and what action they actually took23. This
suggests that preliminary meetings for a summit might result in strategic manipu-
lation.

4.4 Arguments Against Issue Linkage
This section addresses the arguments against the application of issue linkage.   The fol-
lowing arguments are drawn from Carraro and Marchiori (2001), Fisher (1964), Sebe-
nius (1983) and Tollison and Willett (1979), complemented with my comments:

• Linkage between issues requires a higher organizational structure to enable negotia-
tors to make trade-offs between more diverse issues.

Comments: This argument is indeed a valid argument. However, today there exist
international organizational structures in which the interdependency between the par-
ticipating countries has increased. An example is the European Union, where countries
indeed negotiate more easily on several issues simultaneously and where the possibilities
for the application of issue linkage are ubiquitous.

• Issue linkage increases the amount of information needed by the negotiators.

Comments: Compared to negotiations on separate issues, no more information is
needed in negotiations on linked issues, except for each country's relative valuation of the
issues. Issue linkage does increase the complexity of negotiations, as more outcomes are

possible in the linked negotiations.

• Negotiations on linked issues are likely to increase transaction costs compared to

negotiations on issues separately.

23This conclusion is not supported here by numbers, but can be found in Kroll et al. (1998).
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Comments: Carraro and Marchiori (2001) state that the introduction of costs into
their model is trivial. Indeed, in the models that use preference rankings without an
exact quantification, the results will not be affected, as the rankings remain the same.
The models that use payoffs can be adapted by subtracting the costs from the payoffs
in the different models24. The results  on the circumstances under which issue linkage

enhances cooperation will be affected, however.  It is beyond the scope of my thesis to
analyze this aspect further.

• Issue linkage implies agreement on several issues simultaneously. However, settle-
ment of issues separately permits progress in some issues while other issues are still
being worked out.

Comments: As long as settlement of issues separately is possible, there is indeed no

need for the application of issue linkage. But issue linkage is in fact particularly suitable
for settling unsolvable issues.

• Forced linkage may poison the negotiation atmosphere because the victim may re-
gard the linkage as illegitimate and unethical.

Comments: This argument is indeed valid.

• Linkage may escalate negotiations to all aspects of a common relationship.  This

encourages an overall confrontation between negotiators, which may make small

agreements impossible.

Comments: This is indeed true.

• Linkage of solvable issues to other issues (solvable or unsolvable) may destroy or
reduce chances of a linked agreement.

Comments: The situation of linkage of solvable issues to other issues is unlikely to
occur: solvable issues are usually just solved.  It is more reasonable to link unsolvable

issues.

• Issue linkage is only applicable if interests are, in some way, reversed.

Comments: This argument is too imprecise and will be dealt with in chapters 5 and

6.

2Jlf the costs are equal for all players, the differences between the payoffs of the players do not change.
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4.5 Conclusions

This chapter started with a clear outline of the four purposes of this review.  It is now
appropriate to conclude the chapter in light of these purposes.  At this point I remind the
reader that I restricted the review to the economic literature on analytical modelling of
issue linkage of two (or more) independent or separable issues.

Why is linkage brought into international negotiations as a tool to reach agreement?
Answering this question with the reasons supplied by various authors was the first purpose
of this chapter.  As can be seen in table 4.1 in section 4.1, the two main reasons for the
application of issue linkage are to achieve cooperation and to threaten with sanctions.

The majority of the literature proposes issue linkage in order to achieve cooperation in
case of asymmetric payoffs. Asymmetric payoffs happen when the preferences or the power
of countries are very different. The number of strategies available to the countries can be
enlarged by linking independent asymmetric issues, thereby facilitating the exchange of
concessions.

In the minority of the literature, issue linkage is proposed in order to be able to threaten
a free-riding country with sanctions. Ffee-riding behavior manifests itself in two ways:  by
staying out of an agreement and by non-complying with an existing agreement. Through
linkage a country non-cooperating in one issue can be threatened by other countries to
be punished in some other issue.

The second purpose of this chapter was to place the research done for this thesis into the
context of the existing literature on issue linkage.  I provide the main conclusion on the
reviewed methodologies. This eventually leads to two objectives of this thesis (see also
chapter  1).

The literature on issue linkage can be differentiated into three main branches, accord-
ing to the way preferences are represented: One branch of literature represents preferences
by graphs, one branch of literature ranks preferences using an ordinal scale,  and one branch
of literature exactly quantifies preferences by payoffs. Section 4.2 allows me to conclude
that the methods using payoffs to represent preferences can reach quite specific results
on preference combinations that create possibilities for issue linkage, on strategies that
achieve cooperation, and on conditions that enable issue linkage.

However, these results a:re obtained from specific situations of issue linkage, such as
linkage of two exact mirror games.  What is lacking is a general analysis of games that
can be linked, such that this linkage enables cooperation, whereas without linkage no
agreement could be reached. In this thesis I provide this general analysis in chapters 5
and 6.

In chapter 5 the situation of N players linking M issues is modelled in a cooperative
game. The total payoff in the core is used to compare linked games and unlinked games.
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A necessary condition is derived for the core of the linked game to be non-empty, in case
at least one of the constituting isolated games has a non-empty core.

In chapter 6 the situation of N players linking M issues is modelled in a non-cooperative
game. The model I use is based on the model in Cesar and de Zeeuw (1996). The full-
cooperative outcome is used to compare linked games and unlinked games. Conditions are

given under which a full-cooperative outcome of the linked game is a Pareto improvement
of all Nash equilibria of the linked game for all players.

The third purpose of this chapter was to reduce the gap between the theory and practice
of issue linkage by exposition of the existing literature on simulations and experiments.
Flom section 4.3 three important conclusions are drawn:

1. It appears that the literature on simulations and experiments on issue linkage fails

to satisfy the preset conditions on this literature: it must explicitly define issue

linkage in an underlying model and it must answer the question whether issue linkage
induces cooperation. Only Botteon and Carraro (1998) and Kroll et al. (1998) satisfy
these two conditions.

2. Fbom the work of Botteon and Carraro (1998) on stable and optimal coalitions, it
appears that a stable coalition is usually larger when countries negotiate on two
linked issues. However, there remains a conflict between optimality and stability of
coalitions.  In case of issue linkage between RkD and environmental cooperation,
the optimal coalition is smaller than the stable coalition.

3. From the work of Kroll et al. (1998) it appears that explicit linkage, where linked

payoffs are calculated before any action is taken, results in significantly higher fre-
quency of the Pareto-efficient outcome than implicit linkage, where players need to
calculate the implicit joint payoff structures during play, before they can coordi-
nate actions between two games. Furthermore, cheap talk or non-binding pre-play

communication, does not significantly change the frequency of the Pareto-efficient
outcome.

From the above it may be concluded that more experimental analyses and simulations
are necessary to form a bridge between theory and practice.

The fourth purpose of this chapter was to find an explanation for the relative invisibility
of issue linkage. Given the encouraging theoretical results on issue linkage, the availability
of examples of explicit issue linkage is disappointing. Plausible reasons for this invisibility
of explicit examples of issue linkage are
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•   The exchange of concessions, inherently implies the relative valuation of the different
issues. Countries are generally reluctant to reveal this information for strategic
purposes. Moreover, publicized valuation of issues may raise or weaken expectations
of countries for future negotiations (see chapter 3).

•  Concessions can be perceived both as a weak result and as a weakness of the nego-
tiating country. Therefore, countries are not keen on showing their willingness to
compromise, since it may make them appear as a weak negotiator (see chapter 3).

• International negotiations on two (or more) issues simultaneously increase the pro-
bability of reaching agreement on cooperation mostly when this linkage is made
explicit. This requires a global international organization that integrates all payoffs
from all separate negotiations into a single payoff for each country in the linked
negotiations. As discussed in chapter   1,   no such global international organization
exists.  And even if it did exist, countries would be hesitant to reveal their prefe-
rences (or payoffs) to such an organization in order to let the payoff in the linked
game be calculated. Rather, international environmental negotiations take place in
a parallel institutional framework, for example the Montreal Protocol or the Rio
Conference. From Kroll et al. (1998) it becomes clear that issue linkage in a parallel
institutional setting is referred to as implicit issue linkage and is therefore much
more difficult to observe.

•  Countries are reluctant to apply threat-induced issue linkage, as this may poison the
negotiation atmosphere because the victim may regard the linkage as illegitimate
and unethical. Linkage may even escalate into an overall confrontation between

negotiators (see Sebenius (1983)).

•  Negotiations over relatively'unimportant' issues are mostly easily concluded. There·
fore, when countries are unable to agree on an issue, it is most likely that this issue
is highly salient to them. However, in Morgan (1990) it was argued that linkage is
less likely to succeed when the ratios of issue salience for the nations are similar and
when nations are disparate in power.

Of course, some examples of actual application of issue linkage during international ne-
gotiations were found and provide the best proof of the applicability of issue linkage.

In chapters 2 and 3 I provided three examples of explicit issue linkage: linkage by the
package deal at the COP-7 meeting to the UNFCC; linkage between CAP reform and
the expansion of the European Union; and linkage of agricultural negotiations to trade
negotiations in the Uruguay Round. In chapter 7 I provide some recent examples of issue

linkage. However, despite the attractiveness of issue linkage, the availability of examples
of explicit issue linkage was disappointing.



Chapter 5

Interconnection of Cooperative
Games

5.1 Introduction

One branch of the game theoretic literature is cooperative game theory. A cooperative
game, also referred to as a coalitional game, has two important features, that distinguish
it from a non-cooperative game:  1) it focusses on what groups of players can achieve,
rather than on the actions and outcomes of individual players; and 2) it does not consider
the details of how the group of players interact internally. This implies that a cooperative
game has three primitives (from Ffiedman (1991) and Osborne and Rubinstein (1994)):

1.  the collection of joint actions that each group of players can take;

2. players' preferences over the set of all possible outcomes; and

3.  a solution concept, which assigns a set of outcomes to the game that satisfies some

stability requirement.

Cooperative games are divided into two subclasses, distinguished by the transferability
of payoffs: one class comprises games with transferable payoffs; the other class comprises

games without transferable payoffs.

'Itmsferable payoffs imply that the (fixed) payoffs available to a specific group of
players may be distributed arbitrarily to the members of that group, as long as the
individual payoffs sum up to no more than the total payoff available. For example:
consider a three-player game and the group of players {1,2}, consisting of players 1 and
2.  If the total available payoff to {1,2} is given by a number v({1,2}),  then any payoff

combination (xl,1:2), such that zit x2 5 v({1,2}), is feasible.
In games without transferable payoffs, the total payoffs available to a specific group of

players cannot be distributed arbitrarily to the members of that group, but only according
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to a specific set of payoff vectors that sum up to no more than the total available payoff.

For example, in the above example,  if v({1,2}) again denotes the total available payoff
to  {1,2},  then  a set of payoff vectors V({1,2}) available  to  {1,2}  may, for example,
consist of all payoff combinations (Xl,X2)' such that 2Xit X2 61 v({1,2}):  V({1,2}) =
, (Xi,X2) I 2Xit X2 5 v({1,2}),  Xi, X2 2 0 .

Several solution concepts have been developed for cooperative games, applicable to
games with both transferable and non-transferable payoffs: the core, the stable set, the
bargaining set, the kernel, the nucleolus and the Shapley-value. The major differences
between these solution concepts come from the way in which stability is defined and
deviations and counterdeviations are restricted. Of these solution concepts, the core
will be discussed in great detail here, because it is used as the solution concept in this
chapter.  For an overview of the other solution concepts, see Friedman (1991) and Osborne

and Rubinstein (1994).

This chapter develops the concept of interconnection of Coopemtive games with trans-

ferable pavofs. Starting with a game in characteristic function form, the work in this
chapter contributes to both the general theory of characteristic function form games and
to the theory of interconnection.  I will add the concepts of the minimum game and the
excess game to the general theory of gaines in characteristic function form. Moreover, I
will construct the core as the sum of the core of its minimum game and the core of its

excess game.  I will also define interconnection of games in characteristic function form.  1
will show that the core of an interconnected cooperative game may be nonempty, while
some of the cores of the underlying isolated games are empty.

Section 5.2 provides some basic characteristics of the theory of cooperative games
in characteristic function form and closes with new theory on the construction of the
core. Section 5.3 is concerned with interconnection of M games in adjusted characteristic
function form. Conclusions follow in section 5.4.

5.2   Games in Characteristic Function Form
The basic theory on games in characteristic function form in this section comes from

Friedman (1991) and Osborne and Rubinstein (1994).
A game in characteristic function form (N, v) consists of a finite set Af = {1, . . . ,N}o f

N players and of a characteristic function v : 2N -+ R, which associates with every subset

K of A/' (a so-called coalition) a real number v(K).  For each coalition K the number v(K)
is the total payoff available for division among the members of K. The number v(K) is
also interpreted as the maximum payoff to members of coalition K, that the coalition can

guarantee itself. The characteristic function v is derived from a game in strategic form.
For the purpose of derivation,  let  F =<  Si, . . . , SN; A, · · · ,f N>b e a game in strategic
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form. A strategy S E S: - I-Ill Si is sometimes denoted as 3 - (sK, 8*) € SK x SR, where
SK is the strategy space of the coalition K EN,  and .2 -N \ K is the complementary
coalition of K. The (a-) characteristic function v is defined as followsi

Definition 5.1 The charncteristic function v : 2N --' R is dejined as

v(K) = max min E fi(SK, SR) for  all  K  EN,
SK€SK IR€SR :€K

v(0)  =  0.

The core is used as the solution concept of the game in characteristic function form.  The
core consists of payoff vectors that give each possible coalition a total payoff no lower
than any payoff the coalition can achieve for itself. Hence, a strategy in the core cannot
be blocked by any coalition because the coalitions have no advantage doing so. The core
is defined as follows

Definition 5.2  The con of the game (A/, v),  denoted C(A/, v),  is the subset of RN,  de-
fined by

z E C(N, v) 4*  <  E€K xi 2 v(K)         for all K CK
l   ZieAr Zi = 11(AO-

To determine whether the core of a game is empty or nonempty, a comparison must be
made between the solution of the following linear programming problem and the charac-
teristic value of the grand coalition of the game2:

min   zi   such that  E z, 2 v(K)   for all C
N. (5.1)

:EK

If X E R i s t h e solution of this linear programming problem, then the game has a
nonempty core if and only if X is less than or equal to the characteristic value of the
grand coalition of the game:

C(Ar, v) 0 0  **  X E v(AO. (5.2)

Next, I will provide a specific way to construct payoff vectors in the core.  For this purpose
I define a minimum payoff vector, a minimum game, a zero-d-game and an excess game.
Consequently, I construct a payoff in the core of a game in characteristic function form as
the sum of a minimum payoff vector and a payoff vector in the core of the excess game.

A minimum payoff vector of a game in characteristic function form is defined as a payoff
for which the minimum of the linear programming problem (5.1) is reached.

1 As  opposed  to  the 13-characteristic function.    I  use the a-characteristic function,  but the following
assumptions and results hold also for the 13-characteristic function.

2This linear programming problem always has a solution.
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Definition 5.3 Given  (A/,v), and given X  as  the  solution  of the  linear progmmming
probtem (5.1). A minimum payo  vector z*  of the game is then dejined as

E xi  2 v(K) for all KcN
i€K

E z;  =  X.
i€N

Note that a minimum payoff vector is not unique.
I now define the minimum game (A/, u*) of (Af, v) such that the collection of minimum                     i

payoff vectors of game (A/, v) constitutes the core of the minimum game.

Definition 5.4 Given (Af, v)  and X.  The minimum game (Af, v*)  is dejined as

v*(K) = v(K) forall KCN
v'(N)     =     x.

Example 5.1  Let X = {1,2,3}  and v  be given by

u({1}) = 10,   v({1,2}) - 40,   v({A/}) = 100.
v({2}) = 20,   v({1,3}) = 20,
1({3}) = 30,   v({2,3}) = 40,

The  solution  to  equation  (5.1)  is X = 70,  with minimum payof vector =*  6 R   given by

x; 2 10,   x; + =3 - 40.
Z; 220,
zi = 30,

The Tesulting minimum game (N, 1,*)  is given by

v'({1}) = 10,   v*({1,2}) = 40,   v'({Af}) - 70.
v*({2}) - 20,   v*({1,3}) = 20,
v*({3}) = 30,   v*({2,3}) = 40,

The  core  of the minimum game equals C(Ar, v*)  =  {(Et, Z2,30)  E  R3'zi  2  10, x2  2
20, xi + x2  = 40}.  The minimum payof vectors  of game  (Af, v)  exactly constitute  the  con

of the minimum game.

Given games  (A/,v)  and  (N, u-), an excess  game is defined in definition  5.7.    For  this

purpose, I first define the excess and the zero-d-game.

Definition 5.5 Given (N, v)  and X.  The ezcess of the game is dejined as

8 - v(AO- X.
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From equation (5.2) it follows that

COV, v) 00 4 & 20 (5.3)

The zero-d-game is defined as follows.

Definition  5.6   Given (A/, v).  For d € R,  the zero-d-game (A/, vd)   of  (Af, 14  is  defined as

ud(K) = 0 for all KcN
vd(AO     =     Idl.

Lemma 5.1  The core C(N, v)  of the zero-d-game is nonempty.

Definition 5.7 Given (A/, v)  and A.   The excess game (Af, va)  of (A/, v)  is the zero-d-
game with d = A.

The following theorem states that the core of a game in characteristic function form equals
the sum of the cores of its minimum game and of its excess game.

Theorem 5.1  Let (A/, v) have nonempty core,  i.e.  A 2 0.   Then

C(Af, v') + C(Af, va) = C(A/, v) (5.4)

Proof. The proof consists of two parts:  part  1  proves that  C(A/, v') + C(Af, 718)  C
C(Af, v); part 2 proves that C(N, v*)+C(K, va) 2 C(A/, v). Together they are equivalent
to equation (5.4).

Part  1:    I  show  that  C(A/,v-) + C(A/,va)   C  C(A/, v).    Let  z*  E  COV, v')  and
=a  €  C(A/, va).   Set x  :=z* + ZA. Ineed tocheck whether z  E C(A/, v)-inother
words, whether E,€K xi  2 v(K) for all K c N and whether ZieN xi  = u(AO. Using
definitions 5.3 to 5.7 I find

E zi   =   E z; + E =i  2 v'(K) + va(K) - v-(K) = v(K)   VK c Al",
i€K i€K :EK

E 4   -   E Z I+E x p=X+A= v(An.
i€A/ i€N          i€X

therefore x  f  C(A/, v).
Part  2:  I show that for all x  €  C(A/, u): there is a x-  €  C(A/, u') and there is a

za € C(A/,va) such that z=z* + :ra. Let I C Arbe such that for all i €I there is a
Ki c N with:

Ex,- v(Ki).
1€Ki

This implies that for all 1 0 I i t holds that

E xi > v(K)   for all K c N.
i€K
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Let x- and za be such that
* Vi E I,

 .....
L Eigrs; = x

zi minimal, such that     Ei€K zi _ uCK)'     Vi ¢ I.

and =a =z - x..  I show that z* € C(A/, u-)  and za E C(A/, va).
Erom equation (5.2) it follows that z; S z,    for all i¢I and therefore x* E C(N, v*).

For za it holds that =2 - zi-xi 20 for alli and

Z I P- E A- 4)= E Zi -E z:= v(AO -X=A
,€Ar :GA/ i€#     i€Af

and therefore TA E C(A/, va).   .
Examples 5.2 and 5.3 illustrate theorem 5.1.

Example 5.2 (Example 5.1 continued) Aom v(AO = 100 and X = 70, it follows that
A = 30. The excess game is therefore given by

vACK) = 0 forallK c N

va (AO     =     30.

The core of the excess game isgiven by ((A/, 0) = {Za € R:lie 2 0    Vi f Ar, 21€,VIP =
30}.  It  is  easy to check  that

COV, v.) + C(A/, va)   = {x € Rs'zi = z; + Ift 2 10,
x2 - TS + I  2 20, s3 - Zi + If  230,
Xi +1 2 - S;+Z& +I  + T 240,
nor xi = Eigr z; + Eiur ZP = v(Af)}

- C(N, u).

Example 5.3 (Examples 5.1 and 5.2 continued) Letz = (15, 25, 60).  Choose x = =*tza
with z* = (15, 25, 30) and za = (0, 0, 30).  It is easy to see that z- € C(A/, v*) and
za E C(N, va).

In the literature on cores, the interest lies in the existence of the core and the payoff

vectors that constitute it. If the core of a game is empty, the non-existence of the core is
not further analyzed. Contrasting the theory on existence of the core, and in prospect of
section 5.3, I here provide some theory on the non-existence of the core. In particular, I
need the notion of negative core.

Definition 5.8  For A < 0, the negative core of the excess game is dejined as

C-(Ar, va)=-C(A/,va)={xERNIZ, 50   Vi €Af,     Exi=a}.
i€.v
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The following example illustrates the above.

Example 5.4  Let N - {1,2,3}  and v be given by

v({1}) - 10,   u({1,2}) = 40,   v({A/}) = 60.
v({2}) = 20,   v({1,3}) = 20,
v({3}) = 30,   v({2,3}) = 40,

The solution to equation (5.1) is X = 70.  The excess of the game equals A = -10.  The
negative core of the excess game is given by

C-(A/,v-10) . {z € R31=1 5 0 Vi E N,    E x: = -10}
KN

5.3 Interconnected Games in Characteristic Function
Form

This section defines interconnection of M games in characteristic function form.  I include
a function that represents the 'preferences' of each player across the constituting isolated
games, and a function that represents the power each player has.

Let   (A/,kv),1    5    k    S    M   be  a  game in characteristic function  form.     Let   Vi    =
(111:,·'-'M'h) be player i's linear weight vector, and let g = (91,..,,gN) E RN be a
vector of weights of the players. The weight k'li represents the importance of game k to
player i. Vector g represents the power of the different players. For notational convenience
I define player i's adjusted linear weight function 8, below, which equals the linear weight
function Yli, multiplied by player i's weight  gi.

Definition 5.9 Player i 9 adjusted tinear weight function ei is dejined as

ei = gi · 71,      for all i € Af.

Before defining interconnection for games in characteristic function form, I first define the
characteristic function, which includes a correction for the adjusted linear weight function.

Definition 5.10 The adjusted characteristic function  ku: 2X - R for game k B dejined
as

ku(K) - max min   Z kei * kfi(ksK, ks*) for all K Q N,PKEkSK /:8*€ks* i€K

1,11(0) = 0.
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The assumption that all payoffs are continuous and bounded on S ensures that the max-
imin value of the game exists. The definition of interconnection for games in characteristic
function form is as follows.

Definition 5.11 Given M games in strategic form, and their corresponding adjusted
characteristic  function  form  games  (Af,ku),1   5   k   S   M.   The  interconnected  game  in

characteristic function form F is dejined as

r      =      (A/,w),    with

w(K)   =   E ku(K)      for all K c N
k=1

To compare the core of an interconnected game in characteristic function form with the
cores of its constituting isolated characteristic function form games, the following interme-
diate steps are taken: First I present some results on the relation between the minimum
game  (Ar, w-)  and the minimum games  (Af, ku- )  of the M constituting games.    Then,

the excess of game  (A/, w) is related to the excesses of games  (A/, ku)  of the M consti-

tuting games. These lead to the final theorem on the non-emptiness of the core of an
interconnected game.

Lemma 5.2  Let (A/, ku), 1 5 k S M be M adjusted chamderistic hinction form games.

Let  (A/, w)  be  the intemonnected characteristic function form game.   Let  kX   be  the so-
lution  of equation  (5.1) for  game  k,   and  let  Z  be  the  solution  to  equation  (5.1)  for the
intemonnected game.  Then

z -f,x
k=1

Proof.  Let  kz- € C(N, ku*)  and let  z-  E C(A/,w*).

• Suppose Z < 211 kX. Then
M                     M                                       M

E z i-z<E k x=Z E kx; =E r kZ:.
i€A/ k=1 k=li€A/ ieN k=l

Thus, there is a I C K, I 4 0 such that
M

4 < r kz; for all i € I.
k=1

Now let z; be written as zi = El 1 kai. Then for all i€I i t holds that
M                    M

E kai < E k=:.
k=l k=1

This implies that for all L E I there is a k,E M with

ki ai  <   ki x:.

But this contradicts the fact that   ,x* E C(Af,te,11')  for all games k.
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• Suppose Z > Ek-1 kx. Choose y - Ekfi kx-. Then for all K C A/:
M                     M                               M

E y i  -   Z E kx; 2 E ku'(K) -E ku(K) = w(K) = w*(K),
i€K i€K k=l k=l k=1

M                     M                              M

'674 - SE. 'K:-5. Sk< -5.,X < Z
This  contradicts  the  fact  that  Z  is the solution to equation   (5.1)   for the interconnected
game. I

Theorem 5.2  Let (A/, ku),1  5  k  S  M  be M  adjusted chamcteristic function form
games.  Let (A/, w)  be the interconnected characteristic function form game.  Then

M
w*(K) = r ku-(K) for  all  K  EN.

k=1

Proof.   Let kX   be the solution of equation  (5.1)  for game  k,  let   kz'  E  C(Af, ku'),  let
Z be the solution to equation (5.1) for the interconnected game, and let z* e C(A/, w*).
For all K c j\/ it holds that

M M
w'(K) = w(K) = E ku(K) = E ku'(K)

k=1 k=1

For the grand coalition, it holds that, using lemma 5.2
M M

w'(An =Z-E k X-E ku-(Af)
k=1 k=1

Furthermore,

Theorem  5.3   Let  (N,  ku),1    5    k   S   M   be   M   adjwted   chamcteristic  function  form
games.  Let (A/, w)  be the interconnected characteristic function form game.  Then

M
E C(Af, ku') C C(Al",w-).
k=1

Proof.  Let   X  be the solution of equation (5.1) for game k, let  kz'  E COV, ku*), let
Z be the solution to equation (5.1) for the interconnected game and let z = EZ, 1 k=*.
To  prove the theorem,  I  show  that  z  €   C(A/, w-).   For  z  to  be an element  of  the  core
of the minimum game (Af, w-), it must hold that Zi€K zi  2 w*(K) VK c K and that
Zi€Ar zi = Z.  For z, the following holds

MMM

E z i -E E kx: 2   ku*(K) =   ku(K) = w(K) = w-(K) VK c A/ ,
i€K i€K k-1 k-1 k=l

and
M                     M                             M

E z i=Z E kz; -Z E kZ; =Z k x=Z.
i€A/ i€Nk=l k=liEX k=1
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Example 5.5  Let  M  =  2  and N  =  {1,2,3}  and let games  1  and  2 be given  as  in
examples  5.1  and  5.4  Tespectively,  with

C(A/, ku') = {(4, zi,30) E R Ix;  2  10, z; 2 20, z; + z  = 40}

for k = 1,2. According  to  dejinition  5.11  the interconnected game  is  given  by

w({1}) = 20,   w({1,2}) - 80,   w({A/}) = 160.
w({2}) = 40,   w({1,3}) = 40,
w({3}) = 60,  w({2,3}) = 80,

The solution to equation (5.1)  is  Z = 140, and the minimum game is given by

w*({1}) = 20,   w*({1,2}) = 80,   w*({A/}) = 140.
w*({2}) = 40,   w-({1,3}) = 40,
w'({3}) = 60,   w-({2,3}) - 80,

It is obvious that for all kx. 6 CiN, ku*), the payo# vector z' = E ,1 kz; is an element

of ((Ar, e).

The following lemma states the relation between the excess of the interconnected game
and the excesses of the constituting isolated games.

Lemma 5.3  Let (Af, t,u),likSM be M adjusted chamcteristic function form games.

Let (A/, w) be the interconnected characteristic function form game.  Let kA  be the excess

game k, and let & be the excess of the interconnected game.  Then

M
A = E ka

k=1

Proof. For a it holds that

M        M      M             M
A- w(AO-Z- E  9(AO - E  kX = E C ku(AO - kX) =  E  kai

k=1 k=1 k=1 k=1

The condition under which the core of an interconnected game is nonempty is now given.

Theorem  5.4   Let   (A/,  ku),1    5    k   S    M   be   M   adjusted   chamcteristic  function  form
games.  Let (N, w)  be the interconnected characteristic function form game.  Then

AI

E ka 2 O A CCK,w) 4 0.
k=1
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Proof. This follows directly from lemma 5.3 and equation (5.2).  •
The total payoff of a payoM vector in the core is now used as the criterion to compare the
cores. The total payoff of the payoff vectors in the cores of the separate gaines and of the
interconnected game equal

T  u   -      0            if C(A/,  ku) =0
1<k<M

ku(AO   if C(K, ku) 0 0,     -    -
f  O           if C(A/, w) = 0'ru=Z
l  w(AO    if C(N, w) 0 0.

Define P = {k I  kA 2 0}.  Set P is the collection of games with nonempty core. Suppose

C(N, w) 4 0.  Then

M

Tw = w(A/) = E ku(A/) 2 Z kt:(Af) = ZTk"
k=1 k€P k€p

Thus if the core of the interconnected characteristic function form game  (N,w)  is not
empty, then the total payoff of the payoff vectors in its core is at least as large as the sum
of the total payoffs of the payoff vectors in the cores of the constituting games.

I now give an example of interconnection, in which the core of one of the constituting
games is empty, whereas the core of the interconnected game is not empty.

Example  5.6  Let K - {1,2,3},   1  -  2Si = {a, b}, i E X,  and let the two constituting
games in strategic form be given by
Game   1:

[Player 39 strategy = al Iplaver 3's stmtegy - bl
2:                                     2.

a          b                    a          b

1,     a   <   25,0,0        0,50,50           1:     a      20,20,0         10,0,0    
b   10,10,0   0,40,60 j b   10,0,60   20,0,20 j

and Game 2:

[PlaVer  39   strat:egv    = a] Ipla*yer   3's   stmt€gy    =  b]

2                                       0·„.

a          b                      a          b

a ( 0,50,0 10,25,10 j    ..  a   20,50,20   10,10,25  1:      1

b < 10,50,10 0,0,20 j  - b < 0,0,20 10,10,0  
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Let g = (1 2 2), 91 = (8 2), 92 = (1 2) and 113 - (1 4).  The adjusted linear weight
functions  then  equal 81  =  (8  2),   82  -  (2  4)  and 83  -  (2  8).   The  chamcteristic function
form games are given by

lu({1}) max min
18i · fi(sl, S2, S3) = max{0,0} = 081€Sl (82,83)652 XSS

11:({2}) max{0,0} = 0

lu({3}) max{0,0} = 0

lu({1,2}) max{200,80,80,80} = 200

lu({1,3}) max{100,80,80,200} = 200

iu({2,3}) max{0,40,200,0} = 200

lu(A/) max{200, 200, 100, 200, 200, 80, 200, 200} = 200

and

2u({1}) = max min 281 · A(81,82,83) = max{0,0} = 0
81€Sl (32,83 €S2*53

2u({2}) = max{0,0} = 0

gu({3})   -   max{0,0} = 0

214({1,2})    =   max{200,60,0,0} = 200

21 ({1,3})   =   max{0,200,100,20} = 200

211({2,3}) = max{200, 160, 160, 40} = 200

2u(A/)   =   max{200,200,300,160,400,260,160,60} - 400.

The solution to the linear problem (5.1) is 1X = 300 forgame 1, with lz* = (100 100 100)
The excess of game 1 equals  lA = 200 - 300 - -100.  Thus, C(N, iu) = 0.  For game
2,   the  solution  is   2X  =  300,  with  2s-   =  (100   100   100). The acess of the game equals

28 = 400 - 300 - 100.  Thw, C(N, Yu) 0 0.
The interconnected game (A/, w)  is given by

w({i}) = 0 i = 1,2,3,
w({i, j})=400 i, j-1,2,3, i94 j,
w(AO = 600.

The solution to the linear problem (5.1)  is Z = 600,  with z-  -  (200 200 200)  -  ix* + 2x..
The excess of the game equals A = 600 - 600 = 0.

Comparing the cores of games 1 and 2 and the core of the interconnected game yields

P = {2} and

E TkI  -   2u(N) = 400,
k€P

Tw  -  w(AO =600.
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Through intemonnection,  the positive excess  2A  of game (A/, 211)  is used to compensate
the negative excess  id  of game (Af,  iu).  Although the core of game (Al",  lu)  is empty,  the
available payof in game (A/, 111)  can be added to the total pavoll of the payof vectors in
the core of the interconnected game.

5.4 Conclusions

This chapter developed the concept of interconnection for cooperative gaines in charac-
teristic function form. I used the core as the solution concept for the games. The main
result achieved in this chapter is that the core of the interconnected game in characte-
ristic function form is nonempty if and only if the sum of the excesses of the constituting
isolated games is non-negative. In other words, even if some of the constituting isolated
games have an empty core, the core of the interconnected game may be nonempty.  This
means that even if some of the issues are impossible to solve, linkage of issues may result
in an overall solution. Linkage uses the fact that in some issues there is a surplus of
payoffs available that can be used to compensate the shortage of payoffs in other issues.

It is important to notice that no assumptions on the reversedness of the issues are made
to achieve this result. The following paragraphs summarize how this result was achieved.

First, to conveniently construct the core of a game, a minimum game and an excess

game are defined.

A minimum game is derived from the game at hand. Under this derivation, the
characteristic values of all subcoalitions are unchanged. The characteristic value of the
grand coalition, on the other hand, is minimized, under the constraint that the core of
the minimum game is non-empty.

An excess game is derived from the game at hand and the corresponding minimum
game. The characteristic values of all subcoalitions equal zero and the characteristic value
of the grand coalition equals the characteristic value of the grand coalition of the game
at hand minus the characteristic value of the grand coalition of its minimum game.

Second, the concepts of minimum game and excess game are used to show that the
core of the game at hand equals the sum of the core of its minimum game and the core
of its excess game.

Third, the interconnected game in characteristic function form is defined. The charac-
teristic value of a coalition equals the sum of its characteristic values in the constituting
isolated games. The model allows for weighing the power of the players and the relative
importance of the separate games to each player.

Fourth, it is shown that the sum of the payoff vectors in the cores of the minimum
constituting isolated games are contained in the core of the minimum game of the inter-
connected game.
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Finally, the main theorem is derived at, which shows that the core of the interconnected

game in characteristic function form is nonempty if and only if the sum of the excesses of

the constituting isolated gaines is non-negative. This theorem is then used to show that
the total payoff of a payoff vector in the core of the interconnected game is at least as
large as the sum of the total payoffs of the payoff vectors in the core of those games that
have nonempty cores.

Starting with a game in characteristic function form, the work in this chapter contributes
to both the general theory of characteristic function form games and to the theory of
interconnection.  I have added the concepts of the minimum game and the excess game to
the general theory of games in characteristic function form. Moreover, I have constructed
the core as the sum of the core of its minimum game and the core of its excess game.  I have

also defined interconnection of games in characteristic function form and have achieved

the main result concerning the non-emptiness of the core.

An implication of the main result for international environmental problems is that linking
environmental and non-environmental issues may lead to international cooperation in
cases where it otherwise would not be achieved, without making specifications on the
reversedness of interests in the issues involved.



Chapter 6

Modelling Imperfect Reversibility
with Modified Permutation Games

6.1 Introduction

In international environmental problems (such as the greenhouse effect and the transporta-
tion of pollution across borders) a multilateral environmental agreement may achieve joint
benefits to the countries involved. Reaching such an agreement requires the (full) co-
operation by all of these countries. Full cooperation has proved to be difficult to achieve
in practice, however. As argued in chapter 2, two main obstacles to full cooperation
are asymmetric gains from agreement and free-riding behavior. First, although full co-
operation maximizes total welfare, some countries may suffer a net welfare loss under
the agreement. Such a country may thus refrain from participation in an agreement (see

Folmer et al. (1993) and Mbler (1990)). Second, even if a country gains from an agree-

ment, it may find it more profitable to behave as a free-rider rather than to participate in
the agreement. A country can thus decide to stay out of an agreement, but still benefit
from the efforts of other countries (see Folmer et al. (1993)).

In response to the dilemma of net welfare loss, issue linkage has been proposed as
an instrument to induce full cooperation  (see also chapter 2). Issue linkage is especially
relevant if the countries are also involved with each other in conflicts surrounding other,
unrelated, issues. Issue linkage may not only enable countries to exchange concessions,
but may also provide a way to threaten non-cooperating countries. For instance, a country
that suffers from transboundary pollution may be an important trade partner of the pol-
luting country. The suffering country could offer trade concessions to induce the polluting
country to cooperate with regard to the environmental problem (see Folmer et al. (1993)).

This chapter analyzes the possibilities for full cooperation in a game theoretic context.
It builds on and extends the theory developed in Cesar and de Zeeuw (1996).
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Cesar and de Zeeuw (1996) analyze two countries linking two issues. The issues are
represented as two infinitely repeated bi-matrix (stage) games (games 1G and 2G), in
which each country has two pure strategies. The authors make three assumptions:

1.  Game 1G has a unique full cooperative strategy profile and a strictly dominant Nash

equilibrium.

2.  The full cooperative strategy profile of game  1G is not individually rational for one
country (implying that the country prefers no cooperation to full cooperation).

3. Game 2G is an exact mirror image of game 1G. This implies that the interests
of the two countries in the two issues are perfectly reversed.  As a consequence,

game QG has a unique full cooperative strategy profile and a strictly dominant Nash

equilibrium that are mirror images of the unique full cooperative strategy profile and
the strictly dominant Nash equilibrium, respectively, of game 1G. Moreover, game

YG is not individually rational for the player who has an individually rational full
cooperative strategy profile in game 1G (and game 2G is individually rational for the
player for whom the full cooperative strategy profile in game iG is not individually

rational).

The two games are then linked by combining the strategies of the separate games.  The
payoffs of the linked game are obtained by taking the 'tensor sum' of the two matricesi.

Cesar and de Zeeuw (1996) conclude that, through linkage, the full cooperative stra-

tegy profile of the linked game is individually rational for both players. They support
this result by the analysis of particular strategies through which full cooperation can be
achieved in the infinitely repeated linked game (for small enough values of the discount

rate)2. It is important to notice that this result is obtained for two countries linking two
issues, under the assumption that both separate games have a unique full cooperative

strategy profile and a strictly dominant Nash equilibrium, and under the assumption of
perfectly reversed interests.

This chapter extends the theory developed in Cesar and de Zeeuw (1996) in three ways:

1. The 'two players, two games' model is generalized to a model of N players linking
M 'players dependent-payoff (PDP) games'3.

2. The assumption is dropped regarding the separate games of a unique full coopera-
tive strategy profile and a strictly dominant Nash equilibrium. Instead, this study

1 For an explanation of tensor sums, see Cesar and de Zeeuw (1996) or Folmer and van Mouche (1994).
2 See Cesar and de Zeeuw (1996) for more details.
3The model presented in Cesar and de Zeeuw (1996) is also a PDP game.
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analyzes PDP games in which no full cooperative strategy profile is a dominant
Nash equilibrium.

3. The assumption of perfectly reversed interests is dropped. Instead, imperfectly
reversed interests are allowed.

Below, I first describe the underlying model of players dependent-payoff games, including
the way linkage between M PDP games is modelled.  Then the concept of imperfect
reversibility will be explored in detail. Finally, I will address the disjunction of the set
of full cooperative strategy profiles and the set of dominant Nash equilibria.  For sake of
simplicity, all examples below have a unique full cooperative strategy profile and a strictly
domin ant Nash equilibrium.

A PDP game is defined as a matrix (stage) game in which each player has two pure
strategies: strategy Q and strategy R. A player's payoff in a PDP game equals his
benefits minus his costs (a formal representation of the payoff function is provided in
definition 6.1): his benefits depend on the number of players that play Q and his benefits
parameter b; his costs are either represented by his costs parameter c (when he plays Q)
or are equal  to  zero  (when he plays  R).

To give a numerical example of a PDP game with two players, let the benefits para-
meters and the costs parameters of the two players (players A and B) in the PDP game
X be given by

xbA = 2,  xbB -3,
XCA =7,     XCB  - 4,

where the prefix denotes the game and the subscript denotes the player. The payoffs of
game X are represented as follows:

Game X:

player B
Q    R

player A          <  -3,2       -5,3 j
R (2,-1 0,0 )

For instance, player A's payoff XPA in case both players play Q equals

xpA(Q, Q) = #C '   ·  xb/1 -  XCA =2·2-7- -3,

where #(Q,Q) denotes the number of players that  play Q in strategy profile  (Q, Q). Player
B's payoff in case player A plays Q and player B plays R equals

xPB(Q, 11) - #(Q·R) xbB=1·3=3,
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where #(Q·R) denotes the number of players that play Q in strategy profile (Q, R).
There is a relation between the payoffs of the two strategies: for a fixed strategy of

player B, the payoff of player A when he plays Q equals his payoff when he plays R, plus
his benefits parameter, minus his costs parameter:

XPA(Q, Z) -  XPA(R,=) t  Xb.4 -  XCA,

where x denotes the fixed strategy of player B  (z = Q or z = R). Similarly, for a fixed

strategy of player A, the payoff of player B when he plays Q equals his payoff when he
plays R, plus his benefits parameter, minus his costs parameter

XPB(Z,Ch = XPB(z, Rl + XbB - XCB·

This is illustrated in game X, for player A:

XPACQ, Q) = -3 -2+ (2 - 7) - XPACR, Q) + ( xbA - XCA),and
XP,ICQ, R)   =   -5 -O+(2- 7)=  XPACR, R)+(xbA- XCA)

The relation between the payoffs of the two strategies implies that each PDP game has
a dorninant Nash equilibrium (see proposition 6.2). The difference between the benefits
parameter xbi of player i and the costs parameter x C, of player i determines player i's

strategy in a dominant Nash equilibrium of game X (i - A or i=B):

•  if x4 -  x 4>0, then  xpi(Q, Z)> xP,(R, z)  (for z=Q and x =R) and player i's
strictly dominant Nash equilibrium strategy is Q;

• if x4 - xci < 0, then xp,(Q, z) < xp,(R, x) (for x - Q and z = R) and player i's
strictly dominant Nash equilibrium strategy is R;

• if xbi - xci = 0, then xpi(Q, x) = xp (R, z) (for z=Q and z=R) and player i
is indifferent between strategy Q and strategy R in a dominant Nash equilibrium.

The above implies that a dominant Nash equilibrium need not be strict.

Each PDP game also has a full cooperative strategy profile (see proposition 6.3):

• if xb/4 + XbB - Xci   0 (i = A or i = B), then player i's unique full cooperative

strategy is Q;

• if xbA + XbB - Xc, < 0 (i = A or i = B), then player i's unique full cooperative

strategy is R;

• if xbA + XbB - Xci = 0 (i = A or i = B), then player i is indifferent in a full
cooperative strategy.
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To illustrate this, I focus on the case in which (Q, R) is a full cooperative strategy profile
of game X4. Strategy (Q, R) is a full cooperative strategy profile if it holds that

0  E*=A,B XPi(Q, R) 2 E,=A,B Xpi(Q, Q), which implies that xbA + XbB -  XcB < 0;

0  Zi=A.B xpi(Q, R) 2 E,=A,B xP,(R, R), which implies that xbA + xbB - XCA > 0;

0  i=A,B Xpi(Q, R) 2  i=A,B XPi(R, Q), which implies that x CB > XcA (which
follows from above);

The full cooperative strategy profile need not be unique.

A PDP game can be used to model global warming. Countries have two strategies: to
reduce emissions (strategy Q) or not (strategy R). Reduction of emissions involves costs

suffered only by the countries that reduce emissions, whereas the benefits of emissions
reductions are enjoyed by all countries. Furthermore, the greater the number of countries
that reduce their emissions, the higher will be the benefits to each country.

The choice to use the PDP game as the underlying model for the analysis is mainly
due to the fact that PDP games are intuitively appealing and analytically practical. The
results that are obtained depend, of course, on the choice of the model. The analysis in
a more general model would, however, become highly cumbersome.

Linkage is modelled by an interconnected game that is constructed by combining the two
strategies of all games, resulting in 2.W strategies for each player, and 2MxN strategy
profiles. The payoffs for each player in each of the possible strategy profiles are found by
adding the payoffs of the corresponding strategy profiles of the separate games.  This type
ofinterconnected game is called a direct-sum games. The combination of Nash equilibria of
the separate games is a Nash equilibrium of the interconnected game (see proposition 6.7).
Similarly, the combination of full cooperative strategy profiles of the separate games is
a full cooperative strategy profile of the interconnected game (see proposition 6.8).  An
example will be given below.

I now turn to the concept of imperfect reversibility. The literature has largely established
that the full cooperative strategy profile of the linked issues does not incur a net welfare
loss for any player (compared to the Nash equilibrium) when the interests in the different
issues are perfectly reversed (see Folmer et al. (1993) and Cesar and de Zeeuw (1996)). I
will use the term 'acceptable full cooperative strategy profile' to refer to a full cooperative
strategy profile in which each player's payoff is higher than or equal to his payoff in each
of the dominant Nash equilibria of the interconnected game, and strictly higher for at

4 A similar reasoning holds for other full cooperative strategy profiles.
5For a complete explanation of direct-sum games, see Folmer and van Mouche (1994).
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least one player (see definition 6.7).  Note that the payoff in each of the dominant Nash

equilibria of the interconnected game equals the sum of his payoffs in the corresponding
dominant Nash equilibria of all separate games.

Perfectly reversed interests were modelled (in the 'two players, two games' case) by

representing game 2G as an exact mirror game r G of galne 1 G player A's strategy in the
full cooperative strategy profile of the exact mirror game rG equals player B's strategy in
the full cooperative strategy profile of game 1G (and vice versa). The benefits parameters

C MmbA and rbB) and the costs parameters ( rcA and rcB) in an exact mirror game rG
of game 1G are as follows:

;mbA - lbB,  5"'bB - lbA,
F'CA - 1CB,   mCB = 1CA·

Consequently, the full cooperative strategy profile of the exact mirror game rG is the
mirror image of the full cooperative strategy profile of game 1G.

An example is the exact mirror game Y of game X, with the following benefits para-

meters and costs parameters:
YbA = 3,  ybB = 2,
yCA = 4,  ycB = 7.

The bi-matrix representation of game Y is

Game Y:

player B
QR

player A
Q    { 4 3      "110   )

In the exact mirror game Y of game X, the benefits parameter and costs parameter of
player A equal the benefits parameter and costs parameter of player B in game X, and
vice versa. The unique full cooperative strategy profile of game Y is (Q, R), which is a
mirror image of the unique full cooperative strategy profile (R, Q) of game X. In other

words, the unique full cooperative strategy of player A in the exact mirror game Y equals

the unique full cooperative strategy of player B in game X, and vice versa.

Linkage between game X and game Y yields an interconnected game PXY, with the

following bi-matrix representation:
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Game I'xy :

player B

QQ QR RQ RR
QQ -1,-1 -4,4 -3,0 -6,5   

player A      C         0.-3
-3,2 -2,-2       -5,3

4,-4    1,1 2,-3 -1,2
RR 5,-6 2,-1 3,-5           0,0   /

The unique full cooperative strategy profile of game I'xy is  (RQ, QR).   In game rxy,
each player's payoff in the unique full cooperative strategy profile (for both players:  1) is
higher than the sum of his payoffs in the strictly dominant Nash equilibria of games X
and Y (for both players: 0).

This  example thus shows that linkage between  game   1 G  and its exact mirror  game
rG yields an interconnected game with an acceptable full cooperative strategy profile.

The assumption of perfect reversed interests does, however, restrict the benefits parame-
ters and costs parameters of game 26 in two ways:

1.  The benefits parameter and costs parameter of one player in game 2G equal those
of the other player in game 1G (and vice versa), implying that the full cooperative
strategy profile and the dominant Nash equilibrium of game 2G are mirror images
of their counterparts of game 1G.

2.  The full cooperative strategy profile of game 2G equals the mirror image of the full
cooperative strategy profile of game 1G. Similarly, the dominant Nash equilibrium
of game 2G equals the mirror image of the dominant Nash equilibrium of game 1G.

First, perfect reversibility implies that the benefits parameters and costs parameters of
game 2G equal the benefits parameters and costs parameters of the exact mirror game rG
of game 1G. However, a game 2G (with other benefits parameters and costs parameters
than those of game rG) can also have a full cooperative strategy profile and dominant
Nash equilibrium that equal the full cooperative strategy profile and dominant Nash
equilibrium, respectively, of game rG. Linkage between game 1G and game 2G would
maintain the acceptability of the full cooperative strategy profile of the interconnected
game.

Consider for example game Y with

YbA = 1,    YbB = 2,
YCA  = 2J,    VCB = 4,

with the following bi-matrix representation
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Game Y :

player B
Q    R

player A      < -2,0   -12,2  
R     1,-2 0,0  )

Game Y has a unique full cooperative strategy profile (Q, R) and a strictly dominant Nash

equilibrium (R, R) (which equal the unique full cooperative strategy profile and the strictly
dominant Nash equilibrium, respectively, of game 3™G), but the benefits parameters and
costs parameters of player A in game Y do not mirror those of player B in game X (and
also, the benefits parameters and costs parameters of player B in game Y do not mirror
those of player A in game X). The bi-matrix representation of the linked game I'xY
between game X and game Y is as follows:

Game rxY:

player B
QQ QR RQ RR

QQ  / -3 ,2   -4 ,4   -5 ,3    -6 ,5 )
QR -2,0 -3,2 -4,1 -5,3

player A RQ        11,-1        1,1 -1,0 -1/,2
RR    \ 3,-1 2,-1 1,-2 0,0  )

The unique full cooperative strategy profile of game I'XY is  (RQ, QR).   In game I'xy,
each player's payoff in the unique full cooperative strategy profile (for player A:   ; for
player B:  1) is higher than the sum of his payoffs in the strictly dominant Nash equilibria
of games X and Y (for both players: 0).

This  example thus shows  that  it  is not necessary  to  link  game  1 G  to its exact mirror
game r'G in order to yield an interconnected game with an acceptable full cooperative
strategy profile. Linkage of game 1G to a game 2G (with other benefits parameters and
costs parameters than those of game rG, but with the same full cooperative strategy
profile and dominant Nash equilibrium as in game rG) can also yield an interconnected

game with an acceptable full cooperative strategy profile.
Second, perfect reversibility implies that the full cooperative strategy profile and the

dominant Nash equilibrium of game 2G are the exact mirror images of the full cooperative
strategy profile and the dominant Nash equilibrium, respectively, of game 1 G.  I will
show, however, that this condition on the two strategy profiles of game 2G is unnecessary.

Linkage between game iG and game 2G (with a full cooperative strategy profile and
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dominant Nash equilibrium that do not equal their counterparts of game rG) can also
yield an interconnected game with an acceptable full cooperative strategy profile.

For example, consider game P with

YbA = 1,    pbB = 2,
pCA  =  2 ,     pcB  -

with the following bi-matrix representation

Game Y:

player B
Q    R
3     -112\

player A
  (-,  0.: f1 19

Game f has a unique full cooperative strategy profile  (Q, Q)  and a strictly dominant
Nash equilibrium (R, Q). The bi-matrix representation of the linked game I'xp between

game X and game Y is as follows:

Game rxP i

player B
QQ QR RQ RR

QQ  / -3 ,516   -4 ,4   -5 ,636   -6 ,5 \
QR -2,3  -3,2 -4,4    -5,3  player A
RQ 1129 -1 3-9 -1 ,22,    10                2,1                    2,     10

RR    \    3, fli 2,-1 1,1  0,0    /

The unique full cooperative strategy profile of game I'xp is (RQ, QQ).  In game I'xp, each
player's payoff in the unique full cooperative strategy profile (for player A:  1J; for player
B: 2 ) is higher than the sum of his payoff in the strictly dominant Nash equilibria of
games X and Y (for player A: 1; for player B: 1 )·

This example thus shows that linkage of game 1G and game 2  (unequal to gamer'G,
both in terms of its benefits parameters and costs parameters and in its full cooperative

strategy profile and dominant Nash equilibrium) can also yield an interconnected game
with an acceptable full cooperative strategy profile.

From the above it may be concluded that perfectly reversed interests are not required in
order to achieve an acceptable full cooperative strategy profile. The following question
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then arises: what conditions must be satisfied by the benefits pazameters and costs para-

meters of the separate gaines, in order to achieve an acceptable full cooperative strategy

profile of an interconnected game? To answer this question, I introduce the notions of
exact permutation games and modified permutation games. Since it is impossible to con-
struct a mirror game when there are more than two players involved, the permutation

game is used instead of the mirror game.
In an exact permutation game of game 1G (with N players), each player's benefits

parameter and costs parameter equal those of another player in game iG.  Thus, the
benefits parameters and costs parameters of game iG are mapped, using a permutation

x, to construct an exact permutation game (the permutations are bijections of the set of

players; see definition 6.8). In contrast to the results in Cesar and de Zeeuw (1996), where

issue linkage between a game and its exact mirror game is known to achieve an acceptable
full cooperative strategy profile of the interconnected game (in the 'two players, two games'

case), linkage between game 1G and an exact permutation game generally does not yield

an acceptable full cooperative strategy profile of the interconnected game. The reason is

as follows: as a player's payoff in a full cooperative strategy profile of the interconnected
game equals the sum of his payoff in the full cooperative strategy of game 1G and of
the payoff of another player in the full cooperative strategy of game 1G (due to the fact
that game 1G is linked to an exact permutation game), this sum (of two payoffs) is in

general not higher than or equal to the sum of his payoffs in all dominant Nash equilibria
of the separate games - even if the sum of the payoffs of all players is maximal in a
full cooperative strategy profile of the interconnected game. Of course, when the exact
permutation game equals the exact mirror game (in the 'two players, two games' case),

then linkage yields an acceptable full cooperative strategy profile of the interconnected

game.
This is illustrated in the case of three players (players A, B and C) linking games

Z and V (where game V is an exact permutation game of game Z) with the following
benefits parameters and costs parameters:

zbA = 2,   ZbB = 3,   Zbc = 1,
ZCA = 8,   zcB = 4,   zcC = 5,

and

vbA = 3,   VbB = 1,   Vbc = 2,
VCA = 4,   VCB = 5,   VCC = 8.

Note that the benefits parameters and costs parameters of player A in game V equal those

of player B in game Z, the benefits parameters and costs parameters of player B in game
V equal those of player C in game Z,  and the benefits parameters and costs parameters

of player C in game V equal those of player A in game Z. The matrix representations of
games Z and V are as follows:
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Game Z:

lplayer C plays Q:] [player C plays R:1
player B player B

Q       R                QR

AQ 2 1 A-2,5,-2       -4,6,-3 ) Q     <  -4,2,2       -6,3,1   
R         4,, -3 2,3,-4 j R  2,-1,1 0,0,0 )

Game V:

[player C plays Q:] [player C plays R:]
player B player B
Q       R               QR

A                   I   AQ     5,-2,-2      2,2,-4 ) Q     <2,-3,4       -1,1,2   
R    <6,-3,-4      3,1,-6 j R <3,-4,2 0,0,0 j

Game  Z has a unique full cooperative strategy profile  (R, Q, Q)  and a strictly  domi-
nant Nash equilibrium  (R, R, R).   Game  V  has a unique full cooperative strategy profile
(Q, Q, R) and a strictly dominant Nash equilibrium (R, R, R).

The matrix representation of the linked game Pzv between game Z and game V is as
follows:

Game rzv:

[player C plays QQ:]
player B

QQ QR RQ RR
QQ     /    3,3,-4      0,7,-6    1,4,-5    -2,8,-7   
QR 4,2,-6   1,6,-8 2,3,-7 -1,4,-9

player A
RQ 9,0,-5 6,4,-7 7,1,-6  4,5,-8
RR     \  10,-1,-7   7,3,-9   8,0,-8    5,4,-10  /

[player C plays QR:]

player B
QQ QR RQ RR

QQ     C 0,2,2 -3,6,0 -2,3,1     -5,7,-1  \
QR 1,1,0 -2,5,-2   -1,2,-1   -4,6,-3player A
RQ 6,-1,1 3,3,-1 4,0,0 1,4,-2

RR     \  7,-2,-1     4,2,-3     5,-1,-2     2,3,-4   3
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[player C plays RQ:]
player B

QQ QR RQ RR

QQ           1,0,0       -2,4,-2    -1,1,-1    -4,5,-3   
player A  QR     1   2,-1,-2    -1,3,-4     0,0,-3     -3,4,-5

RQ 7,-3,-1 4,1,-3 5,-2,-2 2,2,-4 |

RR      8,-4,-3     5,0,-5     6,-3,-4     3,1,-6    

[player C plays RR:]
player B

QQ QR RQ RR
QQ     /  -2, -1,6    -5,3,4     -4,0,5     -7,4, 3  \
QR -1,-2,4 -4,2,2 -3,-1,3 -6,3,1  

player A RQ           4,-4,5       1,0,3       2,-3,4      -1,1,2
RR     \   5,-5,3     2,-1,1      3,-4,2       0,0,0    

The  unique full cooperative strategy profle of game I'xv  is  (RQ, QQ, QR). However,
the payoffs in the unique full cooperative strategy profile of game I'zv (for player A: 6;
for player B:  -1; for player C:  1) are not all higher than the sum of the payoffs in the

strictly dominant Nash equilibria of games Z and V (for all players: 0). The unique full
cooperative strategy profile of game I'zv is not acceptable.

This example thus shows that linkage between a given game and one of its exact

permutation games does not automatically yield an acceptable full cooperative strategy
profile of the interconnected game.

For the full cooperative strategy profile of the interconnected game to be acceptable,
the benefits parameters and costs parameters of the exact permutation game need to be
modified. This leads to the notion of modified permutation gaines.

In a modified permutation game, each player's benefits parameter and costs parameter
equal those of the exact permutation game plus a modification, both on the benefits

parameter and on the costs parameter. This way, a modified permutation game models

imperfect reversibility. Analysis of a modified permutation game makes it possible to gain

insight in the possibilities for linkage. In particular, it allows us to quantify the deviation
from the exact permutation game.

An example of a modified permutation game of game Z is game W, with the following
benefits parameters and costs parameters:

wbA = 3,   WbB = 2,   Wbc = 2,
WCA = 4,   WCB = 5,   wCC = 8.
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Note that the benefits parameters and costs parameters of game W equal those of the
exact permutation game V of game Z with modification +1 on the benefits parameter of
player B. The matrix representation of game W is

Game W:

[player C plays Q:] Iplayer C plays R:]
player B player B
QR   QR

A      Q     <   5,1,-2         2,4,-4           A      Q     (2,-1,4       -1,2,2   
R        6,-1,-4       3,2,-6 j R <3,-3,2 0,0,0 j

Game W has a unique full cooperative strategy profile (Q, Q, R) and a strictly dominant

Nash equilibrium (R, R, R).
The linked game I'zw between game Z and game W is constructed in the same way as

game I'zv, but is not exhibited here. The unique full cooperative strategy profile of game
I'zw is (RQ, QQ, QR).  In game I'zw, each player's payoff in the unique full cooperative

strategy profile (for player A: 6; for player B: 1; for player C: 1) is higher than the sum
of the payoffs in the strictly dominant Nash equilibria of the games Z and W (for all

players:   0).
This example thus shows that linkage between a given game and one of its modi-

fied permutation games can yield an acceptable full cooperative strategy profile of the
interconnected game.  Only one modification was necessary to achieve this. In general,
however, more modifications on the benefits parameters and costs parameters of an exact

permutation game may be required in order to achieve an acceptable full cooperative
strategy profile of the interconnected game.

In the above examples, all games had a unique full cooperative strategy profile and a
strictly dominant Nash equilibrium. In practice, however, this need not be the case
(during negotiations between multiple countries, different solutions may be possible).
I therefore drop the assumption of a unique full cooperative strategy profile and of a
strictly dominant Nash equilibrium, thereby allowing for multiple full cooperative strategy
profiles and multiple dominant Nash equilibria. Notice that all full cooperative strategy
profiles have equal sums of payoffs. Similarly, the payoffs of all players that do not have a
strictly dominant Nash equilibrium strategy are equal in all dominant Nash equilibria (see
Osborne and Rubinstein (1994)).  I do assume that in each game the set of full cooperative
strategy profiles is disjunct from the set of dominant Nash equilibria.  That is, I assume
that no full cooperative strategy profile is a dominant Nash equilibrium. I will refer to
such PDP games as 'disjunct' PDP games (see definition 6.3).
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Furthermore, I assume that for all full cooperative strategy profiles and for each domi-
nant Nash equilibrium there is a player with a payoff in the full cooperative strategy profile
that is strictly lower than his payoff in the dominant Nash equilibrium. This assumption
comes from the interpretation of issue linkage:  a game that has a full cooperative strategy
profile, in which all players' payoffs are higher than their payoffs in all Nash equilibria,
will not be linked to other games, since players have no incentive to do so. I will refer to
such PDP games as 'strictly Pareto inferior' PDP games (see definition 6.5). Note that a
Pareto inferior PDP game is disjunct.

An example of a Pareto inferior PDP garne is game U with

ubA = 2,  UbB = 4,
UCA = 5,  uCB = 6,

with the following bi-matrix representation

Game U:

player B
Q    R

player  A        Q          -1,2          -3,4  j
R <2,-2 0,0 )

Ganie  U  has two full cooperative strategy profiles:   (Q, Q)  and  (Q, R);  and a strictly
dominant Nash equilibrium (R, R). Game U is disjunct, since the set of full cooperative
strategy profiles and the set of dominant Nash equilibria are disjunct ({(Q, Q), (Q, R)} n
{(R, R)}  =  0). The payoffs in the full cooperative strategy profiles equal up((2, Q)  =

(-1,2) and UP(Q, R) = (-3,4), and the payoffs in the strictly dominant Nash equilibrium
equal up(R, R) - (0,0).  Game U is strictly Pareto inferior, since in each full cooperative

strategy profile there is a player with a lower payoff than in the dominant Nash equilibrium
CUPACQ, Q) < 0 and uPB(Q, R) < 0).

The above discussion leads to the research question of this chapter:

Consider a strictly Pareto inferior PDP game  G that is linked to M-1 strictly Pareto
inferior modijied permutation games.   What am the restrictions on the benefits parameters

and costs pammeters of the strictly Panto inferior modifed permutation games, such that
the  interconnected  game  has  an  acceptable futt cooperative strategy  profite P

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 provides the analytical frame-

work, including definitions of the different games and of the interconnected game.  Sec-
tion 6.3 presents the results for the interconnected game.  In the special case of two players
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linking two games, the results on imperfectly reversed interests are compared to the case
of perfectly reversed interests. Section 6.5 illustrates the theoretical results. Conclusions
are given in section 6.6. Appendix A of this thesis gives the proofs of the theorems,
propositions and corollaries of sections 6.2,6.3 and 6.4.

6.2 Analytical Framework

This section provides the basic features of the model. Section 6.2.1 provides the general
theory of players dependent-payoKs (PDP) games. Section 6.2.2 formally defines the mo-
dified permutation game as a specific kind of PDP games. Proofs are given in appendix A.1
of this thesis.

6.2.1 General Theory
This section is divided in two parts. The first part deals with the separate games, whereas
the second part is concerned with interconnection.

The separate games
A PDP game is defined as a matrix (stage) game, in which each player has two pure

strategies, strategy Q and strategy R. A player's payoff in a PDP game equals his benefits
minus his costs: his benefits depend on the number of players that play Q and his benefits
parameter b; his costs are either represented by his costs parameter c (when he plays Q)
or are equal  to  zero   (when he plays  R). To specify the games the following definitions
and  notation are used :

G:                          PDP game,
Af={1,...,N}: the set of players,

M = {1,..., M}: the set of games,

M- - M\{l}: the set of all games, except game 1G,
kG: PDP  game  k  (k  €  Ad),

kbi > 0: player i's benefits parameter in game kG,
kC  > 0: player i's costs parameter in game kG,
kai E {Q, R}: player i's strategy set in game kG,

ka = (kali · · · , kaN). strategy profile in game k G,

6In the notation a prefix denotes the game and a subscript denotes the player.
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ka = ( kai' ka-J: strategy profile in game kG, split into strategy kai of
player i and strategy profile ka-, of all other players,

kal: strategy profile in game kG where all players

but player i play R,
kpi (ka) player i's payoff in game kG, given ka,

k./\/Q(ka) = {ilkai = Q}:   set of players that play Q in game kG, given ka,

kA/R = {ilka, = R}: set of players that play R in game AG, given ka,

ISI:                                       number of elements of a set S.

Note that the prescript k is used to achieve notational consistency throughout this chapter.
I introduce a pivot variable kai .{Q, R} -+ {0,1} for player i's strategy kai in game

kG:

f i  if  kai = e,
k&i(kai) = <

l 0  if  kai = R.
A PDP game is formally defined as follows:

Definition 6.1  A PDP game is dejined as game  kG, when player i's payof equals

kpi(ka) = lkA/Q ( ka)1 · kbi - kbi(kai) · kci,

when kb"  kci > 0, foT alt i € A/.

The dependency for each player between his payoff when he plays Q and his payoff when
he plays R, irrespective of the strategies of the other players, is the subject of the following
proposition.

Proposition 6.1 The retation for player i between his payof when he plays Q and his
payof when he plays R,  irrespective of the strategies of the other players,  is as follows:

kpi(Q, ka-i) = kpi(R, ka_,) + kpi(Q, kal) - kp:(R, ka-,) + kbi - kC ·

Proposition 6.1 says that for a fixed strategy  ka-i of all players except player i, the payoff

of player i when he plays Q equals his payoff when he plays R, plus his benefits parameter,
minus his costs parameter.

The following proposition gives the relation between player i's strategy in a dominant
Nash equilibrium and his benefits parameter and costs parameter in game kG
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Proposition 6.2 Each PDP game kG has a dominant Nash equilibrium, denoted by
ka* =(kai, . . . , kal )·   With kA;  the set of dominant Nash equilibrium strategies of player
i in game kG, one has

kA; = {Q}  4*   kbi - kci > 0,
kA; ={R}  4*   kbi -kc, < 0,

kA; - {Q, R}   0    kbi - kci - 0.

Proposition 6.2 says that if kbi 4  kc, for player i, then player i's strategy in all dominant
Nash equilibrium of game  G is unique and ifkbi = kci for player i, then player i's strategy
in all dominant Nash equilibrium of game kG is not unique. This implies that if kbi 4  kci,
for all players, then game kG has a strictly dominant Nash equilibrium.

I now turn to a full cooperative strategy profile of a PDP game.

Definition 6.2 A full coopemtive strategy projite of game kG  is a stmtegy projile ka -
 kal'..., kaN  , such that Ei€Ar  kpi (ka) iS maximal.

Proposition 6.3 gives the relation between player i's strategy in a full cooperative strategy
profile and his benefits parameter and costs parameter in a PDP game AG.

Proposition 6.3 Each PDP game kG has a hilt cooperative stmtegy projite.  With k.,4,
the  set  of stmtegies  of player i  in  a full  COOpemtive  strategy pmfile,   one  has

k  - IQ  4* EjEK  kbj  >   kci,
k.4' = {R}  4*  Zj€X kbj < kci,

k.iL = {Q, R}   4*   Ejgr kbj - kci.

Proposition 6.3 says that if Ejew kbj 0 kc, for player i, then player i's strategy in a full
cooperative strategy profile of game t,Gis unique and if Ej€Ar kbj - kc, for player i, then
player i's strategy in a full cooperative strategy profile of game kG is not unique.  This
implies that if Ejex kbj 0 kc, for all players, then game kG has a unique full cooperative
strategy profile.

Let kA denote the set of full cooperative strategy profiles of game kG and let kA- denote
the set of dominant Nash equilibria of game kG. In definition 6.3 a disjunct PDP game
is defined.

Definition 6.3 A disjunct PDP game t,G is dejined as a PDP game in which the set of
its full cooperative strategy profiles is disjunct from its set of dominant Nash equilibria:

kA n  kA'  = 0.
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An example of a disjunct PDP game is game F with

FbA = 2,   FbB = 3,
FCA  =  4,      FCB  =  5,

with the following bi-matrix representation

Game F:

player B
Q    R

player A
%  ( 232    -A' )

Game  F  has two full cooperative strategy profiles:   (Q, Q)  and  (Q, R);  and a strictly
dominant Nash equilibrium (R, R).  Game F is disjunct, since the set of full cooperative
strategy profiles and the set of dominant Nash equilibria are disjunct ({(Q,Q),(Q, R)} n
{(R, R)} = 0).

The condition under which a PDP game is disjunct is provided in proposition 6.4.

Proposition 6.4 Consider a PDP game kG.   The set of fult coopemtive stmtegy projites
of game kG is disjunct from the set of dominant Nash equilibria of game kG if and onty
if there is a player that has a unique full cooperative strategy Q and a strictly dominant
Nash equilibrium stmt€gy R:

kA n  kA·=  0

4.,

Bi f AlI  3 ka €  kA-,  3ka* E  kA' :

i E  [kA/Q (ka)\ kA/R(ka)] n [kA/"R(ka')\ kA/Q(ka.)]

Next I define the gain of player i in a disjunct PDP game  G as the difference between his

payoff in a full cooperative strategy profile and his payoff in a dominant Nash equilibrium
of game kG.

Definition 6.4 Consider a PDP game kG. Let ka' denote a dominant Nash equilibrium

and Zet ka denote a full coopemtive strategy projite of game kG.  The gain of player i  in
game kG is defined as

kg,(ka, ka*) = kPi ka) - kpi(ka.)
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A disjunct PDP game kG is called Pareto superior in strategy profile ka f kA for player
i if his gain in game in strategy profile is positive for all ka' E  kA':

kgi(ka, ka') 2 0 for all ka* E kA:

A disjunct PDP game kG is called strictly Pareto superior in strategy profile k& E kA for
player i if his gain iII game in strategy profile k& is strictly positive for all ka* €  kA*:

kil,(ka, ka.) > 0 for all ka* E kA:

A disjunct PDP game kG is called Pareto inferior in strategy profile k& E kA for player i
if for all ka- E  kA' his gain in game in strategy profile is negative:

kg,(ka, ka.) 5 0 for all ka* 6 kA:

A disjunct PDP game kG is called strictty Pareto inferior in strategy profile k& E kA for
player i if for all ka- E kA' his gain in strategy profile kt is strictly negative:

kgi(ka, ka*) < 0 for all ka' 6 kA:

The set of players for which a disjunct PDP game kG is Pareto superior in strategy profile
ka € kA is denoted by kU(ka) (thus kU(ka) = {i I kg,(ka, ka*) 2 0 for all ka- E kA'}).
The set of players for which a disjunct PDP game,G is strictly Pareto inferior in strategy
profile ka E kA is denoted by kI(ka) (thus kI(ka) - {il kgi(ka, ka-) < Oforallka- €  kA-})

In addition to the assumption of disjunction, I assume that for each full cooperative
strategy profile ks E  kA of a disjunct PDP game *G, there is at least one player for which
game kG is strictly Pareto inferior in k8. This assumption comes from the interpretation of
issue linkage:  a game kG that is already Pareto superior for all players in a full cooperative
strategy profile will not be linked to other games, since players have no incentive to do so.
A formal definition of a strictly Pareto inferior PDP game is provided in definition 6.5.

Definition 6.5 A strictly Pareto inferior PDP game kG is dejined as a PDP game, in
which, for each full coopemtive strategy projite ka there is at least one player for which
game kG is strictly Panto infeTiOT in k8:

kI(ka)  0 0     V kS €   *A.

Note that a strictly Pareto inferior PDP game is also disjunct. The above game F is not
strictly Pareto inferior, since FI((Q, Q))  =  0. An example of a strictly Pareto inferior
PDP game is game G with7

Gb/1 - 2,  CbB = 4,
GCA = 5,  GCB = 6,

with the following bi-matrix representation

TSee also game U in section 6.1.
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Game G:

player B
QR

player A             -1,2       -3,4  j
R  2,-2 0,0 )

Game G is strictly Pareto inferior, since GI((Q, Q)) = {A} and GI((Q, R)) = {B}.
Let parameter koQ(ka, ka') denote the difTerence between the number of players that

play Q in k& and the number of players that play Q in ka*of the strictly Pareto inferior
PDP game kG:

k (ka, ka.) - lkA/Q(ks)1 - |kA/Q(ka') .

For parameter kb (ka, ka*) the following corollary holds:

Corollary 6.1 Let ka E  kA be a fult coopemtive strutegy profile of a strictly Pareto
inferior PDP game kG and let ka* E  kA- be a dominant Nash equilibrium of game kG.
The diference between the number of players that play Q in the fttl coop cooperative
strategy projite ka and the number of players that play Q in the dominant Nash equilibrium

ka' is positive:

kbQ(ki ka*) > 0.

For the gain of player i in a PDP game kG the following holds.

Proposition 6.5  For the gain kg,(ka, ka-)  of player i  in a strictly Pareto inferior PDP
game kG it holds that

kgi (ka, ka') = < k (ka, ka.) . kbi if kai  =   kai*,

l koQ(kai ka') · kbi - kc,  if km 0 ka:.

Next, I observe the following relation between a Nash equilibrium ka*, a full cooperative

strategy profile ka and sets kU(ka) and kI(ka) of a strictly Pareto inferior PDP game:

Proposition 6.6 In a strictly Pareto inferior PDP game kG it holds that

if kai = Q then kgi(ko, ka.) 2 0 for att ko E kA, and
if i E kI(k&) then koi - Q and kai = R for all ka' E kA..
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Interconnection
This part deals with the features of an interconnected game. The interconnected game

Mr is defined by linking the strictly Pareto inferior PDP game 1G to all M-1 strictly
Pareto inferior PDP games kG for all k E A/1- (in general an interconnected game is
defined   for   any  game in strategic   form). The possible strategies   of the interconnected
game are found by combining the strategies of the M separate games. This results in 2M
strategies for each player. Therefore game MI' has 2MxN possible strategy profiles. The
payoffs for each player in each of the 2MxN possible strategy profiles are found by adding

(via direct sum) the payoffs of the corresponding strategy profiles of the M separate games.
The payoffs are not weighed, neither with respect to the games nor with respect to the
players. The argument for this choice is that the results from the analysis are not blurred
by extra parameters. Furthermore, weights could easily be included into the model. To
specify the interconnected game the following definitions and notation are used:

Mr: interconnected game,
Ma-(fa, ra'...,  Wa): strategy profile in game MP,

 'a: strategy profile of game t,G, given A,ta,

Mai - (fai, Fai,..., .;Wa,): player i's strategy in game MI'
MP,( A'ta): player i's payoff in game M P, given  M a,

A strategy profile M a consists of N strategies Mai (i E AO, where strategy *tai is built
up of M strategies concerning the M linked games.

The interconnected game is formally defined as follows8.

Definition 6.6 Consider the Pareto inferior PDP game 1G and M-1 strictly Pareto
inferior PDP games kG (A: E A/1-).  The interconnected game Mr is dejined as a game in
Stmtegic form,  wheTe player i 9 payof in game MI' equals

MPi(Ala)= E kpi ( r a),
k€M

and Ma E 1-I,EV{Q, R}M.

The relation between a Nash equilibrium of the interconnected game *·II' and Nash equi-
libria of the separate games is stated in proposition 6.7.  A Nash equilibrium of game MI'

is denoted as Ma* = ( tia*, fa.,..., Va*).

8The interconnected game *tI' is defined as a direct sum game.  For a formal definition of a direct
sum game see Folmer et al. (1993).
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Proposition 6.7 Stmtegy pl'ofile *ta*  is a dominant Nash equilibrium of game MI' if and
only if  a-  is a dominant Nash equilibrium  of the  strictly Pamto inferior PDP game kG

for alt k E M:

MP,(Ma*)  2  MPi< Ma)    for alt  Ma %  A'ta'
4.,

kpi<  'a*)  2  kpi(ka)    for alt  ka EL  :ta*,  and for att k € M.

The proposition says that for each dominant Nash equilibrium of the interconnected game
there exist corresponding dominant Nash equilibria of the separate games and vice versa.

The relation between a full cooperative strategy profile of the interconnected game MI
and the full cooperative strategy profiles of the separate games is stated in proposition 6.8
(also appearing in Folmer and van Mouche (1994) in a comparable way).  A full cooperative

.  '4- '5.-   1-A-strategy profile of game MP is denoted as Ma = ( i-'a, Ta, . . . , Xia).

Proposition 6.8  A fult coopemtive strategy projite of the interconnected game MY is Ma
if and only if f'S is a fuN cooperative strategy profile of the strictly Pareto inferior PDP
game  kG   for  all  k  €M:

EL€Ar MP,(Ma)  2 E,EN *IP,( A,ta)    for all Ma 4  Ma
4.4

Zi€Ar kp:( 'a) 2 Zi€Ar kp,(ka)    for alt  ka 96  :''S,  and for all k E M.

This means that for each full cooperative strategy profile of the interconnected game there
exist corresponding full cooperative strategy profiles of the separate games and vice versa.

Corollary 6.2 Consider the intemonnected game MP, which links M strictly Pareto in-

ferior PDP games kG.  The set of futt coopemtive stmtegy projites of game MI' is disjunct

from the set of Nash equilibria of game MI'.

As in the separate games, the gain of player i in the interconnected game MI', given a full
cooperative strategy profile  Ma and a dominant Nash equilibrium M a*, is the payoff in the
full cooperative strategy profile Ma minus the payoff in the dominant Nash equilibrium

Ma   of MIL
A,19,( MS,  Ma*)  =  Alpi(Ma) -  MP,( Ma*). (6.1)

For gain Mgi(Ma, Ma-) the following is true:

Proposition 6.9 Consider the interconnected game MI'.  Let Ma* denote a dominant
Nash equilibrium and let JWS denote a full cooperative  strategy profile of game »I'.   Gain
*19,(Ma,  Ma')  of player i  in  the  interconnected game MI'  is  retated to  the gains  of player
i in the separate games as follows:

A,19'( Als, A,ta*) -  kEM *fli( '&,  a.).
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Let MA denote the set of full cooperative strategy profiles of game MI' and let MA*
denote the set of dominant Nash equilibria of game *,tI'.

As in the separate game, an interconnected game *tr is called Pareto superior in
strategy profile Ma E MA for player i if his gain in strategy profile Ma is positive for all
Ma'   E    MA*

Ma' *19'(MS,  Ma.)  2 0 for all Ma* E  MA:
An interconnected game MY is called strictly Pareto superior in strategy profile Ma E  MA
for player i if his gain in strategy profile MS is strictly positive for all A.,ta* E A#A*:

*191( MS, Ma') > 0 for all Ma* E  MA:

An interconnected game MY is called Pareto inferior for player i in strategy profile MS E
MA if for all A·ta* E  MA* his gain in strategy profile Ma is negative:

A'19,( A.td, Ma*) 5 0 for all Ma* f  MA:

An interconnected game *fI' is called strictly Pareto inferior in strategy profile Ma e MA
for player i if for all Ma' E  *tA' his gain in strategy profile Ma is strictly negative:

A,19*(Ma, Ma') < 0 for all Ma' E  MA*.

The set of players for which the interconnected game MI' is Pareto superior in strategy
-

profile  Ma €  MA is denoted by MU(Ma)  (thus MU(MS)  = {i  I  *19,( MS, Ma*)  2 0 for
all Ma* E  MA*}).  The set of players for which the interconnected game MI' is strictly
Pareto inferior in strategy profile Ma E MA is denoted by MIC MS) (thus MIC Ma) =
{i I *19,(MS, Ma') < 0 for all Ata* €  MA-}).

As issue linkage is applied in order to obtain a full cooperative strategy profile of the
interconnected game in which each player's payoff is higher than or equal to his payoff
in each of the dominant Nash equilibria of the interconnected game, and strictly higher
for at least one player, I define the 'acceptability' of a full cooperative strategy profile.
Note that the payoff in each of the dominant Nash equilibria of the interconnected game
equals the sum of his payoffs in the corresponding dominant Nash equilibria of all separate
gaines.

Definition 6.7  Consider the interconnected game *tr.   Thefult coopemtive strategy pro-
file Ma of game MF  is acceptable if for all i E N and for all Ma- E  MA*  it holds that

MACMS, Ma.) 2 0, (6.2)

and for all Ma- f MA' there is a player (Mogi € N such that

/ .I .,
(6.3)Mg(M..,il Ma, Ala  ) > 0.
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This means that a full cooperative strategy profile  *ta of game *II' is acceptable if game

MI' is Pareto superior in Ma  for all players and strictly Pareto superior in Ma for at least

one player.
Furthermore, I assume that all M strictly Pareto inferior PDP games are necessary

to obtain an interconnected game that satisfies equations 6.2 and 6.3. Interconnection of
a subset of games does not lead to an interconnected game that has a full cooperative
strategy profile that satisfies equations 6.2 and 6.3. No game can be left out.

This is represented as follows: for each S C M there is a player  (sa)i E N such that
-

for all fa E fA there is a  a- € f A* with

S- S .,< 0 (6.4)Ekes kg(s:)i( ka, ka,

where sa = ( S,..., fis a) and sa- = (fia*, · · · , fs1a*), for all k i E S.

6.2.2 Modified Permutation Games

Before proceeding with the definitions of an exact permutation game and a modified
permutation game, first the definition of a permutation T is given.

Definition 6.8  Let,r : N -i N  be  a permutation of set N.   That is, 7r  is a bijection from
set N  to N.

For each game kG, k EM, a permutation klT is obtained, under the obvious assumption

that l'r(i) = i for all i E N. The exact permutation game is defined as follows.

Definition 6.9  The exact permutation game  G of a PDP game 1G is dejined as a PDP

game, where the benefits pammeters and costs parameters are given by

74  -   i bl"(i),

94  -   1 4f(i) ·

for  all i  EN.

Note that the parameters of the players are permuted: player i's benefits parameter and
costs parameter in game k G equal those of player k,r(i) in game 1G. Furthermore, for
M-N=2 and 2,r(i) =j,i 0 j, the exact permutation game VG is indeed nothing
more than the exact mirror game rG.

The modified permutation game is now defined.

Definition 6.10 A modijied permutation game ZG of a PDP game 16 is dejined as a

PDP game, where the benejits parameters and costs pammeters are given by

k;,4 - ibi,(,) + klgi,

rci - 1 CkE(i) + k'Yi,
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for all i EN, where iBi - 17i = O for atti E A/.
Ptom the restrictions rb„ 74 > 0, it follows that the modifications kA and t,7, satisfy
kA  >  - ibk«i)  and k'yi >  - icw*(i)'

Also in the modified permutation game the parameters of the players are permuted.
But here the modifications *13i and k'Yi are added to the benefits parameter and costs
parameter respectively  It is obvious that if kA = t,7, = 0 for all players in game I'pc,

 
then the modified permutation game 7'G equals the exact permutation game  G.

Now I introduce two new parameters. For each PDP game kG parameter kE, denotes
the difference between the sum of the benefits parameters of all players and player i's costs
parameter in game kG. For each modified permutation game 7'G parameter k'li denotes
the sum of all modifications on the benefits parameters minus player i's modification on
the costs parameters in game :'pG.

kE,  =   E kbj - kci'
j€N

611;  =  E k/j - k'Yi
j€N

The relation between kg, and k'li is as follows:

kE, = 1Ek'r(:) + k'li· (6.5)

6.3   Results for the Interconnected Game
In this section I analyze the ranges of the parameters of the strictly Pareto inferior PDP
gaines for which interconnection between the strictly Pareto inferior PDP game  1G and
M - 1 other strictly Pareto inferior modified permutation games yields a full cooperative
strategy profile of the interconnected game in which the interconnected game is Pareto
superior for all players and strictly Pareto superior for at least one player. First the
procedure for determination of the parameters of the M-1 modified permutation games
is provided in section 6.3.1. Section 6.3.2 provides the analysis of the ranges of the
parameters. Proofs are given in appendix A.2 of this thesis.

The prescript mp is omitted here, as the remainder of this chapter only concerns
interconnection between game iG and M-1 modified permutation games. So, the
M-1 modified permutation games are denoted as kG (k =2, . . . ,M) and their benefits
parameters and costs parameters as kbi and kci (k =2, . . . ,M,i E AO.

6.3.1    Procedure for Determination of the Parameters
For a good understanding of the dependency between the parameters of the games, I pro-
vide the procedure for determination of the pammeters of the M-1 modijied permulation
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games, given a strictly Pareto inferior PDP game 1G
For notational convenience the pivot variables kaiC kai) and

kd,   k9i  ka,  ka')) are first introduced:

0 k ,(ka:) : {Q, R} -1 {-1,1} for player i's strategy kai in game kG:

kA,(kai) = <1    if  kai =Q,
l -1  if  kai - R,

or equivalently
ka/kai) =2· kAE(kai) -1.

•  for kg,(ka, ka*) 0 0.  kd,(kg:(ka, ka*)) : R\{O} -4 {-1,1},to denote whether player
i's  gain is positive or negative  in  a full cooperative strategy profile kd, given  ka':

kd,(kgi(ka, ka*)) =  <  1       if   kgi(ka, ka') > 0,
l -1  if kgi(ka, ka*) < 0.

Procedure for determination of the parameters of the M-1 modified permu-
tation games

1.  Consider an interconnected game AlI' with a set of full cooperative strategy profiles

MA, such that for all Ma E MA there is ala E iA with la = fS; and a set of
dominant Nash equilibria MA*, such that for all *ta* E MA* there is a la- E lA-
with ia' = f'a'.

2. Select a full cooperative strategy profile Ma € MA.

3.  Construct M-1 strictly Pareto inferior modified permutation games kG (k c M-)
of game 1G, with M-1 bijections kir, such that for each game kG there is a
ka E  kA with ka =  '8 and such that for all Ma' e MA* there is a ka* E  kA- with
ka* =  'a:

4.  Calculate koQ( fs,r a.) and kdi( kgi(  'a,  'a*)) ·  kgi(  ' a, '1 a*) for all Ma* E  MA'
and for all k E M.

5. Determine the ranges of the parameters kbi and kc, for all players in all strictly
Pareto inferior modified permutation games kG (k E M-), such that

(a) *19,(Ma,M a*) 2 0 for all Ma* € MA' and for all i € Af; and
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(b)  for each Ma. E MA there is a player (MO*)i E ./\/ with

A.111(M..)((ME, Ma') > 0.

It is obvious that the main problem lies in step 5 of the procedure.
The equations that the parameters have to satisfy for an interconnected game to have

a full cooperative strategy profile that is Pareto superior for all players and strictly Pareto
superior for at least one player are formally repeated in proposition 6.10.

Proposition 6.10 Consider M-1 bijections 1,7r (k E M-) and M-1 strictly Pareto
inferior modijied permutation games kG (k E M-) of a PDP game iG.  The full coopem-
tive strategy profile Ma  of game MP  is acceptable if for all dominant Nash equilibria Ata*
of the interconnected game MP, for all i € N and for all k E M-  it holds that

kai(k a:) . ( lb&*(i) - lek,r(,) + AA - k'YE) 2 0, (6.6)

k (:18') . ( 1Eki(i) + k'li) 2 0, (6.7)

kd,(kg,( S)) ·  &91(:13) > 0 (6.8)

kA > - ibl«i), (6.9)

k'Yi  >  - ick„(i), (6.10)

and for all S C M, for alt  fa E fA, there is a  a' E  fA* and there is a player (sa)i € Al'
such that

  k€.S  1'17(sal) (  a, i a')  < 0, (6.11)
and such that

*If/i( MS,M a.) 2 0, (6.12)

3(Mo.)i EN: MgQ..,i(Mai Ma*) > 0. (6.13)

6.3.2 Analysis
With the aim of finding more specific results on the ranges of the parameters of the games,
proposition 6.10 is transformed into theorem 6.1.  I do this with use of lemmas 6.1 and 6.2,
which combine equations (6.6) and (6.8) to (6.10) into specific ranges for the parameters
of the strictly Pareto inferior modified permutation games.  For this purpose I first define
the total modification number k81 for player i, that quantifies player i's deviation of the
parameters of game t,G, from his parameters in the exact permutation game. The higher

ke, is, the bigger is the deviation.

Definition 6.11 Consider M-1 bijections k  (k € M-) and M-1 strictly Panto
inferior modifed permutation games kG (k E M-) of game iG. The total modijication
number ke,  of ptayer i  in  a  modijied pennutation game kG is dejined as

ke: =  kli -  "13,·
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The range of k8, is given in lemma 6.1. These result from equations (6.6) and (6.8).

Lemma 6.1 Consider M-1 bijections klr (k E M-) and M-1 strictly Pareto inferior
modijied permutation games kG  (k €  A/1-)  of game iG.  Let Ma denote a full coopemtive
stmtegy projite  of game Mr.   The following holds for all  dominant Nash equilibria Ma*  of
the interconnected game MY  and for all i € N and for alt k E M-

kA:(kai') . ( iba,r(i) - ick.(i) + k/9, - k·yi) 2 0, and
kd:( kg,( 'S,r a.)) · kgi( 'S,  a.) > 0

4.>

i 6  1,1( ra) :  kbQ(  ta,  a.) ·  1bk„(i) -  le"r(I)+
+(k69(  a,f/' a.) - 1) ·  kili S  kei,

ifk-N = kai' =R:  14'r(i) - ick«i) 5 kei,

i E  kU( rs)  :  <
ifka, = ka: =Q:  kei 5 ibk'r(i) - ick"(i),

if kai t  ka; : 1bk.(i)  -   1 Ck"(i)  5   ke; < kbQ(  a,  a') · ibk,(,)+

- lc *(i) + (k'59( Ma, ' a-) - 1) ·  k. i.

For example, if game kG is Pareto superior for player i in ra, then for R to be both
his strategy in the Nash equilibrium fla* and his full cooperative strategy  "Si, player i's
total modification must be larger than the benefits parameter minus the costs parameter
of player klr(i) in game 1G.

In lemma 6.2 parameter k#i is inserted into the ranges of the modifications (equa-

tions (6.9) and (6.10)). For practical purposes three new parameters are introduced (for
all k € M- and i E Af) kx„ k/4 and kai:

•  parameter kA, is used to denote the distance of kB, to its lower limit;

•  parameter k/1, denotes the distance of t,7, to its lower limit; and

•  parameter kai denotes the value of k7, within its lower limit ( ka, 1 0) and its upper

limit  ( kai  T  1) .

Lemma 6.2 Consider M-1 bijections kT (k E M-) and M-1 strictly Pareto inferior
modified pennutation games kG  (k E M-) of game 1G.  Let Ma denote a futl cooperative
strategy pr'ojite of game Mr.   The following holds for all dominant Nash eqttilibria A'ta-  of
the intemonnected game jwI'  and for att i EX and for alt k E  M- with

kBi > - ibk,r(,) A k'Yi > - 1 Ck,ki) and
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i E  kI(  a) :  ,:69(:'18,  a') ·  ibi„(i) -  1(3*„(i) + (k60( ra,  a.) - 1) ·  kti  S  ke:,
R

10  k*i -  ka; =R:    1bk«i) -  ick,(i) 5  kei,

i E k·U(  '18) :<   tfkS, = kaI = Q .  64 5 lb"ACE) - ick,(i) 1

if kai 96  ka; :   lt'k*(i) -  1Ckw(:) 5  kei< kbQ(  "S, a')·  lbk,«i)+
- 1Ck*(i) + (koQ(  a,  a.) - 1) ·  k/i·

4.,

kA         - 11'.4,) + t,Ai and

- 1Ckir(i) + /,69( rair a.) · k· i + k/4      i E  kI(fa)
-1 4) + kA, + k/1, i E kU(kMS), kai = ka; = R

k.y:    =   C   - jck,(i) + kai . kxi i € kU(rs), kai = kaI = Q
- 14*Mt

i E ku(rs), kii, 0 kai*+ kxi · (1 +  kai . 6,69( es,r a.) - 1))

with kA„ > 0, k/4 2 0, and

<  0 <  kai s l    if i €  RU(  'S),  kai -  kaI -Q,0 5 kai < 1  1ifi E kU( fAS), kai t kai.

Proposition 6.10 is now rewritten into theorem 6.1 using lemmas 6.1 and 6.2. Theorem 6.1
gives the range of the parameters of the separate games such that there is an acceptable
full cooperative strategy profile of the interconnected game.

Theorem 6.1 Consider M-1 bijections klr  (k  €  M-)  and M-1  strictly Panto inferior
modifed permutation games kG (k € A/1-) of the strictly Pareto inferior PDP game 1G.
Let *ta denote a full cooperative stmtegy profile of game  Mr.    For all dominant Nash
equitibria Ma*  of the interconnected game MI'  and for all i € A/,and for att k E Al- with

kbi = kx 

C   k6Q( rS,  a.) ·  kA, + kili i €  kI( ra)
   kA, + k/4, i €  AU( rs),  kai -  kai. = Rk Ci= <

1.....6
i E  'SU( rs),  kai =  kai  - Q

kxi · (1 + kai . (k6Q(  ta, ' a*)-1))   ie AU( rs),  kS, 0 kaI

with kxi, > 0, k/4 2 0, and

  0 < ka, 5 1  ifi e kU(:18), kai - kai -Q,0 5 kai < 1  ifi€ kU(rs), *8, 0 kai,
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and such that for all S C M, for all fa E  fA-,  there is a fa- €  f A. and there is a player

(sa)i € Af:

  k€S  kil(sa)i ( fa,   a')  < 0, (6.14)

and such that

kA,(kii,) · ( 16 ,r( ) + kN) 2 4 (6.15)

Mg,( MS,M a') 2 0, (6.16)

3(Mali E Ar : A,19(M:,i(Ma, Ma.) > 0, (6.17)

the Wl cooperative strategy projile MS  Of game MP is acceptable.

6.4 Modified Mirror Game versus Exact Mirror Game

This section compares the parameters of a modified mirror game with the parameters of an

exact mirror game. In order to keep this example relatively simple, it covers the case where

the interconnected game has a unique full cooperative strategy profile, a strictly dominant

Nash equilibrium and the gains of both players are strictly Pareto superior in the unique
full cooperative strategy profile. Nevertheless, this example illustrates theorem 6.1.

First theorem  6.1 is reformulated  for  M  -   { 1,2}  and  Af = {A, B},  in case the
interconnected game has a unique full cooperative strategy profile and a strictly dominant

Nash equilibrium and in case the gains of both players are strictly Pareto superior.  Note
that if two players link two games, then the modified permutation game 2G is equivalent

to the modified mirror game and it can be compared to the exact mirror game rG.
Proofs are given in appendix A.3 of this thesis.

Corollary 6.3 Consider a bijection 27r and a strictly Pareto inferior modijied mirror
game 2G of the strictly Pareto inferior PDP game iG.  Let Ma- denote the strictly do-
minant Nash equilibrium of the interconnected game MP and let Ma denote the unique

Adl coopemtive strategy projite of game Mr.  For i E  2I(:18)  and j 6  2U(:18)  and for all

24,24   With

i € 2I(ra) : 2(j- 26Q(f'a,r a') · 2• , + 214,

< 24 - 2Ai, 2A: > 0,0 < 2/Li < Inin< igi, 2·>9 - (26Q( ''S,  a.) - 1) · 2A,}
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j E  :luets), :'Sj = ra; =R:      2bj - 2, 9,  2·\j >  -lgj,2Cj= 2Aj + 2Pj, 2/45 > 2· i,

j E 2U( /18), :131 = fa; =Q:     2bj = 2)9,  2)9 >  - igi,29= 2aj . 2. 10< 2aj< 1,

j < 2Ue'la),  taj 9'6  la; :          2(j= (l + 20j) . 2. j,

2bj= 2Aj, 2Aj > 0,

0 < 2aj < min{jt, ls»},
game Mr is strictly Pareto superior in *iS for both players.

Given a unique full cooperative strategy profile A'ta and a strictly dominant Nash equilib-
rium Ma' of game Mr and under the assumption that game  2G is strictly Pal:eto superior
in Ma for player A and strictly Pareto inferior in Ma for player B, there are three combi-
nations of unique full cooperative strategy profile and strictly dominant Nash equilibrium
possiblev:

1.  fa = (R, Q), ra* = (R, R),

2.  S=(Q,Q), Fai=(Q, R),

3.   a=(Q,Q),  a*=(R, R).

Case 1:  ra= (R, Q), fa*- (R, R)
Corollary 6.3 yields that for all

2bA   =   2AA, GAA > -19,4,

2CA - 2AA + 214,2MA > 2XB,

2bB = 2XB, 2AB > 0,

2CB -
2AB t 2MB, 0 < 2/18 < min  198, 2AA},

game MI' is strictly Pareto superior in Ala for both players. The range of the parameters
of both players is given by the shaded areas in figure 6.1.

9Under the symmetrical assumption that game 2G is strictly Pareto superior in Ma for player B and
strictly Pareto inferior in *ta for player A, there are also three combinations of unique full cooperative
strategy profile and strictly dominant Nash equilibrium possible:  1)   'ta =  (Q, R), ra'  =  (R, R);  2)
ra = CQI Q)  fai = (R, Q) and 3) fa = (Q, Q), ra- = (R, R). The analysis under this assumption is
equivalent to the analysis below.
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1CA

lr BV-lg,4 +2PA-

2#A- min{,gB, 21*}

ibA Lbd
-lgA

Figure 6.1 The range of the parameters in case 1

Case 2:  fs= (Q, Q), f'a*- (Q, R)
Corollary 6.3 yields that for all

2b,4   -   2AA, 2AA > - 19/1,

2CA  =  2aA ' 2AA, 0 < 2«A < 1,

2bB  =  2AB, 2AB> 0,
2Cg   =   2AB t 2BB, 0 <  2/18 < min( 198, 2AA},

game Mr is strictly Pareto superior in KE for both players. The range for the parameters

of both players is given by the shaded areas in figure 6.2.

2CA lcB

min{,ga, 21,t}-
-lg,4  - '1#1<.

g    ''A           "AV

Figure 6.2 The range of the parameters in case 2
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Case 3:  rS= (Q, Q), fa-= (R, R)
Corollary 6.3 yields that for all

2bA - 2AA, 2AA > 0,

2CA  -   (1 + 2(:MA) ' 2AA, 0 < 2aA < Inin -.2AB    19A +  2AA ]
2AA' 2AA    '

2bB = 2AB,  2AB > 0,

2(:B    =   22AB + 2MB, 0 <  2/JB  < min•  198, 2. A -  2. B},

game Mr is strictly Pareto superior in MS for both players. The range for the parameters
of both players is given by the shaded areas in figures 6.3.

204 24

r.c.=lti  
1

b        .\  . 24=21'' 'bd
218=-1ZB +2AA

Figure 6.3 The range of the parameters in case 3

Proposition 6.11 Consider a bijection 27r and a strictly Pareto inferior modified minvr
game 2G of the strictly Panto inferior PDP game iG.  Let Ma* denote the strictly do-
minant Nash equilibrium of the interconnected game MP and let Ma denote the unique

full coopemtive strategy projile of game MP.   The pammeter choices of the exact mirTor
game rG are within the mnge of the pammeters choices of the modijied mirTor game 2G.

It is clear that in all three cases, there is a range of benefits parameters and costs parame-
ters that define a modified mirror game, that can be linked to the strictly Pareto inferior
game 1G, such that the unique full cooperative strategy profile of the interconnected

game is strictly Pareto superior for both players. This range of parameters comprises the
parameters of the exact mirror game.  Thus, not only the exact mirror game, but also
other modified mirror games are suitable for linkage to game 1G, in the sense that the

interconnected game has an acceptable full cooperative strategy profile.
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6.5 Examples
This section illustrates the theoretical analysis from section 6.3.2.

6.5.1   3 Games and 4 Players
Consider a Pareto inferior PDP game 1G and two Pareto inferior modified permutation
gaines (games 2G and 3G) with four players (players A, B, C and D) with unique full

cooperative strategy profiles and strictly dominant Nash equilibria. The parameters of
game 1 G are

ibA = 3,   ibB = 3,   ibc = 3, ibD = 1,
1CA = 2,   1CB = 4,   1CC = 13,   1 CD = 3.

The strictly dominant Nash equilibrium is la- = (Q, R, R, R). The unique full cooperative
strategy profile is 18 - (Q, Q, R, Q). The gains of the players equal

19,4(15,1 a*) = 6,    19C(la,1 a') = 6,
198(la,1 a*) = 2,    19D(la,1 a*) = - 1,

and therefore lu(18) - {A, B, C} and l I(18) = {D}. This implies that player D's sum of
his gains in games 2G and 3G must be strictly positive. In addition I choose the following:

.Ma = CQQQ, QQQ, RQQ, QQR)  and Ma- = (QQR, RRR, RRR, RQR). This im-
plies that

-   a = (Q, Q, Q, Q) and  ai = (Q, R, R, Q), 2U( a) = {A, D} and 26( a,  ai) =
2,

-   '8 - (Q, Q, Q, R) and  ra- = (R, R, R, R) and 38(fs, :ta*) = 3.

• Game jwI' is strictly Pareto superior in jwS for all players.

•  t,71'(A) = D, klr(B) = C, k71'(C) = B and k (D) = A for all k E A/1-.

• Game 2G:

- BE 2U(fts), therefore 2U(ra) = {A, B, D} and 2I( a) = {C},
- for S = {1,2} : EkES kgD < 0.

• Game 3G:

- 3I(rs) = {A, B, C} and 3U(fs) = {D},
- for S = {1,3} : Eke k9,1 < a
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• For S = {2,3}:  Ekes kgB < 0

Theorem 6.1 states that

Game 2G Game 3G
V2b,1 - 2AA, Y35,1 - 3AA,
 2CA = 2(YA 2AA, M 3CA  -  3 3AA +  3BA,

72bB - 2XB, V3bB - 3AB,

V2CB = 2AB • (1 + 2aB), V3CB - 33· 8 + 3BB,
72bc = 2Ac, V3bc - 3Ac,
V2CC = 22AC + 2BC, V3CC - 33AC + 3FC,
V2bD - 2AD, V3bz) 2 3AD,

 2CD - 2aD ' 2AD,  3CD - 3AD + 3#Di
with the following restrictions on the parameters:

kA,    >    0,  k -2,3,  i -A, B, C, D,
2/1(,3/4   >   0,  i = A, B, C, D,

0  <  2aA, 208, 2aD < 1,
and from equation (6.14):

2AD      <        ,

3BA > 6,

2AB·(1 - 208)- 3MB  <  0,
and from equation (6.15, with strictness):

2AA + 2AC + 2AD - 2aB ' 2XB  >  0,

GAA + 2AB + 2AD - 2AC - 2FC  >  0,

-2 3AA + SAB +  3AC +  SAD -  3/1,4    ,    0,

3AA - 2 3AB + 3AC + 3AD - 3MB   >   0,

3AA +  3AB - 2 3· C +  3AD -  3BC    >    0,

3AA + 3AB + 3AC - 3BD  <  0,
and from equation (6.16, with strictness):

2 2AA-  3BA    ,    -6,

2AB(1- 2aB)- 3/48  >  -2,
2FC + 3FC  <  6,

22AD+33AD > 1,
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game MI' is strictly Pareto superior for all players. For example, if

Game 2G Game 3G
2AA -3+ 4    3AA - 2€,

32aA = 4, 3/LA-6 + 4
2AB = 2, 3XB =2+ 4
2aB -1- 4   31[ZB - 44
21(= -€,    3AC -2+2£,
2FC -5-€, 3/tC= 4
2AD -J- 4    3AD =2+3 4
2(D=1-4 3/JD=8,

withE>Overy small, then the pazameters of games  2G and 3G become

Game 2G Game 3G
AA =3+ € , 3bA = 26,

:CA -21 -1- 4€, 3CA -6+ 74
21,8 - 2, ab 3=2 + 4
2CB =4-24 3CB =6+ 74

2bc - -E, abc =2+2 4
2CC =6-3 4 3Cc =6+ 74
26 -J- 4              350    2+ 34
2CD - - 1 € + €2,    3CD =1 0+ 3E.

The gains of the players in games  2G and 3G equal

Game 2G Game 3G

29A S, fa*)=6+24     39AC S, ra-)--6-4
298 ( 'a,  a') = 2€, 398  ,8,  '1(1*) = -4£,
29(7  a,  ta*) = -5 -1- €,    39(7( |a,  'a*) = -€,
29.D( a, fa-) -1- 2€,    39.[)( a,  a') -6+ 9€.

Indeed it holds that player D's sum of his gains in gaines 2G and 3G is strictly positive.

The gains of the players in the interconnected game equal

*19,4 MS, Ma') = 6+E, Mgc(Ma, Ma.) = 1,

A,1913(Ma, Ma-) =2- 2€,   A·190(Ma, Ma-) =6+ 76.
Following equation (6.14), interconnection of game  1G with any of the games  2G and  3G

does not yield a full cooperative strategy profile that is Pareto superior for all players.

Games 2G and 3G are both needed for interconnection with game 1G, in order for the

unique full cooperative strategy profile to be strictly Pareto superior for all players.
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6.5.2  5 Games and 3 Players
Consider a Pareto inferior PDP game 1G and four Pareto inferior modified permutation
games (games 2G, 3G, #G and SG) with three players (players A, B and C) with unique
full cooperative strategy profiles and strictly dominant Nash equilibria. The parameters
of game 1G are

ibA = 1J,   ibB = 1,   ibc = 2,
lcA = 1, 1CB = 4,   icc = 5.

The strictly dominant Nash equilibrium is  ia*  =  (Q, R, R). The unique full cooperative

strategy profile is iS = (Q, Q, R).   The  gains  of the players equal

19/1(18,1 a*) = 2,    1911(1Sd a*) = -2,    19C(15,1 a*) = -1,

and therefore lU(15) = {A} and iI(la) = {B, C}. This implies that player B's and
player C's sum of their gains of games 2G, 3G, 4G and 5G must be strictly positive and
player A's sum of his gains of games 2G, 3G, #G and SG must be strictly negative.  In
addition I choose the following:

e  Ma - CQRQQQ, QOQQR, RQQQR) and *ta- = (QRRRR, RQRRR, RRQRR).
This implies that

-  fs = (R, Q, Q) and  ra*     (R, Q, R), 2U(fa) = {B} and 28( a,  'a-) = 1,

-  fa = (Q, Q, Q) and  ra'     (R, R, Q), 3U(ra) = {C} and 38(rs, ra*) = 2,

-  f"S - (Q, Q, Q) and ra-     (R, R, R) and 46(ra, ra-) = 3,

-  ra - (Q, R, R) and  rai = (R, R, R) and 56(ra, ra-) = 1.

• Game Mr is strictly Pareto superior in Ma for all players.

0 k71·(A) = B ' k7r(B) = C andkx(C) = A, for all k € M-,

•  Game  2G: A E 2U(fS), therefore 2U(,Ma) = {A, B} and 2I( a) = {C}.

• Game 3G: 3I(ra) = {A, B},

• Game 4G: #I(f'8) - {B, C} and 4UUMa) = {A},

•  Game 56:  B, C e sUCra) and therefore SI(ra) - {A}.

From the above it follows that equation (6.14) is automatically satisfied for the following
sets:
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{1,2}:  {1,2 i -C,    {1,2,4}:  {1,2,4 i =C,
{1,3} :  {1,3)i = B,    {1,3,4} :  {1,3,4 i - B.
{1,4}:  {1,4 i = C,
{2,4} :  {24,i = C,
{3,4}  :  {3.4 i = B,
{3,5}:  {3,5 i = A,

In addition I choose

{1,5} :  {1,5 i - B,   {1,2,3} :  {1,2,3 i = B,   {1,2,3,4} .{1,2,3,4 i = B,
{2,3} .{2,3 i = A,    {1,2,5} :  {1,2,5 i = C,    {1,2,3,5} :  {12,4.5,i = A,
{2,5}:  {2,Qi - A,    {1,3,5}:  {1,3,5 i = A,   {1,2,4,5}:  {1,2,4,5 i =C,
{4,5} :  {4,5 i = A,    {1,4,5}  .{1,4,5 i = B,    {1,3,4,5} :  {1,3,4,5 i = B,

{2,3,4}  :  {2,3,4 i = C,    {2,3,4,5} :  {1,3,4,5 i = A.
{2,3,5}  :  {23,5ji-A,
{2,4,5} :  {2,4,5}i = C,
{3,4,5} :  {3,4,Qi = B,

Theorem 6.1 states that

Game 2G Game 3G
V 2bA - 2AA, V 3bA  -   3AA,

  2CA -  2AA    2/4,     V 3CA  - 2 3XA +  3/1,4,
V26 - 2XB, F,ba - 3XB,
 2CB - 2aB ' 2AB,  V3CB - 23XB + 3/18,
V 2bc - 2Ac, V abc = 3Ac,
V2CC - 2AC + 2FC,   V 3CC - 3aC   3. C,

Game 4G Game 5G
Y4bA = 4AA, VsbA - 5AA,
 4CA - 4AA · (1 + 24aA),  VSCA - 5. A + 5/4,
V#bB - 4AB, VjbB - SAB,

V4CB = 34XB + 4/LB,  5CB = 5XB + 5/18,
74bc= 4Ac, \15bc = 5AC,
V4Cc = 34· C + 4Fc, V 5CC -  SAC +  5FC,

with the following independent restrictions on the parameters:
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kAi > 0, k EM-, i =A,B, C,
2/1,4, 2/47, 3/IA, 3/18, 4/43, 4FC, 5/4   >   0,  i =A, B, C,

   <  2(EB, 3aC, 4aA < 1,
and from equation (6.14):

5AB < 2,

2AA <  3MA,

GAA <  SBA i

24AA'(1 - 4aA)   <   5/JA,
YAB- 3BB  <  2,

5AC  <  1+ 2/43,
2  <   3/LA + 5/ZA,

-4/1.8 + SAB   <   2

23AC    <    2*C + 4BC,

5AC  <   2/47 + 4FC,

SXB   <   3118 + 4118,

2 + 2AA   <   3/LA + SPA'

and from equation (6.15, with strictness):

2XB + 2XC- 2PA  <  0,
2XA + 2AB - 2/lc  >  0,

-3AA + 3AB + 3AC - 3/it   >   0,
3AA - 3AB + 3AC - 3BB  >  0,
4AB + 4AC - 24AA ' 4aA   >   0,

4AA - 2 4AB + 4AC - 4MB  >  0,

4AA +  4AB - 24AC -  4/46    >    0,

5 8 + 5AC - SMA  >  0,
5AA + 5AC- 5#B   <  0,
5AA + 5AB - 5MC  <   '

and from equation  (6.16, with strict)ness):

2AA - 3BA+2 4AA · (1 - 4aA) - 5BA   ,   -2,
2XB - 3/18 - 4$18 + 5· B  >  2,

-2/ic + 23AC -4/tc + SAC    >    1,
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game MT is strictly Pareto superior for all players. For example, if

Garne 2G Game 3G Game 4G Game 5G
2AA - 4 3AA = 4 4AA = 3, 5AA = €,

2BA = 3, 3PA = 24 4aA =             5/ZA =3+E,
2AB =3- 2€,    3AB- -2€,    4AB =l#t€ ,    5. B =1+2£,
2aB =1- € , 3/18 -lt€, 4MB =1- 24   5#B =3,
2Ac = E, 3AC =1 J- 4    4· C =1 J t 4    5· c =2+ 4
2/47 = 2, 3 a c=1-E, 4MC = 1, 5*C = 3,

with€>Overy small, then the parameters of games  2G t0 5G become

GaIrle 2G Garne 3G Game 4G Game 5G
2bA = €, abA = 4 4bA = 3, 5bA = €,

2CA=3+€, 3CA = 4€, 4CA = 6, 5(A =3+ 24
2b8 =3- 24 abB - - 2€, 458 =1  +E,     5513 =1+26,
2CB -3-52+2€2, 3CB-2-36, 4CB-5 +E, 5CB=4+2E,
Ybc = 4 )bc = 1J - 4 4bc =1* +E,     5bc =2+ € ,
2CC=2+€, 3CC =1   - 2 E + 62,    4CC =5   -1- 3€,    5CC -5 -1- E,

The gains of the players in games  2G to 5G equal

Garne 2G Game 3G
29A( a, :ta*) ==

E, 39A(rs, ra*) = -2€,

29.8(#"S,  a') -3- 26,   39B ra, ra') = -1- € ,
29C( |a, f'a') = -2,        39C6Ma, ra*) -3- 2€,

Garne 4G Game 5G

49A(Pa, fla') = 3, 59/1( a, # a') = -3 - €,
498(Ma, fa') = -1 + 2E,    598( S, ra') =l t 2€,
49C( |a, fla.) = -1, 59(7  a, ra*) =2+ € .

Indeed it holds that player B's and player C's sum of their gains of gaines 2G, 3G, 4G

and 5G are strictly positive and player A's sum of his gains of games 2G, 36,4G and sG
is strictly negative. The gains of the players in the interconnected game equal

*19,1(Ma, Ma') -3- 26,   A,117B(Ma, Ma') = € ,   Adgc(Ma, Ma*) -1- € .

Following equation (6.14), interconnection of any strict subset of games of set M  does not
yield a full cooperative strategy profile that is Pareto superior for all players. Games ·2G,
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3G, 4G and 5G are not separately or in any combination Pareto superior for all players
and they are all needed for interconnection with game iG, in order for the unique full
cooperative strategy profile to be strictly Pareto superior for all players.

6.6   Summary and Conclusions

This chapter considers linkage by N players of M-1 strictly Pareto inferior modified
permutation gaines to a given strictly Pareto inferior PDP game. The parameters of the
M - 1 modified permutation games are analyzed, such that the interconnected game has
an acceptable full cooperative strategy profile (acceptable in the sense that each player's
payoff in this full cooperative strategy profile is higher than or equal to the sum of his
payoffs in the dominant Nash equilibria of the separate gaines and strictly higher for at
least one player).

A PDP game is defined as a matrix (stage) game in which each player has two pure
strategies: strategy Q and strategy R. A player's payoff in a PDP game equals his benefits
minus his costs: his benefits depend on the number of players that play Q and his benefits
parameter b; his costs are either represented by his costs parameter c (when he plays Q)
or are equal  to  zero  (when he plays  R).

A PDP game always has a dominant Nash equilibrium and a full cooperative strategy
profile. I do not assume that a dominant Nash equilibrium is a strict equilibrium, nor do
I assume that a full cooperative strategy profile is unique.

A PDP game is called strictly Pareto inferior if it has the following characteristic: for
all full cooperative strategy profiles and for each dominant Nash equilibrium of a strictly
Pareto inferior PDP game there is a player that has a strictly lower payoff in the full
cooperative strategy profile than in the dominant Nash equilibriumlo.

Interconnection in the 'two players, two games' case between a game and its exact mirror
game is known to achieve a full cooperative strategy profile that is individually rational.
My interest lay in determining ranges for the parameters of M-1 Pareto inferior PDP
games for which interconnection between a game and M-1 modified permutation games
achieves an interconnected game that has an acceptable full cooperative strategy profile
in the sense that each player's payoff in the full cooperative strategy profile is higher than
or equal to his payoff in each of the dominant Nash equilibria of the interconnected game,
and strictly higher  for at least one playeril. Since  it is impossible to construct a mirror

10Note that in a strictly Pareto inferior PDP game no full cooperative strategy profile is a dominant
Nash equilibrium.

11A player's payoff in a dominant Nash equilibrium of the interconnected game equals the sum of his
payofTs in the corresponding dominant Nash equilibria of all separate games.
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game when there are more than two players involved, I use the permutation game instead
of the mirror game.

To model imperfect reversibility, I use a modified permutation game: which is defined
as a deviation from the exact permutation game (which models perfect reversibility).  The
deviation is achieved by additive adding of modifications to the benefits parameters and
the costs parameters of the exact permutation game.

I found that, indeed, there is a range of the modifications, such that there is an
acceptable full cooperative strategy profile of the interconnected game.  It is therefore not

necessary to assume exact reversedness. The implications of this result are clarified in the
'two players, two gaines' case:

First, it is not necessary to link a game to its exact mirror game in order to obtain
an interconnected game with an acceptable full cooperative strategy profile.  Linkage
of a game to another game with parameters other than those of the exact permutation

game (but with the same full cooperative strategy profile and Nash equilibrium as in the
exact permutation game) can also yield an interconnected game with an acceptable full
cooperative strategy profile.

Second, linkage of a game and another game that is unequal to the exact permutation
game, both in terms of its parameters and in its full cooperative strategy profile and Nash
equilibrium, can also yield an interconnected game with an acceptable full cooperative
strategy profile.

The implication of the results in practice is that the possibilities for the application of
issue linkage are greater than was understood until now. This is due to two factors.

First, the model generalizes the existing model of two players linking two games to
N players linking M games. As negotiations between players (countries) involve multiple
issues in practice, this generalization is a great improvement in the sense of its applica-

bnky

Second, the assumption of perfectly reversed interests can be relaxed. As perfectly
reversed interests are never observed in practice, the possibilities to apply issue linkage
were theoretically almost non existent. The model shows, however, that issue linkage can
yield an acceptable full cooperative strategy profile under imperfectly reversed interests
if the parameters of the game lie within a predetermined range of parameters.  This
theoretical result has significantly added to the knowledge on the applicability of issue

linkage.



Chapter 7

Summary and Conclusions

This thesis aims to explore under which circumstances issue linkage can be used as a
tool to achieve cooperation on international environmental problems and whether issue

linkage is applicable in the context of environmental problems in the European Union.  To
provide an answer to these questions, and in light of my personal preference to conduct
theoretical analysis, I formulated three main objectives for this thesis:

1.   Development of the theory of issue linkage in a cooperative game theoretical setting.

2.  Analysis of the parameters of strategic games such that linkage results in an inter-
connected game with an acceptable full cooperative strategy profile.

3. Examination of the applicability of issue linkage in the context of environmental
problems within the European Union.

A summary of the results on the theory of issue linkage is provided in section 7.1.  Sec-
tion 7.2 deals with the applicability of issue linkage in the context of environmental prob-
lems within the European Union.

7.1   Summary of Chapters 2 to 6
In order for cooperation to succeed in the absence of an international institution (with
the  authority to initiate and enforce environmental policy), a multilateral environmental
agreement must have three properties: 1) it must be signed voluntarily (which implies
that the benefits from the agreement must exceed the costs implied by the agreement); 2)
it must be agreed upon by consensus (i.e.  by the countries together). This implies that the
agreement must be invulnerable to renegotiation, and that there must be no alternative
agreement that all countries prefer; and 3) it must be self-enforcing (i.e. designed in such
a way that its terms are carried out without the interference of an outside party).
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One way to achieve cooperation is the full cooperative approach, under which countries
maximize welfare and internalize all aspects of the environmental problem, including the
effects on other countries. This thesis focusses on the full cooperative approach for three
reasons.

First, the full cooperative approach increases the effectiveness of an agreement. If those
countries that contribute most to the problem join the agreement, and if information and

experience are shared, then the effectiveness of policies and measures can be improved.  For
instance, involvement of developing countries in multilateral global warming agreements
is essential, as they are large emitters of greenhouse gases.

Second, the full cooperative approach best serves the cost-efficiency of a multilateral
environmental agreement. For example, in a full cooperative approach mechanisms may
be included in the agreement that enable the transfer of pollution reduction units.  Such
mechanisms allow abatement to take place where the unit costs of abatement are low-
est. Emission trading, joint implementation and the clean development mechanism are

examples of such cost-reduction mechanisms.

Third, the full cooperative approach has received a great deal of attention in the
literature on international environmental problems, thus paving the way for a comparison
between the existing theory and the theory developed in this thesis.

In practice, the full cooperative approach has been found difficult to apply.  This
is due to two reasons: asymmetric gains from an agreement and free-riding behavior.

First, although the full cooperative approach maximizes total welfare, a given country
may incur a net welfare loss (compared to what it experiences in the non-cooperative
approach).   Such a country, consequently, might be hesitant to adopt  the full cooperative
approach. Second, a country may have an incentive to free-ride, aiming at higher benefits
and lower costs. A country can thus choose to stay out of an agreement or to take on less
abatement effort, but still benefit from the abatement efforts of other countries.

Three instruments to overcome these obstacles are side-payments, retaliation and issue

linkage.

Side-payments involve a transfer of money from countries that gain from cooperation
to countries that do not want to participate in an agreement. There are, however, draw-
backs to side-payments, which include the following:  1) the anticipation of side-payments

may incur strategic behavior of the recipient countries (by pretending to face higher losses

or by intentionally staying out of an agreement, with the aim of extracting higher pay-
ments); 2) the paying countries may be reluctant to offer side-payments, since such an
offer may characterize them as weak negotiators, thereby undermining their position in
future negotiations; and 3) the use of side-payments incurs a new allocation problem of
determining the magnitude of the payments.

Retaliation or sanctioning  is  used  as an instrument to enforce an agreement.   As  soon
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as a country defects from an agreement, the other countries retaliate with defection from
their side, thereby imposing a net welfare loss on the country that initially defected.
Mere anticipation of such a welfare loss provides an incentive not to defect in the first
place. There are, however, drawbacks to retaliation, which include the following: 1) in
most multilateral environmental agreements the provision for sanctioning has a voluntary
character, and no power exists that can impose sanctions; and 2) the retaliation implies a
penalty for the punishing countries themselves, which affects the credibility of the threat.

Due to the disadvantages of both side-payments and retaliation, these two instruments
are rarely seen in international environmental problems. Instead, issue linkage has been
proposed as an instrument to overcome the obstacles to a full cooperative approach.

Issue linkage uses the fact that countries are usually involved in negotiations on several
issues simultaneously. In issue linkage, negotiations on several separate issues are linked,
with the aim of reaching an overall agreement on all issues together, instead of negotiating
on the issues separately. Issue linkage has two applications: it can serve as a tool to avoid

monetary side-payments and as a tool to retaliate.

First, issue linkage can serve as a tool to exchange concessions on different issues. By

exchanging concessions, countries can neutralize one dispute by another, thereby avoiding
mutual monetary side-payments.

Second, a country can use issue linkage to threaten other countries with retaliation or
sanctioning on one or more unrelated issues.  Lack of cooperation by some countries on one
issue is discouraged by a threat of lack of cooperation by other countries in other issues.

Similarly, defection from an agreement by some countries in one issue is discouraged by
defection from an agreement by other countries on other issues.

Below I discuss three aspects of issue linkage: its drawbacks, its applicability and its
occurrence.

One drawback to issue linkage is that the requirement to solve all linked issues simul-
taneously may prove difficult, due to the complexity of the issues involved.  This may
limit the possibilities for agreement. Indeed, selection of candidate issues for issue linkage
must be made carefully, bearing in mind the aim of the linkage.

A second drawback is that the knowledge on issue linkage is incomplete. The literature
on issue linkage has thus far indicated that the full cooperative outcome in two issues

simultaneously does not incur a welfare loss for any country (under the assumption that
the interests  in  the two issues are perfectly reversed). This assumption, however, restricts
greatly the applicability of issue linkage. As shown in chapter 6, the assumption of

perfectly reversed interests can be relaxed. The aspect of reversedness has been refined
in this thesis, implying the possibility of linking imperfectly reversed issues.

The applicability of issue linkage has broadened, due to an increase in interdependency
among countries.  It has been observed that existing unions of countries are expanding in
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size or in the number of issues that they address, or in both. An example is the European

Union. Since its foundation in 1951, the European Union has expanded from the initial
six member states to the current fifteen member states, with the prospect of another

ten in 2004. Furthermore, policy issues covered by the European Union have expanded

from a common market for coal and steel, to currently more than thirty major areas of

activities, each covering multiple issues ranging from environmental issues to culture, and
from agriculture to health. Removal of trade barriers and the introduction of the Euro
have also increased interdependency between member states.

The actual occurrence of issue linkage best shows its applicability. Although it has
proved diflicult to find explicit examples of issue linkage in the process of writing this
thesis, recent developments within the context of the 'War on Terror' have provided an
'explosion' in terms  of the visibility of issue linkage: Examples of issue linkage include
the following:

•  The United States launched free-trade talks with Morocco as a reward for its adop-
tion of a more moderate stance in the Middle East conflict and for its cooperation
with the United States in their War on Terror.

•  The United States offered Turkey a multi-billion dollar financial aid package to guard
its frail economy against the impact of war, in exchange for Turkey's permission to
deploy United States troops on l'urkish soil. With Turkey's refusal, the United
States financial aid package was immediately withdrawn. But Turkey also risks

removal of the United States financial safety net, as well as United States support
for Turkey's request to join the European Union.

• The United States provided debt relief and budgetary support to Pakistan in e»

change for Pakistan's cooperation in the War on Terror (including United States-

Pakistan coordination of intelligence and law enforcement agencies in hunting down
terrorists within Pakistan).

• Russia indefinitely postponed ratification of the US-Russian Strategic Offensive Re-

ductions Featy (on the reduction of nuclear arms) in response to the final ultimatum
of the United States to Iraq.

• During the formation of a new Dutch government, the political party D66 had its
demands met for reforms in constitutional law in exchange for agreement on certain

economizing measures.

1 The War on Terror refers to the intensive campaign led by the US against global terrorism, with the
aim to protect freedom worldwide. The War on Terror is a direct response to the attacks on September
11,2001.
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Chapter 3 explored the possibilities for application of issue linkage in the setting of en-
vironmental problems within the European Union. The European Union is particularly
interesting and suitable for the application of issue linkage as a result of growing inter-
dependency between the member states. Moreover, the co-decision procedure, which is
the most important procedure in the decision-making process of the EU, provides pos-
sibilities for applying issue linkage  in  each   of the seven stages   of the procedure2.     The
co-decision procedure builds on the equality between the Council of the EU and the Eu-
ropean Parliament, the two co-legislators. The co-decision procedure provides for two
successive readings of a Commission proposal by the co-legislators, and for the convo-
cation  of a "conciliation committee",  if the co-legislators cannot agree. The conciliation
committee is convocated in order to reach an agreement, which is subsequently submitted
to Parliament and to the Council for a third reading, with a view to its final adoption.

Within the co-decision procedure, the two co-legislators can easily apply issue linkage:
in the reading stages, during negotiations on amendments, during the votes, and during
negotiations in the conciliation committee.  Also the preliminary negotiations for the
Council, executed by the Coreper, provide possibilities for issue linkage: during these

negotiations several issues may be negotiated upon simultaneously.
As I began my search for examples of issue linkage in policy making within the EU,

however, it became clear that cases of explicit issue linkage are not usually made available
to the public. Possible explanations for this relative invisibility of issue linkage may be
drawn from the mathematical economic literature on analytical modelling of issue linkage
of independent or separable issues (as provided in chapter  4):

• A country may generally hesitate to reveal information on the relative valuation of
the different issues for strategic purposes, and because this information may raise
or weaken expectations of other countries for future negotiations.

•  A country may be reluctant to show its willingness to compromise, since compromise
may brand the country as a weak negotiator.

• The negotiation atmosphere may easily be poisoned or may even escalate into an
overall confrontation between negotiators when countries apply threat-induced issue

linkage.

• Efficient outcomes due to issue linkage are far more common in an international
organization that operates in the open and has the capability to initiate and enforce
environmental policy.  Such an open organization integrates all valuations of the
separate issues into a single valuation on the linked issues. However, within the

2Application of the co-decision procedure includes environmental decision making, such as environ-
mental protection.
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EU, no organization or institution has these capabilities.  And even if an open
organization (or institution) did exist, countries would be hesitant to reveal their
preferences to such an organization.

In order to investigate fully the occurrence of issue linkage, thorough empirical research

(including interviews with decision makers and observations) is required. Such empirical
research was not conducted for this thesis, for two reasons: until now, the theoretical
framework was insufficiently developed, and my personal preference lay mainly in the
development and analysis of such a theoretical framework.

Chapter 4 reviewed the mathematical economic literature on analytical modelling of issue

linkage of independent or separable issues. This literature shows that issue linkage can
enhance cooperation. It was found that quite specific results can be reached by models
that quantify preferences exactly by payoffs (as opposed to qualitative results achieved in
models that represent preferences by graphs, or rank preferences with an ordinal scale).
The results pertain to

1. the preference combinations that create situations in which coerced linkage, threat-
induced linkage or mutual linkage can be applied;

2. the linked tit-for-tat strategy and the quid-pro-quo strategy that can generate co-

operative equilibria in a linked game, even when no game individually allows for

cooperation;

3. the equilibrium strategies that support the sustainability of the full cooperative

outcome, in the case of suasion linkage and in prisoners' dilemma linkage; and

4.  the specific condition for a Friedman-trigger multi-strategy to be a Nash equilibrium
of a tensor game.

The models seem to indicate that issue linkage is indeed an appropriate tool to achieve

full cooperation.  It is commonly assumed, however, that the interests of the players must
be completely reversed in order to achieve full cooperation. This heavy assumption is
a convenience to obtain theoretical results, but severely restricts the applicability of the
model.  With the aim of increasing the knowledge on the applicability of issue linkage,
this thesis provides game theoretical models that include imperfectly reversed interests.

The analysis of these models is the subject of chapters 5 and 6.

Chapter 5 models the situation of N players linking M issues in a cooperative game
theoretical setting. The cooperative games are represented in characteristic function form,
using the core as the solution concept. The characteristic value of a coalition in the
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interconnected game is set equal to the sum of its characteristic values in the constituting
isolated games, allowing for weighing  of the power  of the players  and  of the relative
importance of the separate gaines to each player. The excess is introduced to denote the
difference between the characteristic value of the grand coalition and the minimum payoff
required to meet the demands of all sub-coalitions (of the grand coalition).  The two main
conclusions are as follows:

1.  The core of the interconnected game in characteristic function form is non-empty if
and only if the sum of the excesses of the constituting isolated games is non-negative.

2.  The total payoff of a payoff vector in the core of the interconnected game is at least
as large as the sum of the total payoffs of the payoff vectors in the core of those
games that have a non-empty core.

The above implies that even if some of the issues are impossible to solve separately, issue

linkage may result in an overall solution. Linking environmental and non-environmental
issues may thus also enhance cooperation in a cooperative setting.

Chapter 6 models the situation of N players linking M issues in a non-cooperative game
theoretical setting, focussing on the aspect of reversedness. The issues are modelled as
PDP games in which each player has two pure strategies: strategy Q and strategy R. A
player's payoff in a PDP game equals his benefits minus his costs: his benefits depend
on the number of players that play Q and his benefits parameter b; his costs are either
represented by his costs parameter c (when he plays Q) or are equal to zero (when he plays
R).   Linking is modelled by an interconnected game that is constructed by combining the
two strategies of all games, resulting in 2M strategies for each player, and 2MxN strategy
profiles. The payoffs for each player in each of the possible strategy profiles are set equal
to the sum of the payoffs of the corresponding actions of the separate gaines.  The full
cooperative strategy profile is chosen as the solution concept for all games. The payoff
in a full cooperative strategy profile is compared with the sum of the payoffs in the
dominant Nash equilibria of the separate games.  A full cooperative strategy profile is
called acceptable if each player's payoff in the full cooperative strategy profile is higher
than or equal to the sum of his payoffs in the dominant Nash equilibria of the separate

games and strictly higher for at least one player.
The analysis focussed on interconnection between a strictly Pareto inferior PDP game

and M-1 strictly Pareto inferior modified permutation games. A modified permutation
game models imperfect reversibility. It is defined as a deviation from the exact permu-
tation game, which models perfect reversibility The deviation is achieved by additive
adding of modifications to the benefits parameters and the costs parameters of the exact
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permutation game.  The use of modified permutation games makes it possible to ana-
lyze the benefits parameters and costs parameters of the M-1 strictly Pa:reto inferior
modified permutation games that lead to an interconnected game with an acceptable full
cooperative strategy profile.

I found that, indeed, there is a range of modifications such that there is an acceptable
full cooperative strategy profile of the interconnected game.  It is therefore not necessary
to assume exact reversedness in order to achieve an acceptable full cooperative strategy
profile of the interconnected game. The implication of this result is clarified in the case
of two players linking two games:

1. It is not necessary to link a game to its exact mirror game in order to obtain an

interconnected game with an acceptable full cooperative strategy profile. Linkage of
a game to another game with parameters other than those of the exact permutation
game (but with the same full cooperative strategy profile and Nash equilibrium
as in the exact permutation game) can also yield an interconnected game with an

acceptable full cooperative strategy profile.

2. Linkage of a game and another game that is unequal to the exact permutation
game, both in terms of its parameters and in its full cooperative strategy profile
and Nash equilibrium, can also yield an interconnected game with an acceptable
full cooperative strategy profile.

7.2 The Applicability of Issue Linkage and the Euro-
pean Union

Chapters 5 and 6 arrived at the following conclusions:

• The core of an interconnected game in characteristic function form is non-empty if
and only if the sum of the excesses of the constituting isolated games is non-negative
(chapter  5).

•  There is a range for the benefits parameters and costs parameters of M-1 strictly
Pareto inferior modified permutation games, such that the interconnected game
between a strictly Pareto inferior PDP game and the M-1 strictly Pareto infe-
rior modified permutation game has an acceptable full cooperative strategy profile

(chapter 6).

The implication of these results for policy making in practice is that the applicability of
issue linkage is substantially greater than has been assumed so far in the literature. This
is due to two factors.
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First, both the non-cooperative and the cooperative models of issue linkage generalize
the existing models of two players linking two games to models of N players linking M
games. As negotiations between players (countries) involve multiple issues in practice,
this generalization of the models is a great improvement in their applicability.

Second, the applicability of issue linkage has increased as a result of the relaxation of
the assumption of perfectly reversed interests.  Both the non-cooperative and the coope-
rative models show that issue linkage can achieve an acceptable full cooperative strategy
profile of an interconnected game under imperfectly reversed interests:   1)  if the sum of the
excesses of the separate games is non-negative (cooperative model),  or 2)  if the parameters
of the  game lie within a predetermined range of parameters (non-cooperative model).

The above implies that there is a collection of games that can be linked in order
to achieve an acceptable full cooperative strategy profile, instead of the one and only
perfectly reversed game. It may therefore be expected that there are more opportunities
for issue linkage than have been assumed until now.

The relevance of these results for EU environmental policy making is shown in the fol-
lowing. As concluded in chapter 3, the interdependency between EU member states has
increased significantly due to three factors:  1) the greater number of member states; 2)
the increased number of issues addressed by the EU; and 3) the establishment of the Sin-
gle European Market. Game theoretic analyses have raised awareness of the applicability
of issue linkage, and the above-mentioned factors also add to the applicability of issue

linkage because they increase the chances of finding suitable issues for linkage.  This is
elucidated as follows.

The complexity of disputes within the European Union has increased as a result of
the greater number of member states of the European Union and of the variety of issues

addressed by the European Union.  In a game theoretic context, this implies that the gaines
involve more players, more payoff functions, more possible coalitions and more benefits
parameters and costs parameters.  As a result, there are more chances of finding issues with
non-negative sum of excesses and parameter combinations that enable issue linkage.  This
can be illustrated by the present problem of non-compliance with the Kyoto Protocol.
Some members of the European Union are not meeting the targets for greenhouse gas

emissions set by the Kyoto Protocol. The member states that have met their targets
can demand more effective measures and application of economic instruments (such as
taxes and levies) to compel the non-target-meeting countries to reduce emissions. Target-
meeting countries could apply pressure to non-compliant countries by linking the problem
of the Kyoto Protocol to one of the many other disputes among the member states - for
instance, the dispute on tax harmonization across Europe. Linking the problem of tax
harmonization to the problem of the Kyoto Protocol allows concessions to be exchanged
between the member states, and simultaneous agreement might become possible over the
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linked issues.

7.3 Future Research

Although the above results seem to be promising, some questions remain unanswered:

1.  In the cooperative game theoretical setting, what is the influence of the core, as the
chosen solution concept, on the results? Could comparable results be obtained if
the solution concept were chosen differently (for instance, the stable set, the kernel
or the nucleolus)?

2. In the non-cooperative game theoretical setting, the model with PDP games has

many qualities, but naturally incorporates simplifications. Could a compazable

analysis be carried out with a more general model of international environmental

problems? Furthermore, how do the aspects of power, number of countries involved
and the height of the payoffs influence the games that are suitable for linkage?

3.  Recently, the visibility of issue linkage has increased (for example, in the context of
the War on Terror). The visibility of issue linkage could be related to the following

factors: the number of countries involved in the issue, the power of the countries,
the height of the stakes and the economic situation of the countries involved.  What
is the relation between the visibility of issue linkage and these four factors? What
other factors might influence the visibility of issue linkage?

4. How does the increased visibility of issue linkage affect the number of issues that
are solved and their accompanying negotiations? Will countries be less hesitant to

publicly show the application of issue linkage, and will this facilitate negotiations
and promote solutions?

5.  How will the upcoming constitutional change of the European Union (which includes

adaptation of votes procedures and a new allocation of power) affect the possibilities
of applying issue linkage?

6.  What are the excesses or the parameters of current problems in the European Union,
and which issues can be linked in order for cooperation to be sustainable?

Theoretical research may yield answers to the first two questions, while empirical research

may address the others. Experimental research may shed light on issue linkage, especially
in the context of questions  1,  3  and 4. Future research may eventually  lead  to  a  more

frequent application of issue linkage, thereby contributing to the solution of international
environmental problems.
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Proofs of Chapter 6

A.1   Proofs of Section 6.2
In this appendix I give the proofs of the propositions and corollaries of section 6.2.

Proposition 6.1 The relation for player i between his payoff when he plays Q and his
payoff when he plays R, irrespective of the strategies of the other players, is as follows:

kpi(Q, ka-i) = kpi(R, ka-i) + kpi(Q, kaff) = kpi(R, ka_,) + kbi - kci.

Proof.  Let i c AF be fixed, let ka_, be arbitrary and fixed, and let kA/Q(ka-i) =
{jl (ka_,)j = Q}. With definition 6.1 it follows that:

0 kpi(Q, ka_J - (lkA/Q(ka_JIt 1) · kbi - kci,

•   kpi(R,  ka_i)  =  |kA/Q(ka_i) 1 ·  k4,  and

0  kpi(Q, kal) = kbi - kci,

which implies the desired result.  •

Proposition 6.2 Each PDP game kG has a dominant Nash equilibrium, denoted by

ka*  =  (ka;,..., kal,).   With kA;  the  set of dominant Nash equilibrium strategies  of
player i in game kG, one has

kA; = {Q}  *>   kbi - kci > 0,
kA; = {R}  4*   kbi - kci < 0,

kA; = {Q, R}   44    kbi - kci = 0.

Proof.
kA; = {Q} 4* kpi(Q, ka-i) > kpi(R, ka_i)

4* kbi - kci > 0.
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kA; = {R} 4* kpi(Q, ka-i) < kP'(R, ka-i)
** kbi - kc, < 0,

kA  = {Q, R} 4* kpi(Q, ka-i) - kpi(R, ka-i)
4*  kb, - kc, = 0.

Proposition 6.3 Each PDP game kG has a full cooperative strategy profile. With kA,
the set of strategies of player i in a full cooperative strategy profile, one has

kA, = {Q}  *>  Ejor ':bj > Aci,
&.Ai = {R}  4*  Ejgr tebj < kci,

kA, = {Q, R}   4*   Ejor kbj - kci.
Proof. For any ka it holds that

  kPj (ka) = I(I kA/Q( ka) 1. kbj - kdj( kaj) · kcj)
j€N jeN

Let ka be a full cooperative strategy profile of game kG and let ka 0 ka be such that

ka-i - ka_i for fixed i E K. Then

E  'pi (ka)  -  E  *p,(ka)
j€Af j€N

= (|kA/Q(ka)1 -|kA/9( ka)1). kbj-(kaj(ksj) -  kaj(kiij))· kcj)
jEN

= I ((1 kArQ ( ka) 1 - 1 kA/Q ( ka) 1) · kbj) - ( kiti( kS,) - kai( kai) ) · kci 
jEN

If ka is a unique full cooperative strategy profile of game t,G then it holds that either
Ik-9  -  R  and  kS,  =  Q]  or  [k-9  -Q  and  kg-R]:

•   If kai  =  R  and  kai  =  Q  then  I  kA/Q ( ka) 1  =  i  kNQ ( ka) 1  -  1  and

E  kpj C ka)  >  E  kpj C /,5)   *> Ej€Ar  kbj  -  kc,  >  0
jeN jEW ** Ej€N  kb,  >  kg.

•  If kai - Q and kai = R then I kNQ( ka)| = I kNQ( ka)1 + 1 and

I  kpi ( ka)  >  E  kpi C ka)  4*  - E jEA<  Abj  +  kA  >  0
j€N jeN 4* EjeY kbj < kci.

Similarly, if ka is not a unique full cooperative strategy profile of game kG then it
holds that either   [kai  =  R  and  kai  =  Q]  or  [kai  -  Q  and  ks,  =  R]:

•   If  kai  =  R  and  kai  -  Q  then  |  kAN C ka) |  =  |  kN  C ka) 1  -  1   and

   kpi ( ka)  = E  kPj ( ka)  4* Ej€N kbj -  kci = 0
j€N j€N *> Zj€N kbi = kc'.
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•  If kai- Q and kai= R then lkA/Q(ka)1 -lkA/9(ka)It land

E  kpj(ka)  =  E  kpi (ka)  4*- Ej€Al'  Abj  +  kci  =  0
jEN jEN

*> SEN kbi = kcl'

Proposition 6.4 Consider a PDP game kG. The set of full cooperative strategy profiles
of game kG is disjunct from the set of dominant Nash equilibria of game kG if and only
if there is a player that has a unique full cooperative strategy Q and a strictly dominant
Nash equilibrium strategy R:

kA n kA* = 0

4*

3 € A/,  3 ka E  kA,  3ka' E  kA* :

i E [kA/9(ka)\ kA/R(ka)] fl [kNR(ka*)\ t,AfQ(ka*)]
Proof. It holds that AA n   A-  =  0 if and only if there is a player i  € N with kbi  t  kci

and Ej€Ar kbj t kci. For player i it then holds that there is a full cooperative strategy
profile kS and there is a dominant Nash equilibrium ka' such that either 1) kdi - Q and
ka; = R; or 2) kai = R and kai = Q. But

kai -R A  kaI =Q« '  j€Ar kbj < kc, A kbi > kci
4*  j€A/\{i} kbj< Aci - kbi < 0,

which is impossible. Therefore it must hold that i E  kj\/9(ka)  kNR(ka) and
i E  kNR(ka.)\ kA/Q(ka*). This implies the desired result.   I

Corollary 6.1 Let kd € kA be a full cooperative strategy profile of a strictly Pareto
inferior PDP game kG and let ka. E kA- be a dominant Nash equilibrium of game kG
The difference between the number of players that play Q in the full coop cooperative
strategy profile k& and the number of players that play Q in the dominant Nash equilibrium
ka* is positive:

kb (ki ka*) > 0.
Proof. Suppose ka; = Q. Then it holds that

ka; =Q*kbi-kcito
*  j<N kbj - kci > 0
4* kai = Q.

The above means that

kS, - R =4 kaI = R
Therefore, for a player i one of the following three situations holds:
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1. kai=QA ka; =Q,

2. k-N=QA kaI =R,

3.  kai =R A kai =R.

Furthermore, since ka 96 ka*, there  is at least one player for which situation  2  is  true.

This directly implies that

1,6Q(ka, ka*)   = I kA/9( ka)1 - I kA/Q( ka') 
= 1{i |kai =Q A ka: = Q}1 + 1{i|kai =Q A kai = R}lt

+1{ilkm -R A kai- R}I
-O t  I{ilka,  -  Q A  ka:  =  R} I  t 0
> 0.

Proposition 6.5 For the gain kg, (ks, ka') of player i in a strictly Pareto inferior PDP
game kG it holds that

kgi ka, ka') = < kb (ka, ka') . kbi if kai  =   ka:,

l k (ka, ka.) . kbi - k(:i   if kai 0 ka:.
Proof. From definitions 6.1 and 6.4 it follows that:

t,9, ka, ka*) - kPi k   - kPi ka.)
= lkATQ(ka)1 · kbi- ka/kai) .  kci- I kAFQ(ka.)1 · kbi-  kA,(ka;) · kci)
- kbQ (ka, ka*) · kb, - ( kA,( kdi) - k&/ ka:)) · kci·

Following the proof of corollary 6.1, three situations occur for player i:

1. if kai = QA kai = Q, then kai(kai) - kai( ka;) = 1 and kg,(ka, ka-) = ko (k8, ka*)·

kbi,

2.  if kiii  -Q A  ka;  =  R,  then  kfi( kSi)  =  1,  kai(ka;)  =  0  and  kg,(ka, ka.)  =
koe(ka, ka-) · kbi - kci, and

3.  if kiii - RA kai' = R, then kdj koi) =  kai( kaI) = 0 and kgi(ka, ka*) =  k6 (k&, ka')·
kb .

This completes the proof.  •

Proposition 6.6 In a strictly Pareto inferior PDP game kG it holds that

if ka; = Q then kgi(kd, ka.) 2 0 for all k& E  kA, and

if i  E   kI(k&)  then kdi  =  Q  and  kai  =  R  for  all  ka*  €   kA..
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Proof.

•  if kai = Q then kd: = Q.for all kii € kA. Therefor kgi<ka, ka-) -  k6Q k ,  ka') · kbi >
0 which implies i E kU(k&) for all ka € k.4.

•i E kI(ka) if and only if kg,(ka, ka-) < 0.  This is only possible if kg, (ka, ka*) =
k (ka, ka') · kb:- kci. Flrom proposition 6.5 it then follows that  kai' t k , implying
that kaI = R and kS: = Q.

Proposition 6.7 Strategy profile Ma' is a dominant Nash equilibrium of game *tr if
and only if ra' is a dominant Nash equilibrium of the strictly Pareto inferior PDP game
*G for all k €Al:

Mp,( Ma') 2  Mp:( Ma)    for all Ma 0 Ma
4.,

kpi(  'a') 2  kP,( ka)    for all  ka 0  ra*,  and for all k E M.

Proof. The proof is divided in two parts.  I first show the 'only if' part:  For all k E M
let ra-  be the Nash equilibrium of game  kG :  kP:(  a.)  2  kpi( ka)    for all ka 0   a..
Then

Mp,(a.) -  k€M kpi( ta')
2 Ek€M  kpi(ka)     (for all ka 9,6   a;  and for all k E M)

-  MPi  Ma) (for all Ma 0 *ta')
I  now show the  'if'  part:   Let  Ma*  be  a Nash equilibrium  of game MP:   MPiC Ma*)  2
MPi <  Ma)        for   all    Ma  4 Mal,1· Suppose   35  c   .M,   S  4  0   such  that

•  for all k e S strategy profile   ' a. is not a Nash equilibrium of game kG. Then there
is a strategy profile ka that is a dominant Nash equilibrium of game kG. Forka it
holds that: E,€Ar kP:(ka) > I,EX IP:( fAa.),

•for all k€M\S strategy profile r a* is the Nash equilibrium of game kG.

Then
Mpi(Ma)  = EkEM  kpi( a.) =

=  kes kpi(:'ta.) t  k€M\S kP,( a.)
< Ek€S *Pi(ka) + Ek€A·t\S kpi(ra.)
-  LEX P'(MS),

where Ma-( la, 2d,..., Ma) is such that

f ka     if k E S
ka =   rai  k € A/t\S
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This contradicts the fact that 'wa- is the Nash equilibrium of game MI'.  •

Proposition 6.8 A full cooperative strategy profile of the interconnected game MI' is
*ta if and only if  "a is a full cooperative strategy profile of the strictly Pareto inferior
PDP game kG for all k €M:

E,EN MP,(ME) 2 ziEN A,IP,(*ta) for all  *ta 0  Ma
4*

Zi<AF kpi(fS) 2 Zie-x kpi(ka)   for all ka 0 rs, and for all k € M.

Proof. The proof is divided in two parts.  I first show the 'only if' part: For all
k  €  A/1  let  rabe  a full cooperative strategy profile  of  game  kG  :  Ziev kp,(ra)  2
 i€Ar kpi(ka)    for all ka 96   S.  Then

Z  Mpi (Ma)   =   i€AF  k€M   kp; ( a)
i€A/

- Ek€Al Zi€X kP:(ra)

2 Ek€M Zi€Ar kP,(ka)    (for all  ka t  'S and for all k EM)
- Ei€N Ek€M kpi(ka)    (for all ka 0  a and for all k E M)

-  i€Ar MP,(A,ta)  (for all Ma# Ma)
I now show the 'if' part: Let A'ta be the full cooperative strategy profile of game MI':

ZiENP,(Ma) 2 Zi€KP,(Ma)   for all Ma 0 MS. Suppose BS g A/1, S 0 0 such that

• for all k e S strategy profile  a is not a full cooperative strategy profile of game
1:G. Then there is a full cooperative strategy ka of game kG.  For ka it must hold
that:  ZieN kpi(ka) > E.EN kpiC ra),

•  for all k E A/t \S, eS is the full cooperative strategy profile of game kG

Then

-,r-- ,/-'  MP,( Maj  = Ligr LkE,w kp, (i'a) =
i€N = Ek€s Zi€N kpi(ra) t  k€Al\S  iEN *Piets)

.....

S Ek€s Ei€N kPi<ka  +  k€M \S  i€N kp,(i:"'a)
-  iof  kES kpi(ka) +  ,€N  k€A,1\6 kp,(:18)

(V ka 0 ra, Vk E M \S)
=  E,EX  Mpi (A,IM),

where *ta = ( 18, 28,..., Afa) is such that

f  ka    i f k€S
ka =   rs  k € M\S.

This contradicts the fact that *,18 is the full cooperative strategy profile of game Mr.   .
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Corollary 6.2 Consider the interconnected game MI', which links M strictly Pareto
inferior PDP games kG.  The set of full cooperative strategy profiles of game Mr is
disjunct from the set of Nash equilibria of game MI'.

Proof. Suppose the set of full cooperative strategy profiles of game MI' is not disjunct
from the set of Nash equilibria of game *tr':

MAn  MR  4 0

Then there is a strategy profile Ma = ( d, · · · ,  a)  €  MA n MA: This implies that
 a € kA and ra E kA*, contradicting the fact that all M PDP games are disjunct.  •

Proposition 6.9 Consider the interconnected game MP. Let Ma' denote a dominant
Nash equilibrium and let *ta denote a full cooperative strategy profile of game MP.  Gain

*19,( Ats, A.ta') of player i in the interconnected game MP is related to the gains of player
i in the separate games as follows:

A·'19,  Ma, Ma.) =  kE.W "9,( a, t a*).

Proof. From equation (6.1), propositions  6.7  and  6.8 it follows  that

Mgi - MP,(Ma) - Mp,(Ma')
-  kEM kpi( 18) - Ek€M kp,(fa.)
= EkeM(kpi(ra) - kpieta.))
= Ek€M kg,(rs':1 a*).

A.2   Proofs of Section 6.3
In this appendix I give the proofs of the propositions and theorems of section 6.3.

Proposition 6.10 Consider M-1 bijections klr (k E A/1-) and M-1 strictly Pareto
inferior modified permutation games kG (k € M-) of a PDP game iG.  The full coopera-
tive strategy profile Ma of gaIne MY is acceptable if for all dominant Nash equilibria *,ta*
of the interconnected game MP, for all i € N and for all k E M- it holds that

kA(k ai') · (lbk#(:) - 1(:k„(i) + k Bi - k'Yi) 2 0,
k (:|Si    1Ek«i) + kg,) 2 0,

kd,(kg,( S, t a*)) · kg,(rs,r a.) > 0

k,8,   >   -  1 bk *(i),

k'Yi  >  -  1 Ck«i),
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and for all SCM, for all fae f.4, there is a fa* E f A' and there is a player csa)i € N
such that

E kes  kg(sal)(fa, fa*) < O,

and such that

*19,( Ma,M a') 2 0,

3(Ma.)i E N:  Mg(M..11(Ma, Ma*)> 0.

Proof. Proposition 6.10 is a formal repetition of the relevant equations of section 6.2.
Equation (6.6) presents proposition 6.2 in terms of the modifications of the modified
permutation games kG. Equation (6.7) presents proposition 6.3 and equation (6.5) in
terms of the modifications of the modified permutation games kG. Equation (6.8) gives the
implication for player i of gaines kG being strictly Pareto superior or strictly Pareto inferior

in ra for player  i (from definition 6.4). Equations  (6.9)  and (6.10) present the ranges  of

the modifications (from definition 6.10). Equation (6.11) is equivalent to equation (6.4).
Equations  (6.12)   and (6.13) represent the demand  that  game  *II' is Pareto superior  in

Ata for all players and strictly Pareto superior in Ma for at least one player.  I

Lemma 6.1 Consider M-1 bijections kT (k € M-) and M-1 strictly Pareto inferior
modified permutation games kG (k E Al-) of game iG.  Let Ma denote a full cooperative

strategy profile of game MI'. The following holds for all dominant Nash equilibria *ta' of
the interconnected game MI' and for all i € Af and for all k E M-

kt,(kaI) . ( ibh.(i) - ick.(i) + kBi - k7,) 2 0, and
kd,( kgi( |S, ra*)) · 1,9,(rS,  'a') > 0

*>

i E  kI( 'li) :  k8Q( 'S,  a.)·  lb**(i) -  1Ck"(i)+ (k6<'( rs,  a*)-1)·  k i 5  1:Gi,
'   if k-9 - ka; =R:   ibk"(i) - 1Ck (i) 5 k#i,

i E  ku( es) :  c
if kai = ka; =Q:   kG, 6 lb.'r(:) - ick"(,),

if k-Q 9   ka:  :    1bk,(,) -  ick„(i) 5  ke: <  k6Q< fa, ' a*) ·  lb"f(i)-1-
- ickx(i) + (k69(rS,  a.)-1)· k i·

Proof. The ranges kei follow directly from equations (6.6) and (6.8) (using proposition

6.6: ifi E kIC ra) then kai= Rand kai=Q). For instance, ifi E kIC  '8) then equation
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(6.6) yields k'Yi - kili 2 1bk"Ar(i) - 1(:k,E(i) and equation (6.8) yields

kgi < 0  «>  k6Q(  'a,f' a') ·  kbi -  kc, < 0

4*  k6(2( rS, ' a.) ·( ibk'(i) + kA) - ( ic .(i) + k7,) < 0
4*  kbq( rs,r a ) .  lb,i(i) -  lc 1,(i) + ( kOQ(  '8, ' a-) -1) ·  ki3,-  k'y,)  < 0
** k'Yi - kA > kOQ( rs':1 a.) .  11'k,(i) -  1(:11(i) + (k69( ro, ' a*) - 1) ·  klli.

Since   k,5Q ( ra, a*)  ·  1 14,1,(i)-lck"(i) -1- (koq (  'ta, ' a')-  1)·  klli>    lbki(i)  -lck*(,)  for  all
k and all i, equation (6.8) determines ke, below:  di =  1,6Q(  'a, ' a.) ·  ibi,(0 -  ick,(i) +
(k69( ra,f' a') - 1) · kA.   .

Lemma 6.2 Consider M-1 bijections 1,71- (k € M-) and M-1 Pareto inferior disjunct
modified permutation games kG (k E M-) of game iG.  Let A,ta' denote a dominant
Nash equilibrium of the interconnected game JWI' and let Ma denote a full cooperative
strategy profile of game *II'. The following holds for all dominant Nash equilibria M a- of
the interconnected game MP and for all i E N and for all k E M- with

kfli > - ibk"(i) A k'Yi > - ick,·(,) and

i  E   kI(  "a)   :  koq (  'S, '  a.)  ·   lb ,(i)  -   ick*(,) +

+(kOQ( fs, ' a.) - 1) ·  kl  5  kei,
'   if kS, = ka; = R:   ibkir(i) - 1(:k'(i) 5 kei,

i E ku(ra) :<   if kai = ka; -Q:  ':Gi S lt'k'r(i) - 1(lk"(i),

if ka, 0 ka; :   11'k*(i) - 1Ck'r(i) 15 kei < k,5Q(  'ta, 1 a.) · tbk"(i)+
- 1Ck,(i) + (*89(:ta,  a*)-1)·  ki i·

**

kBi  = - ibk"(i) + k· i and

.
- le.kir(i) +  kOQ( f'a,  a.) ·  kxi +  kjli       i €  k/( a)

- 1Ck*(i) + kxi + k/ZE i € *U(rs), kiil = ka; = R
k7,  = €   - 1Ck,(,1 + kai · *Ai i E kU( '8), 1,Si = ka; = Q

- lg,(i)+ i E AU(ra), kai 4 ka;
· t kA,. (1 +  kai · (kbe( rS, a') - 1))

with kxi, > 0, k/4 2 0, and

   0 < kai 51   if i c  ku(rs),  ki , = kai = Q,0 5 ka, < 1   if i E  *U(f"E),  kai 0 kai.
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Proof. The choice of k#, is the lower limit - ibkir(,) plus a distance kA, C kxi > 0) from
this lower limit. Given the choice of kdi, the choice of k·y, is between its lower limit and
its upper limit. The lower limit of k7; follows from both the lower limit of 1,8, and from

k74 > - ick„(,). The upper limit of k7, follows from the upper limit of kei

•  If i €  kIC  'a) or if [i €  t,U( 'a) A kii -  kai = R] then the choice of k74 is the lower

limit  kOf + t,Bi plus a distance k/4 C k/4 > 0) from this lower limit.

• If [i E kU(ra) A kS, - ka; = Q] or if [i E kU(rS) A k2i t kai] then the choice of

t,7, is in the interval between its lower limit and its upper limit. A parameter kO,

determines whether k7, is close to the lower limit or close to the upper limit.

Theorem 6.1 Consider M-1 bijections k;r (k € M-) and M-1 strictly Pareto inferior
modified permutation games kG (k E M-) of game 1G. Let Ma denote a full cooperative
strategy profile of game M F.  For all dominant Nash equilibria *ta* of the interconnected
game MP and for all i E A/,and for all k EM- with

kbi = kA,

    *bQ(  'a,#' a.) ·  t,Ai + kili i E  kI( es)
k·\: + kM, i E kue'18), ksi - ka; = Rk4= <

1

kai..Ai i E *Ueta), kizi = ka: = Q
kxi · (1 + kai . (k6Q(fa,  a-) - 1))   i E kU(fla), kai 4 ka;

with kxi, > 0, kp, 2 0, and

   0 <  kai 5 1   if i € /,U(:ta),  kai - ka; = Q,0 5  kai < 1   if i E kU(es),  kai 0 kai.,

and such that for all SCM, for all fS € fA, there is a fa' E  A- and there is a player

6#i E Ar:
E k€s  k9(s:),( fi ,  a*)  < 0,

and such that

kAi k ,  '   1Ekx(i) + k'li  2  ,

Mgi( MS,M a') 2 0,

3(Magi € Ar . A,19(M..),(Ma, Ma') > 0,

the full cooperative strategy profile Ma of game MI' is acceptable.
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Proof. Lemma 6.1 incorporates equations (6.6) and (6.8) into ranges of parameter k#:.
Lemma 6.2 states that these ranges and equations (6.9), (6.10) together are equivalent to
specific ranges for the modifications (as provided in lemma 6.2). Inserting these ranges
into kbi = ibk„(i) + kB, and kc, 1 Ck*(i) + k'Yi, repeating equations (6.7), and (6.11) to
(6.13) yields theorem 6.1.  I

A.3   Proofs of Section 6.4
In this appendix I give the proofs of the corollary and the proposition of section 6.4.

Corollary 6.3 Consider a bijection 27r and a strictly Pareto inferior modified mirror game
26 of the strictly Pareto inferior PDP game iG.  Let Ma* denote the strictly dominant
Nash equilibrium of the interconnected game MY and let Ma denote the unique full
cooperative strategy profile of game MI'.  For i E  2I( a) and j E  2U( a) and for all 2b:,
2Ci with

    2bi  =   2Ai,     2Ai  >  0,

i €  21(Fa) :      2cj- 26(2(fa, 1 a.) . 2.> i + 2,U:,0  <   2Pi  <  min<  igi,  2Aj - (269(rs,f a.) - 1) · 2. i}

j< 2U( 18), :'Sj =  ta; =R: 2bj  =   2Aj,    2)9  >   - laj,
  29- 2.,9 -w 2Mj, 2/Zj > 2)4,

j c 2U(:18),  laj =  'ta; = 62 :     2bj = 2Aj,  2· j > - igj,2Cj= 2aj · 2Xj, 0 < 2aj< 1,

j E 2U( /18), :'aj 0 :ta; :           2(j-  1 + 2aj). 2· 3,

2bj  -   2Aj,    2Aj  > 0,

0  <   2aj  <  minI 26    121121£ 1
'2 Aj,     2Xj     J i

game  Mr is strictly Pareto superior  in  Ma  for  both  players.

Proof.  For M = {1,2} and N - {A, B} it must hold that 'I(fa) -  lU(fa) and
2Ueta) = lI(flo).  Game Mr is strictly Pareto superior for both players for (using

theorem 6.1)

2bi - 2Ai

   26Q(rs,  a.) . 2Ai + 2/1, i E 2I(fs)
2Ai + 2/4 i E 2U(:18), :1-4 =  'a; = R

2  -    24'
2AE i E yu( 18), fa, = fal = 0

2Ai · (1 + 2ai . (269( "a,p a.) - 1))   i E  2U(6'S), fS, 0 fa;
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with kA„ > 0, k/li > 0, and 0 < kai < 1 and such that

2  1( N  '   162*(i) + 2714)   > 0, (A.1)

Mgl  > 0, (A.2)

*192 > 0. (A.3)

For convenience I denote 'IC:ts) = {i}, 2UC a) - {j} Using the fact that

26Q(*ta) = <1  if  Sj = :ta;,
l  2   if  'aj 0  ral,

equations (A.1) to (A.3) lead to the following additional restrictions 06 2/4,2*j and 2Xj:

2/4 < -( 269(,Ma,f' a.) - 1) · 2, , + 2. j
2Bj > 2Ai and 2Aj > - igj if  "Sj =  'a; = R,
2.Xj> -19j if  85 = ra; = Q,
2«i  <  min{ it, '9' } if  'Sj t ra;

Proposition 6.11 Consider a bijection 21r and a strictly Pareto inferior modified mirror
game 2G of the strictly Pareto inferior PDP game 1G.  Let Ma' denote the strictly
dominant Nash equilibrium of the interconnected game MI' and let Ma denote the unique

full cooperative strategy profile of game MI'. The parameter choices of the exact niirror
game rG are within the range of the parameters choices of the modified mirror game

2(127r•

Proof. The parameter choices of the exact mirror game rG are

3„'bA - lbB,   8"'bB = lbA,
rCA - 1CB,  rCB - 1CA·

The proposition is proved by inserting these parameter choices into the restrictions on
the parameters of game iG, emerging from the unique full cooperative strategy profile

fa and the strictly dominant Nash equilibrium t' a' and from gA > 0 and 98 > 0.  I
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Nederlandse Samenvatting

Internationale Milieuproblemen, Koppeling van Be-
leidsproblemen en de Europese Unie
In dit proefschrift wordt onderzocht onder welke condities het koppelen van beleidsproble-
men kan worden gebruikt als hulpmiddel om samenwerking bij internationale milieuprob-
lemen te bereiken. Ook wordt onderzocht of koppeling van beleidsproblemen kan worden

toegepast in het kader van milieuproblemen binnen de Europese Unie. Om deze vragen te
beantwoorden heb ik drie hoofddoelen geformuleerd voor dit proefschrift, die aansluiten

op mijn persoonlijke voorkeur voor theoretische analyses:

1.  Het ontwikkelen van de theorie van koppeling van beleids- problemen in een cooper-

atief speltheoretisch kader.

2. Het analyseren van de parameters van strategische spelen zodat koppeling van be-

leidsproblemen resulteert in een gernterconnecteerd spel met een acceptabel volledig
cool)eratief strategieprofiel.

3.  Het onderzoeken van de toepasbaarheid van koppeling van beleidsproblemen in het
leader van milieuproblemen binnen de Europese Unie.

Een samenvatting van de resultaten van de theorie van koppeling van beleidsproblemen
wordt gegeven in de volgende paragraaf. Daarna wordt de toepasbaarheid van koppeling
van beleidsproblemen behandeld in het kader van milieuproblemen binnen de Europese
Unie.

Samenvatting

Bij gebrek aan een internationaal orgaan (met de macht een milieubeleid te formuleren en
te handhaven) dient een multilaterale milieuovereenkomst drie eigenschappen te hebben
voor een succesvolle samenwerking: 1) ze moet vrijwillig ondertekend worden (dit im-
pliceert  dat de baten  van een overeenkomst groter  zijn  dan de kosten);   2)  ze  moet
gebaseerd zijn op consensus tussen de betrokken landen. Dit impliceert dat de overeen-

komst niet onderhevig is aan nieuwe onderhandelingsrondes en dat er geen alternatieve
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overeenkomst bestaat die de voorkeur heeft van alle landen; en 3) ze moet dusdanig worden

geformuleerd dat haar bepalingen worden uitgevoerd zonder tussenkomst van derden.

De cooperatieve methode is een manier om samenwerking te bereiken waarbij landen de

welvaart maximaliseren en zich alle aspecten van een milieukwestie eigen maken, inclusief

de gevolgen voor andere landen. Er zijn drie redenen waarom dit proefschrift is gericht
op de volledig cooperatieve methode.

Ten eerste is het zo dat de volledig cooperatieve methode de effectiviteit van een
overeenkomst verhoogt. Wanneer de landen die het meest aan een probleem bijdragen
meedoen met de overeenkomst en wanneer informatie en ervaringen worden gedeeld kan dit
een verbetering betekenen van beleid en maatregelen.  Zo is bijvoorbeeld het betrekken van

ontwikkelingslanden in multilaterale overeenkomsten over het broeikaseffect van essentieel

belang, omdat zij veel broeikasgassen uitstoten.
Ten tweede zijn multilaterale milieuovereenkomsten het meest kosteneffectief bij ge-

bruik van de volledig cooperatieve methode. Denk daarbij aan het feit dat bij een volledig
cooperatieve methode, mechanismen kunnen worden inbegrepen in de overeenkomst die
het mogelijk maken vervuilingsrechten over te dragen. Dergelijke mechanismen kunnen

vermindering van milieuvervuiling plaats laten vinden daar waar de kostprijs ervan het

laagst is. Voorbeelden van dergelijke kostenverminderende maatregelen zijn: handel in

emissierechten, gezamenlijke tenuitvoerlegging en een mechanisme voor schone ontwikke-

ling.
Ten derde heeft men in de literatuur op het gebied van internationale milieuproblemen

veel aandacht geschonken aan de volledig cooperatieve methode. Hierdoor kunnen de
bestaande theorieen worden vergeleken met de theorie ontwikkeld in dit proefschrift.

Het is gebleken dat de volledig cooperatieve methode moeilijk toepasbaar is in de prak-
tijk. Hier zijn twee verklaringen voor: asymmetrische voordelen van een overeenkomst en
de mogelijkheid tot profiteren. Hoewel de volledig cooperatieve methode de totale wel-
vaart zal maximaliseren kan een land een nettoverlies aan welvaart ervaren in vergelijking
tot het niveau bij de niet-cooperatieve methode. Een dergelijk land zal daarom niet snel
kiezen voor de volledig cooperatieve methode. Verder kan een land profiteren van de in-
spanningen van een ander land. Met andere woorden, een dergelijk land neemt geen deel
aan de overeenkomst of onderneemt minder actie tot vermindering van milieuvervuiling,
maar profiteert wel van de inzet van andere landen.

Er zijn drie hulpmiddelen om deze obstakels te vermijden, namelijk: bijbetalingen,
vergelding en koppeling van beleidsproblemen.

Bijbetalingen behelzen een geldoverdracht van landen, die baat hebben bij samenwer-

king, naar landen die niet willen meedoen met de overeenkomst. Helaas hebben bijbetalin-
gen de volgende nadelen: 1) het incalculeren van bijbetalingen kan ontvangende landen
tot strategisch beleid verleiden (door hogere verliezen voor te wenden of door opzettelijk
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buiten de overeenkomst te blijven met het doel hogere betalingen te krijgen); 2) de be-
talende landen zijn misschien onwillig om bijbetalingen te bieden, omdat een dergelijk
aanbod hen misschien afschildert als slechte onderhandelaars, waardoor hun positie bij
toekomstige onderhandelingen ondermijnd wordt; en 3) het gebruik van bijbetalingen
veroorzaakt een nieuw probleem: de bepaling van de hoogte van de betalingen.

Om een overeenkomst te handhaven wordt vergelding of het opleggen van sancties

gebruikt. Wanneer een land zich niet houdt aan een overeenkomst, zullen de andere
landen dit vergelden door zich ook niet te houden aan de overeenkomst waardoor een
netto welvaartsverlies optreedt in het land dat als eerste afweek. Alleen al de angst voor
een dergelijk welvaartsverlies zorgt voor een stimulans zich in het geheel te houden aan
overeenkomsten. Maar er zitten ook nadelen a.an vergelding, zoals o.a.: 1) het feit dat bij
de meeste multilaterale milieuovereenkomsten de mogelijkheden tot sancties opleggen een
vrijwillig karakter heeft en er geen macht is die sancties op kan leggen; en 2) dat de vergel-
ding ook een straf inhoudt voor de straffende landen zelf waardoor de geloofwaardigheid
van het dreigement wordt aangetast.

Door deze nadelen van zowel bijbetalingen als vergelding komt men deze hulpmiddelen
weinig tegen bij internationale milieuproblemen. In plaats daarvan wordt het koppelen
van beleidsproblemen voorgesteld als een hulpmiddel om de obstakels naar een volledig
coOperatieve methode te overwinnen.

Bij het koppelen van beleidsproblemen wordt gebruik gemaakt van het feit dat landen
normaal gesproken in onderhandelingen over meerdere zaken tegelijk verwikkeld zijn.  Met
andere woorden, de onderhandelingen bij meerdere afzonderlijke zaken worden gekoppeld,
opdat een algemene overeenkomst over alle zaken tegelijkertijd wordt bereikt in plaats
van te onderhandelen over individuele zaken. De koppeling kan op twee manieren worden

toegepast: als hulpmiddel om geldelijke bijbetalingen te vermijden en als hulpmiddel ter
vergelding.

Om te beginnen kan koppeling van beleidsproblemen een hulpmiddel zijn om com-
promissen te sluiten over verschillende zaken. Hierdoor kunnen landen het ene geschil
neutraliseren met het andere geschil, zodat wederzijdse geldelijke bijbetalingen worden
vermeden.

Vervolgens kan een land koppeling gebruiken om andere landen te dreigen met vergel-

ding of sancties betreffende 66n of meerdere onverwante zaken. Gebrek aan samenwerking
van sommige la.nden met betrekking tot de ene zaak wordt ontmoedigd door dreiging met
verminderde samenwerking van andere landen op een ander gebied. Zo wordt het zich
niet houden aan een overeenkomst door sommige landen op het gebied van een bepaalde
kwestie ook ontmoedigd doordat andere landen zich dan niet aan een andere overeenkomst
houden.

Hieronder worden drie aspecten besproken van koppeling van beleidsproblemen: de
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nadelen, de toepasbaarheid en het gebruik ervan.

Een nadeel van koppeling van beleidsproblemen is de moeilijk te verwezenlijken voor-
waarde dat alle gekoppelde zaken tegelijkertijd opgelost worden. Reden hiervoor is de
complexiteit van de betrokken zaken. Hierdoor worden de mogelijkheden tot overeenkom-
sten misschien beperkt. Het selecteren van potentiale zaken voor koppeling moet daarom

zorgvuldig gebeuren en altijd met het doel van de koppeling in het achterhoofd.
Een tweede nadeel is, dat de kennis over koppeling van beleidsproblemen niet com-

pleet is. Tot nu toe wordt in de literatuur over koppeling van beleidsproblemen gezegd

dat een volledig coope- ratief resultaat voor twee zaken tegelijk voor geen enkel land een

welvaartsverlies ople- vert. Dit geldt onder de aanname dat de belangen bij beide za-
ken perfect tegengesteld zijn. Deze aanname heeft natuurlijk een groot beperkend effect
op de toepasbaarheid van koppeling van beleidsproblemen. Zoals wordt aangetoond in
hoofdstuk 6 kan deze aanname van perfect tegengestelde belangen worden losgelaten. Het
aspect van tegengesteldheid wordt in dit proefschrift verfijnd, waarbij de mogelijkheid tot
het koppelen van niet-perfect tegengestelde beleidsproblemen wordt geYmpliceerd.

Doordat de onderlinge afhankelijkheid van landen is gegroeid, is de toepasbaarheid van
de koppeling van beleidsproblemen ook toegenomen. Men heeft gemerkt dat bestaande
verbonden van landen zowel in omvang als in aantal behandelde zaken groeien. Neem

bijvoorbeeld de Europese Unie. Sinds haar oprichting in 1951, werd zij uitgebreid van
het initiale aantal van zes lidstaten tot het huidige aantal van vijftien lidstaten met
vooruitzicht op nog tien lidstaten erbij in 2004. Verder zijn de beleidszaken die geregeld

worden door de Europese Unie ook uitgebreid; van een gemeenschappelijke markt voor
kolen en staal naar meer dan dertig belangrijke werkgebieden, die ieder meervoudige zaken

beslaan, varierend van milieuproblemen tot cultuur, en van landbouw tot gezondheidszorg.
Het weghalen van de handelsbarri&res en de introductie van de euro hebben de onderlinge
afhankelijkheid tussen de lidstaten verder vergroot.

De toepasbaarheid van koppeling van beleidsproblemen wordt het best geyllustreerd
door praktijkvoorbeelden. Tijdens het schrijven van dit proefschrift is het moeilijk gebleken
expliciete voorbeelden van koppeling van beleidsproblemen te vinden. Toch is er sprake
van een 'explosie' aan voorbeelden van de koppeling van beleidsproblemen binnen de con-
text van de 'oorlog tegen terreur'1. Voorbeelden van koppeling van beleidsproblemen

zijn:

• De Verenigde Staten lanceerde een vrijhandelsoverleg met Marokko als beloning
voor het innemen van een wat gematigder houding tegenover het conflict in het

1 De oorlog tegen terreur verwijst  naar de intensieve campagne tegen wereldomvattend terrorisme  die
door de Verenigde Staten aangevoerd wordt. Het doel is het beschermen van vrijheid over de hele wereld.
De oorlog tegen terreur  is een directe respons  op de aanvallen  van 11 september,  2001.
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Midden-Oosten en voor de samenwerking met de Verenigde Staten op het gebied
van hun oorlog tegen terreur.

• De Verenigde Staten bood Turkije een financiele steun van miljarden dollars om
haar kwetsbare economie te beschermen tegen de gevolgen van oorlog, in ruil voor
het stationeren van troepen van de Verenigde Staten op Turkse grond. Toen Turkije
dit weigerde, werd het aanbod van de Verenigde Staten meteen ingetrokken. Turkije
liep ook nog het risico zowel het financiale vangnet van de Verenigde Staten kwijt
te raken als de Amerikaanse steun voor haas verzoek tot toetreding tot de Europese
Unie.

• De Verenigde Staten verleende schuldverlichting en begrotingshulp aan Pakistan in
ruil voor Pakistaanse medewerking aan de oorlog tegen terreur, inclusief coordinatie
van een Amerikaans-Pakistaanse geheime dienst en wetshandhavingdiensten voor
het opsporen van terroristen in Pakistan.

• Rusland stelde ratificatie van het Amerikaans-Russische Verdrag voor vermindering

van kernwapens voor onbepaalde tijd uit, in antwoord op het Amerikaanse ultima-
tum aan Irak.

• Tijdens de formatie van een nieuw Nederlands kabinet kreeg de politieke partij
D66 haar zin met betrekking tot veranderingen in de grondwet in ruil voor een
overeenkomst over bepaalde bezuinigingsmaatregelingen.

Hoofdstuk 3 onderzoekt de mogelijkheden voor toepassing van koppeling van beleidspro-
blemen binnen de milieuproblematiek van de Europese Unie. Vooral dankzij de groeiende
onderlinge afhankelijkheid tussen de lidstaten, is de Europese Unie een interessant geval en
zeer geschikt voor de toepassing van koppeling van beleidsproblemen. Sterker nog, in de
medebeslissings- procedure, welke de belangrijkste procedure is binnen het besluitvorm-
ingsproces van de EU, is het mogelijk beleidsproblemen te koppelen in elk van de zeven
fases van de procedure2. De medebeslissingsprocedure bouwt op de gelijkheid van de twee

medewetgevers, de Raad en het Europese Parlement. De medebeslissingsprocedure zorgt
voor twee opeenvolgende lezingen van een voorstel van de Commissie door de medewet-

gevers, en zorgt ervoor dat een bemiddelingscomita bijeengeroepen wordt als de medewet-

gevers het niet eens kunnen worden. Het bemiddelingscomit6 wordt samengesteld om een
overeenkomst te bereiken die dan aan het Parlement en de Raad kan worden voorgelegd
voor een derde lezing met de definitieve vaststelling als doel.

2Het toepassen van de medebeslissingsprocedure omvat ook besluitvorming op het gebied van milieu,
zoals milieubescherming.
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Binnen de medebeslissingsprocedure kunnen de twee medewetgevers beleidsproblemen
eenvoudig koppelen in de behandelingsfases, tijdens onderhandelingen over wijzigingen,
tijdens de stemming en tijdens onderhandelingen binnen het bemiddelingscomita.  De

voorlopige onderhandelingen voor de Raad, die worden gevoerd door de Coreper, bieden

ook mogelijkheden voor koppeling van beleidsproblemen: tijdens deze onderhandelingen
kunnen een aantal zaken tegelijkertijd in behandeling worden genomen.

Op het moment dat ik begon met Inijn zoektocht naar voorbeelden van koppeling van
beleidsproblemen in beleidsvorming binnen de EU, werd al snel duidelijk dat gevallen van
expliciete koppeling van beleidsproblemen gewoonlijk niet openbaar worden gemaakt. De
wiskundig economische literatuur op het gebied van analytische modellering van koppeling
van beleidsproblemen (zie hoofdstuk 4) biedt een aantal verklaringen voor deze relatieve
onzichtbaarheid van koppeling van beleidsproblemen:

• Over het algemeen zal een land vanwege strategische overwegingen schromen in-
formatie te onthullen over de relatieve waarde van de verschillende zaken. Ook al

vanwege het feit dat dergelijke informatie verwachtingen schept of juist teniet  doet

bij andere landen met het oog op toekomstige onderhandelingen.

• Een land wil liever niet haar bereidwilligheid tot het sluiten van compromissen
tonen, omdat dit het land zou kunnen bestempelen als een zwakke onderhandelaar.

•  De onderhandelingssfeer kan eenvoudig verziekt worden of zelfs escaleren in een al-

gemene confrontatie tussen onderhandelaars als landen koppeling van beleidsprob-
lemen als dreigmiddel gebruiken.

•  Koppeling van beleidsproblemen is effectiever in een open internationale organisatie,
als deze tevens over de macht beschikt een milieubeleid op te zetten en te hand-
haven. Een zodanig open organisatie zal alle waarden van de afzonderlijke zaken

integreren in 66n afweging van de gekoppelde zaken. Maar binnen de EU is er geen
enkele organisatie of instituut dat over deze capaciteiten beschikt. En zelfs als een

dergelijke organisatie (of instituut) zou bestaan, zouden landen nog steeds liever
niet hun voorkeuren aan een dergelijke organisatie bekend maken.

Om de toepassing van koppeling van beleidsproblemen in de praktijk volledig te kunnen

onderzoeken, dient grondig empirisch research te worden gedaan, inclusief interviews met
beleidsmakers en waarnemingen. Omdat het theoretische leader tot nu toe niet voldoende

ontwikkeld was en vanwege mijn persoonlijke voorkeur voor het ontwikkelen en analy-
seren van een dergelijk theoretisch kader ligt, is dergelijk research niet gedaan voor dit
proefschrift.
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Hoofdstuk 4 behandelt de wiskundig economische literatuur over de analytische model-
lering van koppeling van beleidsproblemen van onafhankelijke of scheidbare zaken.  Deze
literatuur toont aan dat koppeling van beleidsproblemen samenwerking kan vergroten.
Zo bleek bijvoorbeeld, dat een vrij specifiek resultaat kan worden bereikt met modellen
die voorkeuren precies kwantificeren aan de hand van uitbetalingen (in tegenstelling tot
een kwalitatief resultaat met modellen die voorkeuren weergeven in grafieken of in een
ordinale schaal). Het resultaat betreft:

1.  de combinatie van voorkeuren waarmee situaties worden gecreeerd waarin gedwon-
gen koppeling, koppeling als dreigmiddel of gemeenschappelijke koppeling kan wor-
den toegepast;

2. de gekoppelde leer-om-leer strategie en de quid-pro-quo strategie die in een gekop-
peld spel cooperatieve evenwichten kan genereren zelfs als er geen op zichzelf staand
spel is dat samenwerking toestaat;

3.   de evenwichtsstrategieen die de duurzaamheid van het volledig cooperatief resultaat
ondersteunen, bijvoorbeeld bij afgesproken koppeling en in gevangenendilemma-
koppeling; en

4. de specifieke hoedanigheid voor een meervoudige strategie met Friedman-trigger,
om een Nash-evenwicht van een tensor-spel te zijn.

De modellen lijken erop te wijzen, dat koppeling van beleidsproblemen inderdaad een
bruikbaar hulpmiddel is om volledige samenwerking te bereiken. Maar toch wordt in het
algemeen aangenomen dat de spelersbelangen volledig tegengesteld moeten zijn om dit te
bereiken. Dit uitgangspunt helpt bij het verkrijgen van theoretisch resultaat, maar legt
grote beperkingen op de toepasbaarheid van het model op. Met het oog op kennisvergro-
ting over de toepassing van koppeling van beleidsproblemen, komen theoretische modellen
met niet-perfect tegengestelde belangen in dit proefschrift aan bod. In hoofdstuk 5 en 6
worden deze modellen geanalyseerd.

Hoofdstuk 5 modelleert een situatie waarin N spelers M zaken koppelen in een cooperatief
speltheoretisch kader. De cooperatieve spelen worden weergegeven in karakteristieke func-
tievorm, waarbij de kern als oplossingsconcept wordt gebruikt. De karakteristieke waarde
van een coalitie in een gernterconnecteerd spel is gelijk aan de som van de karakteristieke
waardes in de individuele deelspelen, waarbij de macht van de spelers en de relatieve
belangrijkheid van individuele spelen voor iedere speler kan worden meegenomen. Het
surplus wordt gebruikt om het verschil aan te geven tussen de karakteristieke waarde
van de gehele coalitie en de minimale benodigde uitbetaling om aan de eisen van alle
subcoalities te voldoen. De hoofdconclusies zijn:
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1. De kern van het gernterconnecteerde spel in karakteristieke functievorm is niet leeg
indien het totaal van het surplus van de individuele deelspelen niet negatief is.

2. De totale uitbetaling van een uitbetalingsvektor in de kern van het geYntercon-

necteerde spel is minstens zo groot als de som van het totaal aantal uitbeta]ingen
van de uitbetalingsvektoren in de kern van de spelen met een niet-lege kern.

Het bovenstaande impliceert dat koppeling van beleidsproblemen kan resulteren in een

globale oplos- sing, zelfs wanneer het onmogelijk is om sommige zaken apart op te lossen.

Het koppelen van milieugerelateerde en niet-milieugerelateerde zaken kan zo ook de samen-

werking in een cooperatief kader verbeteren.

Hoofdstuk 6 modelleert een situatie waarin N spelers M zaken koppelen in een niet-
cooperatief speltheoretisch kader, waarbij de nadruk ligt op het aspect van tegengesteld-
heid. De zaken worden gemodelleerd als PDP spelen waarin iedere speler twee pure strate-

gieen heeft: strategie Q en strategie R. De uitbetaling van een speler in een PDP-spel
is gelijk aan de baten minus de kosten: de baten zijn afhankelijk van het aanta] spelers

dat Q speelt en zijn batenparameter b; de kosten warden 6f weergegeven door kosten-

parameter c (als Q wordt gespeeld) Of zijn gelijk aan nul (als R wordt gespeeld).  Het
koppelen wordt gemodelleerd door een geYnterconnecteerd spel, dat wordt opgezet door
het combineren van de twee strategieen van alle spelen, hetgeen resulteert in 2M strate-
giean voor elke speler en 2MKN strategieprofielen. De uitbetaling voor iedere speler binnen
elk van de mogelijke strategieprofielen is gelijkgesteld aan het totaal van de uitbetalingen
van de bijbehorende acties van de afzonderlijke spelen. Hierbij wordt het volledig coope-
ratief strategieprofiel gekozen als oplossingsconcept voor alle spelen. De uitbetaling in een
volledig cooperatief strategieprofiel wordt vergeleken met de som van de uitbetalingen in
de dominante Nash-evenwichten van de afzonderlijke spelen. Een volledig cooperatief
strategieprofiel wordt acceptabel genoemd wanneer de uitbetaling van elke speler in het
volledig cooperatief strategieprofiel hoger of gelijk is aan de som van de uitbetalingen in
de dominante Nash-evenwichten van de afzonderlijke spelen en hoger is voor minstens San

speler.
De analyse richt zich op de interconnectie tussen een zuiver Pareto-inferieur PDP-spel

en M- 1 zuiver Pareto-inferieur gemodificeerde permutatiespelen. Een gemodificeerd per-
mutatiespel modelleert niet-perfecte tegengesteldheid. Het wordt gezien als een afwijking
van het exacte permutatiespel, dat perfecte tegengesteldheid modelleert. De afwijking
wordt bereikt door het extra toevoegen van wijzigingen aan de batenparameters en de

kostenparameters van het exacte permutatiespel. Het gebruik van gemodificeerde permu-
tatiespelen maakt analyse mogelijk van de batenparameters en kostenparameters van de
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M - 1 zuiver Pareto-inferieur gemodificeerde permutatiespelen, die leiden tot een geYn-

terconnecteerd spel met een acceptabel volledig cooperatief strategieprofiel.
Mijn conclusie is dat er inderdaad aanpassingen bestaan waardoor men tot een accep-

tabel volledig cooperatief strategieprofiel van een geYnterconnecteerd spel kan komen.  Het
is daarom niet nodig uit te gaan van een exacte tegengesteldheid van belangen om een
acceptabel volledig cooperatiefstrategieprofiel van het geinterconnecteerd spel te bereiken.
De betekenis van dit resultaat wordt duidelijk wanneer twee spelers twee spelen koppelen:

1. Het is niet nodig om een spel te koppelen aan een spel dat precies het spiegelbeeld
is van het eerste om tot een gernterconnecteerd spel te komen met een acceptabel

volledig cooperatief strategieprofiel. Koppeling van het ene spel aan het andere spel
met andere parameters dan die van het exacte permutatiespel (ma.ar met hetzelfde

volledige cooperatieve strategieprofiel en Nash-evenwicht als in het exacte permu-
tatiespel) kan ook een genterconnecteerd spel opleveren met een acceptabel volledig
co8peratief strategieprofiel.

2.  Het koppelen van het ene spel aan een ander spel dat ongelijk is aan het exacte per-
mutatiespel, zowel wat betreft de parameters als wat betreft het volledig cooperatief
strategieprofiel en Nash-evenwicht,  kan  ook een geYnterconnecteerd spel opleveren
met een acceptabel volledig cooperatief strategieprofiel.

De Toepasbaarheid van Koppeling van Beleidsproblemen en de
Europese Unie

Hoofdstuk 5 en 6 leidden tot de volgende conclusies:

• De kern van een geYnterconnecteerd spel in karakteristieke functievorm is niet leeg
indien de som van het surplus van de individuele deelspelen niet negatief is (zie
hoofdstuk 5).

•  Er is een bereik voor de batenparameters en de kostenparameters van M-1 zuiver
Pareto-inferieur gemodificeerde permutatiespelen, waarbij het geYnterconnecteerd
spel tussen een zuiver Pareto-inferieur PDP spel en de M-1 zuiver Pareto-inferieur

gemodificeerd permutatiespelen een acceptabel volledig cooperatief strategieprofiel
heeft (zie hoofdstuk  6).

In de praktijk betekenen deze resultaten dat de toepasbaarheid van koppeling van beleid-

sproblemen significant groter is, dan tot dusver is aangenomen in de literatuur. Dit heeft
twee oorzaken:
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Ten eerste is het zo dat zowel de niet-cooperatieve als de cooperatieve modellen van

koppeling van beleidsproblemen de bestaande modellen van twee spelers die twee spelen
koppelen generaliseren tot modellen van N spelers die M spelen koppelen. Omdat in
de praktijk onderhandelingen tussen spelers (landen) betrekking hebben op meerdere be-

leidsproblemen betekent een dergelijke generalisatie van modellen, dat ze veel vaker van

toepassing zijn.
Ten tweede is de toepasbaarheid van koppeling van beleidsproblemen groter geworden

vanwege het loslaten van de aanname van perfect tegengestelde belangen. Zowel de niet-

cooperatieve als de cooperatieve modellen laten zien, dat koppeling van beleidsproblemen
een acceptabel volledig cooperatief strategieprofiel van een geinterconnecteerd spel kan
bereiken onder niet-perfect tegengestelde belangen indien: 1) de som van het surplus van
de afzonderlijke spelen niet negatief is (cooperatief model), of 2) de parameters van het

spel  binnen een bepaald bereik liggen (niet-cooperatief model).
Het bovenstaande betekent, dat er een verzameling spelen bestaat, die kan worden

gekoppeld om een acceptabel volledig cooperatief strategieprofiel te bereiken, in plaats
van het unieke perfect tegengestelde spel. Het is daarom te verwachten, dat er meer
mogelijkheden zijn voor koppeling van beleidsproblemen dan tot nu toe is aangenomen.

De relevantie van deze resultaten voor het milieubeleid van de EU wordt hieronder

uiteengezet. Zoals wordt geconcludeerd in hoofdstuk 3 is de onderlinge afhankelijkheid
van EU lidstaten landen door drie factoren gegroeid:  1) een groter aantal lidstaten; 2)
een groter aantal zaken dat door de EU wordt geregeld; en 3) de oprichting van de Eu-
ropese interne markt. Speltheoretische analyses hebben het besef van de toepasbaarheid
van koppeling van beleidsproblemen verhoogd en de bovengenoemde factoren dragen ook
bij aan de toepasbaarheid van koppeling van beleidsproblemen, omdat ze de kans op het
vinden van geschikte beleidsproblemen voor koppeling verhogen.  Dit kan als volgt worden

toegelicht.
De complexiteit van geschillen binnen de Europese Unie is toegenomen als gevolg van

het grotere aantal lidstaten en het grotere aantal zaken dat door de Europese Unie wordt
geregeld. In een speltheoretisch verband betekent dit, dat er meer spelers meedoen, er
meer uitbetalingsfuncties zijn, er meer coalities kunnen ontstaan en er meer batenpa-
rameters en kostenparameters zijn. Als gevolg hiervan is de kans groter geworden om
zaken tegen te komen met een niet-negatieve som aan surplus en parametercombinaties

die koppeling van beleidsproblemen mogelijk maken. Dit wordt bijvoorbeeld onderstreept
door het huidige probleem van niet-naleving van het Kyoto Protocol. Sommige lidstaten
van de Europese Unie voldoen niet aan de doelstellingen voor broeikasgasemissies zoals

vastgelegd in het Kyoto Protocol. De lidstaten die hun streefwaardes hebben bereikt kun-
nen eisen dat effectievere maatregelen worden gebruikt en kunnen economische middelen

(bijvoorbeeld belastingen en heffingen) gebruiken om landen, die de streefwaardes niet
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hebben bereikt, te dwingen hun emissies te verminderen. Landen die de streefwaardes
hebben gehaald zouden druk uit kunnen oefenen op landen die ze niet hebben gehaald
door het Kyoto Protocol te koppelen aan San van de velen andere beleidsproblemen tussen
de lidstaten- bijvoorbeeld de discussie over belastingharmonisatie in Europa.  Deze kop-
peling zorgt ervoor dat compromissen tussen lidstaten kunnen worden uitgewisseld en dat
een overeenkomst kan worden gesloten over de gekoppelde beleidsproblemen.

Toekomstig Onderzoek

Hoewel de bovenstaande resultaten veelbelovend zijn, blijven een paar vragen onbeant-
woord:

1. Welke invloed heeft de kern als gekozen oplossingsconcept in een cooperatief spelthe-
oretisch kader op de resultaten? Is het mogelijk om vergelijkbare resultaten te be-
halen als een ander oplossingsconcept wordt gekozen (bijvoorbeeld de stabiele set,
de kernel of de nucleolus)?

2. In een niet-cooperatief speltheoretisch kader heeft het model met PDP spelen veel

kwaliteiten, maar houdt van nature vereenvoudigingen in. Is het mogelijk om een
vergelijkbare analyse uit te voeren met een meer algemeen model van internationale
milieuproblemen? En hoe bernvloeden macht, aantal betrokken landen en de hoogte
van de uitbetaling de spelen die geschikt zijn voor koppeling?

3. De zichtbaarheid van koppeling van beleidsproblemen is onlangs groter geworden
(bijvoorbeeld   door de oorlog tegen terreur). Deze zichtbaarheid   zou in verband
kunnen worden gebracht met de volgende factoren: het aantal bij de kwestie be-
trokken landen, de macht van deze landen, de specifieke belangen en de economische
situatie van de betrokken landen. Wat is de relatie tussen de zichtbaarheid van kop-
peling van beleidsproblemen en de vier genoemde factoren? Welke andere factoren
kunnen van invloed zijn op de zichtbaarheid van koppeling van beleidsproblemen?

4. Welke invloed heeft een verhoogde zichtbaarheid van koppeling van beleidsproble-
men op het aantal opgeloste zaken en de bijbehorende onderhandelingen? Zullen
landen minder schromen om in de openbaarheid te treden over het gebruik van
koppeling van beleidsproblemen en zal dit onderhandelingen vergemakkelijken en
daarmee oplossingen bevorderen?

5. De komende verandering in de grondwet van de Europese Unie veroorzaakt een
aanpassing van stemprocedures en een nieuwe toekenning van macht. Welk effect
heeft dit op de mogelijkheden om koppeling van beleidsproblemen toe te passen?
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6.   Wat is het surplus of wat zijn de parameters van de huidige problemen binnen de Eu-

ropese Unie en welke beleidsproblemen kunnen worden gekoppeld om samenwerking
duurzaam te maken?

Theoretisch onderzoek kan antwoorden geven op de eerste twee vragen, terwijl empirisch
onderzoek nodig lijkt om de andere vragen te beantwoorden. Experimenteel onderzoek kan
licht werpen op koppeling van beleidsproblemen, en dan vooral met betrekking tot vraag
1, 3 en 4. Uiteindelijk kan toekomstig onderzoek leiden tot een frequenter gebruik van
koppeling van beleidsproblemen waardoor een bijdrage wordt geleverd aan de oplossing
van internationale milieuproblemen.
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